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WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

MEAT AND SUGAR. 

Note by First Lord, setting out position 


as regards these commodities. 


POOD RATIONING. 

Report by Chairman of Sub-Committee of 


Home Policy Committee on Rationing. 

French Army requirements. 

Service requirements. 

Civilian Meat Ration. 

Bacon and Butter. 

Margarine and Cooking Fats. 

Sugar. 

Comparison with German Rations. 

Bate of introduction of rationing. 


Appendix. Sugar supplies and rationing. 


INDIA AND THE WAR. 

Memo, by S/S India, circulating telegrams 


from Viceroy. (Nos. 2367-S, and 2368-S, 

22.10.39). 


INDIA AND TLB WAR. 

Memo, by S/S India, circulating telegram 


from Viceroy (2385-S, 24.10.39, and 

enclosure, i.e. 793 of 23.10.39 to Viceroy 

from S/S India). 


 AI [MiBIBG SYSTBM. 
Proposed statement" "by S/S Air, on GovernmentJs 

policy as to sounding of air-raid warnings. 
T m A T V 

Memo, by S/S Foreign Affairs, covering 

Report "by Mr. Francis Rodd of the Ministry 

of Economic warfare. 


BROADCAST T-iLKS BY CABII.BT MINISTERS AND 

OTHER GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES. 


Memo, by Prime Minister. 


FOOTBALL POOLS. 

Report of Home Policy Committee. 


POOD RATIONING. 

Memo, by the Minister of Laoour and National 


Service covering result of enquiries made 

from bodies representative of various 

sections of public opinion. 
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WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

5 9 2 3 . 1 0 . 3 9 . I FOOD RATIONING. 

(Annex) I Trade and Commerce. 


Memo, hy Minister of labour and National 

Service giving statement for inclusion in 

17.P. (G) ( 3 9 / 5 9 . 

i 
6 0 2 7 . 1 0 . 5 9 . ; NEUTRAL TONNAGE. CHARTERING OF: Note "by 


Minister of Shipping oosition. 

Sweden. 

Norway. 

Greece. 

Yugoslavia. 


6 1 5 1 , 1 0 . 3 9 . iAR TRADE AGREEMENT. Draft: 
Swedish Exports of Iron Ore. 
Memo, "by Minister of Economic v/arx are. 

6 2 3 1 . 1 0 . 3 9 . I S V f f i D I S I i LR T R A D E A G R E E M E N T Draft 
Summary of proposals. t u 
Memo, by Minister of Economic V/arfate. 
Appendix I Draft Agreement with Swedish mis sia 
Appendix II Swedish declaration. 
Appendix III British declaration. 

3 1 . 1 0 . 3 9 . !63 	  COLL jRY CONTRACTS. APPLICATION Off PRICE 

INCREASES TO EXHJlTwG^T NoTe by Chancellor 

of Exchequer covering Memo, "by President, 

Board of Trade and Secy, for Mines showing 

alternative courses possible. 


1 . 1 1 . 5 9 . IABQDB-Aim PRODUCTION TN PWT.ATTON TO 

CONSTRUCTION OP MOST URGENTLY NEEDED VESSELS 

ON SEA. Note by First Lord, Admiralty^ 

covering Memo, by Parliamentary Secretary 

of the Admiraltjr, 


6 4 

6 5 1 . 1 1 . 3 9 . GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS. ACTIVITIES OP; 

ATTITUDE OF PRESS TO: Memo, by Minister of 

Information giving extracts from Germen 

broadcasts showing; propaganda value to enemy. 


2 . 1 1 . 3 9 . 	 BURMA, CONSTITUTIONAL ADVANCE, [inisters ' 
request for assurances in regard to: Memo. by S/S Burma. 
Telegram No* 3 9 7 - C from the Governor, Burma. 

6 6 

( 1 2 . 1 0 . 3 9 ) . (Appx. l) 

Telegram No.444-C from the Governor, Burma. 


( 3 1 . 1 0 . 3 9 ) (Appx.II) 

Telegram No.446-C from the Governor, Burma. 


( 1 . 1 1 . 3 9 ) (Appx.Ill) 

Draft Reply from Governor, Burma.(Appx.IV) 
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(Continued). 
WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

IMPORTING CAPACITY OF THE U.K. LIMITATION OP: 

Neutral tonnage. Progress in chartering: 

Cereal Programme. 

Cereal Programme. 

Near sources of supply: Need for concentrating 


tonnage on; 


CONTRABAND CONTROL, DELAYS TO SKIPPING IN: 

Memo, by Minister of Economic Warfare 


covering Report. 

Delays "before the cargo is considered by 


Contraband Committee. 

Delays due to policy of Contraband Committee. 

Delays after Contraband Committee's decision. 

Recommendations. 


CONTRABAND DELAYS 

Note by Minister of Shipping. 


INDIA AND THE WAR. 

Telegram No. 2527-3 (3.11.39) from Viceroy 


circulated under Note by Secretary. 


INDIA AND THE WAR. 

Memo, by S/S India, covering Telegram 


No. 312 (26.10.39) to Viceroy; 

telegrams N O B , 2428-S (28.10.39), 2472-S 

(31.10.39), 2494-S (2.11,39), 2501-S (2.11.39) 

2502-S (2.11.39), 2518-S (2.11,39), 2527-S 

'3.11.39)i 2536-S (-3.11.39), and 2539-3 

4.11.39). from Viceroy. 


NATIONAL EXPENDITURE. SELECT COMMITTEE ON: 

Memo, "by Chancellor of Exchequer, and 


statement he proposes to make in the 

House in answer to a question. 


INDIA AND THE WAR. 

Memo, by S/S India, covering telegrams 

Nos. 2543 (4.lie 59) and 2550-S (4.11.39) 

from Viceroy re communication and interview 

with Ghandij telegram No. 851 (4.11.39) from 

S/S to Viceroy; telegrams Nos. 2551-S 

(4.11.39) and 2554-S (5.11.39) from Viceroy. 


WAR AIMS. VIEWS OP HIS MAJESTY 1S GOVERNMENT 

IN NEW ZEALAND ON: 
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76 8.11.39, 
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78 9.11.39. 


79 7.11.39. 


W.P.(G)(39) series. 

(Confd.) 


WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

BOFORS GUNS . NON-DELIVERY OP, 

OUTSTANDING ON OUR PRE-WAR CONTRACTS-

Memo, by Minister for Go-ordination. 

Turkey. Handing-over of guns to: 

Hungary. Guns due from, on our Bofors 


contracts. 

Sweden. Offer of recoil springs from: 

Recommendations. 

Letter from M. Boheman, Stockholm, 1.11.39, 


(Annex I). 

Items still outstanding with Bofors, 


also Licensees Poland, Hungary, Belgium. 

List of: 


WAR AIMS. VIE.-/3 OF P.Ms. OP COMMONWEALTH 

OP AUSTRALIA AND UNION OP SOUTH AFRICA ON: 

Note by S/S Dominion Affairs. 


WAR AIMS. 

Draft reply to the French Memoranda on, 

by S/S Foreign Affairs. 


OIL CONTROL. 

Memo, by Prime Minister. 


Oil Board to be replaced by Oil Control 
Board. 

Composition and terms of reference. 


EIRE. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP OF BRITISH 

COMMONWEALTH: 

Memo, by Lord Chancellor and Law 


Officers. 


(C 38679) 1,000 1/40 
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WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

NEUTRAL TONNAGE, CHARTERING OF: Note by 

Minister of Shipping. 

Present position. 


Sweden. 

Norway. 

Greece. 

Jugoslavia. 


FEEDING STUFFS. IMPORTED % SUPPLIES OF, AND 

LIVESTOCK POLICY. Joint Memo, by Minister of 

Agriculture and Fisheries and S/S Scotland. 


REPLY TO KING LEOPOLD AND QUEEN Y/ILHELMINA. 


LIVESTOCK CONTROL. Note by Lord Privy Seal, 
circulating conclusions of Home Policy Cttee. 
on H.P.C. ( 3 9 ) 9 3 and 9 4 . 
1 . Livestock Control. 
2 . Prices. Announcement in regard to: 


Slaughter Houses. 


FEEDING STUFFS. SUPPLIES OF, AND THE WHEAT 

: STOCKS POSITION. Memo, by Minister of Food. 


FEEDING STUFFS. SUPPLIES OF, AND LIVESTOCK 

POLICY. Memo, by Minister of Health. 


SHIPPING. DELAYS TO: PRESENT CAUSES. 

Obscuration of Lights. 

East to West Coast Diversion. 

Contraband Examination. 

Annex I. Average time occupied by colliers 


in coastal and short sea voyages 
covering 3 weeks ending 2 8 / 1 0 / 3 9 . 

Annex II. Delays resulting from routeing, 

zigzagging and the convoy system 

as at present organised. 


(Cont 'd.) 
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WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Serial Date. 	 Brief Description.No. 

8 78 7 .. 1 3 . 1 11 3 . 1 1 ..	 3 93 9 ,, CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS. COMMITTEE ON ISSUE OF 
WARNINGS AGAINST DISCUSSION OF, IN PUBLIC 
PLACES. Note by First Lord, Admiralty,
covering Report (D.CM. ( 0 ) ( 3 9 ) 1 3 )
Action so far taken. 

Members of His Majesty's Forces. 

Civil Service. 

Merchant Service. 

Police and Fire Brigades. 

Civil Defence Personnel. 

Factories engages in Armament Work. 

Hotels. Public-Houses and other Public 

Places. 


Arrangements in Hand. 

Propaganda. 

Telephones. 

Clubs. 

Public Transport Vehicles. 

Publication of Convictions. 

Education of General 

Public. 


Conclusions and Recommendations. 

88 88 cc 3 43 4 .. 9 . 3 99 . 3 9 .. 

PROTECTION FOR: Reoort' of Civil . 

Defence Committee. 


GOVERNMENT STAFFS. EVACUATED. AIR RAID 


8 98 9 .. 1 5 o l l1 5 o l l .. 3 93 9 .. IMPORTING CAPACITY. ANALYSIS OF; Note bv 

Minister of Shipping. 


9 09 0 .. 	 1 5 . 1 11 5 . 1 1 .. 3 93 9 oo EXPORTS FROM GERMANY SEIZURE OF: 
Memo, by Minister of Economic Warfare 
covering Memo, prepared in Ministry of 
Economic Warfare, and report of a Com
mittee convened to consider legal aspects 
of question. 

9 19 1 .. 1 5 . 1 11 5 . 1 1 .. 3 93 9 .. WAR AIMS. VIEWS OF PRIME MINISTERS OF 

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA AND UNION OF 

SOUTH AFRICA ON: 


((CC 8687986879)) 1,001,0000 1/41/400 
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WAR CABINET 


M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

JAPANESE POLICY IN FAR EAST. APPRECIATION OP 

PROBABLE: Memo, by S/S Foreign Affairs, 


WAR CABINET COMMITTEES, LIST OF: 

Note by Secretary covering: 


SOVIET SHIPS. TREATMENT OF, BY CONTRABAND 

CONTROL AUTHORITIES. Memo, by Minister of 

Economic Warfare. 


REMARKS PREPARED IN ADMIRALTY, TRADE DIVISION, 

ON PAPER W.P.(G)(59)86. 


GERMAN SHIPPING.. CHARTERING OF: Note by 

First Lord of Admiralty. 

German Ships in Neutral Waters. 


FEEDING STUFFS. SUPPLY OF, AND LIVE-STOCK POLICY. 

ANNOUNCEMENT ON" Report by a meeting of ' 

Ministers (Minister of Food, S/S Scotland 

and Ministers of Health, Agriculture and 

Fisheries and Shipping. 

Feeding-Stuffs Position. 

Alternative Feeding-Stuffs. 

Grain used for beer and whisky. 

Allocation of Restrictions,. 

Draft announcement by Minister of Agriculture 


and S/S Scotland. 

Feeding Stuffs and Livestock Policy. Draft 


Announcement (Annex). 


GERMAN EXPORTS. STOPPAGE OF: Memo, by Minister 

without Portfolio. 


PARLIAMENT. THE KING'S SPEECHES ON FORTHCOMING 

PROROGATION AND OPENING OF: Note by Chancellor 


of Exchequer circulating drafts of: 


100. 17.11.39.1 HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. ACTION TAKEN TO HOLD UP 


101. 18.11.39. 

108, 20.11.39. 

103. 18.11.39. 

SUPPLIES OF OIL AND OTHER RAW MATERIALS TO: 

Memo, by Minister of Economic Warfare. 

Articles for export of which from U.K. to 

Belgium and Holland licenses were temporarily 

refused. (Annex A ) . 


INDIA AND BURMA (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL. 

Memo, by S/S India. 


EIRE. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP.OF BRITISH 

COMMONWEALTH. Memo, by S/S Dominions. 


PRISONERS OF WAR. Report by Standing 

Ministerial Committee on Military Co-ordination, 
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M E M O R A N D A . 


Brief Description. 

18.11.39. ! DOMINION PERSONNEL: PUBLICITY REGARDING EXPLOITS 


18.11.39. 


16.11.39. 


20.11.39. 


20.11.39. 


20.11.39. 


20.11,39. 


21.11.39. 


21.11,39, 


Memo, by standing Mmxsteriaj. (jommxttee on 

Military Co-ordination. 


DOMINION AIR TRAINING SCHEME. Memo, by S/S Air. 


INTERVIEW WITH M. DALADIER. MEMORANDUM 3Y 

MINISTER OP SUPPLY. Memo, of an interview with 


M.Daladier on Monday, 13th November, 1939, in 

Paris, on occasion of a lunch given by French 

Minister of Munitions. 


BLACKOUTS IN BRITISH POSSESSIONS OVERSEAS. 

Views of Naval Staff. 


GERMAN EXPORTS. SEIZURE OF: Draft Statement to 

be made by Prime Minister on 21st November, 1939. 


BURMA. THE CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVE. Memo, by 


Draft of statement to be made by the Governor 

of Burma. 


THE BLACKOUT. Note by First Lord of Admiralty, 

suggesting modifications of: 


BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE. Note by Lord President 

of the Council, submitting paper by Medical 

Research Council. 

Defence against Bacteriological Warfare. 


General Principles* 

Particular methods of Bacteriological Warfare 


that have been suggested:-

Bubonic Plague, Rabies, Cholera and Typhoid 


(Enteric) Fever, Anthrax,, Psittacosis, 

Tularaemia, Pneumonic Plague, Typhus, 

Yellow Fever, Foot-and-mouth Disease. 


Bacteriological Sabotage by Enemy Agents. 

Supplementary Note on: 


Military Aspects of Bacteriological Warfare. 

Supplementary Note on: 


Botulinus Toxin. 


BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE. Note by Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence. 

Summary of preparations made for protection 


against Bacteriological Warfare and 

Bacteriological Effects of Air Warfare on 

this country up to outbreak of war. 

Letter from Chief Medical Officer (5,9.39) 


enclosing list of emergency laboratories. 


.(C 36184) 
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""'	 "'" Government. 


W A R C A B I N E T . 


M E A T AND S U G A R . 


Note by The First Lord of the Admiralty. 


RET. 

.(&) (39) 51.	 Copy No. /3 


M E A T  . 


According to the Ministry of Food, after taking account 


of losses from delays and sinkings and without assuming any 


increase in our average imports, we shall have 2,100,000 tons of 


meat available in the first war-year. This is exactly the normal 


figure. 


The only new facts are:
(l)	 that, averaged over the first year of war, say, 1,000,000 


more men than usual will have joined the Forces and thus 


be entitled to 5 or 6 lbs. of meat a week instead of their 


average consumption of 2 lbs. Thus, say 3i lbs8 a week 


extra must be found for 1,000,000 men, i. e. in one year 


barely 80,000 tons. 


The answer to (l) is that there should be no difficulty . 


in increasing our imports by 80,000 tons, i. e. less than 


7,000 tons a month' or trenching to that small extent upon our 


reserves, 


(2) that, the French are desirous of building up a reserve of 


220,000 tons and that we have agreed to help them in this. 


It appears that we were under the impression that v/e were 

only committed to supply 1+0,000 tons, but that the French 


think we should supply 20,000 tons a month for the first 


3/"6&X*	 & a o o a p 
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'" GovernHentT" 


W A R C A B I N E T . 


M E A T AND S U G A R . 


Note by The First Lord of the Admiralty. 


RET. 

(59) 51, 	 Copy No . /3 

M E A T  . 


According to the Ministry of Food, after taking account 


of losses from delays and sinkings and without assuming any 


increase in our average imports, we shall have 2,100,000 tons of 


meat available in the first war-year. This is exactly the normal 


figure. 


The only new facts are:
(l)	 that, averaged over the first year of war, say, 1,000,000 

more men than usual will have joined the Forces and thus 
be entitled to 5 or 6 lbs. of meat a week instead of their 
average consumption of 2 lbs. Thus, say 3i lhs. a week 
extra must be found for 1,000,000 men, i. e. -in one year 
barely 80,000 tons. 

The answer- to (l) is that there should be no difficulty 
in increasing our imports by 80,000 tons, i.e. less than 


7,000 tons a month; or trenching to that small extent upon our 


reserves. 


(2) that, the French are desirous of building up a reserve of 


220,000 tons and that we have agreed to help them in this. 


It appears that we were under the irrraression that we were 


only committed to supply h0,000 tons, but that the French 


think we should supply 20,000 tons a month for the first 


year ...... 






- 2 

year of the war, i.e. 240,000 tons. 
This promise was wholly unauthorised and made by a 

subordinate officer of the Food Ministry under a complete 
misapprehension of the facts or of what he was doing, Surely 
there is no need to build up a large reserve of refrigerated 
meat either here or in France, since both countries have an 
enormous natural reserve on the hoof. In England this amounts 
to well over a year1s supply and in France it is probably larger. 

Obviously if 12/6 of our imports are put to reserve and 
another 2k% handed to France to build up a French reserve, there 
will be a deficit in Great Britain. To introduce rationing, 
with all the live stock available, in order that both countries 
can build up a few weeks refrigerated reserves is surely 
unreasonable. 

S U G A R. 
The sugar at present in our ownership at home (including 

private hoards) afloat and abroad would feed us for over 10 

months, or for nearly 9 months if we continue our pre-war 
exports. In addition we are told we have already contracted to 
buy Empire sugar after January at the rate of 10% of our 
normal consumption plus export. Provided this Empire supply 
continues, we should be left a year from to-day with 2-g
months of sugar reserve in hand quite apart from the extra 
2-g- months reserve which next year's home beet crop will bring. 

There will be plenty of time as the war goes on to 
consider rationing sugar, or buying further supplies to 
sustain our reserve. 

(Intd). W.S.C. 

1st October, 1939. 
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WAR CABINET. 


The attached Report, which embodies the agreed 


concliisions of the Meeting of the Sub-Committee of the Home 


Policy Committee on Rationing on the 21st October, is, in 


accordance with the procedure approved at the Meeting, 


circulated by the Chairman of the Sub-Committee for 


consideration by the Home Polioy Committee at their 


meeting on Wednesday, 25th October, at 10.0 a.m, 


ichmond Terrace, S.W.I., 


23rd October, 1939. 
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(Also Paper No. 
H. P. C. (59)6*57. 


WAR CABIITET. 


£0 OJ2,̂  P A T I  o 

Report by the Chairman of the ^b-^Gornmittee 

of the pome Policy gonmiittee^ori Rationing
s 


1. At their meeting on the 11th October, 1939 the Home 

Policy Committee appointed a Sub-Committee composed as 


follows:-


The Minister of Pood (In the Chair), 

The First Lord of the Admiralty, 

The Secretary of State for War, 

The Secretary of State for Air, 

The Secretary ox State for? Scotland, 

The President of the Board of Trade, 

The Minister3 of Health, 

The Minister of Labour, 

The Minister- of Agriculture and Fisheries, 

The Minister of Economic warfare 


to examine and report to the Committee generally on the 


amount of the civilian rations proposed in the Minister of 


Food's memoranda/ and also on the question whether having 


regard to the experience of the Great War it might not be 


practicable to reduce the amounts earmarked for the Fighting 


Services of the five foodstuffs to be rationed, with a view 


so far as possible to eliminating waste. 


(The Minister of Shipping was subsequently added to 


the bub-Commit tee). 

The Sub-Committee have held two meetings and closely 

examined the estimates upon which the original rationing 
proposals set out in Paper No. H, P.C. (39) 39 were based. 

Papers Nos. H.P.0.(39) 39 and 51 . 

i 





REVISED QUANTITIES.. 


2 o The supply situation has improved during the last 
fortnight,, Exports from Denmark have teen resumed and a 
contract has "been concluded for the supply of meat from the 
Argentine for the period up to 31st January, 19̂ -0o 
3. The Sub-Committee is of opinion that it is not 
practicable at the present stage to fix the quantity of the 
ration to be allowed over a long periods Attention has, 
therefore, "been directed mainly to the anticipated supply 
position during the three months 1st November, 1939 to 31st 

January, 19h0. 

French 	 4. During this period it is hoped that the requirements of 
Army 


Requirements, the French Army may be met by the allocation of 51,000 tons of 
frozen meat out of the 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 tons to be shipped from the 
Argentine under the contract just concluded., This will leave 
lIi-9,000 tons for the United Kingdom which is equal to normal 
exports during this period of the year, 

Service 

Kequir ement s. 	5c The Sub-Committee has been furnished with the result of 

an enquiry by a special Committee set up by the secretary of 
State for War (i) to consider the possibility of reducing Army 
and Air Force requirements by dividing the Army into categories 
based on dietary needs, and (ii) to submit revised estimates of 
Army and Air Force requirements during the next six months. 
It has "been found impracticable to differentiate bety/een 
various blanches of the Army and Air Force according to 
occupation. A similar attempt made in the Great War met with 
the same result. The l/ar Office Committee has, however, re
calculated the requirements of the Army and Air Force on the 
assumption that the meat ration of the Forces at home could be 
reduced from 1 2 to 1 0 oz. a day and the bacon ration from 2 oz. 

If this is done the approximate savings 
to oz, a day. 






would amount to 49,000 tons of meat and 10,000 tons of 


bacon a year. If this reduction is made the monetary value of 


the ration would be reduced by a penny. It lias been 

estimated that to replace with other foodstuffs the loss of 


nutriment occasioned by the proposed cut in meat and bacon 


would cost a gross 3d or allowing for the Id per day saved on 


meat and bacon a nett 2d per day. Each penny increase in the 


cash ration costs £Tg- Ljillion for one million men per year. 


6. The Sub-Committee in calculating the Quantity of 


meat which is likely to be available for the civilian 


population have proceeded on the assumption that the War 


Cabinet will approve of the reduction in the meat and bacon 


ration to the Forces at home which are mentioned in the 


previous paragraph. It lias further been assumed that no 


reduction will be made in the per capita ration for the 


Navy or- of troops on active service overseas. 


7. The Sub-Committee is of opinion that commanding 


officers in the Army and Air Force should be asked to 


exercise general surveillance of the utilisation of food 


supplies by their men, and not to draw full rations if the 


men were not requiring and in fact were not consuming the 


full authorised ration. If arrangements were made for such 


savings to be made available for civilian consumption, the 


effect might be of great value especially if later in the war 


the general supply position were to deteriorate. 


8. The Sub-Committee is of opinion that if the measures 


outlined in paragraphs 5-7 above are adopted, there would be 


no reason to anticipate any general criticism of the 


comparison between the amount of the Service rations and 


that of the civilian ration. 






9. The Sub-Committee, in addition to taking account of 


the reduced allocations referred to in the preceding 


paragraphs, has made several further substantial changes 


in the calculations on which the original proposals were 


based; These may be summarised as follows 


(a)	 It has been assumed that the arrivals from 

overseas will be normal up to 31st January, 

1940 and no specific deduction has been 

made for sinkings or delays now that the 

convoying of ships is in operation; 


(b)	 The quantity to be put to reserve has been 

reduced to an amount sufficient for a 

working reserve, leaving the stock on the 

hoof as the reserve against any prolonged 

interruption in the arrival of supplies 

from overseas; 


(c)	 No provision has been made for extra rations 


for Heavy Workers or Adolescent Boys. 


10.	 With regard to (c) the Sub-Committee were informed 


(i) that Sir Walter Citrine had been consulted and had 


expressed the opinion that the Trade Union Congress would 


be opposed - at any rate at this stage - to discrimination 


between one class of worker and another and (ii) that 


medical opinion did not endorse the original proposal to 


give an additional ration either to heavy workers or 


adolescents. 


11. The effect of the above Alterations which the Sub-


Committee recommend should be adopted is that it is 


estimated that 395,000 tons of meat will be available for 


civilian consumption in the three months 1st November 1939 
31st January 1940. Allowing for children up to six years 


of age being provided with a 50% ration of meat (but an 


adult1s ration of other foodstuffs) the available supplies 


s
will be equal to 29 oz.  for each adult per week and 14-g- oz. 

for each child. As, however, it is necessary to express 


 The comparable amount for the succeeding three months 

(i.e, 1st February to 30th April, 1940) is 24 oz., but it 

is not possible to calculate the quantity accurately until 

further information is available as to the possibility of 

increasing imports during that periodt, 


x





the meat ration in terms of value instead of weight the 
Sub-Committee recommends that the ration should be, at 
the outset, 2 / - for each adult5 and 1/- for each child 
under 6 years of age. On the average these sums will 
purchase more than 2 9 oz, and 14-j? oz.. respectively, but 

is the Sub-Committee sees no objection to this because many 
less well-to-do families will not be in a position to 
purchase the full meat ration which is above the average 
level of consumption., 

Bacon and 1 2 o The supply position of bacon and butter during the 
Butter. 

next tnree months will depend very largely on arrivals from 
Denmarko Imports will, it is expected, be increased later 
from the Empire and other countries. The home production 
of bacon will also, it is anticipated, be expanded., The 
supplies from all sources at present in sight would enable 
a ration to be provided of 4 oz- of bacon per week and 
4 oz. of butter per weeko It should be possible to 
maintain these quantities provided Danish imports continue. 


Margarine 1 3 . In view of the recent acute shortage of butter, 
and Cooking 


jfets. consequent on the cutting off of Danish supplies as well 


as the delay in the arrival of imports from Australia and 


New Zealand, the manufacture of margarine which is now 






under the control of the Ministry of Food has been raised 


in recent weeks to 50% above normal. This level of 


production equal to 4 ozo per head of the population can 


he continued provided that the import of the necessary 


raw materials is maintained and that the manufacturing 


capacity is not reduced by aerial attacko In these 


circumstances the Sub-Committee recommend that margarine 


should not be rationed at the outset. If, however, the 


shortage of butter supplies should lead to the demand for 


margarine being increased beyond the available supply, it 


will be necessary to impose rationing, 


14. The same applies to cooking fats the present. supply 

of which - equivalent to 3 oz  per head per week - is undera


stood to be approximately equal to normal consumption. 


15. The supply position of sugar is at present favourable 


and would enable a ration to be allowed of 1 lb.' per head, 


which is twice as much as the present German ration and 


twice as much as was allowed..in Great Britain in 1918. 


The favourable position has caused the Sub-Committee to 


consider carefully whether in existing circumstances it 


is necessary to ration sugar at allo The majority of 


members recommend that sugar should be rationed but the 


Minister of Health and the Secretary of State for Scotland 


desire to give the matter further consideration.. 






16. The facts with regard to present and future suppTdoe 


of sugar together with some other considerations which 


should be taken into account in reaching a decision 


whether sugar should be rationed or not are set out in 


the Appendix to this Report,, One of the most important 


factors is that home production when added to the Empire 


supplies, which have recently been purchased under a 


favourable contract, will not be sufficient to provide 


for home consumption and essential exports (to Eire, 


Mediterranean etc.) for more than 9 months5 normal 


consumption., If consumption were to continue at the 


level of the last two months, the supplies would last 


for a considerably shorter period than 9 months.. 

Purchases of foreign sugars will, in any case be necessary. 


At present their price is entirely out of relation to 


the basis at which Empire sugars were recently purchased. 


If it is known that supplies already "in sight" are being 


rapidly consumed there will be no prospect of a reduction 


of price for foreign sugars and they may eventually have 


to be purchased at a price greatly in excess of the agreed 


Empire price. The result of the non-rationing of 


sugar may, therefore- be (l) to increase the demand for 


shipping tonnage? (ii) to antagonise Empire producers 


from whom supplies have already been purchased; and 


(iii) increase the cost of sugar throughout the war, 


17. The majority of the Sub-Committees accordingly 


recommend that a ration of 1 Ibo per head per week be 


imposed but that for the present at any rate, no attempt 


should be made to ration the serving of sugar to customers 


in hotels, restaurants and catering establishments. If 


this course is adopted, the Sub-Committee understands that 






the available supplies will he sufficient to permit of 


allocations being made to manufacturers on approximately 


their pre-war consumption plus a margin for season and 


special demands. As regards the sugar requirements of the 


Services the Sub-Committee have been informed that the War 


Office consider that the &&pvico ration, sin on Id be^-raiged^to 


3oz. per day. The Sub-Committee concurs in this proposal. 


WHY RATIONING IS CONSIDERED NECESSARY. 


18. As will have been seen from the preceding paragraphs 


the Sub-Commit--t&eJb.as ,given consideration to the-need for 


rationing each of the various foods which have been under 


discussion. In the case of butter and bacon supplies 


are considerably below normal and rationing is the only means 


of securing equitable distribution of the supplies available. 


It is understood that grocers, generally speaking, are 


desirous that the rationing of these two foods and of sugar 


(which has been dealt with in some detail in paragraphs 16 


and 17 and the Appendix) should begin as quickly as possible. 


The Ministry of Pood is being subjected to e considerable 


amount of criticism in Parliament and the Press because 


rationing has not already been imposed^ Retailers are 


experiencing considerable difficultyr-in-fche -absence of 


rationing, in satisfying-the requirements of customers in 


respect of bacon, butter and sugar. These difficulties 


have been greatly increased by the recent re-distribution 


of population which has rendered the allocation of supplies 


by wholesalers to retailers on the basis of pre-war 


purchases unsuited to present conditions. 


19. The position with regard to meat is somewhat 


different. The total supplies available are, at present, 


equal to normal. But the allocation of increased supplies 


to the Services results in a considerable reduction 






in the quantity available for civilian consumption,, 


Moreover the Services are supplied with imported meat with 


the result that instead of imported and home produced 


supplies available for civilians being approximately equal 


in quantity, as they are normally, they will during the 


three months 1st November 1939 to 31st January 1.94'? be in 


the proportion of about 35 to 65c The shortage of imported 


(being the cheaper) supplies is causing considerable 


difficulty in working class areas and also in the manufacturing, 


industry (sausages, meat pies, etc.)  Rationing would 
0


overcome these difficulties because imported and home 


produced supplies would be "pooled" as in the Great War and 


sold at an average price0 


20 0 Rationing of the individual consumer involves 


a close control over supplies0 As home produced fat 


stock reach the market in thousands of different centres, 


an elaborate and complicated scheme is necessary to enable 


the Ministry of Pood to purchase all such stock and 


allocate meat supplies through wholesalers to every 


retail butcher^ A scheme similar in broad outline to 


the one which is at present in an advanced stage of 


preparation was operated in the Great War and on the whole 


it worked reasonably smoothly0 It is, however, inevitable 


that there will be some difficulties and criticisms when 


the scheme is put into operation as it is necessary to 


regulate the markets to which farmers can bring their 


stocks and also to restrict substantially the number of 


slaughter-houses to be used  The Sub -Committee 
e


accordingly recommends that the Ministry of Pood should be 


authorised to give the scheme a "trial-run" for a 

fortnight before the date when individual consumers will 


be able to obtain ration?r! meat c-u!!y in return for a 


coupon0 






COMPARISON WITH GERMAN RATIONS. 


21. The following table gives a comparison of 


the above proposals with the rationing system in Germany 


introduced on 25th September (which superseded a 


previous temporary system) and is intended to continue 


for the duration of the war 
c 


United Kingdom German System. 

Proposals 


Meat 	 Average of 29 oz 0, 17f oz, including 

sausage, pies, offals sausages, offals, 

being outside the etc 

ration,, 


Bacon 4 oz0 Included in meat 
ration 

Butter 4- oz0 2f oz. K 

Margarine and Not to he rationed 4i oz. 
Cooking fats 

Lard, fat bacon Not to he rationed 2\ oz, 
and tallow 

Sugar 16 oz0 9 oz. 
Jam Not to he rationed 3-g- oz. 
Cheese do o 2^ oz. 
Bread do0  lbs. 5 J -

Milk d O o 	 No full milk for 

ordinary consumers 

only skimmed. 


s Later information indicates that each 

consumer may have 6 oz, of butter or 

4 oz. of margarine hut not botho 






DATE. OF. INTRODUCTION.. 

22o For various reasons it will not "be possible to arrange 


for the issue of rationing books, based on the National 


Register schedules, to be completed before 1st November, 


assuming that the War Cabinet gives approval on 25th instant. 


An interval must be allowed for the books to be re^addressed 


and delivered to persons who have changed their address since 


National Registration Day and have not already given 


notification of the change; for all consumers to register 


with retailers of their choice; for each retailer to inform 


his Food Control Office, of the zcsiber of his registered 


customers; and for this information to be passed to the 


selected wholesalers. It is accordingly considered that 


rationing could not be brought into operation for any 


commodity before Monday, 20th Novembero 


23o Although there is an interval of four weeks between now 
and the 20th November, rationing could not be brought into 
force on the latter date unless decisions are taken at once 
so as to enable the essential administrative arrangements to 
be proceeded with. Moreoever, it is very important that 
adequate time should be available to enable the case for 
rationing and for the particular measures decided upon to be 
properly presented to the press and the public. So far little 
progress has been made as regards publicity because, in the 
absence of decisions, it has teen impossible to present a 
sufficiently clear picture of the Government^ intentions. 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONSo 


24. The Sub-Committee recommend that the War Cabinet should 


be asked to approve the following proposalss





Services. 


1. That the meet ration for the Array and Air Force troops 


at home he reduced from 12 to 10 oz. of meat per day and 


from 2 oa. to 1/7 oz. of bacon per day. 


2. That the Army and Air Force troops should be entitled 


to draw up to 3 oz. a day of sugar, (the present standard 


ration is Vb oz. per day but this is increased to 3 or 4 oz*) 


3. That attention be drawn to the War Office estimate 


that, fully to compensate for the reduction in the moat 


and bacon ration recommended under (1) above, would require 


a net increase: of 2d a day in the cash portion of the ration. 


4. That no alteration be made in the ratioas for the 


ITavy or the ..rmy and Air Force on active service overseas. 


5. That all commanding officers be ashed not to draw 


full rations if their men are not requiring and in fact 


not consuming the full authorised ration; and that 


arrangements should be made to ensure that any savings thus 


effected are made available for civilian consumption. 


Civilians. 


6. That rationing of some commodities should be put 


into operation at an early date. 


7. That with this object the Pood Control Committees 


should be instructed to begin issuing Rationing Boohs 


forthwith with a view to completing the issue as soon as 

practicable. 


There was no reason why the posting of the Ration 


Books should not commence on 26th October. 






8. That in view of the fact that the meat ration, when 


it is imposed, will, under the proposals set out in this 


Report, he considerably larger than any meat ration in force 


in the Great War, it is not necessary to contemplate at 


present supplementary rations "boi?.\g given to:-


Heavy workers, and 

adolescents. 


9. The rationing Documents to be issued are, therefore, 


to be restricted at the outset to:
(l) Persons over 6 years of age. 
(2) Children undergo years of age, 


the rations of the latter being 50% of the adult meat 


ration tor- persons over pix years of age but identical as 


regards the other commodities. 


10. That it is unnecessary at the cutset to ration 

either:-


Oooking Pats, or 

Margarine. 


11. That whether it hereafter becomes necessary to ration 


these commodities, should depend on whether the demand for 


them increases considerably consequent on the shortage of 


butter. 


12.	 That the Minister of Pood should be authorised to 


impose the rationing off-

Sugar K 


Butter, and 

Bacon, 


either separately or all at one date whenever the 


administrative arrangements are ready. 


13. Tne Minister of Pood should make every effort 


practicable to ensure that the quantity of the ration at the 


outset should not be less thans-


Sugar - 1 lb. per head per week. 

Butter - 4 oz. 11 " " " 


 11
Bacon - 4 oz. "  " " 


14. That sugar consumed in hotels, restaurants and 


catering establishments should be free from rationing. 


*	 The recommendation in the case of sugar is not unanimous. 

(See Paragraph 15). 






15. That as regards meat, the Minister of Food should he 


authorised in view of the necessarily complicated nature of 


the distributive arrangements, to invite the public to 


carry out a trial rationing scheme on a voluntary basis for, 


say, a fortnight before the ration is imposed, that is 
(a) Consumers would be asked to register with 


the butcher to whom they would be "tied" 

when rationing begins, and to restrict their 

purchases of rationed meat to their 

registered butcher; and 


(b) Consumers would also be asked to limit their 

purchases of rationed meat to 2/- per 


head per week, 


16. That steps should be taken ait once to prepare the 


public for developments along the lines -above indicated. 


(Intd ) W o t f o M . 

Chairman of the Sub-Committeeo 

23rd October, 1959. 






APPENDIX. 


SUGAR SUPPLIES AND RATIONING. 


1. The following table shows the quantity of raw 
sugar which arrived in the United Kingdom in each of the 
four successive weeks up to 7th October and the quantity 
melted and the total stocks held. 

Raw Sugar - Tons. 
y/eek ended Arrivals Total melted (including Total 

direct consumption raw Stocks 
sugar). 

Sept. 16 25,557 63,602 269,000 
" 33 32,159 69,097 245,000 
" 30 29,188 59,274 234,000 


Octr. 7 55,741 49,170 233,000 


2* During these four weeks Government reserve stocks 


fell from 122,929 tons on 16th September to 83,000 tons on 


7th October. Also arrivals during the week ended 7th October 


included 4,000 tons of home-grown sugar beet. 


3* Stocks actually in the country or in sight amount 


to 1,877,000 tons of sugar (raw value) which is equivalent 


to ten months' supply on normal pre-war basis excluding 


exports. Sugars "in sight" are made up of 279,000 tons raw 


afloat, 835,000 tons raw purchased, but not yet shipped, and 


the estimated balance of the home-grown crop 530,000 tons. 


But these figures are not as good as they appear because 


(a) Exports cannot be excluded.	 Apart from' the 

desirability of maintaining exports as a matter 

of general policy, supplies must be provided 

for the Mediterranean, Yifest African and other 

Colonies which are likely to absorb about 2,500 

tons monthly. There is a further potential 

demand from Eire, Malaya and British India 

which it is difficult to estimate. Exports 

to all countries in pre-war years represented 

about 350,000 tons of white sugar. 


(b) Home-grown beet sugar production will cease in 

January. After that there is at this moment 

no sugar actually contracted except the B.W.I. 

and other Empire Sugars which will come in at 

the rate of only about 30,000 tons weekly. 

At the appropriate time steps will be taken to 

buy non-Empire sugars. Their price at preser/t 

is entirely out of relation to the basis of 






7/66U per cwto at which Empire sugars were 

bought and, if there is any suspicion that 

supplies in the United Kingdom are short it 

will be impossible to "buy at a reasonable 

figure. To be driven to buy non-Empire 

sugars at prices greatly in excess of the 

agreed Empire price would not only involve 

heavy expenditure, hut would antagonise the 

Empire producer and jeopardise the prospects 

of making favourable Empire contracts for the 

1940 crops in Queensland, South Africa, 

Mauritius and Fiji, and the 1941 crops in the 

B.V. I. If, when the time comes?, it is found 

necessary-to buy non-Empire sugars at prices 


—markedly in excess of the 7/6d.	 per cwt. basis, 

it will he of some assistance to be able to say 

to the Empire producer that, through rationing, 

all reasonable economy in the utilisation of 

Empire and home supplies has been exercised. 


(c) There can he no certainty that, in the absence 

of rationing, estimates of future consumption 

can be "based on the pre-war normalo Hoarding 

may, or may not, be eliminated,, Something 

must be allov/ed for the additional requirements 

of the Forces both in jam and ration sugar. 

At the moment there is a shortage of glucose. 

These are considerable factors in themselves, 

and their combined effect may he serious. 


" 4 , Experience has shown that it is not easy without 
rationing to secure an equitable distribution of sugar 


among wholesale distributors and -that it is impossible 


as "between the retailer and the consumer. 


5* On a careful examination of the statistics and 


Other relevant factors, it is considered that the proposed 


ration of 16 ozs. per head per week.JTor-...djomej3tlc consumption 


could he provided with adequate supplies to catering 


establishments and to manufacturers on approximately their 


pre-war consumption plus a margin for seasonal and special 


demands, such as the requirements of the Services. 
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war cabinet 


INDIA aIJD THE TvaH 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for India. 


.evious 

inference: I circulate for the information of the War 

Wi.(39) 

47th Con- Cabinet telegrams which I have received from the 

lusions, 

nute 	 Viceroy since the matter was last under consideration. 


It will be observed that the Viceroy is anxious for an 


assurance that he will receive full support in any 


measures which may prove necessary as the result of the 


refusal of the Congress to participate further in the 


government of the provinces and to co-operate in war 


measures. Such measures might include the Revolutionary 


Movements Ordinance which was approved by the Cabinet on 


the 27th October 1937 (see Cabinet Conclusions 59(37)) 


on the understanding that if the occasion arose the 


matter would be brought before the Cabinet again before 


the issue of the Ordinance was finally approved. I have 


little doubt that sooner or later drastic action against 


the Congress and its supporters will become necesoary. 


and the Cabinet will no doubt wish therefore to review 


the situation as it now presents itself to us. 


When Parliament accepted Dominion Status as the 


goal which they held in view for India it was generally 


assumed that the journey would be a long one and there 


was, I think, a general feeling among those who were 


caught up in the years of investigation and discussion 


which culminated in the Government of India Act of 1935 






that sufficient unto the day was the evil thereof. The 


effect of the outbreak of war, however, has been to bring 


us hard up against the implications of Dominion Status 


for India, for the immediate demand now made by the 


Congress is for a definite promise of freedom at the end 


of the war and some immediate measure securing to the 


leaders of the political parties in India some share at 


least in the Central Government. We are, therefore, 


faced with a choice of evils, namely, either to go a 


great deal further than we have hitherto felt able to do 


towards satisfying the Congress claims, or, alternatively, 


to take over the government of the country in the face of 


Congress opposition. We thus find ourselves on the horns 


of an uncomfortable dilemma, for there is no course open 


to us which is not necessarily attended by grave 


disadvantages. 


Let me touch first upon the probable consequences 


of our taking over the government of the country faced 


with the opposition of the Congress. It may be argued 


that the heart of India is with us in our struggle against 


Germany; that the war, with its demand for jute and other 


raw materials, will bring profit to the Indian peasant, 


who will be disinclined to jeopardise his improving 


prosperity by joining in a prolonged and riotous 


agitation; and that the edge of political agitation will 


therefore to a large extent be blunted. There may be 


something in such arguments, though I fear that the 


deduction drawn from them is likely to prove in the long 


run to be unduly optimistic. It is certainly true that the 


Congress Ministers are despondent, and though the impression 


HUch I derive from the reports coming in from the 






Governors is that they and the Right Wing of the Congress 


will endeavour to maintain an attitude of neutrality, few 


really seem to believe that they will be able to do so 


for long. The probability is, therefore, that we shall 


find ourselves faced with a steadily increasing volume of 


agitation, culminating in strikes, attempts at sabotage 


and civil disobedience, possibly on a large scale. An 


immense strain will be imposed on the Services and 


particularly on the police; the Indian members of all 


Services will be placed in an almost intolerable position; 


troops will undoubtedly have to be called in from time to 


time to suppress lawlessness; and bitterness will steadily 


grow. Th^ most of this will be made in neutral 


countries and particularly in the United States of 


America, where the difficulties due to the communal 


divisions in India are not properly understood and are 


consequently ignored. Statements such as that made by 


Mr. Attlee and Mr. Greenwood on Saturday to the effect 


that the Indian people are entitled now to the opportunity 


for full and responsible co-operation with the Government 


of India and that this co-operation ought to be accompanied 


by the knowledge that the downfall of dictatorship in 


Europe will herald the day of India's freedom, will be 


seized on and have already had a most mischievous effect 


in India. It is easy to imagine the propaganda value 


from the point of view of our enemies of statements of 


this kind. 


I now turn to the other horn of our dilemma: 


namely, the alternative of going a great deal further 


towards meeting the claims of the Congress than we have 


hitherto contemplated. We have actually offered them 


immediate co-operation in the conduct of the war by means 






of a broadly-based consultative body representative of the 


various political parties and communities and we have said 


that at the end of the war we will be willing to consider 


in consultation with them any modifications of particular 


features of the federal plan embodied in the Act of 1935 


that may seem desirable. These offers have been rejected 


as worthless and in their place the demand is for an 


immediate and effective share in the Central Government 


and a promise of freedom to devise their own constitution 


without external interference at the end of the war. 


If it is thought that we must at all costs 


endeavour to avoid a serious break with the Congress, the 


question for decision becomes this: How far could we 


contemplate going in the above directions? A scheme for 


bringing the political leaders into the Central Government 


without any necessity for an amendment of the Constitution 


Act has been submitted to the Viceroy and myself for our 


consideration by Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, the Moslem 


Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. Briefly, the 


scheme proposes that the Executive Council should be 


enlarged and should consist of nine members, of whom 


three should be persons with ten years' service under the 


Crown in India, thus fulfilling the statutory requirement. 


Of these three, one should replace the Commander-in-Chief 


as Civilian Member in charge of Defence, and the other two 


should hold'the portfolios of Home Affairs and Finance. 


Of the remaining six vacancies, three should be filled by 


the Governor-General from a panel of nine names to be 


submitted by the Congress and the allied Hindu parties; 


one from a panel of three to be submitted by the All"-


India Moslem League, and two by the Governor-General in 


-]is discretion, one of whom the author contemplates would 






9 0 

be a Moslem and one a representative of one of the other 


minorities or a non-Congress Hindu. Sir Zafrullah Khan 


makes two postulates: (1) that the political members of 


the new Executive Council should undertake not to press 


differences in Council to the point of resignation; and 


(2) that they would guarantee the support of their 


followers in the Legislature for any action which they 


took as members of the Government. I should myself doubt 


very much whether these undertakings would be given, or, 


if they were, whether they would stand the test of 


experience. What the Congress really desire is control 


of Defence and of Finance and it is easy to imagine the 


sort of controversies which would arise within a 


Government so constituted over questions of this kind. 


So far as the future Constitution is concerned, 


the demand of the Congress has now been defined by 


Mr. Gandhi in the following words: 


"What Congress wants is the clearest possible 


acceptance of the fact that India is to be treated 


as an independent nation. What Congress wants is 


easy enough to give if the will is there. It is 


for a constituent assembly to decide whether 


India is ready for Dominion Status or not. 


Congress will safeguard the rights of every 


minority so long as they do not advance claims 


inconsistent with India's independence." 


He added that he missed th^ will to accept these things 


in the statement issued by the Viceroy. If we are to 


assume that this is the last word which Congress has to 


say, there can be no room for compromise, and I am 


therefore reluctantly driven to the conclusion that we 


'have no option but to take up the challenge which has been 






issued by the Congress and to take over the government 


in the eight provinces in which Congress Ministries are 


at present functioning, with the inevitable corollary 


that should attempts be made, whether by the Congress or 


by any other party to frustrate by speech or act the war 


efforts of the Government of India and the Governors and 


the orderly government of the country, those attempts 


will be suppressed, if necessary by the use of force. 


The attitude of the Moslems is not yet clear; 


but it seems likely that they will give us general 


support. 


Z. 


INDIA OFFICE, 

S.W.1. 


23rd October 1939. 






Secret 


Telegram from Viceroy dated 22nd October 1939. 


2367-S 


private and personal. I understand that both 


Working Committees of Congress and Moslem League meet to
day, Sunday, 22nd-, As regards the former, there are pretty 


definite indications that they may contemplate an immediate 


break though I have nothing positive to go on. AS regards 


the latter, Sikander this morning reported confidentially 


that Jinnah had certain points on which he was anxious to 


be reassured. These appear to be principally (a) that 


the phrase "Details of the plan" in paragraph 11 of the 


statement does not qualify phrase "scheme of the Act" in 


paragraph 12. In other words, if it should be made clear 


that these paragraphs should be read together and that 


what His Majesty's Government contemplate is that the 


scheme of the Act will be open to modification at the end 


of the war in the light of Indian views, (b) That it 


should be stated, still more specifically than in the 


statement, that our intention is that the interests of 


minorities will be fully safeguarded in any constitutional 


modification that may take place and that minorities will 


be fully consulted in connection with any change and that 


no change should be made save with the agreement of the 


parties. 


3. I have already put the first of these points to you 


in my private and personal telegram 2307-3 of October 17th. 


I am sure it is of indispensable importance to clear it, 


and the debate is the obvious place. As regards the 


second, I suspect that what Jinnah would really like is a 


frank acceptance of the principle that any minority is to 


oe entitled to hold up progress completely. An assurance 


in that crude form is clearly out of the question. But I 






would see advantage in drawing pointed attention in the 


debate to the assurances to minorities contained in the 


Statement that full weight would be given to their views 


and their interests in any modification that may be 


contemplated and to the fact that the essential thing is 


agreement between Indians themselves and that His 


Majesty's Government are anxious now, as in the past, to 


do anything possible to assist in achieving that agreement 


which must be pre-condition of constitutional progress. 


4. I think further that it would be worth emphasising 


in the debate: firstly, that we are already formally 


committed, to Dominion Status and that we had again re
asserted that as our objective; secondly that its 


attainment must depend on the amount of agreement and 


confidence between the various Indian parties; thirdly, 


that we have made it clear that the scheme of political 


advance will be reconsidered after the war with a view to 


the attainment of our objective; fourthly it is no good 


burking the difficulties. It might well be desirable to 


bring these latter out in some detail. 


5. I do not at all now feel optimistic as to the 


development of the position. I think that there is a 


good chance of maintaining normal government in Assam, 


possibly the North-West Frontier province (sikander is 


alive to the importance of this) and Sind, as well as in 


the Punjab and Bengal. I see little prospect of avoiding 


£ Section 93 situation possibly in the immediate future 


in the remaining six provinces. I am clear that, .as I 


have indicated to you on various occasions in the past, 


if there is a Section 93 situation, it must be very 


resolutely handled from the start. That the- Congress 

Governments will quit office with great reluctance, I have 


doubt. But the demand with which we are now confronted 






by Congress is one of fundamental importance which could 


not in my judgment have been avoided by any adjustments 


of machinery at the Centre or the like. Declaration of 


freedom or independence raises widest issues in relation 


to connection between India and Great Britain, and now 


that demand has been made, no tinkerings with constitut
ional structure, e.g. by expanding my Council or the like 


would, I feel certain, have met the case. You are fully 


aware on the other hand of intensity of communal feeling, 


the claims of minorities from Moslems downward and the 


complication presented by the existence of the mdian States. 

The Princes and minorities alike will of course pay lip 


service to freedom and independence as ideals and I shall 


not be in the least surprised if the Moslem League stress 


this by way of asserting their patriotism in any 


manifesto they may issue. But it is, I am certain, 


essential to safeguard their interests and the type of 


safeguards which both Moslems and princes want is quite 


incompatible with any relinquishment of our control or 


our interest in the country. It is relevant too that the 


Implications of "freedom" in terms of Great Britain's 


continued active participation in the defence of India, 


do not appear to have been faced from parliamentary point 


of view. Its implications in regard to commercial 


discrimination and the safeguarding of India's financial 


liabilities and of British capital already sunk here are 


obvious, though I recognise the tactical objections to 


any undue stressing of those issues in the debate. 


6. It would be unwise for us to under-estimate the 


probability of. trouble of a widespread and serious nature 


in the provinces in which a Section 93 situation arises, 


and I have not failed to make clear in my past telegrams 






now anxious I have been on all grounds to avoid departing 


iron; the normal - conditions oi government. But pressure 


looks like being too strong for us, and, if it is, I feel 


certain that I can look for fullest support from you and 


from the Cabinet in whatever measures may be necessary to 


hold a situation which we all of us would gladly have 


avoided, out which we are left with no choice but to 


accept. 


7. The publicity aspect of a break is of course of 


importance. Is there any further material which you would 


like from me in connection with it? I take it that 


consideration has already been given to reactions in 


America, and trust you will be able to assist me.there. 


It is of value that in Lothian we have someone as 


Ambassador with full Indian background. 


8. I propose if you agree to let the Governors know 


that in the event of a break they can look for the 


fullest support from you and from me. I have had the 


situation under the closest review with them, and I think 


that we are prepared. In the event of a break there will 


be a great deal to be said for picking up at once the real 


bad characters of the type of professional revolutionary 


agitator, but for distinguishing so far as possible and 


for as long as possible between them and genuine and more 


conservative Congress leaders and supporters. But I fear 


that leaders may feel bound to put themselves within the 


penalty of the law without much delay. 






secret 


Telegram from Viceroy dated 22nd October 1939 


2368-S 


private and personal, please see my private and 


personal telegram 2567-8 of to-day. I think the gravity 


With which I have throughout regarded a possible break 


(and I know that my view has been shared by you) will 


have been sufficiently clear from our telegraphic 


correspondence over the past six weeks; and I have no 


doubt that the Cabinet fully appreciate the position. 


At the same time, it seems to me well that at this 


juncture opportunity should again if you think fit be 


taken to put before them a considered expression of my 


view with, I should hope., your support. I have not the 


least doubt that we can both of us look for their 


complete backing in anything that falls to be done: and 


the issues that face us are of such a nature that, 


failing a climb down by Congress, any escape from them 


is not very obvious. But I am naturally very concerned 


that the Cabinet should not, once we get into this 


campaign, either feel that so far as information supplied 


by me is concerned they had not been fully primed or 


that I had not made fully obvious my own sense of the 


gravity of the conflict which may ensue; and that if we.; 


do go into this business we should go into it with the 


intention of standing firm. It is of course entirely a 


matter for you to judge; but you may think it worth while 


to let them see my private and personal telegram 2367-S 


of October 22nd or relevant extracts from it. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 24th October 1939. 


2385-S 


Private and personal. Your private and 

J
y personal telegram 793, 23rd October. The fact that Hoare 

tended. . 

himself with his long association with this work, should 


be putting our case, which I am sure he will do with the 


utmost skill, will lend great weight to its presentation. 


I will let you have the appreciation you want on 


Wednesday, and will also telegraph further about 


consultative committee. Certain further points likely 


to be of value in the debate may occur to me by then, 


and if so I will telegraph them. 


2. I have considered very carefully the suggestion 


in paragraph 1 of your telegram; but in the light of 






o 


close examination of it I think, despite its immediate 


attractiveness, that it would be unwise to adopt it. AS 


you will remember I was myself anxious in August (my 


telegram 1693-S, 25th August and connected correspondence) 


to give right at the beginning of the war some indication 


that while we could not enter into any commitments as to 


what would happen at the end of the war, past history 


showed that His Majesty's Government had never been 


unmindful of co-operation, etc.; but that suggestion you 


were unable to accept. Thereafter it was agreed, and 


announcement made by me in the Assembly, that because of 


the war we must suspend the federal scheme, the argument 


being that we could not go forward with it when our 


energies were inevitably directed elsewhere. The next 


stage of any indication of our aims is represented by my 


statement as approved by the Cabinet; but that again did 


not go anything like as far as the present suggestion 


would take us. I think we must be careful to avoid 


anything at this early stage inconsistent with our 


postponement of federal work because of war pressure; and 


I am particularly anxious, too, to avoid any appearance 


of gradual concessions, or any idea that we are giving 


way bit by bit. 


3. Apart from that, I should anticipate myself that 


a suggestion such as the present, if made, would be 


countered by immediate demand for action at once; by 


emphasis on uncertainty as to the period of duration of 


the war; and by a refusal to accept anything of this 


order merely as a reward for good behaviour in provincial 


Ministries over an undefined period; and that the 


strongest pressure would be brought upon us (probably 


with support from the Opposition at home) to start a 
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Round Table Conference at once. I quite agree that we 


shall be unlikely in any event to get through the war 


without having to take some more active step; and it was 


with that idea in view that I was anxious to keep until a 


later stage if possible re-constitution of Centre on broad 


lines suggested by Zafrullah Khan. But I am sure that we 


should get no distance merely on the suggestion now that 


discussions might take place before the end of the war 


rather than after its conclusion. I do not think the 


analogy of the Great War is a valid one. Apart from the 


fact that we waited for three years before committing 


ourselves, we were pretty clear as to where we stood in 


relation to the ultimate outcome of the war before we did . 

so. I do not in these circumstances really think that 


the adoption of this suggestion would ease matters. 


4. I have, as you may well imagine, been pondering the 


whole position with great care in the light of my own 


heavy responsibility. The Moslem League, the Liberals, 


and Congress have now of course all taken position, and you 


will have seen their manifestoes. The Moslem League"s, 


despite the qualifications included in it, makes it clear 


at any rate that a very substantial body of opinion is 


prepared to co-operate with us and distinctly emphasises 


again that the differences which stand in the way of 


progress are not of our making, but are due to feeling 


between the two communities. Nevertheless I think we 


should be unwise necessarily to assume that the present 


Moslem attitude will long persist. Their platform is 


essentially anti-nationai and anti-democratic, and I feel 


sure their younger leaders will soon grow restive about a 


policy so utterly sterile. I therefore do not regard 


Moslem support as something upon which, by itself, we can 


safely afford to build any long term policy. It would be 
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much easier to deal with the position that confronts us 


had the Congress claims not been pitched so high, in 


considering any possible bridge or compromise one has at 


the moment to give full weight to the risk that it may be 


met by a reiteration of the demand for a guarantee of 


freedom or independence either at the end of the war or 


immediately such as we cannot, as I see if, give. 


5. That danger is a serious obstacle to progress; but 


I have, I need not say, considered all possible 


alternatives to a complete break with Congress and 


resignations of ministries, the arguments for and against 


which are familiar to us and need not be repeated here. 


For the reasons stated in paragraphs 1 to 3 I do not 


regard the suggestion in your telegram 793 as a hopeful 


line of advance. The Course which seems to me to offer ' 


the best prospect of our regaining the initiative in 


constructive policy is that, once the Commons debate is 


over, I should send for Jinnan with Sikander, and Gandhi 


with Rajendra Prasad; and point out to the four of them 


that these two resolutions passed by their constituents 


now stand side by side; and that they constitute as they 


stand a full justification of my refusal to disregard 


minorities and their claims, and of my emphasis on the 


essential necessity of agreement between parties and 


interests as a condition of progress. I might go on to 


say that it seemed to me that in these circumstances all 


three of us - Congress, Moslems, His Majesty's 


Government - ran some risk of embarking on a sterile 


phase which would not be to advantage hereafter and which 


cculd only result in leaving them, so far as 


constitutional progress was concerned at the end of the 


war probably very much at the point which they had now 


reached; that before His Majesty's Government made op 






their minds to accept such a position I felt hound to ask 


my visitors whether they would not try among themselves 


to come to some working arrangement in respect of the 


provincial field; with a view, having achieved, a working 


basis between themselves in respect of the provinces, to 


enabling them to give me an indication of what they would 


together regard ss a reasonable scheme for the Centre in 


respect of the war period, in which event I should be 


prepared on behalf of, and in consultation with, His 


Majesty's Government to examine any such proposals in the 


most helpful and constructive spirit. 


6. . Having put it to them in this way, if in fact they 


were able to come to some arrangement about the provinces 


and could put up a workable scheme for the Centre, I 


would endeavour to bring that scheme within the general 


ambit of Zafruilah Khan's plan, in particular avoiding a 


Congress majority, though I think one might very well 


have to go one further than Zafruilah Khan and contemplate 


the Defence Portfolio being held by an Indian (not 


necessarily a member of Congress or the Moslem League -


I am thinking of Zafruilah Khan himself as a good choice). 


7. I am very conscious of the risks involved, though 


I suspect that they might prove to be more formidable in 


appearance than in substance; of the danger that we might 


prove to have put forward, and had. rejected, a further 


compromise; and of the possible unsettling effect on 


Moslems and princes of a further unsuccessful effort to 


secure Congress support. Nor do I overlook that in such 


circumstances Congress and Moslems might combine to 


present us with quite unacceptable demands, and leave us 


with the odium of rejecting them. But I think we are 


bound to test every suggestion at this stage, in the 


interest of leaving ourselves completely clear so far as 






the public at home and overseas is concerned (united 


States of America opinion in particular), as well as in 


the interests of forwarding early and effective 


prosecution of the war and of securing if possible the 


full mobilisation of India's effort in connection with 


it. Apart from that, so far as changes at the Centre 


are concerned, while I am of course fully alive to the 


difficulties involved, which I have frequently 


emphasised, if the impasse which confronts us could be 


resolved in no other way than by some adaptation of 


^afrullah Khan's scheme, I should say that we ought not 


to shrink from a situation now which in practice may well 


prove not to be more dangerous than that which was 


contemplated in connection with part II of the Act. The 


difficulty to which I myself attach most weight is the 


risk I have already mentioned that Congress might decline 


to play on anything of the order I now describe without a 


guarantee of independence, etc., though if they were to 


decide to run out on that ground only, I think we should 


be in a pretty strong position from the publicity point 


of view. 


8. The above, I recognise, takes no account of the 


position of the Princes. I do not see how I can get them 


in constitutionally on a scheme of an expanded centre such 


as I have suggested. I regard thorn as having themselves 


to a considerable extent to thank for any difficulties 


that now confront us by their delays over Federation. 


But in any event they are a good deal easier to deal with 


than the British Indian parties, since one need have no 


hesitation in putting them in direct touch with the 


Commander-in-Chief, etc. as regards the military 


prosecution of the war and since they would probably be 


satisfied by some arrangement which would keep them in 


continuous touch with the Governor-General. 






9. The only effective alternative I see to something 


such as I suggest is a complete break which will, I am 


confident, early involve a struggle with all sections of 


Congress, and a frank acceptance of what it involves in 


terms of internal embarrassment here, possible misunder
standing in Parliament and in America and material for 


enemy propaganda. If there is to be such a break, I and 


the Governors clearly must be certain that in dealing with 


it resolutely we have the full support of the Cabinet and 


yourself, and if I have put forward, the proposals 


discussed earlier in this telegram it is only because I 


feel, in the light of paragraph 1 of your telegram 793, 


that both you and the Cabinet will wish to know and 


consider, in view not only of the forthcoming debate, but. 


of much wider considerations, to what extent, and in what 


direction, I see any workable alternative. You will not, 


I am sure, think that in even tentatively sketching what I 


have put forward I have done so without a full realisation 


of possible objections. In measuring "these I am profoundly 


influenced by my conviction that a reactionary policy in 


India is not practicable politics and that a struggle now 


(though we may be unable to avoid one) while doing much 


mischief at a most critical time, must in the end give 


place to a return to something like the scheme of the Act. 


But I am sure that we must now make up our minds and 
decide to go through with whatever policy we adopt. 


Nothing could be more damaging or unsettling here than 


the feeling that we do not know our own minds and that we 


shall be ready to have one additional concession after 


another screwed out of us. There are of course strong 


arguments for facing a break now, on the basis of my 


statement, but the arguments against, if a break can be 






avoided on-reasonable-.terms, are., -cogent. I would not, 


however^, as at present advised, go further in the way of 


additional concessions to avoid a break than I have 


suggested above. 


Copy of telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy 

dated 22nd October 1959, 


793 


Private and personal. Your private and personal 


telegram, 22nd October, 2367-S. Sam Hoare is principal 


speaker on Thursday and I will put to him the points you 


suggest in this and previous telegrams. Meanwhile he 


has himself suggested that as the debate may be difficult 


and as in his view it will in fact be impossible to 


postpone constitutional discussions till after the war, 


he might be permitted to say that if provincial autonomy 


goes on working well during the war there is no reason 


why discussions should not begin.before the end of it. 


I should be glad of your views. I myself see no 


objection, since such a statement will improve our moral 


position in the event of a break, while in the unlikely 


event of continued co-operation Hoare is probably right 


in thinking that as in the last war we shall find it 


impossible to defer discussions if the war is prolonged. 


2. Hoare would be grateful for up-to-date 


appreciation of the position just before the debate, 


which I suggest you despatch not later than Wednesday 


morning. 


3- He has asked what exactly Consultative Committee 


will do and on what subjects it will be consulted. You 


will no doubt telegraph by Wednesday if you have anything 


to add to your telegram of the 18th October, 2316-S. 
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WAR CABINET. 


THE AIR RAID WARNING- SYSTEM. 


Proposed statement by the Secretary of State for Air. 


The Home Secretary and I think it desirable to make 


a public statement as to the Government's policy with regard 


to the sounding of air-raid warnings, and I circulate herewith 


for the approval of the War Cabinet the draft of an answer, 


in reply to a Private Notice Question, which I propose to give 


in the House of Commons tomorrow, Wednesday, 25th October, 1939. 


The draft has been agreed between our two 


Departments. 


(Intd. ) K.W. 


AIR MINISTRY. 


24th October, 1939. 






To ask the Secretary of State for Air whether, in 


accordance with the Prime Minister's undertaking, the 


Government have now reviewed the circumstances in which air
raid warnings are given. 


Sir Kingsley Wood replied:-


Yes, Sir. 


The House will "be aware that orders to sound public 


air-raid warnings are given by the Air Officer Commanding-in-


Chief, Fighter Command. 


There are two possible lines of policy. One is to 


have the public warnings sounded in any district over which 


an approaching aircraft may pass, and to do so on all 


occasionsi the other is to do so only when, in the judgment 


of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, an air attack on the 


district is probable. The first alternative would result in 


frequent interruption of industrial activity, often without 


any real need. The other involves an element of risk, but
recent experience shows that it is the right policy to adopt. 


The House will realise that it is not the sounding 


of a public warning that brings our active defences into 


operation. This is done by quite other means. It follows 


that vigorous action against the enemy may be in progress 


without an air-raid warning having been sounded in the 


locality 


If this occurs, the civil population should keep 


indoors, away from windows and preferably on the lower floors, 


so as to avoid being hit by falling shrapnel or bullets. 


They should stay there until they judge from the cessation 


of firing that the fighting is ever. Should the Air Officer 


Commanding-in-Chief consider that the enemy is likely to 


develop an attack on the district, the air-raid warnings will 


"be sounded and the action that normally follows will be taken. 






The Government have considered whether the police 


or some other local authority could he authorised to sound 


public warnings at discretion if they hear anti-aircraft 


fire or observe an air battle going on. Air attacks can, 


however, change their nature and direction so rapidly that 


no local authority can possibly have the comprehensive view 


of the situation which is all the time possessed by 


Headquarters, Fighter Command  The Government would regard 
c


the sounding of independent local warnings as definitely unsafe. 


To sum up: ;::he air defence of Great Britain must be 


controlled from Headquarters, Fighter Command., where all 


information is immediately received of the approach of hostile 


aircraft. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief who directs 


this defence must also be responsible for bringing the civil 


defences into operation, including the sounding of public 


warnings. This Officer will exercise his discretion in 


accordance with the general line of policy I have indicated. 


He has the fullest confidence of His Majesty's Government. 
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I T A L Y . 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

I C I R C U L A T  E to my colleagues a report which has been prepared by 
Mr. Francis Rodd, of the Ministry of Economic Warfare, on his recent visit to 
Italy. 

H. 

Foreign Office, October 24, 1939. 

D U R I N  G the ten days I was in Rome I saw a limited number of business 
friends of many years' standing, in addition to the officials with whom I was 
negotiating, and as I was living at the Embassy I was able to pass on what 1 
heard to the Ambassador, who gave me his impressions in daily discussions on 
my own problems and on the situation generally. I believe that the impressions 
which I received are shared by him and that he would find himself in agreement 
with what I have tried to report. 

The main impression I have is one of fear. The Germans are not liked, 
though there is both in the Government and in the country a pro-German party 
which has considerable poAver and influence, and which can be counted on still 
to make the most of any opportunities it gets. Even among the people who do 
not like the Germans at all there is an inclination to wonder whether Italy may 
not suffer at the hands of Germany for not having come into the war against 
the Allies. This inclination is a product of the fear of Germany itself and awe 
of German military power, which is widely accepted as being invincible. One 
heard not infrequently that the Germans can break the Western Front, and some 
people are saying that they would be in Paris by Christmas. The fear of a 
German victory, as distinct from the fear of Germany and all it stands for, is 
widespread and intense. I t is important, because many Italians believe that 
when Germany has won, a " punitive expedition " against Italy is likely. Even 
'f this does not take the form of a military adventure, culminating perhaps in 
the loss of Trieste to Italy, a German victory would involve the subjection of 
Italy to German)' as a vassal State and the loss, not only of independence, but of 
whatever economic advantages which Italy may have gained during her neutrality. 

The reaction and consequence of the foregoing is that the Italians would 
probably in majority prefer to see the Allies win, because they feel that they 
Would be better treated, though not necessarily very well treated. But an Allied 
victory equally presents difficulties, especially to the political and party people. 
Great Britain has declared war, not on Germany but on Nazism. Fascism has 
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been the target of abuse and criticism in England. Fascism is related to Nazism. 
Therefore, if the Allies win and sweep away Nazism, can they be counted upon 
to preserve Fascism? I f they cannot, then Mussolini's life work will be swept 
away.and a lot of party people will lose their jobs, if not their property and 
their lives. So run the arguments in political thought. I t seems to me of first 
importance that a distinction should gradually come to be drawn in the Press 
and public l i fe of England between Fascism and Nazism, which in many respects 
can legitimately be done. But this must be done carefully and tactfully; any 
sudden enthusiasm for Fascism in England would carry no conviction in a country 
where, in spite of 18 years of Fascism, individualism and free-thinking are still 
very much alive. 

I t is this persistence of individual thinking which presents a grave problem 
to the Government. I t has probably given serious food for thought to the Duce. 
In its refusal to swallow7 with anything except mistrust and dislike the German 
Alliance, Italian public opinion has dominated party discipline and policy. It 
is argued, with some evidence of truth, that in effect party discipline has been 
weakened. Certain recent incidents seem to confirm this. The troubles reported 
by the Ambassador between the Army and the Mil i t ia have been settled in fact 
in favour of the Army and against the party. The Duce's speech on the necessity 
of " cleaning up the street corners," when people were grumbling, led the local 
party secretaries to decide that the " classical Fascist remedies of the stick and 
castor-oi l" must be resorted to; but the police intervened to squash this zeal 
because public opinion would not stand it. And it is understood that Mussolini 
supported the police view, presumably from what he knew of the state of public 
opinion. 

There is a good deal of evidence, which has doubtless been reported, that the 
state of the Italian Army made war impossible for the country. I t is commonly 
known that troops called to the colours are with their units on the frontiers 
without uniforms and with no adequate covering. I t is common gossip among 
the so-called " well-informed " that the Italian A i r Force has only 850 serviceable 
machines. There is supposed to be a great deficiency of ammunition in the Army. 
I t is commonly believed that the Duke of Aosta and the Eoyal Family, as well as 
Balbo in Libya, were against war, and that a war would mean the loss of 
Abyssinia certainly and Libya probably. Whatever may or may not be the truth 
of these stories, they certainly influenced public opinion against any adventures, 
but diminished in no way the sense of fear and realisation of Italian difficulties. 

But the policy of keeping out of the war, whatever the economic advantages 
which are apparent to all, is no easier. A neutrality benevolent to Germany 
exposes Italy to economic pressure by the Allies without providing the money 
which is so necessary to keep the existing fabric going. Neutrality benevolent to 
the Allies exposes Italy to German reprisals and perhaps a military expedition 
to Trieste to secure a Mediterranean naval base. I f the Italians are aware that 
they were in no position to enter the war against the Allies on the side of 
Germany, they are no better placed to fight Germany if attacked. While they 
have not much anxiety of such a development yet, they are fearful of what the 
spring may bring, more especially if the Germans have decided that it would be 
too expensive to try to break the Western Front and sit down to a defensive war 
there. 

One very senior Italian official said to me : ' ' W e will be neutral; we will be 
good neutrals; we have our troops on both eastern and western frontiers and more 
perhaps on the eastern; but you must not ask us to be hostile neutrals vis-a-vis 
Germany." The feeling that he may have said a little too much about the eastern 
frontier in the presence of some twelve other officials, he tried to correct by 
hastily explaining that the eastern frontier was more difficult to defend than the 
western; whereat nearly everyone began to smile. 

Thus the way of Italy as a neutral is far from easy and the danger of 
becoming the nut in the nutcrackers is very present to everyone. Mussolini, 
during my stay there, said to a friend of mine, who is in very frequent touch with 
him on industrial matters " . . . . as long as neither side doesn5t land me a 
knock-out blow, we shall be able to manage." The desire and prospects of making 
money as a neutral are, from the point of view of the Italians, not only pleasant 
but perhaps the only method of saving something from the wreck. Italy has been 
slowly bled for years, and is now in a pretty precarious economic position. All 



available evidence is that stocks of raw materials are low, manufacturing output 
has had to be reduced for lack of stocks, and the foreign exchange and domestic 
financial situations are bad. 

In anticipation of the danger of war the Italians reduced their dollar assets 
in America to vanishing point, and were left in September without enough dollar 
exchange to meet their loan liabilities in New York on the 1st October. I t was 
also too late for them to ship gold in time for it to arrive in New York by the 
maturity date of certain coupon and sinking fund payments. They managed at 
the last moment to scrape up enough to tide them over until some shipments of 
o-old, which were immediately arranged, could arrive. They have, however, con
tinued to ship gold in excess of the amount of the remittance due on the 1st October 
in order to create enough dollar exchange to meet current requirements. 

They consider that i f neutrality can be preserved the prospects are not bad, 
especially in regard to revenue from shipping, but at the moment exchange is 
slow in coming in on account of a substantial decrease of exports owing to the 
uncertainty of the period prior to and after the outbreak of war, and because 
merchants have apparently been slow in paying for the goods that they have 
already taken. Tourist traffic of all sorts has, of course, completely ceased, and 
though there has been some buying of lire in New York and apparently in London, 
all the information I received goes to show that the exchange situation is very 
tight. I was given very confidentially to understand that the foreign exchange 
media available at the beginning of October were only a little more than half 
what they had been on the 31st December last. 

The Treasury and currency position inside the country is also believed to be 
tight. There was a considerable run on the banks at the beginning of September 
and deposits then withdrawn have not returned. The Treasury position itself is 
equally difficult. 

It is no doubt because of this somewhat critical financial situation generally 
that we were able to make such satisfactory arrangements in regard to payments 
for our purchases in Italy. The long and the short of it is that the Italians have 
got to sell in order to get enough raw materials to keep their own economy going. 
If they have, in fact, also made up their minds that they are going to try and 
keep out of the war, that decision, taken in conjunction with their precarious 
financial situation, accounts for their decision to sell armaments to the French 
and ourselves. For it follows that, if they have not got enough raw materials and 
cannot find the means of buying them to manufacture armaments for themselves, 
there is. no particular reason why they should not sell to us and to the French 
from existing stocks what they have and seek to manufacture for us if we will 
supply the raw material. I t is, above all. the raw material to keep industry going 
and labour employed which they want. This necessity and a realisation of it 
accounts for the Italian authorities' very sensible attitude about payments, that 
it is not the money they want but the goods that money will buy, and therefore, 
if sterling wil l buy the raw materials, they have no reason to ask for payment in 
any other currenc)^. 

From our point of view, it follows that any purchases we can make of war 
material from the Italians, especially from existing stocks, even if we do not 
really want them, would be worth doing in order to ensure ourselves against the 
possibility of Italy coming in on the side of Germany. Any money so expended 
(in sterling) is obviously well expended, provided that the danger of the Germans 
invading Italy can be warded off, since the prospect of having to arm and finance 
Italy to resist a German invasion is no more pleasant than the prospect was for 
the Germans to have to do the same in order to bring them in on their side. 

It seems to follow from the foregoing that, in putting pressure on the 
Italians, pressure should not go beyond the point at which the danger of German 
military reprisals in Italv is reached. 

' - F R A N C I S RODD. 
October 20, 1939. 
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BROADCAST TALKS BY CABINET MINISTERS 


AND OTHER GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES, 


K? Tier an dan "by the Prime Minister, 


It is, I think, necessary to review without 


delay the arrangements for the inclusion in B.B.C. 


programmes of talks to "be given "by Ministers and 


departmental officials. 


In the first place, it has been suggested to 


me that for the purpose of keeping the country fully 


informed about the progress of the war and so helping 


to maintain public morale it would be desirable to 


arrange a series of talks to be given at regular 


intervals by members of the War Cabinet. I think 


this is a good suggestion which should be adopted. 


In the second place, there are naturally many 


matters for which, in war time, Ministers and their 


Departments wish to secure the special publicity 


which broadcasting alone can give. This is already 


leading to a considerable increase in the number of 


talks for which the B.B.C, are asked to find time. 


A large increase in the demand for programme 


time for official talks inevitably creates serious 


difficulties for the B.B.C. and these difficulties 


are very greatly magnified by the fact that there 


is now only one programme service, and by other 


disabilities which war time conditions impose upon 


the broadcasting system,, It must also be remembered 


that if more time is allocated to broadcast talks by 


Ministers, more time may have also to be given to 


Opposition spokesmen, 






I have accordingly asked the Lord Privy Seal 


to undertake, in consultation with the Minister of 


Information and the Directorate of Radio Relations 


of the Ministry, a general supervision over the 


arrangements for the programme of Ministerial talks. 


It is contemplated that these arrangements will 


include a fortnightly review by a member of the War 


Cabinet of the course of the war and that in the 


alternate fortnight there will be a more immediately 


topical talk by some other member of the Government. 


No reference should be made in a talk to foreign 


affairs without prior consultation with the 


Secretary of State. All these talks would take 


place on Wednesday evenings. If, outside these 


series, a Minister desires to give a broadcast talk, 


I shall be glad if he will discuss the proposal in 


the first instance with the Lord Privy Seal, though 


it will be appreciated that the number of such 


additional talks will have, of necessity, to be 


strictly limited. Arrangements for talks by 


departmental officials will, no doubt, normally be 


made direct with the Directorate of Radio Relations 


at the Ministry of Information, but if difficulties 


arise they can be referred to the Lord Privy Seal. 


The Lord Privy Seal proposes at once to draw up, 


in consultation with the Ministers concerned, a 


programme for the series of Wednesday evening talks. 


He should be informed by Ministers of any proposals 


that they may have for talks so that he can draw up 


a programme month by month, 


(Intdo) N.C. 


g5thj)ctober. 1959. 
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WAR CABINET. 


FOOTBALL POOLS. 


REPORT OP HOME POLICY COMMITTEE, 


At their Meeting on October 25th (H.P.C(39) 11th 

Conclusions7 Minute 4 y the Home Policy Committee had before 

them a Memorandum "fcy the Postmaster-General (Paper No. 

H.P.C.(39) 61 on the present position in regard to the 

question of Pootball Pools0 


As explained in that Memorandum the Pootball Pool 

Promoters Association; on being informed that the Government 

were of opinion that the further burden up-?n the Post Office 

involved in the resumption of pool transaction could not be 

justified in present circumstances, had submitted alternative 

proposals under which the Association itself would operate 

a single unified pool; the coupons of which wcail& be 

published in the Press? thus avoiding the very large postings 

of blank coupons addressed to individuals.! About fifty 

offices / in towns to be selected in consultative^, with 

the Post Office; would be set up throughout the country to 

which the coupons, when completed by the competitor, would 

be sent, delivery being spread over these offices,, 


For the reasons explained in hia Memorandum, 

the Postmaster-General considered that the scheme now 

proposed by the Football Pool Promoters removed the Post Office 

difficulties, and that if the ban on Football Pools was to 

continue it must be based on other than postal grounds. 


The view of the Home Policy Committee was that 

apart from moral considerations there seemed now to be ho 

adequate reason for objecting to the continuance of the 

Football Pools and that the Government would not be justified 

in stopping the Pools solely on moral grounds. The only 

way in which the Pools could be legally stopped would be by 

Act of Parliament, as in the view of the Lord Olianicellor and the 

Attorney-General; a Defence Regulation would not be intra
vires the Emergency Powers (Defence) Act, 1939* 


It was understood that Sir Robert Kindersley, the 

President of the National Savings Committee had expressed 

considerable anxiety as to the effect on the taking up of 

Saving Certificates if Football Pools are to be resumed. 


Attention has been drawn to the proposal of the 
Football Pool. Promote r& Ass del at ion that from the outfefet it wa-fe 





not their intention to accept coupons from Naval, 

Military or Air Force addresses. The Home Policy 

Committee expressed doubts as to the wisdom and 

practicability of any such limitation, and agreed 

that it should he made clear thit this was a matter 

to he arranged between the Association and the 

individual members of the Armed Forces, and that 

it was not one in which the Government could or 

should in any way intervene. 


The Home Policy Committee submit to the War 

Cabinet the following recommendations in regard to 

these matters:

(i) That in the circumstances explained in 

H. P. C. ( 3 9 ) 6 1 c the only way in which 
Football Pools could he legally 
forbidden would he by the enactment of 
ad hoc legislation, and that in the view 
of the Committee it would he unwise to 
attempt to pass any such legislation. 

(ii) That the question whether coupons should 

he accepted by the Football Promoters 

Association under tneir new scheme from 

Naval, Military or Air Force addresses 

was a matter to he determined by the 

Association and was not one calling in 

any way for Government intervention. 


Signed on behalf of the Committee. 


S. H0ARE. 


Chairman. 


Treasury Chambers, 
26th October, 1 9 3 9 , 
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FOOD RATIONING. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Labour and National Service. 


1. In accordance with War Cabinet Conclusion No. 2 of the 25th October, 1939, 


I have taken steps to make enquiries as suggested from bodies representative 


of various sections of public opinion. 


2. A memorandum setting out the basis for these enquiries and a list of the 


bodies or persons to be consulted was agreed between the Minister of Food, 


the Secretary of State for Scotland and myself and communicated to the 


Permanent Secretary to the Treasury for the information of the Prime Minister. 


3. The memorandum was as follows:

(l) Information to be given in confidence to representative individuals 

as to the position x regarding Meat, Bacon, Butter, Sugar, together 

with the suggested rations which we are reasonably sure to be able 

to provide. 

(2) There are two possible courses:

(a) To leave a commodity without rationing control and rely upon 


persuasion to keep purchases within the proper limits. This 


avoids irksome controls but if unsuccessful leads to hoarding 


in Sugar and inequitable distribution. 


(b) To ration from the beginning with the assurance that the supplies 


available will be divided fairly between all classes of consumers 


at the cost of the inconvenience v/hich naturally arises when 


old methods are changed. 


(3) Which of these courses do you consider is the wise one for any or 


all of these commodities? 


4. The list of bodies to be consulted will be apparent from the summary of 


their views in paragraph 5. I ought to make it clear that in the time 


available oral consultation with individuals is all that has been possible. 


These individuals have not been able to do more than give their personal 


views, without taking the directions of the organisations with which they are 


x See Appendix. 


1. 
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connected, but I think that in most cases the views so expressed may "be 


regarded as indicating what would he likely to he the preponderant views 


of the particular organisation. In certain cases the individuals were 


consulted in their personal capacity rather than as representative of an 


organisation. 


5.	 The results of the consultations are as follows:-


Industrial Organisations. 


Sir Falter Citrine (T.U.C ) said that while his Council would not want 


rationing to be introduced before it was necessary, the preponderant view 


he felt sure would be, if the position is that there is a risk of serious 


shortage, that rationing ought to be introduced without delay. In regard 


to working people the one thing more important than anything else was that 


they should be satisfied that there was a fair distribution all round and in 


case of shortage this could only be achieved by rationing. He did not think 


that persuasion would be effective. 


Sir John Forbes V7atson (British Employers' Confederation) thought that if 


there is any serious risk of shortage, rationing ought to be proceeded with. 


He did not believe that the method of persuasion could be made sufficiently 


effective. Inequitable distribution owing to absence of rationing would 


have most undesirable effects industrially and it would be much better to put 


up with the irksome features of a rationing system. He laid great stress, 


however, on the importance of a clear explanation by the Government, preceding 


the institution of rationing, that the need for it arises because of the 


many calls upon shipping for other purposes than the transport of food-stuffs, 


and net "because of the incompleteness of our command of the seas. 


Central and Local Government Service. 


Mr. Day (Chairman of Staff Side of National Whit ley Council) was not 


available for consxiltation. 


Mr. L.C. Hill (General Secretary, National Association of Local 


Government Officers, with 120,000 members in Local Authority service throughout 


Gggat Britain) thought that the only fair way was to adopt rationing from the 


commencement. His occupation is organising people for mutual benefit and 


his experience shows that it would take a very long time for persuasion to 


have much effect on the selfishness which unfortunately is widespread. 


2o 






Middle Glasses. 


Mr. C. Featherstone Hammond (Hon. Gen. Secretary, National Citizen1 s Union) 


said that there is so strong a feeling against the interference with freedom 


to buy what and where one wishes that it is desirable that rationing should not 


be imposed unless absolutely necessary. Their members would find it 


difficult to believe that any present difficulty was more than a temporary 


result of the necessity since the war of distributing stocks throughout the 


country and to transport not being in proper order. They would understand 


that if the situation was sufficiently difficult rationing might be required 


at a later date, but as the likelihood of withdrawal of rationing was probably 


remote, it would be better not to commence rationing if it could possibly 


be avoided. 


Another consideration was that three of the items named were perishable 


and could not therefore be hoarded other than temporarily. This was a 


safeguard against hoarding. Having said the above, they would, of course, 


realise that circumstances known only to the Government might be such as to 


overrule all the considerations they had in mind. 


Miss Caroline Haslett, (Chairman of the British Federation of Business 


and Professional Women and President of the Women's Engineering Society) said 


that her Associations covered women of all classes and her opinion was 


expressed on the basis of what she felt would be the general reaction among 


all classes. It would be better to commence rationing at once. If 


persuasion only was relied upon the decent people would act fairly but the 


result would be that they would be penalised by the large number who would try 


to get more than their proper share. Rationing is expected and the 


Electrical Association of Women are preparing a card-for wide distribution 


giving advice as to the best use of rations and recipes for the use of 


substitutes. Lady Swaythling is taking a close interest in this. 


Housewives. 


The Secretary, (National Federation of Women's Institutes) in the absence 


of the President (Lady Denman) said that Lady Denman's view would almost 


certainly be that country women, with whom they were concerned, would not be 


so much affected by rationing as townswomen as they had in so many cases their 


01lVtt food resources. Country women, however, could be relied upon to respond 


honestly to any wishes which might be expressed by the Government on 
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restrictions in food purchases. Their chief trouble was sugar for 


preserving fruit. Country women had not hoarded bought food and were not 


likely to do so. 


/"Note: At a large gathering of leading Baptist women held yesterday, 


Mrs. Brown informs me that over the teacups the principal topic was rationing. 


The indications were as follows: 

(l) The women seemed to take it for granted that rationing was a 


certainty for some commodities. 


(2) They discussed with each other the alternative menus they were 


individually" planning if meat was rationed. 


(5) They insisted that the queue was the most hateful thing for housewives, 


not only because of the long waits, but because of its unfairness. 


(4) The opinion indicated seemed to be crystallized by a woman who said 


"Rations mean that we all get the same amount"^ 


Social Service Workers. 


Mr. Shoeten Sack (National Council of Social Service) stated that his 


Council at Headquarters had been so occupied with general proposals for 


welfare work during the war that he could not pretend that he had special 


information upon the possible attitude to rationing. What he said, however, 


was that they had had numerous conferences of all their District Officers, 


male and female, during the last two or three weeks. The Officers were 


invited to discuss any matters which seemed to them of pressing interest from 


the v/elfare point of view, and although a very wide field was covered, the 


question of food supplies and rationing was never mentioned. Mr. Shoeten Sack 


regarded this as particularly significant in the case of the meetings of 


Women's Associations under the Chairmanship of Miss Margaret Bondfield. His 


vie?/ was that it was impossible that the subject should not have been eagerly 


ietated if it had been a burning one in the minds of the large number of women 


represented. He pointed out further that at the Vifomen's Voluntary Services 


Committee meetings, with which his Council were in touch, the subject, as far 

a
s he knew, had never been mentioned. 


His general conclusion was that there was - universal expectation of 


rationing and that provided it were equally applied and that the amounts involved 


were not obviously inadequate, it would be accepted without any difficulty. 
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Mr. Mallon (Toynbee Hall) said that (a) imposition of rationing was 


generally expected, and (b) that it would be accepted with no demur if it 


were made clear that it was necessary. 


Speaking particularly of the East End he said that in the last war there 


v/ere two main causes of grievance before the introduction of rationing. The 


first was the hardship imposed by waiting in queues and the second, which was 


even greater, was the knowledge or the belief in the working classes that 


people who had sufficient money could obtain adequate supplies without having 


to wait in queues. In his opinion this state of affairs was, from the point 


of view of the Home Front, the danger point of the last war. In his view, 


if the working classes were persuaded that everybody was equally restricted 


and that wealth could not obtain concessions and that supplies could be 


obtained in an orderly manner without inconvenience, rationing would be 


easily accepted. 


He made a particular suggestion about butter. He felt that it was 


desirable to restrict butter as far as possible to children, young persons 


and invalids and he suggested that if this could not be done as part of the 


scheme itself an appeal to all other classes to use margarine should be made. 


Major Bavin, (Y.M.C.A.) 

Miss Curwen, (Y.7AC.A. ) 


Major Bavin and Miss Curwen were seen together. Their views (which may 


be taken as the result of many discussions overheardor reported in the large 


number of clubs belonging to their respective associations all over the 


country) were that the opposition to rationing was caused rather by a fear of 


the unknown than by a dislike of the system itself. All sorts of rumours 


have been circulating as to the amounts that would be available and the 


articles that would 7oe covered. It was believed, for example, that the 


maximum meat ration would be 24 oz. per head, that margarine was to be 


rationed as well as butter and that the joint ration for margarine and butter 


would be 8 oz. per week and there were fears of rationing of other 


^specified articles. 


In the view of both Major Bavin and Miss Curwen, the amounts proposed 


were so much larger than they believed was generally anticipated that this 


a c 
  t alone would go a long way to removing apprehension. In particular, they 


^0th felt that the fact that margarine was not controlled was of decisive 
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importance. They pointed out that, in the case of the 13,000 children with 

whom they dealt, "bread and margarine was the staple diet for a couple of meals 

in the day and that if this could be continued as at present it would go a 

long way to removing the difficulty about butter. Indeed they pointed out 

that in the poorer households butter and margarine were generally mixed. 

With regard to meat, they both took exception to the money level. They felt 

that it would be much better to state it in terms of weight. Hiss Curwen 

drew attention to the case of typists and other girls who earned their 

living and could not return home for midday meals. In their case a ration 

of 2% lbs. per week (irrespective of price) might be adequate, particularly 

if offal was not rationed. If, however, it was stated in terms of money it 

certainly would not be adequate. 

Assuming, however, that 2^ lbs. per head were available, they were both 


satisfied that this plus offal would be so adequate that criticism would be 


very little indeed. 


Speaking in general about the rationing system, they recalled that in the 


last war bitter compla.ints had been caused not merely by the queues but by 


the belief that rich people could always get adequate supplies. They 


indicated that there were already signs that some of the grocers were taking 


advantage of their position and refusing supplies of, say, sugar unless the 


customers were willing to buy other things. This type of profiteering would 


effectively be stopped by rationing which for that reason also was to be 


welcomed. Speaking of such items as game and luxury foods which would not be 


rationed, Major Bavin said that the working class criticism was not that rich 


people would still be able to buy what in any circumstance they could not but 


that rich people would have a larger share than theirs in the things that they 


could buy. 


On the subject of whether all four items should be in the list, they were 


both agreed that butter, bacon and meat must be included. They both felt, 


i

however, that, if sugar was not in the same urgent category as the others, it 

, would be better to restrict the number of articles to three. They felt 
C o n v i nced that hoarding would cease if the public were informed that they 

: ought to restrain themselves and that there was no immediate fear of a shortag 
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Trade and Commerce. 


Mr. Dunwoody (Secretary, Associated Chambers of Commerce of 

Great Britain) consulted Mr. Henry Morgan, Chairman of the London Chamber 

of Commerce and Mr. Leigh, Secretary to the London Chamber, 9,000 members. 


Mr. Henry Morgan (Chairman, London Chamber of Commerce and of 

Taxation Committee of the Associated Chambers, Accountant, Chairman 

of Companies) was strongly of the opinion that there should be a trial 


period without rationing. The trial period should be used to see if 

nation will ration itself. The amounts to which people should confine 


their demands should be made known. He believed that, having regard to 


the inconvenience of rationing, such a procedure would have considerable 


effect. 


Mr. Leigh (Secretary of London Chamber of Commerce) was opposed to 


immediate rationing which might create a bad impression. The Government 

should indicate the need of restricted demands and express the hope that 


response will be such as not to make rationing necessary. It would 

probably be necessary to ask retailers what quantities of goods people 

are ordering in order to know where excessive demands come from. 


Mr. Howling (Secretary, National Chamber of Trade) thought that on 

the whole it would be better for rationing to be imposed. The country 


was probably prepared to some extent but the fact that rationing had to 


be considered at so early a stage came as a surprise and would of course 


be criticised in many quarters. The views of people towards rationing 


would probably depend to some extent upon the quantity of each commodity 


allowed and the quantity suggested would not be regarded as very 

satisfactory. 


If rationing were not imposed, there was a great danger of some 


people thinking that others were getting more and this was a situation 


to be avoided if possible. Failure to ration if there was an actual 


shortage of these commodities would create difficulties for certain 

classes of retailers. Mr. Howling wished his opinion to be regarded as 


one stating what he regarded as the lesser of two evils and he did not 

wish it to be understood that rationing was a good thing unless unavoidable. 






Mr. A.V. Alexander (Co-operative Societies) was emphatic in urging 

the necessity for immediate rationing. The Co-operative Societies all 


over the country are experiencing serious shortages of all four 

commodities that of sugax being due to hoarding. The Societies in 


Lancashire for example are up in arms owing to difficulties in obtaining 

supplies. The Stookport Societies have had to ration butter (3-g- oz.) 


and other Societies have had to act similarly. He called attention to 


advertisements by private traders saying they have plentiful supplies 


and telling the public "not to despair without first trying them". So 


far as such claims are valid, they point to "wangling" of supplies which 

must cause serious trouble. 






Free Churches. 


Rey._Mo.lJI. Aubrey, Moderator, Federal Free Church Council, said that if 


there was any element of risk that su-pplies of any commodity would be short, 


provided that the case was fully explained to the public, he was sure that those 


for whom he could speak would attach over-whelming importance to an equitable 


distribution of such supplies as were available among all sections of the 


population. 


Social Contacts. 


Opinion in King's Road Public Houses, Chelsea. 


Everyone seems to expect rationing for meat, bacon and butter and most 


people for sugar. No trouble is likely if the ration is reasonable. Cooking 


fats should certainly not be rationed. If they are unrationed 4 ounces of 


butter will be accepted as most people are expecting 3 ounces, but it is 


considered a poor ration. Pooling of margarine is thought to be a very great 


mistake. Those who can afford to buy margarine at 8d. per pound should be 


allowed to have it and those who can only afford to pay 4d. will find the pooled 


price beyond their means and they will have to go without. Meat should be 


rationed by value and not by weight. The Government control of prices was 


generally approved. 


Members of Parliament. 


Mr. Gordon Mac-Donald said that people expect rationing and the shortage of 


supplies in some areas has already got them used to the idea. They will not 


complain if the rations are fairly generous, say 75 per cent, of normal. 


Goalminers, being unable to understand need for coal rationing, may suspect other 


forms of rationing but criticism not expected to be very great. He would think 


2/6d. worth of meat a week would be accepted, miners being particularly fond of 


their Sunday joint and any allowance which would not give this to a normal family 

would be thought too low. When asked whether he preferred meat rationing by 


weight or value he said by weight, but after hearing the other point of view put 


he definitely expressed the view that rationing by value was a much better plan, 


though he thought this point needed explaining very carefully so that the public 


would see that the poor man was getting a very fair deal. The butter ration woul 


pe accepted if cooking fats and margarine were unrationed. He did not think that 


; Pooling" was popular anywhere. People liked to buy the quality and brand of 

I 
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more than their fair share. He would not risk a shortage of food through 


lack of caution. He felt that his view was probably fairly representative of 


his Party. 


Mr. Graham White believed rationing to be fully expected but thought it 


should be as generous as possible. He was very critical of "pooling" and said 


that pooling of tea, about which he knew something, was particularly stupid 


and unpopular. In fact he found difficulty in not expressing himself 


over-forcibly on that subject. He did not have any views on the question of 


meat rationing by weight or value but vrould think the matter over and make some 


enquiries in his constituency. He did not think that butter rationing would 


be received too unfavourably if margarine and cooking fats were not rationed, 


but realised it would make a very great cut in the consumption of butter by 


better-off people. 


Mr. Herbert Williams felt that middle-classes vrould be hit much harder by 


war than lower classes. He made the following points:

i. Rationing will be accepted without a fuss if real necessity is established 


and it is clearly not imposed merely to gratify the supposed desires of the 


bureaucracy. The coal and lighting rations will be cited to show that such 


desires exist as it is alroadjr difficult for merchants in some places to 


dispose of coal and stocks are being built up and waggons immobilised. 


2. It will be said that the Government cannot have needed the many warnings 


it has received in the past two years, if it finds itself short of food so soon, 


butt this will be forgiven if the need for rationing now is proved. 


3. The waste of effort, paper, etc. involved in rationing is great and 


annoyance is inevitable and this can only be justified by real necessity. 


' Butter, No serious complaints likely if ration is 4 ounces provided 


margarine and cooking fats are unrationed, and public can get margarine it likes 


and is not forced to buy pooled stuff. 


I 

5. Meat. This is thought to be the most serious problem. A good ration in 


money would be acceptable to middle-classes but a 2/- ration would enable them 


to get very little of the meat they are used to: a ration by weight would be 


/Preferred. The effect of compelling people to buy inferior meat to get enough 


I 
Fill damage the interests of the home producer of good quality beef and benefit 


the Argentine. Will any meat be allowed for dogs? 






g Sugar. A good ration would result in people saying "why ration at all". 


 "pooling" is objected to mere strongly than rationing itself. If at the 


time rationing is atxnounced pooling is abolished, it would go some way to 


relieve public anxiety. Pools force up price to the poor, raise unnecessarily 


the cost of living figure and prevent people getting the food they like and 


are used to, are a nuisance to everyone and appear to serve no useful purpose, 


7 t


,g. prunes, raisins, tea, etc. 


Press. 


Confidential enquiries as to the nature of correspondence addressed to the 


Press have been made in a fairly wide field throughout Fleet Street, including 


the "Daily Hail" , "Daily Telegraph", "News Chronicle", "Daily Herald", 


"Daily Sketch", and the Allied Newspapers covering Manchester, Sheffield, 


Glasgow, etc. On the whole, the significant fact is that in the very large 


volume of war correspondence received by the Press the numbers of letters 


dealing with rationing are comparatively small. In the case of the "Daily Sketch' 


for example, which has received about 4,000 letters from the public on questions 


arising from the war, up to the moment no more than 20 concern the proposed 


rationing of food. 


This of itself implies that the question is not one which takes a foremost 


place in the public mind. In one or two cases there are specific suggestions 


that this is regarded as a further extension of Government control and 


bureaucracy, but this does not seem to be a very insistent point. In a few 


cases people are asking why you should have rationing for articles which either 


cannot be purchased or of which the price is rising so rapidly that they cannot 


afford to buy them. It seems clear that the public will stand for anything 


that is reasonable, but in this connection "reasonable" means that the necessity 


for the measure has been clearly explained and brought home. There is a 


prevalent belief that the butter ration is to be 3 ounces, and it is felt that 


the sooner this is dissipated- the better. It is important that the fact that 


margarine is not to be rationed should be given great prominence. 


These enquiries indicate that if rationing is decided upon the sooner that 


constant and accurate news as to the details of the scheme is given, the better. 


The success or failure at the outset will, to a certain extent, depend upon this. 
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The enquiries also indicate that there is great confusion in the 


minds of many people between the rationing and the control of food. When 


asked about cheir attitude to rationing they make complaints about the 


alleged mal-distribution of articles which in no conceivable circumstances 


would be rationed. In presenting the rationing scheme it would be well 


to advertise the distinction between the two things for people who are 


unable to distinguish for themselves. 


Scotland. 


The Rt. Hon. Tom Johnston, M.P. , Regional Commissioner expressed 


the following view:-


My opinion is that there is persistent and continuous hoarding of 


sugar. Some grocers are reported as exceeding normal output by 700$. 


The factory at Greenock has an output of 50$ over normality. Persuasion 


as a remedy is ineffective. Sugar should be rationed. Butter might also 


be, especially if any shortage of supply is apprehended, and consideration 


should be given as to whether margarine should be rationed with it. 


Bacon should be rationed but care might be taken to give no rations 


to babies. 


Meat is more difficult and ought only to be rationed after the most 


careful preparation from the farm via the dealer and the slaughterer to the 


butcher, and would it not be advisable first to have substantial reserves 


of deer, rabbits etc. in the cold storage plants now standing half empty. 


(Intld.) E.B. 


.27th October, 1959. 






A P P E N D I X . 


Sugar. 


In the case of sugar, the quantity placed on the market has been 

substantially larger than usual, even at this time of the year when the 


demands are increased for jam making, etc. In spite of this, difficulty 


has been experienced by customers in some districts in obtaining their usual 


supplies. There is some reason to think that private stores are being 

accumulated in many homes. 


(Suggested ration - 1 lb.). 


Butter. 


Supplies are less than normal owing to the reduction in imports from 

European sources - but, on the other hand, the output of margarine has been 

greatly increased. 


(Suggested ration - 4- oz.). 


Bacon. 


Supplies are short for the same reason as butter. There has not yet 

been time since the outbreak of war to increase imports from Canada and 


elsewhere to fill the gap caused by the reduction in supplies from Europe. 

(Suggested ration - 4 oz.). 


Meat. 


Home supplies are plentiful, but imported supplies - which are cheaper 
have been shorter than usual, partly due to the inevitable delay in 


organising shipping convoys (this should be less apparent in the future but 


arrivals will necessarily be less regular than in peace time) and partly 


because of the increased requirements of the Services both at home and abroad. 


(Suggested ration - 2/0d.). 
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WAR CABINET. 


CHARTERING OF NEUTRAL TONNAGE. 


Note by the Minister of Shipping. 


The position is as follows:-


Sweden. 


A Shipping Agreement has been drawn up and discussed with 


the Swedish Delegation and is in substance agreed, apart from 


one point. We have suggested that the rate of freight to be 


paid for Swedish tonnage should be based upon British controlled 


rates, with necessary additions. The Swedish Delegation on the 


other hand, now propose that Swedish controlled^ rates should 


be adopted, but are not in a position to say what those rates 


are. Yfe are prepared to accept them in order to get agreement, 


having an undertaking that the Swedish Government is fixing 


rates so as to provide only a reasonable profit. The draft 


agreement provides for reinsurance by our war risk insurance 


office of the war risks on the Swedish vessels carrying our 


cargoes. 


The Shipping Agreement is to form part of the War Trade 


Agreement, in conformity with the wishes of the Swedish Government 


and the Swedish Shipping Delegate is understood to be returning 


at once to Sweden for final instructions. The Shipping Agreement 


will secure valuable use of Swedish tonnage for bringing goods 


to this country and France. 


Norway. 


The Norwegian Shipping Delegation arrived in this country 


at the beginning of the week and, after a preliminary meeting 


about procedure in the morning, came to see me on Tuesday 


afternoon. 






They represented that in view of the numerous owners 


v/hom it had heen necessary to consult and the fatigues of the 


journey, they were not ready for discussion next day and a 


meeting was fixed for Thursday morning, when negotiations were 


formally opened. Discussions are proceeding in a friendly 


atmosphere, and we shall endeavour to "bring matters to a head 


next week, hut the Delegation, who are empowered to make 


an Agreement, if they are prepared to do so must in any case 


secure ratification by the Grand Council of the Norwegian' 


Shipowners' Association, a process which will occupy about a 


further week. It has heen intimated that the Norwegian 


Government will not itself desire to approve or be a party to 


the Agreement, hut the shipowners will do nothing which is 


contrary to the general policy and views of their Government. 


The Delegation have agreed in principle that the tanker 
tonnage to be found by Norway should represent 1-g- million tons 
deadweight, including tonnage already on charter to the British 
Empire and its allies. 
Greece. 

As soon as the political embargo placed by the Greek 


Minister in London upon any negotiations by Greek shipowners 


was removed, the Ministry of Shipping got in touch with the leading 


owners with a view to inducing them to charter boats to this 


country. Two such boats were chartered to the Ministry of Pood 


on Wednesday and, while the Greek owners are understood still to 


be in communication with Athens, it is hoped that further 


arrangements will be made in the next few days for additional 


ships. If the Greek vessels are taken on time charter and the 


charterers have to pay hire, whether the ship was moving or not, 


Greek crews might be ever less inclined to sail than they are 


now since owners would have little motive to put pressure 


Qn them. In order to overcome this difficulty, we may have to 


make arrangements on a voyage basis, under an agreement which 






will require as many successive voyages to be made as can be 


accomplished within a specified period. 


Greek tonnage is showing a tendency to slip away to Par 


Eastern waters and it will he necessary to apply hunker 


and other pressure at an early date if they do not come forward 


with proposals for giving this country an adequate 0 lume 
v
 

of tonnage at reasonable rates. 


Yugoslavia. 


An Agreement has heen concluded with a friendly Yugoslavian 


owner for 10 ships on a hare charter basis, representing some 


80,000 tons deadweight. While the owner is thus not bound 


to find crews, he has undertaken to do what he can to assist 


in that direction, hut it may be necessary for us to man these 


ships. 


I propose to report the position in regard to neutral tonnage 


to the War Cabinet again at the end of next week, by which 


time further progress should have heen made, 


J.G. 


is try of Shipping, 
27th October, 1939. 
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Memorandum by the Minister of Economic Warfare 


1. Prom the negotiations which have taken place with 


the Swedish Mission in London, it is apparent that, although 


the Swedes are entirely favourable to the Allied cause, the 


key to the Swedish attitude is fear of Germany. 


2. The following facts have emerged as to the position 


adopted by the Germans:
(a) The Swedes have been constantly and specifically in

formed that any substantial interference with German 


supplies of Swedish Iron Ore would be treated as a 


hostile act and followed by military reprisals. 


(b) The Swedes have been asked to indicate a figure for 


the minimum quantity of Iron Ore to be exported to 


Germany from each iron mine during the year 19UO. 


The Germans have mentioned 3,000,000 tons as the 


smallest figure they are willing to consider from 


the Northern Minefields alone0 


(c) The Germans have agreed to double, at their own 


expense, the existing railway facilities between 


the Northern mines and Lulea which are the property 


of the Swedish State Railways. 


(d) The Swedes have been asked to make certain capital 


expenditure to increase the port facilities at 


Lulea. At moderate cost, these could be made 


sufficient to enable as much Ore to be shipped 


from Lulea and the other Baltic Ports during the 


ice-free periods as was formerly shipped to Germany 


from Narvik and the Baltic Ports during the entire 


year
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3. The Swedes state that they have pleaded inahility 
to quote figures to the Germans for their minimum sales of 
Iron Ore to them and have refused the proffered railway 
facilities on the ground that acceptance would he an unneutral 
act, ... They further state that no capital expenditure will he 
permitted at Lulea. 

h. They have, however, entirely refused all our 
suggestions regarding limitation of sales of Iron Ore to 
Germany and insist that this commodity is, like the other 
Swedish staple products, to he dealt with under the projected 
War Trade Agreement on the basis of "normal trade". The 
effect of this would be to limit sales of Iron Ore to Germany 
to the level attained during the year 1 9 3 8 except that if 
sales to the United Kingdom were increased above the 1 9 3 8 

figure the Germans would he entitled to a proportionate in
crease. In addition, the Swedes have assured us that they 
will make as many technical excuses as they can induce the 
Germans to believe are genuine in order to reduce shipments 
to Germany below the 1 9 3 8 levele 


5o They maintain that this policy will cause a sub-
stantial reduction to be effected in the quantity of Ore 
shipped to Germany and point out that the September shipments 
amounting to 7 9 1 ? 0 0 0 tons represent a considerable reduction 
in comparison with the low figure of 855,000 tons recorded 
for September 1 9 3 8 and a large reduction in comparison with 
that of September 1 9 3 7 , namely 1,029,. 000 tons. They add 
that, although some increase for October is inevitable, ice 
in the Baltic should moan a very substantial reduction in 
November, after which, with normal weather conditions, 
shipments should "DO negligible In amount until the following 
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April. Their feeling is that, by that time, the strategical 


position may well have altered in favour of the Allies suf
ficiently to enable them to adopt an attitude more likely to 


meet with our approval. 


6. It is strongly recommended that the indefinite and 


unsatisfactory assurances offered by the Swedes upon this 


important question should be accepted by His Majesty's 


Government. 


7. If they are accepted it will be possible to conclude 


in the near future a War Trade Agreement on by no means unsat 


isfactory lines which could be defended against any German 


charge of lack of neutrality on the part of Sweden but which 


would yet confer substantial advantages upon the Allies and 


could be determined at short notice if any change in the 


military situation made it possible to obtain better terms. 


8. ' If, on the other hand, the assurances are not 


accepted it will be impossible to conclude a War Trade Agree
-


ment with Sweden and the two alternatives open to us would 


then be either to let things slide or to put pressure on the 


Swedes. 


9. In the former case, we might avoid alienation of 


the present favourable Swedish opinion but our enemy would 


be able to obtain unlimited supplies of many important 


oommodities. 


10J In the latter case, our only weapon v/ould be to 


interfere with Swedish trade and cut off supplies so far as 


possible, The use of this weapon is not likuly to be very 

-

effective for the follov/ing reasons :
(a) There are technical difficulties (not necessarily in

superablo) in interfering with cargoes carried to a 

neutral/ 
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neutral destination in a neutral ship. 


(b) Sweden has laid in substantial stocks of most of her 


deficiency commodities so that our unofficial "blockade" 


could hardly become a serious embarrassment to Sweden 


for at least eighteen months. 


(c) Sweden would probably retaliate by depriving us of 


certain Swedish supplies v/hich are almost vital to 


our armaments industry (e.g. Perro-chrome and Charcoal 


Pig-iron). 


(d) We should be assisting German exports at the expense 


of our own. 


(e) We should be alienating Swedish public opinion and 


this could hardly fail to react unfavourably upon the 


opinion of the other Northern Neutrals. 


(f) Pressure directed by us against the neutral policy of 


one of the Northern countries would be violently 


resented in the United States. There are approxi
mately as many Swedes settled in the United States as 


there are in the whole of Sweden. 


11. The result of our use of this weapon would thus be 


either to drive Sweden into the hostile camp or to force her 


to yield to our pressure (this alternative is unlikely for 


the reasons given above), in which latter case Germany might 


well fulfil her threats and attack Sweden. It would be 


difficult for us to give effective help at present, and 


Sweden would probably be overrun or reduced by attacks from 


the air. Either result would enable Germany sooner or 


later to obtain all Swedish supplies without restriction. 


It/ 
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1 2 . It is submitted that the halance lies in favour 
of accepting the Swedish assurances and for a limited period 
watching how the Swedish assurances are implemented and 
whether Germany's ability to reduce Sweden to a second Poland 
is maintained. The development during that period of 
Russo-Scandinavian and Russo-German relations would he a 
material factor. 

1 3 . Lastly, it must be remembered that, if it he 
decided to accept the Swedish assurances, the resulting 
War Trade Agreement will certainly affect the attitude of 
other Neutrals and particularly the Northern Neutrals. 
We shall have set a precedent for working out a type of War 
Trade Agreement which, while establishing fully the principle 
of restricting Germany's imports, will enable the neutral 
power to preserve, to a great extent, the standard of life 
of its people and to maintain fully its strictly neutral 
attitude,, Further, we shall he in a position to extend the 
principle of restriction at short notice when the strategical 
situation makes it possible for us to do so. 

(Initialled) R.H.C. 


31st October, 1 9 5 9 . 
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Memorandum by the Minister of Economic Warfare 


1. As the result of long negotiations, agreement has 


been reached with the Swedish Mission on the draft of a War 


Trade Agreement with Sweden which would have the effect of 


restricting Germany's imports and preventing German transit 


trade via Sweden in overseas imports, while permitting Sweden 


to continue her trade with us and with most of her neutral 


customers and to obtain her usual imports. 


2. The main provisions of the agreement which is con
templated for the achievement of these objects are as follows: 

(a) A list is being drawn up of commodities derived by 


Sweden from overseas sources. 


(b) The Government of the United Kingdom are to agree that 


no obstacle shall he placed in the way of the import by 


Sweden of reasonable quantities of these commodities. 


(c) In return for this Sweden is to prohibit entirely all 


export of these commodities whether as raw materials or 


derivatives therefrom or waste thereof or in manufactured 


or semi-manufactured form, except:
(:'.) for certain agreed inter-Scandinavian trade; 


(ii) for very small quantities thereof normally included 


in Swedish manufactures; (This exception is very 


strictly regulated by the wording of the agreement), 


(iii) for normal trade exports to neutral destinations 


approved by us, 


(d)	 All other commodities are to he dealt with on the basis 


of "normal trade", and for this purpose the figures of 


quantities contained in the Swedish trade statistics 


for the year 1938 are to be treated as standard. The 


application of the "normal trade" principle has the 


following effect:
(i) No/ 






(i) No obstacle to be placed in the way of the import 


by Sweden of the normal trade commodities up to the 


level in force in the year 1938. In general, these 


imports are derived from sources outside our control 


which explains why they are not included in the 


restricted list, 


(ii) Sweden1s export of normal trade commodities to be 


continued to both belligerents but only up to the 


level of the 1938 figures, provided that if both 


belligerents desire to exceed their 1938 figures 

they may do so so long as the sales to each belli
gerent represent the same proportion of the total 


trade of both belligerents in the commodity concerned 


as was the case in the year 1938. 


(The year 1938 was selected largely because Swedish 


sales to Germany were rather less than usual, while 


those to the United Kingdom were rather more than 


usual) , 

(iii) It is understood that the normal trade principle would 


not countenance the commencement of sales to a 


belligerent of articles which have never been sold 


to that belligerent by Sweden in the year 1938. 

Further, Sweden is to be entitled to import quantities 


of a particular raw material from one of the bellige
rents for the purpose of converting the same into a 


finished product in Sweden for re-export to such 


belligerent. It is thought that both these pro
visions will operate in our favour, and, by virtue 


of the latter, agreement has already been reached 


with the Swedes to permit them to import certain ores 


in quantities in excess of their domestic requirements 


provided that they sell certain resulting Ferro-alloys 


necessary/ 






necessary for our armaments- industry to the Allies 


and prohihit all sales thereof to Germany.. 


(e) An Anglo-Swedish Standing Commission is to he set up and 


maintained during the life of the agreement to watch 


Swedish trade tendencies and to ensure that such trade 


is regulated in the manner provided for in the agreement. 


The Commission is to he supplied v/ith full monthly 


statistics of Sweden's import and export trade and 


facilities will he given to check figures and to ascer
tain the extent of the stocks of commodities held in 


Sweden. 


(f) The agreement expresses the intention of the parties to 


promote trade hetween themselves, and every effort is to 


he made through the Standing Commission to facilitate 


the flow of goods hetween the two countries and to over
come wartime obstacles. In particular, it is intended 


to aholish declarations as to ultimate destination of 


goods exported to Sweden and to rely upon the operation 


of the Swedish system of export licences as regulated hy 


the agreement under the supervision of the Standing 


Commission. This will greatly facilitate the granting 


of licences for the export to Sweden of United Kingdom 


goods. Further, Certificates of Origin are to he 


abolished in the case of goods exported from Sweden to 


the United Kingdom which are in fact of Swedish origin, 


while the Navicert system (when in operation) will he 


widely used to assist the passage of Swedish imports 


from overseas sources through our Contrahand Control 


system, 


3. It is necessary to emphasise that an agreement on the 


foregoing lines involves the permission for Sweden to import 


on/ 






 a normal trade basis all articles not on the restricted list 


even though she is entitled to continue normal trade with 


Germany in such articles or derivatives therefrom. Most of the 


articles on the British contrahand list are included in the list 


of Swedish restricted commodities, hut there are some exceptions, 


due to the fact that Sweden can obtain her imports of certain 


commodities from sources (e.g. Russia) outside our control. 


This feature cannot he avoided if a freely negotiated agreement 


is to he made with the Swedes. 


o n


h. There is also the question of Swedish trade with 


Neutrals in articles on the normal trade list. There is no 


restriction upon such trade, and the Swedes argue that we must 


control the ultimate destination of such goods so far as we 


require to do so in our War Trade arrangements with the neutral 


countries concerned. We shall have particulars of all such 


trade in the monthly statistics to he supplied to us, and it 


is felt that the Swedish Government cannot act as our policemen 


in requiring their traders to enter into any arrangements with 


their neutral customers for prohihiting the re-export of Swedish 


goods. 


5. Provision is made that the Agreement may after three 


months be denounced hy either party on a month's notice. 


6. The proposed arrangements would take the form of a short 


Protocol (attached as Appendix 1) in quite general terms, setting 


out the mutual assurances given hy each country as to its trade 


policy and providing for the constitution of the Joint Standing 


Commission. This Protocol would he accompanied hy a Declaration 


by each Government (attached as Appendices 2 and 3) giving 


more detailed assurances as to the application of the principles 


laid down in the Protocol. Finally, there would be an agreed. 


document/ 






document (still being drafted) setting out the instructions for 


the Joint Standing Commission. The Swedish Delegation would 


prefer that none of these documents should be published and 


that only an agreed communique should be issued. I am 


inclined to agree to this course: in any case the Instructions 


to the Joint Standing Commission should evidently be a con
fidential document. 


7. Approval is sought for the conclusion of an Agreement 


on these lines. If the Cabinet is prepared to authorise its 


acceptance on behalf of His Majesty's Government, I will take 


steps to obtain the concurrence of the "French Government whom 


we have promised to consult before concluding any Agreement. 


31st October, 1939- (initialled) R.H.C. 


\ 






APPENDIX 1 


(-draft agreed with. Sv/edish Mission) 


P R O T O C O L 


WHEREAS the ROYAL SWEDISH GOVERNMENT in pursuance 


of their policy of neutrality are desirous of maintaining 


so far as wartime conditions permit their normal trade 


relations with belligerent Powers; 


AND WHEREAS the GOVERNMENT OP THE UNITED KINGDOM OP GREAT 


BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND are desirous of maintaining 


the traditional trade existing between the United Kingdom 


and Sweden, and, subject to their belligerent rights, of 


minimising the adverse effects which British contraband 


control might have on Swedish overseas trade; 


The Undersigned^ duly authorised to that effect, have 


declared as follows on behalf of their respective Govern
ments:

1 ) The Royal Swedish Government will endeavour to main
tain at their normal level Swedish exports to and imports 


from the United Kingdom of commodities normally exported 


to or imported from that country so far as such commo
dities are able to find a market in the United Kingdom and 


Sweden respectively and will give all reasonable facilities 


to that end. 


2 ) The Government of the United Kingdom will endeavour 
to maintain at a normal level the British exports to and 
imports from Sweden of commodities normally exported to or 
imported from that country so far as such commodities are , 
able to find a market in Sweden and the United Kingdom 
respectively and will give all reasonable facilities to 
that end. 

Further, the Government of the United Kingdom 


while making every reservation in respect of their 


belligerent/ 






belligerent rights will cause their contraband control 


over the importation hy Sweden of commodities derived 


from overseas countries to he so exercised as not to 


create undue obstacles to such importation so far as it 


falls within the limits of normal Swedish trade and is 


required for legitimate Swedish purposes, 


3) In the event of any conflict hetween the provisions 
the 

of the present Protocol and any c:f/Commercial Treaties 
and Agreements now in force betv/een the two countries the 
former shall prevail hut shall not otherwise affect the 
validity of the said Treaties and Agreements, 
h.) For the purpose of studying and making recommendations 

on all matters arising out of the present Protocol and 
requiring regulation an Anglo-Swedish Commission shall be 
set up and maintained in being for the duration of the 
Protocol. Half the members of the said Commission shall 
be appointed hy the Royal Swedish Government and half hy 
the Government of the United Kingdom. At the invitation 
of the two Governments one or more representatives of any 
Government or Governments allied to the Government of the 
United Kingdom may he admitted to membership of the 
Commission., The Commission shall meet at agreed intervals 
in London or Stockholm and shall be entitled to co-opt 
experts to render any necessary technical assistance, A 
Swedish member of the Commission shall be maintained in 
London and a British member of the Commission shall he 
maintained in Stockholm to act as liaison officers, 

3) The present Protocol shall come into force on 
signature and shall remain in force for the duration of 
the present hostilities subject to the right of either 
Government, at any time after the expiration of a period of 

three/ 





three months from the date of signature to give one 


calendar month's notice of termination. 


In faith whereof the Undersigned have signed the 


present Protocol. 


Done in London, etc. 






APPENDIX 2 


SWEDISH DECLARATION 


Your Excellency, 


With reference to the Protocol signed this day 


between the Royal Swedish Government and the Government 


of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 


and subject to its provisions I have the honour to inform 


you that the Royal Swedish Government in pursuance of a 


policy adopted since the outbreak of the present war have 


decided to apply the principles ...enunciated below in res
pect of export prohibitions and the granting of export 


licences, namely:-


I 


Export from Sweden of the commodities specified 


in Annex "A" hereto will be prohibited whether as raw 


materials or derivatives therefrom or waste thereof or in 


manufactured or semi-manufactured form, Notwithstanding 


such prohib-ibixin-lijcences -for export from Sweden of such 


commodities will be granted but only in the following 


cases: 

(a) to Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Norway, 


(b) to all destinations of articles manufactured in 


Sweden although such articles contain or require for 


their manufacture small quantities of such of the commo
dities specified in Annex "A" as are marked therein with 


an asterisk (such asterisked commodities being referred 


to below as "the restricted commodities") but subject to 


following conditions, namely:
(i)	 that the restricted commodities form part of an 


article manufactured as aforesaid which is 


exported in the usual course of Swedish 


trade/ 






trade; 


(ii)	 that the use of the restricted commodities in the 


manufactured article is normal for the manufacturing 


process in question within the ordinarily accepted 


standards of the trade concerned; 


(iii) that the value of the quantities of all the restricted 

para- ^. 

has commodities used in the manufactured article does 

approved 

 not constitute more than 10 per cent of the total 

sh 


on. value of such manufactured article; 


e


(iv)	 that the manufactured article concerned does not 


lend itself to reduction to its original con
stituents hy any method which in normal circura
stances would he commercially practicahle; 


(c)	 to certain neutral countries of articles manufac
tured in Sweden from commodities specified in 


Annex "A"; provided that the Royal Swedish Govern
ment will not avail themselves of this reservation 


without a recommendation from the Standing Commission 


in respect of the commodity and its approval of the 


neutral destination. 


II 


In respect of any commodity not included in Annex 


"A" Swedish exports to any.belligerent may he permitted 


up to the level of normal trade but will not he increased 


above that level except in such special circumstances as 


are specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) below. In order 


to ascertain whether exports are to be classified as 


falling within the conception of normal trade the figures 


of quantities contained in the Swedish trade statistics 


for the year 1933 will be treated as standard; provided 


that in applying this principle considerabion will be given 


to/ 






to seasonal variations in the trade and non-essential 


divergences will he disregarded, and further, that an 


increase in the export of a given commodity will only in 


exceptional circumstances he considered as infringing the 


principle if it is compensated for hy a corresponding 


decrease in the export of a commodity classified within 


the same group in the Swedish trade statistics aforesaid. 


(a) If hy special arrangement with one of the belligerents 


the importation into Sweden of a particular raw material 


is facilitated hy such belligerent for the purpose of the 


conversion of such raw material into a finished product 


in Sweden for re-export to such belligerent, then the 


exports in question to destinations indicated by such 


belligerent will he licensed by the Royal Swedish Govern
ment. 


(b) Exports from Sweden to a belligerent will also be 


licensed by the Royal Swedish Government in quantities in 


excess of the corresponding figure for the year 1933 in 


the following circumstances, namely:
(i)	 in the case of any of the staple commodities of 


purely Swedish origin specified in Annex S,B'' where 

the increase is necessary to maintain or to assist 


in maintaining a normal trade balance and cannot be 


considered to favour the belligerent concerned; 


(ii)	 in the case of an increased demand from belligerents 


on both sides for any particular commodity provided 


that in such -event the granting of export licences 


shall be so regulated as to ensure that the quantity 


exported to each belligerent shall continue to 


represent the same proportion of the total trade 


with both belligerents in the commodity concerned 


as/ 






as was the case under normal conditions. 


Ill 


Any goods or commodities which have not heen 


grown, produced or manufactured in Swedish territory 


licensed hy the Royal Swedish Government for export from 


Sweden to the United Kingdom will he accompanied hy a 


Certificate of Origin which the Royal Swedish Government 


will procure to he issued. 


IV 


The Royal Swedish Government have taken or will . 

take all steps necessary to ensure that, the principles 


stated above will be strictly applied in practice, 






London, October, 19. 


Dear Sir, 


With reference to the Declaration given on this 


date by the Royal Swedish Government I wish to state 


that the Royal Swedish Government will:
(a) not avail themselves of the reservation under 


paragraph (a) of Article I of the said Declara
tion with regard to exports of certain commo
dities from Sweden to Denmark, Finland, Iceland 


and Norway respectively unless an assurance 


against re-export from each of these countries 


in a form approved by the Government of the 


United Kingdom has been given to the Government 


of the United Kingdom by the Government of such 


country and is regarded as satisfactory by the 


Government of the United Kingdom; provided 


that the Royal Swedish Government is to be 


entitled, pending acceptance hy the Government 


of the United Kingdom of such assurances as 


aforesaid, to grant on the basis of normal 


Swedish trade licences for the export of such 


commodities to such destinations unless and 


until the Government of the United Kingdom 


shall request that the grant of such export 


licencas by the Royal Swedish Government to 


any of such destinations shall he discontinued 


on/ 


George Mounsey, K.C.M.G., G.B., O.B.E., 


Ministry of Economic Warfare, 


London. 






on the ground either that they have found 


themselves unable to obtain satisfactory 


assurances from the Government of the country 


concerned or that the effect of the Swedish 


export is to enable the country concerned to 


oarry on an abnormal trade with a belligerent 


hostile to the Government of the United Kingdom; 


(b)	 furnish to the Standing Commission such informa
tion as it may reasonably require relating to 


Swedish import and export trade upon the basis 


of monthly statistics. 


Yours faithfully, 






A P P E N D I X 3 

BRITISH DECLARATION 


Sir, 


With reference to the Protocol, signed this day 


between the Royal Swedish Government and the Government 


of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

and subject to its provisions 

Ireland/l have the honour-to Inform...you -of. .£bjs-&£JUyffixig: 

1 ) For the purpose of estimating the amount of the 
normal Swedish imports mentioned in paragraph 2 of the 
abovementioned Protocol the Government of the United 
Kingdom will treat as standard the figures of quantities 

-
contained-.in the -Swedish-- 1rr-ad-e--sta:tis-ti.csfor"the year 


1938. 


2 ) The Government of the United Kingdom will cause 
to be taken all steps necessary to ensure that requests 
from British authorities for guarantees against re-export 
of goods from Sweden shall be discontinued and that 
requests from British firms and individuals for such 
guarantees shall be discouraged. 

3) In order to facilitate the passage through the 


British Contraband Control of Swedish imports.upon the 


scale contemplated by the abovementioned Protocol the 


Government of the United Kingdom advise the following 


procedure:-


A. Before the introduction of the Navicert system 






B. After the introduction of the Navicert system 


h) The Government of the United Kingdom will 


dispense with Certificates of Origin and Interest in 


the case of all Swedish goods licensed for export to 


the United Kingdom. 
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W A R C A B I N E T . 


APPLICATION ON PRICE INCREASES TO EXISTING 

COLLIERY CONTRACTS. 


Note by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


A difficulty has arisen over the decision of the War 


Cabinet authorising the Minister for Mines to permit a rise 


in pithead coal prices to cover the increase in miners' wages 


A great deal of the coal sold for internal consumption in thi 


country is sold under long term contracts which contain no 


break clause, and in the case of this coal, the collieries 


would be unable to take advantage of the permitted rise in 


coal prices until the existing contracts run out - in many 


cases not until next Spring or Summer. The increase in 


miners' wages takes effect from 1st November. 


This difficulty was considered on the 50th October by 


the Ministerial Committee on Economic Policy, which decided 


that it gave rise to a general question of such importanc 


that it should be remitted to the War Cabinet. 


I circulate herewith a Memorandum, prepared by the 


President of the B ard of Trade in consultation with the 


Secretary for Mines, which sets out the alternative courses 


which are possible in the circumstances. 


J. S * 


Tre asury Chambers, S.W.l0 


31st October, 1959, 






G O A L . 


Application of Price Increases to existing 


colliery contracts. 


Memorandum by the President of the Board of Trade. 


1. The "War Cabinet has already dealt with the increase in 


miners' wages and has authorised the Secretary for Mines to 


permit a rise in coal prices to cover the increase granted. 


Ar.M.	 (39) 52nd Conclusions, Minute 9 ) . A new difficulty, 


however, has arisen. It has heen found, as a result of the 


representations ô f the Mining Association that no less than 40 


per cent, of coal sold for internal consumption in this country 


is sold for months ahead without any form of "break" clause, 


and that therefore, as far as this coal is concerned, the 


collieries would be unable to take advantage of the permitted" 


rise in coal prices until some time next spring or summer. 


Meanwhile, of course, the increase in miners' wages will have 


taken effect from the 1st November. 


2. In order to enable this increase in miners1 wages to be 


made hy the collieries as a whole, there appear to be only two 


alternatives, neither of them pleasant. 


3, One is to allow a rise in coal prices on that coal which 


is free from contract, to he hig enough to cover the estimated 


cost of increased wages over the coal industry as a whole. The 


effect of this would obviously be nearly to double the permitted 


increase in the cost of those collieries who were free to 


increase the price. In order to enable the collieries who are 


not free to increase the price to cover themselves, it would be 


i 
necessary to pool receipts - a new measure which could certainly 


only he done hy regulation and might, in fact, need (X^^. 


affirmative resolution by "both Houses of Parliament. It will 


be realised that as a result of this procedure when a consumev 


buys under a contract with a "break" clause he will be paying 


not only an increase in price justified by the increased COST, 


-1





of production of the coal he buys, hut an extra amount due to the 


fact that some other consumer, perhaps a competitor of his, is 


still able to get his coal at the pre-war contract price. It 


would, I think, he found extremely hard to justify procedure of 


this sort. 


4. The other alternative, however, is hardly less unpalatable. 


It is hy regulation, despite existing contracts, to prohibit the 


sale of coal at anything less than a permitted price: in other 


words, to interfere hy regulation with the contractual rights 


of those consumers who have entered into a long-term contract. 


I need not stress to the War Cabinet how grave a decision this 


would he, not only as far as the coal industry itself is 


concerned, hut having regard to the reaction it may have upon 


similar demands for the breaking of pre-war contracts which are 


being made hy other interests. 


5. Attempts have heen made to see whether it would be possible 


to get the consumers who are protected hy a pre-war contract 


without a "break" clause to agree to some voluntary increase, 


but it has heen made quite clear, as a result of discussions, 


that no progress can be made on these lines. 


6, "We have, therefore, to choose between these two alternatives; 


and recognising the disadvantages that both of them have, I have 


come with reluctance to the view that the. second alternative 
that of prohibiting sale below a permitted price - is the 


preferable of the two. 


7. In any case, I should not advise that this regulation should 


extend to coal sold either for export or for foreign bunkers. 


O.F.G.S. 


Board of Trade, 


31st October, 1939. 
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W A R CABINET. 

NOTE B Y T H E F I R S T L O R D OF T H E A D M I R A L T Y . 

I C I R C U L A T  E to my colleagues a paper which has been prepared 
by the Parliamentary Secretary to the Admiralty upon the calling-up of 
skilled workers engaged in the construction of the most urgently needed 
vessels on the seas. I t wil l be seen that the numbers are extremely small— 
there being 7,000 only in the twenty-four firms and in the Royal Dockyards 
and 16,000 in the 300 firms; moreover, the War Office will be deprived of the 
services of only 4,000 of these 16,000 men at any one time and then only for 
three to four months. Considering that the War Office have already far 
more men at their disposal than they can train and arm, and can always 
ease themselves in their difficulties by making an additional age-group liable 
to military service, it is not seen how at this stage in the war the exemptions 
requested would be an injury to the growth and development of the army. 
It may be that later on a " comb-out ' ' will be required from all munition 
works; but surely not until the great masses of volunteers, potential 
conscripts and semi-trained recruits have been effectively incorporated in 
the army. 

W . S. C. 

November 1, 1939. 
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L A B O U R A N D P R O D U C T I O N . 

Wlemorandum by the Parliamentary Secretary of the Admiralty. 

I D E S I R E to draw attention to the serious position in which Admiralty 
Contractors are placed by the operation of the National Service (Armed Forces) 
Act. 

I t will be appreciated that the Admiralty are straining every nerve to com
plete the contruction of capital ships of earlier programmes and smaller hunting 
craft. A few key firms are almost exclusively engaged in the work of ship con
struction and in the manufacture of guns, gun-mountings, and fire-control gear. 
Owing to a number of factors, the black-out, the difficulty of working night 
shifts, and the shortage of skilled labour, our Contractors have informed the 
Admiralty that delays of many months must be accepted in the fulfilment of 
their contracts. The Admiralty is now informed by these key firms that the 
withdrawal for military service of skilled and semi-skilled men within the age 
groups will result in a further delay of many months. 

This serious position cannot be accepted. 
The approval of the War Cabinet is, therefore, sought for two proposals 

which will go some way to remedying this state of affairs. 

(1) Complete exemption from military service for at least a year is sought 
for the skilled and semi-skilled men of some 24 key firms out of the 6,000 on 
the Admiralty List. These firms are exclusively engaged on building or equipping 
warships that can be completed by the end of 1940. In addition, it is desired to 
secure a similar exemption for the Royal Dockyards at Portsmouth, Devonport, 
Chatham, Sheerness and Rosyth, and other Admiralty Establishments vital for 
the maintenance of the Fleet. 

I t is estimated that there are just over 5,000 skilled and semi-skilled men in 
these 24 firms and just over 2,000 in the Royal Dockyards within the age 
groups 20, 21, 22 and 23, which age groups will probably all have been called up 
by the 1st November, 1940. 

It is suggested that the War Office should find the equivalent of the 
7,000 craftsmen reserved for the Admiralty either from volunteers or from men 
called up in the age groups from firms not exclusively engaged in vital 
Government work. 

Unless exemption of this nature is secured, delays of 6 months in the 
completion of the 1940 Naval Programme are to be expected. 

(2) In addition, we should postpone the calling up of skilled and semi-skilled 
craftsmen within their age groups in respect of a selected list of some 300 firms, 
which are mainly or wholly engaged on Government work, including important 
Admiralty work. Great care has been taken in choosing from the thousands of 
firms with whom contracts are placed by the Admiralty to make sure that only 
key firms are included in this list. 

It is estimated that there will be at a maximum 16,000 skilled and semi
skilled men employed in these firms of ages 20, 21, 22 and 23. Let it be assumed 
that there are 4,000 of such men in each age group. I t is understood that it is 
the intention of the Ministry of Labour to spread the calling up of each age group 
over three to four months, making a beginning with the ' ' twenty-ones ' ' early 
in December and ending with the " twenty-threes " in November 1940. 

The A d m i r a  l have been in touch with the Ministry of Labour, and have 
proposed that these skilled and semi-skilled craftsmen in the 300 firms should 
he the last to be called up in each age group. I t is understood that the Minister of 
Labour is consulting the Engineering Unions concerned on this proposal. 

This method of postponed calling up of men in a limited number of selected 
firms will reserve to these firms for three or four months the services of much 

[20236] 
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needed craftsmen, and at the same time the needs of the War Office can be met 
from volunteers or by taking within the same age group craftsmen from firms 
engaged on non-Government work. 

The matter is exceedingly urgent. I t is understood that, durmg the course 
of the next week, the remainder of the 200,000 militiamen will be called up, and 
a start will be made by calling up " the twenties " of all those m industry who 
were registered on the 1st October last. 



10 
C.L, 

(This document is the Property of His Britannic 

Majesty's Government.) 
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WAR CABINET. 


THE ATTITUDE OP THE PRESS TO THE ACTIVITIES OP 

GOVEEMvLENT DEPARTMENTS. 


MEMORANDUM BY THE MINISTER OF INFOiMATION. 


The Committee on Home Security at their meeting on 


30th October desired me to draw the attention of the War Cabinet to 


the question of the attitude of the Press to the activities of the 


various Civil Departments of the Government. 


The columns of the newspapers are daily filled with 


complaints of administrative incompetency and inefficiency. The most 


trivial instances of mistakes are given prominence and pilloried as 


examples of "muddle" and arbitariness. One paper invites its readers 


to send in their grievances. Little or nothing is said about the 


reasons for restrictions, the efforts made to grant relaxations, the 


difficulties of adapting emergency legislation to the infinitely varying 


conditions of individual lives. The case for the Departments is 


allowed to go by default while the attack affords ample material for 


fomenting discontent and unrest. 


The cumulative effect of this constant detraction is 


undoubtedly unfortunate from the point of view of the public morale. 


The impression gets about that the Government never can do anything 


right. 


But as Minister of Information I am no less concerned with 


the effect on opinion abroad of this adverse criticism of the 


Government in its various domestic war measures. These attacks by 


our own Press on the efficiency of our administration at home provide 


enemy propaganda with welcome material and I have ample indications of 






its use against us. I attach a few samples from German "broadcasts. 

The question is how this unfortunate campaign on the part of 


the Press can be countered or at least checked. There is no Press 

censorship in this Country and the Press can publish what they choose, 

subject only to the Defence of the Realm Regulations. That being so, 

persuasion seems the only means available. It is for consideration 

whether the matter has not now become so serious as to justify the 

Prime Minister in inviting the Newspaper Proprietors to meet him in 

order that he may impress upon them the grave detriment which the 

national interest, both at home and abroad, is suffering from the 

present campaign of detraction. 


M 


November 1st . 1939-

APPENDIX. 


EXTRACTS FROM GERMAN BROADCASTS. 


DEUTSCHLANDSENDER IN GERMAN, October 23rd. 

Complaints as to inefficient organisation were previously 
seen only in English Opposition papers, but now the Government papers 
"Times" and "Telegraph" also contain criticisms. 

(Charles Ponsoriby' s letter Times, October 1lfth. 
Leading article Times, October 16th on the Controls.) 

FROM ZEESEN IN ENGLISH FOR NORTH AMERICA. October 24th. 

"Times": The medical services of the country are breaking down. 

"Daily Herald": The officials in Whitehall are the Fuehrer's most 


valuable allies. 
ZEESEN IN ENGLISH FOR THE FAR EAST, October 25th. 

"Daily Mail's" criticisms of Food Ministry supported by other 
papers. Already one year ago Government declared all plans ready: 
contrary proved now. 

("Daily Mail" October 26th) 
("Daily Express" October 26th and 27th) 





FROM FRANKFURT IN FRENCH, October 26th. 

"Daily Express" also protests against bureaucratic rule. 


("Daily Express" 21.10-39
21*-, 10.39.) 

DEUTSCHLANDSENDER FOR GERMANY IN GERMAN, October 27th. 

The "Daily Express" points the finger of scorn at British 

Cabinet Ministers one by one and openly accuses them of incompetence. 

Then what does the Cabinet do? The answer to that is, it only laughs. 

You remember the old English slogan "Keep smiling" (sic) don11 you? 


("Daily Express" 26.10.39-) 

FROM HAMBURG- IN ENGLISH, October 29th. 

Quotations from yesterday's "Sunday Times" and "Observer" to 

effect that they both believe superfluous supervision of British 

production and foreign trade is stifling British commerce. 


("Sunday Times" 29-10.39.) 

7, FROM ZEESEN IN GERMAN TO FAR EAST, October 30th. 

English parliamentary circles attack Government interference 

in the Nation's economic life. Labour and Liberal members silent for 

weeks are again asking numerous questions in Commons. "News Chronicle" 

says M.P.'s are flooded with letters of protest. Dingle-Foot pointed 

out that the Commons did not realise when granting powers to the 

Government in September that these would be abused till a state of 

dictatorship was almost reached. 


(Numerous references in British press, including News Chronicle, 
for 28 .10.39.) 

8. FROM ZEESEN IN ENGLISH FOR NORTH AMERICA, October 22nd. 

British industry, in open revolt against Government, demands 

complete co-ordination between capital and labour. This owing to army 

of inefficient and sometimes partial second-rate bureaucrats 

disorganising production at a moment when Defence Departments set 

industry far-reaching tasks. 


("Daily Herald" 16.10.39. ) 

FROM ZEESEN IN ENGLISH, October 29th. 

English commerce and industry threatened with strangulation by 

bureaucracy, which is also, in part, responsible for rise in cost of 

living and claims for higher wages. Paper shortage so acute that 

requirements of Army and armaments trade unfulfilled. 


(Material similar to Sunday Express 29.10.39: "Clearing up the 
niess into which the bureaucrats have plunged our vital food supplies"). 
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The Ministers' request for assurances in regard to 

Burma's constitutional advance. 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Burma. 


My third and fourth periodical Reports on Burma dated 


the 17th October and the 1st November give a brief account 


of the discussions which the Governor has had with his 


Ministers on the question whether a statement carrying the 


authority of His Majesty's Government should not be made to 


Burma conveying assurances in regard to the future 


constitutional development of that country. My reports have 


shown that, up to the 31st October, Sir A.Cochrane had 


successfully evaded the need for replying to the minute 


presented to him by his Ministers on 12th October in which 


they ash that Burma should not be overlooked in any 


declaration that might be made with reference to further 


developments in regard to India; on the 31st October, however, 


the Premier repeated his request for permission to publish 


this minute in order to bo able to counter the propaganda oi 


the Freed can bloc led by the ex-Premier, Dr. 3a Maw, proving 


that the present Ministry had not omitted to take the 


opportunity to secure from H.M.G. further assurances as to 


Burma'a constitutional advance. 


On the 1st November the Governor telegraphed again to 


the effect that the Premier was pressing for permission to 


publish the minute of 12th October and wished the Governor 






also to make it publicly known that he holds regular weekly 


meetings with his whole Council of Ministers and thus keeps 


them fully informed 0:1 all. matters of importance connected 


With the war and the Defence of Surma- (These meetings are, 


of course, quite distinct from the meetings of the Defence 


Council in which three Ministers are included, for the 


function of the Council is to take executive action in regard 


to matters connected with the War which impinge on functions 


of government discharged by the departments in the control of 


Ministers.) 


I attach to this Memorandum (a.3 appendices II, III, and 


I respectively in their chronological orderYthe Governor1s 


two last telegrams of 31st October and 1st November and also 


the telegram of 12th October which gives the text of the 


Council' s minute for permission to publish which they are now 


pressing. 


It will be seen from Sir A.Cochrane's telegram of 1st 


November that ho feels that the Ministers' position vis-a-vis 


the Freedom bloc would be worsened, not improved, by the 


publication merely of a, minute asking for some statement from 


M.M.G. and that publication of this alone must intensify the 


demand for an answer in the name of His Majesty's Government. 


I entirely agree with Sir A-Cochrane in this and think that 


it would be a far better move for securing the continued 


co-operation of the present Ministry if, when the Ministers' 

ninute is published, a statement by the Governor in reply on 


the authority of His Llaj esty' s Government could be published 


at the same time. 


In his telegram of 31st October the Governor has 


furnished a rough draft of a statement to be made by himself 


0;'i the overt authority of His Majesty's Government. The 


" A 
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main thesis of the Governor' a draft is that the 


constitutional problem of India is very different from that 


of Burma since separation; but the last sentence of his 


draft seems to mo rather to cloud this point, for the 


assurance given by the last few words in regard to the pace 


of Burma's progress is correlated with that of India's 


progress. Such correlation of the two cases not only 


obscures the main point which the statement seeks to make 


but might, in certain circumstances, be definitely 


embarrassing; for it is not impossible that some further 


statement may have to be given to the people of India which 


may have to make further reference to the attainment by 


India of Dominion Status, in terms which would not 


necessarily be appropriate for application to the case of 


Burma, but might nevertheless be held automatically to apply 


to Burma by virtue of the last words of Sir A.. Cochra.no' s 

statement if they wore allowed to stand. 


Tho last six words of his preceding sentence seem to 


mo also open to criticism, for they imply that Burma Vs 

constitutional advance depends on the treatment accorded by 


His Majesty! s Government, that is to say on action by 


His Majesty's Government, whereas the policy which Sir A. 


Cochrane has with my entire approval boon pursuing for the 


last 2jV years, and which he has recently expounded to his 


Ministers and which has boon accepted by them, is that 


further advance depends on their own action and not on that 


of His Majesty'a Government. 


I have attempted to give effect to these criticisms of 


Sir A.Cochrane's draft in tho revised draft which is 


attached to this Memorandum. I am assuming that tho 


Governor is right in his belief that a quite short statement 


http://Cochra.no




4. 


will serve the purpose in the conditions of Burma. 


It will he remembered that the Ministers' minute to 


which it is proposed, that Sir A.Cochrane should now reply 


was proposed and presented to him before the Viceroy had 


made his recent statement to the people of India. The 


terms of that minute are therefore not appropriate to the 


present position and to the revised draft appended I have 


therefore prefixed an introductory sentence of the sense 


which seems to me to be called for by the change in the 


situation due to the lapse of time since the minute was 


first presented to the Governor. 


In his telegram of 1st November Sir A.Cochrane 


indicates that he proposes to make public his recently 


established practice of regular meetings with his Ministers 


to discuss matters connected with the war. It is not quite 


clear whether he intends to do this by mention of the 


matter in the course of statements he now proposes to make 


in the name of His Majesty's Government or by some other 


means and he has been asked to explain his iiitention more 


precisely: this however is a matter of detail. 


Z. 

2nd November, 1939, 






Telegram from the Govern or of Burma. 

Satal-lSth^Ootohoi; ,..1929, 


597-C. Premier has sent me a communication relating 


to constitutional development in India and Burma in 


following terms: 


Begins:-


The Governor-General of India has heen having 


extensive talks with Indian leaders both in Simla and in 


New Delhi. It is universally believed in India that these 


consultations are being held for the purpose of arriving at 


some agreement as regards future political status of India 


as an equal partner of the British Commonwealth. 


2. The Congress Party in India has asked His Majesty's 


Government to clarify war and peace aims of the British 


Government with particular reference to India. In a 


statement dated Wardha, 28th Septembers Mr. Gandhi said 


w I f British are fighting for freedom, all that their 


representatives have, to state in clearest possible terms is 


that freedom of India is necessarily included in war aims". 


3. It is qiiite certain that His Majesty's Government will
in the near future make a statement stating the aims of 


England and Prance in entering upon this war and it is 


probable that occasion will he taken then or at a later date 


to make a declaration regarding India. We in Burma have 


not chosen to adopt the tactics of Congress hut it will 


nevertheless he incumbent upon ourselves to protect and 


promote the political interests of this country. Whatever 


may be the measure of reforms to he meted out' to India we are 


of opinion that circumstances in this country are such that 


Burma not only deserves but is also capable of assimilating 


a larger measure of reforms than India. In the circumstances 


we/ 






3. 


-.7G would request His Excellency kindly to address His 


Majesty's Government so that Burma is not overlooked in any 


declaration that might he made v/ith reference to further 


(?:omission) regarding India. We would even go further 


and ask His Excellency to urge Eis Majesty's Government to 


declare that further reforms in Burma will he at least not 


less than those to be conferred on India. Bnds'.' . 

2, The statement, in the third paragraph, that my 


Ministers have not chosen to adopt tactics of Congress is 


correct. The whole document appears to me to be couched in 


reasonable terms and I hope that it will be possible for you 


to give a favourable reply to request contained in the last 


two sentences of paragraph 3. 


3o I am arranging to see Premier tomorrow morning and 


shall request him to maintain secrecy regarding minute 


reported in this telegram and also on matters referred to 


in my telegram 396-C of today's date. I anticipate, 


however, that Premier will wish to publish minute quoted in 


this telegram together with reply which you may authorise 


me to make and I hope you will he able to agree to this 


being done at first convenient opportunity . 






APPENDIX II. 


Telegram from the Governor of Burma. 

Dated 31st October, 1199 39. 


444-C. Personal. My weekly talk with Miinisters 


took place this morning. Premier asked if he might publish 


statement reported in my telegram No.397-C of 12th Octoher. 


My reply, that I should have to consult you, was readily 


accepted and Premier will see me again tomorrow, hut without 


expecting a definite reply. A long discussion ensued on 


the question of constitutional development and followed 


generally the lines of similar discussion last week reported 


in my telegram No.433-C, dated October 24th, and my personal 


letter of Octoher 25th. 


2. Although Premier did not ask for a reply from His 


Majesty's Government to his statement, hut only requested 


permission to publish latter, I anticipate that he will ask 


for something more positive tomorrow. There is reason to 


believe that Ministers do not now desire a statement that 


would merely repeat the assurances already on record, for 


they recognise that problems to he settled in Burma before 


full development of Constitution can he attained are not 


necessarily the same as those arising in India; the 


recognition of this fact tends to strengthen their desire 


that it should he made clear that Burma will not lag behind 


India in constitutional advance. 


3* A long statement does not seem to he called for and I 


suggest something on the following lines: "I have authority 


of His Majesty's Government for stating that they reaffirm 


the statement made on 20th January, 1931, by the Secretary of 


State for India, when he announced, in the following terms, 


the decision of His Majesty1s Government to proceed with the 


separation/ 






separation of Burma. Begins; That prospects of 


constitutional advance hold out to Burma as part of British 


India will not he prejudiced toy this decision and that 


consitutional objective after separation will remain the 


progressive realisation of responsible governments in Burma 


as an integral part of the Empire. Ends. In the view of 


His Majesty1s Government, experience gained during two and 


half years that Burma has been separated from India has shown 


that the problems to be solved in the two countries are not 


identical and may call for different treatment. His 


Majesty's Government therefore affirm that necessity for 


regarding the problems of the two countries as distinct and 


of considering them separately, will not be allowed to 


prejudice or retard the advance of Burma relative to that of 


India". 


4. After this morning's discussion I can affirm that 


Ministers(? intend) to act consitutionaily but if it is not 


publicly known that they have made representations they will 


be placed at a disadvantage when dealing with de.:;ands of 


Freedom Bloc and I am definitely of opinion that if we cannot 


do something to strengthen their hands I may not continue to 


receive ready co-operation which they are giving at present 


and that they might be driven to resign by force of public 


opinion. 


5. If my coming interview with Premier shows that he would 


be satisfied with publication of his statement and would 


not press for a reply I hope you will be able to agree that 


publication would do no harm. If, however, Premier asks for 


more 1 feel that line of draft in paragraph Ho.5 would be 


suitable. At a time when Congress Ministries are resigning 


it seems desirable to acknowledge the difference of the 


problems/ 






3. 


problems relating to constitutional advance in India and 


Burma; the public recognition by His Majesty's Government 


of this difference would satisfy reasonable public opinion 


in Burma and would avoid repeating in fresh terms the 


intentjens of His Majesty's Government which are already on 


record. 


6, I shall telegraph again after seeing Premier. 






APPENDIX III. 


Telegram from the Governor of Burma. 

Dated 1st November, 1939. 


446 C* Personal. My telegram No.444 C of October 


31st. premier informed me this morning that he wished to 


have permission to publish statement contained in my telegram 


No.397 C and also requested me to make known that I was 


holding regular meetings with Ministers and thus keeping 


them fully informed of all matters of importance connected 


v/ith war and defence of Burma. The latter point does not 


present any difficulty (my confidential report number 21 of 


October 9th 1939). 


2. When I asked Premier if he thought action he proposed 


would be sufficient to prevent serious attach on Government 


by Freedom Bloc he replied that he thought it would go a 


long way to "neutralise" the efforts of Freedom Bloc. 


After careful consideration of this proposal which was first 


put forward yesterday I feel that premier's judgment is at 


fault as I cannot believe that publication of a request for 


a statement from His Majesty's Government, without any 


indication whether a reply was to be given and if so the 


nature of reply, could have any other effect than an
intensification of demand for a statement. I consider both 


you and I would be placed in an awkward position if definite 


request contained in last sentence of Premier's minute 


receives publicity but remains un-answered. 


3. I therefore request that for reasons given in 


paragraph 4 of yesterday's telegram yon will consider the 


suitability of draft contained in my telegram No.444. If 


1/ 






2. 


I am authorised to give a reply on these lines I "believe 


that this action would he effective in stabilising position 


of Government. 


4. Premier is aware that I am consulting you and will 


see me again as soon as I am in a position to reply to 


his request, 






APPENDIX IV. 


Draft reply from j^e^^e^-e^a^f^yfy-Qia^-St,-^ Governor 

of Burma. 


Tiie communication which you presented to me on the 


12th October and to which I am now replying was drawn up in 


anticipation of the statement by the Governor-General of India 


which was made on the 17th October, and it therefore contains 


certain phrases which are no longer appropriate to the situation 


and certain questions and requests which no longer call for a 


specific answer. 


I am, however, now authorised to make this reply : 


I have the authority of His Majesty's Government for stating 


that they reaffirm the statement made on the 20th January,1931, 


by the Secretary of State for India when he announced in the 


following terms the decision of His Majesty's Government to 


proceed with the separation of Burma: "That the prospects of 


constitutional advance held out to Burma as part of British 


India will not be prejudiced by this decision, and that the 


constitutional objective after separation will remain the 


progressive realisation of responsible governments in Burma 


as an integral part of the Empire." 


In the view of His Majesty's Government the experience 


gained during the two and half years that Burma has been 


separated from India has shown that the problems to be solved 


in the two countries are not identical, and that the methods 


of their solution will therefore differ. His Majesty's 


Government, nevertheless, affirm that they do not regard this 


difference as forming an obstacle to the attainment by Burma 


of her due place in the British Commonwealth of Nations, and 


that they will continue to use their best endeavours to promote 


the attainment of this objective, so far as it lies with them 


to do so. 
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LIMITATION OP THE IMPORTING CAPACITY 

OP THE UNITED KINGDOM. 


Note "by the Minister of Shipping. 


At their meeting on the 20th October (w.P.(G) (39) 48) the 


War Cabinet agreed that, in view of the urgent necessity of 


importing by the end of December at least 850,000 tons of cereals 


over and above cereals for which freight had been arranged at 


that date, it was essential that the present negotiations for 


chartering neutral tonnage should be strongly pressed. 


NEUTRAL TONNAGE. 


In continuation of my memorandum WhPo(G) (39) 60 on the 


progress of negotiations for securing neutral tonnage, I am able 


to report that the Shipping Agreement with Sweden, which is to be 


signed not later than the far Trade Agreement, is now awaiting 


formal acceptance on the Swedish side. Their delegate returned to 


Stockholm for his final authority to conclude on 1st November-


Good progress has been made with the Norwegian owners in regard to 


tanker tonnage; they are maintaining that they have little tramp 


tonnage to spare. Several Greek ships have heen chartered (though 


the unwillingness of their crews to trade to belligerent ports is 


a
 real obstacle) and it may yet become necessary to apply pressure 


through refusal of bunkers, insurance and charts to those owners 


who will not accept generous terms. One of the Yugoslavian boats 


o ut of the ten secured is now in service and others will be ready 


Portly. 


CEREAL PROGRAMME. 


As regards the requirements for cereals, it was of course, 


not 
Possible at so late a season of the year to direct or divert 


-1





sufficient tonnage to meet the full requirements of the Cereal 
Control Board as to arrivals by the end of the year upon the 
basis of a monthly import of 800,000 tons. While a few 
additional ships may yet be found in positions which will enable 
them to arrive in United Kingdom ports by the end of the year, 
the shortage of arrivals, upon such information as I have, may 
amount to 750,000 tons, apart from possible losses. The Ministry! 
of Pood are negotiating for 100,000 tons of wheat to be carried I 

in colliers returning from North Prance in exchange for Roumanian! 
wheat delivered at Marseilles. 

In accordance with the Cabinet's wishes, the licensing 


control has been exerted drastically to direct tonnage into the 


cereal programme and strong preference has been given to cereals 


over other cargoes. As much of this tonnage as possible has been 


concentrated upon the nearer sources of grain supply, and 


particularly the St. Lawrence, Eastern Canada, the Atlantic 


U.S.A. ports and MoroccoP A substantial amount of tonnage has 


also been sent to the Plate and some to Roumania and South Africa.. 


The British Lines, which are already carrying principally cargo 


required by the supply departments, have been instructed to give 


first preference to grain in the space still available at those 


ports where the Cereal Board have supplies. 


The result is that the tonnage fixed during the last nine 


weeks is now approximately equivalent to nine weeks' requirements. 


At the same time the cereal programme is throwing a heavy strain 


upon tonnage, and tramp vessels which might have loaded timber 


or iron ore have been allocated to cereals. 


NEED FOR CONCENTRATING- TONNAGE ON NEAR SOURCES OP SUPPLY 


The necessity for equipping ships with defensive armament 


has delayed certain vessels which might otherwise have been sent 


to the St. Lawrence before the close of navigation. These and 






m 

other delays, attendant upon the institution of convoys, the 
temporary closing of the Mediterranean; the diversion from 
East Coast ports and other war measures, greatly reduced our 
importing capacity in the early weeks of the war,, Some of them 
are temporary, hut they have heen serious in the aggregate and 
must continue to have a dislocating effect upon the distribution 
of tonnageo The whole shipping problem has heen aggravated hy 
the fact that we did not start the war with larger reserves of 
vital commodities0 

As soon as I receive the necessary information as to all 


their current and their long-term reaui.rem.ents of essential 


commodities from the supply departments., I propose to put before 


the War Cabinet an estimate of the probable importing capacity 


of our tonnage in relation to the demands likely to be made upon 


it at successive intervals. 


Meanwhile, I would draw attention to the importance of 


obtaining supplies from nearby sources where that can he done. 


JoGc 


Ministry of Shipping, 


4th November, 1939 


http://aui.rem.ent
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Delays to shipping in the Contraband Control. 


In accordance with conclusion 11(c) o f 

the 5kth conclusions of the War Cabinet of October 20th, I 

circulate the accompanying report describing the result o f 

the enquiries which I have instituted, in consultation w i t h 

the Minister of Shipping, into the delays which have b e e n 

caused to shipping hy the contraband control measures taken 
by this country. 

2. It will be appreciated in this 
connection that, whereas delays to shipping have undoubtedly 
occurred, they are on the whole a good deal less than might he 

supposed from the impression given by interested parties. 
There is no control whatever of outward bound shipping. 
Similarly, there is no control whatever over inward bound 
shipping carrying goods wholly consigned to the United 
Kingdom, or Prance., Other inward bound vessels may not 
have cargo on hoard which has to come before the Contraband 
Committee. Statistics show that inward bound ships 
Passing through the three Naval Control Bases in the 
United Kingdom,, exclusive of those ships proceeding direct 
t o
 c th3r ports, amounted to 190 during the week October 1st 
1 0 7th inclusive, in that same period only 67 ships were 
^Portea to the Ministry of Economic Warfare from t h e 

V a l
 Control Bases and other ports for their cases t o 


oro-acht before the Contraband Committee, 






3. Even where there has heen delay, it 


must he recognised that the most prolonged detentions have 


been in the case of large mixed cargoes shipped, for example, 


from the Dutch East Indies, or from the Belgian Congo., 


consisting largely of consignments of commodities of the 


greatest importance to Germany, and not hearing any 


indication of their ultimate destination. I myself feel that 


the Contraband Control Committee were right in not allowing 


these large cargoes to proceed without first directing that 


enquiries should he made regarding the destination of each 


important consignment. 


(initialled) R,H,C. 


November 1st 1939 






DELAYS TO SHIPPING IN THE CONTRABAND CONTROL 


Complaints have "been received from shipping 


lines and fromt neutral Governments that their ships have 


teen subjected through the contraband control measures taken 


in this country to excessive delays, amounting, in some cases 


to four or five weeks. They regard it as intolerable that 


the British! authorities concerned should take so long to 


reach a decision which goods, if any, must be unloaded., in 


order that the vessel may be released! and proceed to her 


destination. These complaints are in some cases justified, 


and it is the purpose of this Paper to set forth the 


circumstances in which these very considerable delays have 


arisen, and to suggest certain measures by which they may 


be reduced. 


2. At the beginning of a war it is inevitable 


that serious delays to shipping should occur owing to the 


operation of the contraband system. The delays which took 


place at the beginning of the last war are believed to have 


been no less great, although far fewer ships were brought in 


in the early days of that war. Moreover, in that case it 


must be remembered that the blockade was organised in an 


existing Government Department. A new Ministry cannot 


be expected to work with perfect smoothness and efficiency 


from the first day of war; the staff is inexperienced, 


people do not know exactly what their f-unctions are or 


how they can best be carried out; there is a shortage of 


telephones and other office equipment in the new building; 


typists are not available when required, and so forth. It 


is obvious that a large new organisation cannot in all respects 


work/ 






work smoothly from the date of its establishment. This 


is recognised hy the shipping lines and hy the neutral 


Governments concerned. 


3. Moreover, considerable delays at the outset 


of a war are inevitable for quite a different reason. 


The Contraband Control has at first to deal with cargoes 


loaded "before the war began. Of these cargoes, a part 


may be openly consigned to enemy territory, and can he 


seized and put in prize without further question. Many 


consignments, however, will he found to he consigned 


"to order" in accordance with a normal peace-time practice. 


Consequently those responsible for contraband control will 


find themselves obliged to deal with large cargoes, consisting 


perhaps of several hundred items, about many of which no 


further information is available than that they are consigned 


"to order, Rotterdam'1', or "DO order, Antwerp", or perhaps 


with an optional destination of Antwerp, Rotterdam, Copenhagen 


and other ports. It is evidently impossible to know, 


without detailed enquiry in each case, whether or not these 


consignments, many of which may he of importance, are 


ultimately destined for enemy territory. 


h. As the war goes on, these particular 


causes of delay should automatically disappear. 


The new Ministry and its officials will acquire 


experience of the work which they have to do, and the 


day to day handling of actual cases will reveal the 


many ways in which the procedure can he speeded up. 


Shipping/ 
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ghipping lines too will adapt themselves to war conditions; 


consignments to order will cease, guarantees regarding the 


ultimate destination of goods will he forthcoming, the 


Navicert system will he put into operation, advance 


information regarding cargoes will he furnished before 


the ship's arrival, and, in short, the shipping lines will 


co-operate with the Ministry to a greater and greater extent. 


These changes are already taking place * 

5. The main question now for consideration is 


what is the cause of the delays which are at present 


taking place and to what extent these can be remedied. 


It is true, as shown above, that delays are inevitable 


at first, but a stage has now been reached at which they 


can and must be reduced. 


Delays before the cargo is considered by the 

Contrap and Committee, 


6. When a ship is detained at a Contraband Control 


Base or in a British port, she is examined by the British 


authorities concerned, and her manifest, or full particulars 


regarding her cargo, are sent to the Ministry of Economic 


Warfare. These particulars are then examined in the 


Intelligence Department of the Ministry before being passed 


to the Prize Department to be laid "before the Contraband Committee. 


7. In general, it may be said that little serious 


delay has hitherto taken place at the Contraband Control 


Sases, There have been days when the weather was too 


had to allow the competent British officials to board 


a ship on her arrival, but the necessary information 


has/ 
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-Ims- in-^est^as-e^be-en-sjrpi^^ of Economic 


Warfare without undue delay. Nor are there serious 


cases of undue delay on the part of the Customs officials 


t the ports in supplying the information required. 
a


8. There has, however, been very considerable 


delay in certain cases before the information received 


in the Ministry of Economic Warfare has been laid before 


the Contraband Committee. It is not an unusual occurrence 


for the details regarding a large mixed cargo only to 


reach the Contraband Committee some 10, 12 or even 11+ days 

after the arrival of the ship. These delays are clearly 


excessive. 


9. The delays at this stage are sometimes due 
to the fact that the information received from the 
Contraband Bases or ports regarding a cargo has on 
several occasions not tallied with information furnished 
by the ship's agents or by other sources. In such cases 
further enquiries are clearly necessary to establish 
the facts. More usually, however, delays are due to the 
time required by the various sections of the Ministry's 
Intelligence Department for making enquiries and 


commenting on the various consignments. Copies of the 


forms containing particulars of a ship's cargo are sent 


to the Black List Section for comments regarding 


consignees and to the Neutral Countries and Statistics 


Sections for comments on the normality of consignments. 


Each of these sections may take some days to produce 


f-ts comments. Investigations have shown, however, 


that where there has been delay it is generally due 


to/ 
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^^uffTcrxency of staff and also to a lack of 
^ualifications in certain officers. In the case of 
the higher grades it is the insufficiency of numbers 
which predominates, and in the case of the lower grades 
more a., lack of qua! if ications for the specialised work 
of certain sections. 

t c r  

10. Meanwhile, as a temporary measure, it has 
been arranged that the Prize Department, in preparing 
their cases for the Contraband Committee, should forego 
the comments of certain sections of the Intelligence 
Department o Although this may result in some items of 
contraband reaching the enemy which would have been stopped 
if all the information available in the Intelligence 
Department had been tapped, the arrangement seems necessary 
to enable arrears to he cleared up -. As soon as that has 
teen done, however, it will be necessary to revert to the 
original system whereby all the Intelligence sections 
concerned are enabled to furnish their comments on cargo 
reports, In addition to this temporary expedient, permanent 
arrangements have heen made to limit the number of items of 
cargo brought before the Contraband Committee for decision, 
oy ignoring all those which are relatively unimportant, 
either intrinsically or in point of quantity, even 
"though they may he covered hy the Contraband List. It 
roust, however, he recognised that as delays are reduced 
and the machinery improved, it will he desirable to 
increase once again the scope of the material submitted 

hp the Contraband Committee. 
I.?$i3y8. due to the policy of -the Contraband Committee. 

11, The Contraband Committee, when a case is 


bought "before them, sometimes feel able to decide 


forthwith, with the help of tho comments of the 


^elligence Department, whether a cargo should be 


released/ 






released or seized. In most cases, however, they decide 


hat at least a part of the cargo should he detained for 


further enquiries. This generally means that the ship 


is held up while these enquiries are being instituted. 


t


12. It has hitherto been the policy of the 
Contraband Committee to order enquiries to be made regarding 
nearly every important item where they are not satisfied 
regarding ultimate destination. They do not limit their 
enquiries to the cases where they have special cause for 
suspicion. The Contraband Committee take the view that 
it is their task to stop all important items of contraband 
going to Germany, and that if it is necessary for this 
purpose to detain every such consignment to a neighbouring 
neutral while enquiries are made regarding its destination, 
then it is necessary that these consignments should be 
detained. In the case of some large mixed cargoes, 
consisting of hOO or 500 items, the Contraband Committee 
have directed that enquiries should be made, and possibly 
guarantees received, in respect of UC, 50 or even 70 
items. This necessarily causes delay to shipping. 

13. There are one or two special cases in which 


the Contraband Committee have found it necessary to 


adopt a course which has resulted in additional delay 


to shipping. For example, the Netherland Legation 


recently guaranteed that a consignment of linseed to 


Holland would not be re-exported to Germany. The 


Contraband Committee thereupon asked for a further 


guarantee from the Netherland Legation that not only 


the/ 
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linseed,tout- -als-o-the -products of the linseed 


would not he re-exported to Germany, The Netherland 


Legation refused to give this further guarantee. 


The Contraband Committee thereupon decided that the 


consignments in question should be detained, and that 


it should be suggested to the shipping agents that 


they should be unloaded, and this decision has therefore 


resulted in delay to the ships concerned. 


Delays after the Contraband Committee's decision, 


lh.. It is the duty of the Prize Department of 


the Ministry of Economic Warfare to take the action 


required as the result of the Committee's decision. 


In particular, it is incumbent on them to notify these 


decisions to all concerned and to set on foot the 


enquiries which the Committee have directed should be 


made with regard to the detained items, After the 


required information has been obtained, the Prize 


Department have to arrange for the case to be brought 


up again before the Contraband Committee, in order that 


a final decision shall bo reached whether the detained 


consignments should be seized or released. 


1 5 . The policy of the Contraband Committee to 
institute enquiries into the ultimate destinations of 
nearly every important item in a large mixed cargo 
has imposed on the Prize Department a volume of work 
with which they have been unable adequately to deal with 
"the staff at their disposal. They have had great 
difficulty in securing the necessary staff, and it has 
MOW been found necessary, after more than three weeks' 
unsuccessful efforts to secure our requirements through 
the Central Register set up under the Ministry of Labour, 
*0
 cut the Gordian knot and by private arrangement to 


Select suitable candidates who have afterwards been 


registered/ 






gistered with that Ministry. A staff of"administrative 


officers has thus at last "been se&ured which will be 


sufficient to carry on the necessary work.  I  addition, 
n


however, to administrative officers, an adequate staff of 


clerks and typists is needed and steps are being taken to 


remedy deficiencies under this head,, Further increases may 


prove to be necessary. 


16. The enquiries which the Prize Department are 


directed to make with regard to the detained items are 


generally made of the shipping agents, of anyone in London 


who is understood to have information regarding the consignment, 


or of the British Missions abroad0 In the most difficult 


cases of large mixed cargoes, where the Contraband Committee 


have directed that a large number of enquiries should be made, 


it is usual to request the shipping agent concerned to produce 


declarations against re-export, signed by the consignee in the 


presence of a British Consular Officer. 


There have been some complaints that the letters which 


the shipping agents address to or receive from their 


correspondents abroad, in order to comply with the 


Ministry's request for these declarations, are delayed 


by the censorship0 Arrangements are being made to 


overcome this difficulty;, hut it may have caused some 


delay to shipping in the paste 


17. In cases where the shipping agents have no 


inf,Qr.mation.-regarding the consignee, it is sometimes 


necessary to telegraph to the British Mission at the 


port of loading to obtain information from the consignor; 


when a reply has been received to that telegram a further 


telegram is sometimes required to another British Mission 


regarding the consignee, This cuibrous procedure 


should/ 






should "be unneoessaryfnf utur^a*^^ 

"to order" have ceased. 


1 8 . It is desirable, when goods are detained 


for enquiry, that every facility should be given to vessels 


to unload these goods at a British port if they desire to 


do so, and to proceed to their destination with the goods which 


have been released. It is not possible, however, for vessels 


to unload their detained consignments at any of our Contraband 


Control Bases. It is recommended that in future, shipping 


agents should be not only permitted, but even encouraged, 


as soon as the Contraband Committee have decided to detain goods 


for enquiries to move their ships from the Contraband Control 


Base to a port where they can unload the detained items and 


proceed on their way. 


19. The preceding paragraphs deal with the 


delays to shipping when goods are detained for further 


enquiry. Similar delays often arise when goods have 


been seized by order of the Contraband Committee. 


After seizure has been ordered by the Committee, the 


Admiralty Marshal, in consultation with the Shipping 


Diversion Committee, decider: to which port the vessel 


should proceed to unload. But unloading certain kinds 


of cargo is not always an easy matter, and there have 


been cases where a ship has been delayed for more than a 


month before she has been able to get rid of her seized 


cargo. It will be appreciated that this aspect of the 


question comes within the province not of the Ministry of 


Economic Vtfarfare but of the Admiralty Marshal. 


Recommendations/ 
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^nmmendations. 
r


20. "--'The-f-oî oi2xg---giyas--a- briefrev-iew-of-the 

circumstances which have caused delays to shipping during 


the past few weeks. It is evident that these delays are 


excessive, and must he reduced. There is reason to believe 


that they will in any case be reduced before long., as 


experience teaches all concerned, not only officials but 


also shipping lines, to adapt themselves to war conditions. 


The shipping lines especially can help to 
reduce delays by arranging to send advance copies of 
manifests to the Ministry of Economic Warfare. This will 
in many cases enable the necessary investigations to be 
carried out before the ship herself arrives. The shipping 
lines could further shorten the delay by arranging only to 
carry goods for which they had obtained guarantees i.m advance 
that there would be no re-export of the goods from the country 
of consignment o 

21:. Certain measures have already been taken in 
the Ministry of Economic Warfare to reduce the delays which 
have been taking place during the last few weeks. There are 
other measures, e g o , the introduction of Navicerts, which 
will relieve the situation in the future but which can only 
gradually be brought into operation. 

22. The following are our recommendations for 


immediate action:
(a) By far the most important measure which 


can he taken is to arrange that the Departments of the 


Ministry of Economic Warfare shall he provided with the 


staff which they require at once, and shall he provided 


with further staff without delay as this becomes necessary. 


It must he emphasized that most of the delay is due to the 


fact that there have been far too few administrative 


officers/ 






officers "bo do the work and that the approved machinery 


for the recruitment of staff through the Ministry of Lahour 


has hitherto proved to he ineffective. If administrative 


officers are necesaary they must he forthcoming, if not 


from the Ministry of Lahour, then from elsewhere. If 


shipping clerks or other clerks are required, they must 


be forthcoming, again with the least possible delay. It 


is no exaggeration to say that the failure to supply 


administrative officers and clerks has resultedmin 


delays which have cost shipping lines sums which are 


out of all proportion to the salaries of these officials, 


and it is not unlikely that the shipping lines will put 


forward claims against His Majesty's Government in 


respect of these delays. For the future, it is essential 


not to be wholly hound hy the normal procedure which is ' 


considered essential in peace-time. Conditions are 


changing from week to week. As soon as the Navicert 


system is introduced, more staff may be required in certain 


sections of the Ministry. If ever action is taken against 


enemy exports, it will he necessary to duplicate the staff 


of the Prize Department and increase that of certain 


sections of the Intelligence Department at once. Some 


arrangement must he devised for reducing the present time 


lag in providing the new staff required. 


(h) Delays have been caused hoy only by the fact 
that the numbers of administrative officers and clerks 
are inadequate, but also "by the difficulty &fi securing the 

requisite number of typists at short notice, and of 


obtaining the services of sufficiently efficient typists 


J*tjthe rates of pay laid down for this Ministry. Some 


arrangements shouT^be--mad.e. for overcoming this difficulty. 


(c) Arrangements should he made, perhaps in some 


oases by the Ministry of Shipping, to encourage ship-owners 






-

when the C ontr abend - C ommit tee -decides- "lio-detain goods 


for enquiry, to send their ships to a port to unload 


the detained items, in order that the ships may be free to 


proceed at once with the remainder of the cargo. 


(d) Finally, of course, we should continue to 


impress on shipping lines the desirability of sending 


us advance information, of refusing to accept any shipment 


I to order without clue to the consignee, and in general 
of co-operating with the Ministry of Economic Warfare 
nth a view to preventing delays. In this connection 
steps are being taken to invite the British Chambers of 
Shipping to circularise their members and associates in
neutral countries as well, as in the Uni^ted-JCdja^pjm, 
setting out the-reuuireroerJ^ of^Uxe^MLixListry of 
Economic Warfare. 





COPY NO. j69. 


WAR CABINET. 


Contraband Delays. 


Note by the Minister of Shipping. 


On 20th October the War Cabinet invited me to confer 


with the Minister of Economic Warfare as to what measures 


could be taken to expedite the examination of vessels at 


Contraband Bases, and to report the action taken /Minute- c ) , 


W. M . ( 39 )5h7-
I have since been in close touch with the Minister of 

Economic Warfare on this subject; the paper (W.P,(G)(39)68) 

circulated by him was prepared in consultation with my Department^, 
and I am in general agreement with the recommendations made 
therein for the elimination of unnecessary delays. 

The chief interest of the Ministry of Shipping in this 


matter is to avoid delays to friendly neutrals who are at present 


under a strong sense of grievance,, This is particularly 


important at the present time when I am negotiating with them 


for the supply of tonnage0 These neutrals are using the argument 


that they cannot put at the disposal of this country so much 


tonnage as they might otherwise be able to offer because the 


delays to their ships are reducing the importing capacity 


available to their own countries, Some individual neutral 


shipowners with whom I am at present negotiating have suffered 


substantial losses through delays, and this does not help the 


negotiations from our point of view,. 


stry of Shipping, 
3rd November, 1939
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INDIA AND THE WAR. 


Note by the Secretary. 


A telegram which has just heen received, from the 


Viceroy is circulated herewith, hy direction of the Secretary 


of State for India. 


It is understood that the Secretary of State 


proposes to refer to the issues involved in this telegram 


at the Meeting of the War Cabinet to he held to-morrow, 


Saturday, 4th November, at 11.50 a.m, 


The Secretary of State for India also hopes, if 


time permits, to circulate a short explanatory Note in 


advance of the Meeting. 


(Signed) E.E. BRIDGES. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 


3rd November, 1959. 
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Telegram from Viceroy, dated 3rd November, 1939 
s 


25S7-SC 


Private and personal0 Situation this morning appears 


still to be that no accommodation has been reached on the part 


of Congress and Moslem League, and that each party is still 


insisting on its own claims0 Gandhi however is alleged to be 


spending a couple of days longer here* Jinnah tells me he 


will let me know if and when he desires a further interview, 


either accompanied or without Congress, 


2 0 Impression I get is that both parties are 


experiencing difficulties0 Great attention is being focussed 


on these discussions,. Absence of Moslem press accounts for 


Congress point of view, and criticisms of Moslems receiving more 


attention than facts justify,, I have endeavoured to hint to 


Press desirability of urging on leaders the importance of 


understanding at this stage and discredit to Indian 


political parties of complete failure to reach agreement. 


I should not be surprised if matters were reaching a point 


at which, given complete inability to come together, and 


desirability at the same time of reaching some understanding, 


both parties might be prepared to consider some middle 


course  Meanwhile, I have had feelers (though I suspect with 
c


nothing behind them) from Krishnamachari and Mirza Ismail. 


Both are clearly perturbed at position States may occupy 


if British India now reaches an internal agreement and States 


are outside,, Ismail is very anxious that States should be 


represented in any expanded Councils Krislmamachari favours the 


Possibility of immediate move into Federation? and 


is fairly sanguine about success, provided that 


definite hopes can be held out of meeting the Princes as 






regards qualified method of protecting their treaty rights. 


I think there is beginning to he a feeling amongst the 


princes that they may have missed the bus.. 


3 . Even if I receive a negative reply from Gandhi and 


Jinnah, I do not think we can afford, or wisely agree, 


to allow these negotiations to break down and to adopt 


a purely negative attitude towards constitutional advance 


and association of popular opinion in India with the 


conduct of the war. That has always, as you know, been 


my view, and it is strengthened by turn of debate in 


Lords yesterday (in which incidentally I should like to 


thank you for your admirable speach), we have 


deliberately postponed Federation on the ground that war 


(corrupt group)s would make it impossible for us to 


proceed with detailed work involved. But that was two 


months ago, and much has happened since then. We may 


well find ourselves obliged now to conduct constitutional 


investigations  at least as distracting as any in 
s


connection with Federation would have been. 
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4,  these circumstances would the Cabinet, do you think, 


be prepared to allow me to have a shot at very early federation 


under the Act if there seems the least prospect of a move in 


that direction? If so, I would wait until I had thought the 


moment had come and then proceed on something like these lines, 


(a) prepare the way as best I may with the Princes 


(? saying) (This time I hope they will believe me 


unless they are very obtuse indeed) that this is the 


last chance for terms of offer; 


(b) warn Moslems that so far as their plan for division of 


India is concerned they are riding for a fall and 


advise ';hem rather to secure themselves by appropriate 


securities taken from Congress and with the Princes 


with whom they are already in close contact and 


sympathy; 


(c) get the Princes and Congress together	 informally, 


preferably through Dewans0 Congress would, have to 


have a face-saver of some sort; 


(d) if things move well, anrjotaica early that His Majesty 's Govern
ment fool that degree of agreement that has boon reached 

amongst the (? parties) taken with their own extreme 


anxiety to bring in all parties, and the Princes on 


the same basis, in connection with the prosecution 


of the war, produce situation in which practical 


difficulties felt in an earlier stage about 


proceeding at once with the federal plan is removed 


and that they propose to expedite consummation of 


federation by all means in their power. 


5' I foresee that one matter on which we are likely to be 


pressed in the event of any such arrangement is direct election 


for the Assembly. It might be necessary to consider some 


arrangement about that. But important as that issue is, it is 


one relatively of minor importance in relation to the major 


considerations which we have at the moment to weigh, One 


Possibility, if it looked like being of material importfmce 






i no 
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to make a concession over it, would be given the time 


necessary to devise constituencies and prepare an electoral 


roll, to accept the principle as from second election, but 


conduct the first election under the scheme of the Act in 


the interest of speed. But I will telegraph separately at 


greater leisure on this and other aspects. 


6. Gould you let me have the earliest possible reply 
to this (? for) if there is anything to be said for 
proceeding on the lines which I suggest (and I repeat that 
contingent authority to do so might be of utmost value), 
it is essential that I should know where I stand at once, 
since these discussions between Congress and Moslems may 
break up at any time, and I am also anxious to turn to 
advantage the presence in Delhi for a couple of days 
longer of Mirza Ismail and Krishnamachari, 
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I circulated on Friday night without comment to the 


V/ar Cabinet in viev; of what appeared to be tho urgency of 


the matter a telegram from the Viceroy in which he proposed, 


in the hope of averting a final breach with the Congress, to 


revert to negotiations with the object of bringing about 


the Federation provided for by the Act. This morning, 


however, I received from him two further telegrams which 


I circulate herewith, one of them containing the text of 


the letter the Viceroy has received from the president 


of the All-India Congress party with whom, together with 


Mr.Gandhi and Mr.Jinneh, the president of the All-India 


Moslem League, he had been in further discussion during the 


course of the past week. These discussions were in 


pursuance of the plan the Var Cabinet approved on 25th 


Octoher. 


It seems to me clear that this letter removes whatever 


slight chance there may have been of any of the parties 


concerned, and certainly the Congress, being willing now 


to reconsider their rejection of tho federal provisions of 


the Act; and, on receipt of it, I telegraphed to the 


Viceroy asking whether ho agreed with this assumption. 


I have circulated these telegrams as it is clearly 


desirable that the Var Cabinet should fully appreciate the 






position as it now stands. It now seems beyond doubt clear 


that the Congress will refuse, and continue to refuse, 


their co-operation in the conduct of the war so far as India 


is affected unless they receive a formal declaration and 


agreement to consequential arrangements to the following effect: 


(l) that India is a free and independent country, 


"independence'1 no doubt not being regarded by the great 


majority of the persons responsible for the claim as 


inconsistent with the full status of a self-governing 


member of the British Empire: 


(2) that the Indian people have the right of self
determination and. accordingly will be free to frame 


their own Constitution through a Constituent Assembly 


which is to be set up and conduct its business without 


external interference; 


(3) that this Constituent Assembly shall be elected by 


persons voting on a franchise on the widest possible 


basis, - the communal representation for which 


provision is to be made being based on agreement 


by the communities concerned; 


(h) that full protection shall be given through the 


Constitution to the rights and interests of "real" 


minorities, the nature of this protection being 


determined by agreement between the parties concerned^ 


and 


(5) that the British Government undertake to enable the 


machinery for these purposes to be put in motion 


immediately after the war, and meanwhile to take 


some effective steps to associate Indians responsibly 


with the conduct of the war. 


Before this letter was written the Congress Government 


in five of the eight provinces in which that party commands 






a majority had already tendered their resignation, and in 
each of these, finding no possibility of an alternative 
Government, the Governor has accepted, or y/ill very 
shortly accept, the resignatj on and bos issued, or will 
shortly issue, a procZa-aatiovi under section 93 of the 
Government of Indja Ac L, i9^bj assuming to himself all the 
powers of government,, Chore seems a faint possibility of an 
alternative government in Assam, but unless this 
materialises :in. the course of the next 1'e;r days the 
position will be the same in thai; province and in the two 
remaining Congress Provinces. 

\ie are therefore faced with the alternative: of 
complying substantially with the demands of the Congress 
as summarised, above,or of taking all necessary steps to 
frustrate or overcome the active opposition which seems 
almost certain before very long to develop, very possibly 
on a widcspread sca1e. 

In order that the Cabinet may be fully informed, I 


circulate herewith in chronological order my telegram of 


26th October to the Viceroy conveying to him the 


authority of the Gabj.net to proceed on the lines discussed 


at their meeting on 25th Goto (see War Cabinefc'conclusions 


60(39) I/iin. l) and all the more important telegrams which 


I have received from the Viceroy giving his account and 


his impressions of developments since that date-. 


hth November, 1939. 

http://Gabj.net
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Telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy dated 

26th October 1959. 


Private and personal. The Cabinet gave further 


consideration to the Indian problem yesterday in light of 


your telegrams 2357-S and 236S-S of the 32nd October.and 


2385-S of 24th October. They now authorise you to invite 


the leaders of Congress and of the Muslim League to meet you 


and to discuss the situation with them on the lines proposed 


by you in your telegram 2335-S of the 24th. liter prolonged 


discussion the Cabinet agreed that you should be authorised 


to proceed on the plan indicated in paragraph 5 of your 


telegram 2385-S, Cabinet agreement covering, if that stage 


is reached, the entertainment of proposals for including 


Indian Political leaders in the Central Government on the lines 


proposed by Zafrull ah. Khan, but subject to these restrictions: 


that the Commander-in-chief should remain a member of the 


Executive Council and that it should always be fully 


understood that this arrangement will not diminish or remove 


the powers conferred on yen by Section 42 (2) binth Schedule 


or on me by Section 314 of Act of 1955. It should be further 


understood that there would be no impairment of British 


control over security and armed forces and the right to move 


those forces either inside or outside India. The Cabinet 


desired a distinction to be drawn between this ad hoc 


arrangement for the period of the war and the wider question 


of constitutional reform at the end of the war. They wished 


sie to make it clear to you, so that you could make use of this 


i nf o rm a t i on i n your disc u s s ions wi t h In d i an 1 e ad e r s i. f y o u 

thought it expedient, that Government could contemplate no 
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legislation here modifying the Act of 1935 during the 


progress of the war. So far as ccrami tments for the 


future are concerned they are not prepared to go beyond 


the wording used in this connection in your statement. 


For your personal information I would add that there 


was strong opposition to your suggestion that the 


portfolio of Defence might be held by an Indian. This, 


however, cannot now arise in view of the fact that the 


Cabinet require the Commander-in-Chief to be retained as 


a member of the Executive Council. It was strongly urged 


in the Cabinet that the dropping of the C cmmander-in-Chief 

from the Executive Council at the beginning of a war would 


be seriously misunderstood, particularly in the ranks of 


the Conservative party here. It was also urged that you 


should beware of giving other minorities and communities 


grounds for supposing that you were endeavouring tc cone 


to an agreement with Congress and the All-India Muslim 


League behind their backs and with a view to avoiding 


this possibility it was hoped that if the discussions,which 


you contemplate with the leaders of the Congress and the 


Muslim League look like developing hopefully you might find 


it possible to call in other prominent leaders and in this 


connection the name of Dr-Ambedkar was particularly 


mentioned. It occurs to me that if eventually you are able 


to reach an agreement on the lines of Zafrullah's scheme 


you might invite Dr.Ambedkar to join the Executive Council 


as one of the members appointed in 3rour discretion. I do 


not yet know exactly what Sain Ho are is going to say this 


afternoon hut he is going to make a conciliatory speech and 


end up by saying that so far as we are concerned the door 






to further consultation with the Indian leaders is not 


closed. I have supplied him with all the telegrams which 


you have sent me containing points which you think might 


D O usefully developed and I have urged him to give no 


indication that we have in contemplation a scheme for 


"bringing the leaders into the Executive Council since it 


is most desirable that hopes should not be unduly excited 


in India before ycu yourself have bad the opportunity of 


exploring the ground with Congress and Dee Muslim League. 


Finally the hope was expressed that you would be able so 


to arrange matters that a suggestion for co-operation on the 


lines of the Zafrullah scheme should come from the Indian 


leaders and not be suggested, to them by you. 


In the event of an eventual breakdown of these efforts 


at conciliation you may count on the support of the Cabinet 


in such measures to maintain law and order as you may find 


necessary. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 28th October, 1939* 


Private and personal. Many thanks for your private 


and personal telegram of 26th October, 812. I am very 


fateful indeed for Cabinet decision and for your assistance 


in securing it. I fully appreciate their attitude as 


regards Commander-in-Chief and will act accordingly. 


2. I will now approach Gandhi and Jinnah as suggested.. 


I think in justice to ourselves, we must consider furl 


publicity for moves we are now making, and I will telegraph 


further about this when I have had more time to consider it. 


5. I may not find it too easy to secure that suggestion 


for co-operation on the lines of the Zafrullah scheme shall 


cone from Indian leaders but I will do my best about this. 


I have it in mind to get Erskine to hint to Pajagopalachari, 


who strongly urged expansion of Centre in his interview with 


me', that he should again urge this through Gandhi as 


representing in the light of Hoa-re * s speech what would 


on the face of it seem most profitable line of advance 


within the Act. 


^ I am profoundly grateful to you and to Cabinet for 


assurance stated in last paragraph of your telegram. 


5* Erskine's ministers have now tendered their resignation. 


- Gathered from him that Pajagopalachari comments that Hoare' 


speech, while a very good one, is not very different from my 


statement. It is unfortunate that they should be going 


ou*' aut if matters improve it is an easy matter to withdraw 


Proclamation and let them return to office. There may well 






be come plan from Gandhi!s point of view as against 


left ring in letting things reach a point at which 


resignations are tendered, or even accepted. I understand that 


jinnah in private conversation says that he does not regard 


Hoare's statement as advancing matters so far as he 


is concerned. He has issued statement to thQ 


effect that lie refrains from comment on debate until 


he has heard further from me on League resolution. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 31st October, 1939* 

2i;72-S. Gandhi andfta jendra Prasad have now 


formally accepted my invitation, and meeting takes 


-place to-morrow morning. dinner, intimates that as he 


has full powers vested in him by Moslem League he 


sees no need to bring a companion. I have not 


in these circumstances pressed for Sikander, but 


am keeping latter in touch through Craik. I will 


telegraph further once meeting is over. 


2. I propose, if all goes well, to suggest brief 


communique on conclusion of meeting to the effect 


that discussions of a general character took place 


and v/ill be resumed later, but also to warn my 


visitors that I contemplate a fuller announcement 


giving gist of proposition put to them at a 


later stage. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 2nd November 1939 


. I saw to-day Gandhi, Tajendra Prasad and Jinnah, 
T read to them a carefully prepared statement, text of 
which I will send you by tomorrow's bag, on general lines 
which had been agreed between us and approved by the 
Cabinet. I bad reached clear conclusion that it was 
hopeless to try to get them to move first as regards the 


Centre, and I accordingly made the first move myself, but 


in such manner as to make any proposals for advance there 


proposals to be put forward in agreement by parties within 


limits approved by the Cabinet, and to make their 


submission wholly dependent on prior settlement of 


provincial differences. 


2. The parties asked for time to think, and went 


away together. They have asked me for concrete statement 


of my suggestion, without prejudice, and I will give them 


this. I am very doubtful indeed as to prospect of a 


settlement. Rajendra Prasad commented that proposition as 


regards Centre went a long way to meet earlier Congress 


demand for some immediate application of a satisfactory 


declaration; but that oosit ion as regards adequacy of 


declaration remained as before., Gandhi equally took the 


line that proposals merited most careful consideration, 


out underlined that they really proceeded on the basis 

Lhat declaration was fairly satisfactory and that we were 


proceeding from that point to some more liberal arrange
n^ at the Centre for the period of the war, whereas 


Con-gress bad decided to take a different view of the 


declaration. 


Jinnah laid down again that solution of difficulties 


Provinces was entirely in the hands of Co-ngress. If 


-gress could solve those, there would be a good basis for 






both parties putting their heads together to device a schem 


for the Centre within the framework of the Act (his use of 


these last words is of course important). He commented 


however on the fact that Congress were not apparently 


satisfied with the declaration and had not acknowledged 


the position in regard to responsibility in the provinces. 


4. Gandhi indicated in terms that section 93 was the 


appropriate course to resort to where Ministries had 


tendered resignations. The course it represented was, he 


said, provided in the Act, and was not in the least 


misunderstood, and Madras precedent was the right one to 


follow. He showed no disposition to mark time as regards 


resignations while our discussions were proceeding; and I 


think it would he a mistake on our part in these circum
stances -to take the initiative. I will telegraph to you 


separately on this point. 


5. Discussion was very friendly, but I should regard the 


prospect of parties reaching agreement as small. We can 


however claim to have done all in our power to bring the 


parties together and to have put forward a reasonable 

(? to do omitted) 


proposition. For the moment there is nothing/but to await 


developments. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 2nd November 1939. 


2501-11 


Private and per serial. Secret, I have just 


received following letter which I repeat at once, and 


which is marked personal on envelope from Gandhir Begins 


"Dear Lord Linlithgow, Your suggestion seems to be 


fraught with grave danger. It is wrong to invite Congress, 


and League to adjust their differences about Provincial 


administration and then to put up a joint scheme regarding 


the Centre. We shall never come-to an agreed settlement 


in the matter suggested by you. It is the old way. It 


has proved a veritable curse. The present way is way to 


(? domination) by Congress. True solution can only come 


hy an elected Assembly framing charter of freedom. It 


cannot frame one without carrying real minorities with it. 


The British way leads to perpetual wrangling. 


I hope you will forgive this intrusion. This is 


wholly ray own thought. Rajendra Babu will see this note. 


The official letter he may send tomorrow. He has invited 


Pandit Nehru and Maul ana Azad to come to New Delhi 


tomorrow. I am, Yours sincerely, MJC*-Gandhi. Ends. 






Telegram from Viceroy dated 2nd November 1939* 

2502-8^ 

Following is text of letter I have to-day sent to 


Gandhi, Rajendra Prasad and Jinnah. Begins. "You will 


remember that I agreed during our conversation yesterday 


to let you have in concrete form the proposition which 


I -put to you and other gentlemen who were present at the 


meeting, emphasising that I did so with a genuine desire 


to help, a desire fully shared hy H.M.G. 


2. The proposition which I invited you and other 


gentlemen present to consider, as leaders of Congress and 


Moslem League, was that, given the great importance of 


ensuring harmonious working at the Centre, you snoulc. ente: 

upon discussions between yourselves with a viev^ to 

discovering whether you could reach a basis of agreement 


between yourselves in the provincial field consequent 


on which you could let me have proposals which would 


result in representatives of your two organisations 


immediately participating in Central Government as members 


of my Executive Council. I brought out too, that in my 


judgment it ought not to be necessary absolutely to 


resolve every detail of such differences as may exist 


in the provinces. What was required, as was remarked in 


course of discussion, was a degree of agreement in respect 


3f the provinces to make it possible for my visitors, 


and organisations which they represented, to put 


forward  scheme which could be considered for the Centre. 
a


3' I added in regard to any arrangement at the Centre 
-i^et that one would hope that it might be found 






practicable to include also ore or possibly more 


representatives of other important groups and that that 


was a question on which I should value your advice when 


we came to grapple with details: secondly that arrangement 


which I invited you to consider for the Centre would he an 


adjitoq arrangement for -period of war and quite (? distinct 


from) much wider question of constitutional reform at 


end of war; and I mentioned that on last point my 


declaration had sot out position of II.M. G. I attach a copy 


of extracts from that declaration which I brought to the 


notice of the meeting yesterday; thirdly that position 


of anyone appointed to my Executive Council as a Member 


of a political party would ho identical in privilege 


and in obligation with that of existing members of my 


Council; and fourthly that arrangement would he within 


general ccheme of existing law. It would he admittedly 


and inevitably a males shift arrangement for duration of 


campaign. I brought out that what was required now, 


if we could get a workable scheme together, was to put it 


into operation with as little delay as possible pending 


more general view of whole constitutional position which 


K.M.G. have expressed their readiness to undertake 


after conclusion of hostilities. 

k- I think above makes position clear. Let me in 
conclusion repeat that, as I said yesterday, I am at 
any time at your disposal or that of other gentlemen who 
attended our meeting, whether jointly or singly, to give 
any assistance in my power in reaching conclusions on these 
Kiost important matters. I feel certain, as I said 
yesterday, that suggestions I have put to you, reflecting 





as they do very real and substantial evidence of anxiety 


of H.M.G. to reach a complete understanding, will receive 


full and. sympathetic consideration from you.
5. I am sending a similar letter to Mr. Gandhi and 


Dr. Rajendra Prasad." Ends * 

Extracts from my declaration enclosed with this 


letter are (l) Paragraph 11 omitting words ;'3e that as it 


may" and words "to which I have just referred.", (2) paragraph 


12 down to and including words "towards her goal", (o) 


following words "I remarked finally, speaking of the demands 


of minorities for an assurance that full weight wou.ld be 


given to their views and. interests", then insert last 


sentence of paragraph 12 of declaration. 


NOTE. 


The extracts referred, to above read as follows:-


II. His Majesty's Government recognise that when the 


time comes to resume consideration of the plan, for the future 


federal government of India, and. of the plan destined to 


give effect to the assurances given in Parliament by the 


late Secretary of State, it will be necessary to reconsider 


in the light of the then circumstances to what extent the 


details of the plan embodied in the Act of 1935 remain 


appropriate. And I am authorised now by His Majesty's 


Government to say that at the end. of the war they will be 


very willing to enter into consultation with representatives 


o r
 the several communities, parties and interests in India 


and with the Indian Princes, with, a view to securing their 


aid and co-operation in the framing of such modifications 


a s
 may seem desirable. 


12. I have, I trust, in what I have just said, made 


clear that the intention and anxiety of His Majesty's 






Government is, as stated in tne Instrument of Instructions 


to the Governor-General, to further the partnership hetween 


India and the United Kingdom within the Empire to the 


end that India may atain her due place amongst the great 


Dominions- The scheme of government embodied in the 


Act of 1935 was designed as an essential stage in that 


process. But I have made clear in what I have just said 


that His Majesty1s Government will, at tho end of the war, 


be prepared to regard the scheme of the Act as open to 


modification in the light of Indian views; and I would 


make it clear, too, that it will he their object, as at 


all times in the past it has heen, to spare no pains 


to further agreement by any means in their power in the hope 


of contributing to the ordered and harmonious progress of 


India towards her goalo (I remarked finally, speaking 


of the demands of miner!tiles for an assurance that full 


weight would he given to their views and interests)- It 


is unthinkable that we should now proceed to plan afresh, 


or to modify in any respect, any important part of India's 


future Constitution without again taking counsel with those 


who have in the recent past been so closely associated in 


a like task with His Majesty's Government and with Parliament. 






Telegram from Viceroy to Secretary of State 

dated Slid. November 1939. 


25183o. Private and personal* I am keeping 


you in touch with developments in various Provinces. 


There has been no move to me here today from either 


party. But I understand from Jinnah that he finds 


Congress completely ohstinate as regards (a) declaration, 


(h) his claim to represent Moslems. I gather from 


other sources that he is represented by Congress as 


equally obstinate as regards their claim (a) for 


declaration, (b) for constituent assembly or similar 


body. He has had two, if neb three, visits from 


Gandhi and a long discussion with Nehruo 
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Telegram from Viceroy, dated 3rd November,1939 


2527-S. 


Private and personal. Situation this morning 


appears still to he that no accommodation has heen reached 


on the part of Congress and Moslem League, and that 


each party is still insisting on its own claims. Gandhi 


however is alleged to he spending a couple of days longer 


here. Jinnah tells me he will let me know if and when 


he desires a further interview, either accompanied or 


without Congress. 


2. Impression I get is that both parties are experiencing 


difficulties. Great attention is being focussed on these 


discussions. Absence of Moslem press accounts for Congress 


point of view, and criticisms of Moslems receiving more 


attention than facts justify. I have endeavoured to hint 


to press desirability of urging on leaders the importance 


of understanding at this stage and discredit to Indian 


political parties of complete failure to reach agreement. 


I should not he surprised if matters were reaching a point 


at which, given complete inability to come together, and 


desirability at the same tome of reaching some understanding, 


both parties might he prepared to consider some middle 


course. Meanwhile, I have had feelers (though I suspect 


with nothing behind them) from Krishnama-Chari and Mirza 


Ismail. Both are clearly perturbed at position States 


Way occupy if British India now reaches an internal 


agreement and states are outside. Ismail is very anxious 


that States should he represented in any expanded Council* 


Krishnama-Chari favours the possibility of immediate 


Wove into Federation, and is fairly snaguino about success, 


provided that definite hopes can bo held out of meeting 






- 2 

the Princes as regards qualified method of protecting 


their treaty rights. I think there is beginning to be 


a feeling amongst the Princes that they may have missed 


the bus. 

3, Even if I receive a negative reply from Gandhi 


and Jinnah, I do not think we can afford, or wisely agree, 


to allow these negotiations to break down and to adopt 


a purely negative attitude towards constitutional advance 


and association of popular opinion in India with the 


conduct of the war. That has always, as you know, been 


my view, and it is strengthened by turn of debate in 
Lords yesterday (In which incidentally I should like to 
thank you for your admirable speech) . V/e have deliberately 
postponed Federation on the ground that war (corrupt group)s 
would make it impossible for us to proceed with detailed 
work involved. But that was two months ago, and much has 
happened since then. We may well find ourselves obliged 
now to conduct constitutional investigations, at least as 
distracting as any in connection with Federation would have 
been. In these circumstances would the Cabinet, do you 
think, be prepared to allow me to have a shot at very early 
Federation under the Act if there seems the least prospect 
of a move in that direction? If so, I would wait until 
I had thought moment had come and then proceed on something
like these lines: 

(a) prepare the way as best I may with thee Princes 


(?saying) (This time I hope they v/ilS. believe me 


unless they are very obtuse indeed) tha"£ this is 


the last chance for terms of offer. 


(b) v/arn Moslems that so far as their plan for 


division of India. 1 s concerned they are riding 


for a fall and advise them rather to secure 






themselves by appropriate securities taken from 


Congress and with the Princes with whom they are 


already in close contact and sympathy; 


(c)- get the Princes and Congress together informally 


preferably through Dewans. Congress would have 


to have a facesaver of some sort; 


(d)	 if things move well, announce early that H.M. G. 

feel that degree of agreement that has.been reached 


amongst the parties taken with their own extreme 


anxiety to bring in all parties, and the Princes 


on the same basis, in connection with the 


prosecution of the war, produce situation in 


which practical difficulties felt in an earlier 


stage about proceeding at once with the federal 


plan is removed and that they propose to expedite 


consummation of Federation by all means in their 


power. 


5. I foresee that one matter on which we are likely to 


be pressed in the event of any such arrangement is direct 


election for the Assembly. It might be necessary to 


consider some arrangement about that. But important as that 


issue is, it is one relatively of minor importance in relation 


to the major considerations which we have at the moment to 


weigh. One possibility, if it looked like being of material 


importance to make a concession over it, would be given the 


time necessary to devise constituencies and prepare an 


electoral roll, to accept the principle as from second 


election, but conduct the first election under the scheme 


Qf the Act in the interest of speed. But I will telegraph 


separately at greater leisure on this and. other aspects. 


6* Could you let me have the earliest possible reply to 


this,	 (?f or) if there is any tiring to be said for proceeding 






on the lines which I suggest (end I repeat that contingent; 


authority to do so might he of utmost value), it is 


essential that I should know whore I stand at once, 


since these discussions between Congress and Moslems may 


"break up at any time, and I am also anxious to turn 


to advantage the presence in Delhi for a couple of days 


longer of Mirza Ismail and Krishriaraa -llarit 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated 3rd November 1939. 


2 5 3 6 ^ 


Private and personal. Latest information suggests 


that some impression has been made on Jinnah by Congress 


in regard to his claim to be formally accepted as sole 


spokesman of Moslems, and that extent to which Congress 


leaders have had to come to him and negotiate with him 


in last couple of days might be regarded by him as 


adequate recognition in the eyes of India and the World, 


of his special position. 


2. I have no information as to stage which general 


discussions between Jinnah and Congress have reached. 


I have just had a message from Jinnah that he discussed 


matter further with Nehru this morning and that he 


understands that Congress propose to reply by letter. 


He suggests that once I have seen their reply I should 


let him know whether I would see him personally or would 


like him to put his views in writing. He added that 


Congress continue to press their demand for declaration. 


This does not look to me very much as accommodation 


between two parties. 


3. If my assumption that accommodation has not in 


fact been reached is correct and there is immediate 


breakdown, I would propose at once to broadcast, setting 


out very briefly the history of this business, the 


proposal of sections (sic) put to the two parties and 


outcome of (?discussion); saying a heavy responsibility 


rests upon all at this time; that I greatly regret, as 


we must all do, in the future interests of India, that 


further progress has not been possible; but that I 


do not propose to allow myself to be discoui -3ged, and th 






- 2 -


I propose to continue to examine in what manner the 


situation, revealed, "by the breakdown of these 


conversations, can be met. I think it very important 


if there is in fact a breakdown that I should be able to 


act on these lines as quickly as possible. I think 


it equally of great importance that door should be 


left open. 


4 . I understand Rajagopalachari has now been asked 
by Gandhi by telegram to come to Delhi, and is due to 
arrive tomorrow morning. 
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Telegram from Viceroy, dated 4th November,1939. 


f 

Following is text of Congress reply which I have 


just received. Begins. Birla House, New Delhi, 


November 3rd, 1939. Dear Lord Linlithgow, 


I thank you for your letter of November 2nd embodying 
in concrete form the proposition which you had placed before 
us when we saw you on November 1st. My colleagues and I 
have given our earnest consideration to it. . e have had. 
also the advantage of full talks with Mr. M.A. Jinnah. 
But we find ourselves unable to vary the answer we gave 
you during the interview. 

At the outset I would like to say that both Gandhi 


J.I. and I missed at the interview any reference to main 


and moral issue raised, by Congress about clarification of 


war aims without which it was impossible for Congress to 


consider any subsidiary proposal. 


The present crisis has arisen owing to the outbreak 


of war in Europe and action of British Government in 


declaring India a belligerent country without consent of 


Indian people. This crisis is entirely political and. is not 


related to communal issue in India. - It raised vital 


questions in regard to war aims of British Government and 


position of India in relation to them. The Congress 


Working Committee, as you are aware, issued a lengthy 


statement on September 14th, 1939, in which they invited 


British Government to declare these war aims and, in 


Particular, how these aims were going to apply to India 


and to be given effect to in the present. It was further 


^ated that Indian people must have right of self
determination kiy framing their own constitution through a 






constituent Assembly, without external interference, and 


should guide their own policy. On October 10th, 1939, 


the All-India Congress Committee, approved of and endorsed 


this statement, and stated, that In the declaration 


to be made by the British Government, India must be 


declared an ind.epend.ent nation and present application 


should be given to this status to large (?st) possible 


extent. The Committee further added that Indian freedom 


must he based on democracy and unity and full recognition 


and protection of rights of (? all) minorities. 


Subsequent to this, the policy of the British 


Government was declared in the Viceregal statement, extracts 


from which you have been good enough to send me. This 


statement was considered by Congress Working Committee 


soon after and. Committee expressed their opinion that 


it was unfortunate and. wholly unsatisfactory. As a 


consequence of this, they felt compelled to declare that 


they were unable to give any support to Great Britain and 


to call upon Provincial Governments, in the Provinces 


where Congress is in a majority, to tender their resignations. 


It is worthy of note that Viceroy's declaration of 


British policy met with disapproval of overwhelming body 


of opinion in India, even outside the Congress. 


Subsequent statements made on behalf of the British 


Government in Parliament have not made any essential 


difference to the policy outlined in the Viceroy1s 


statement, and as you have rightly pointed, out, that policy 


is still governed by extracts from it that you have kindly 


sent us. I am afraid it is quite impossible for us to 


accept this policy or to consider any steps to further' 


co-operation unless the policy of the British Government" 


is made clear in a declaration on the lines suggested by 


http://ind.epend.ent




It has pained us to find the communal question 


-being dragged in in this connection. It has clouded 


the main issue. It has been repeatedly said on behalf 


of Congress that it is our earnest desire to settle all 


points of communal controversy hy agreement and we propose 


to continue our efforts to this end. But I would point 


out that this question does not in any repect come in the 


way of a declaration of Indian freedom as suggested above. 


Such declaration applies to the whole of India and not 


to any particular community; and. constituent assembly 


which will frame India's constitution, will be formed 


on the"widest po sfble basis of franchise and by agreement 


in regard to communal representation. We are all 


agreed that there must be full protection of minority 


rights and interests and. this protection should be 


by agreement between parties concerned. The British 


Government taking or sharing the burden has, in our 


opinion, made a settlement of question much more difficult 


than it should- have been. It should allay all real 


anxiety on the part of British Government when Congress 


declares, that it contemplates no constitution which does 


not carry with it the protecting of real minorities to then 


satisfaction. 


It seems to us that a clear declaration of the 


kind suggested is an essential preliminary to any further 


consideration of the matter. I should like to add that 


recent developments in European war have made it all the 


more necessary for a clear enunciation of war aims. If 


a
 satisfactory declaration is made, a discussion of 


Proposal made by Your Excellency will be appropriate and 


useful and we shall be glad to discuss it with you. 






It is perhaps unnecessary to state that Gandhi J.I.. 


is in full agreement with this letter. \7e propose to 


leave tomorrow evening for Wardha unless Your Excellency 


desires otherwise * 

Yours sincerely Rajendra Prasado Ends. 
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WAR CABINET. 


SELECT COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL EXPENDITURE. 


Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


1. There are now two notices of motion on the Order 


Paper:-


Sir A. Sinclair:
"Defence Services.- - That a Select Committee be set 


up similar to that appointed hy Parliament in July, 1917, 

to examine the current expenditure defrayed out of moneys 

provided by Parliament for the Defence Services, including 

Civil Defence, and to report what, if any, economies, 

consistent with the execution of the policy decided by the 

Government, may be effected therein"0 


Sir A. Pownall:-
"National Expenditure, - That a Select Committee of 


this House be set up, based on the experience of the Select 

Committee of July, 1917, to examine the current expenditure 

defrayed out of moneys provided hy Parliament on all services 

directly connected with war expenditure; and to report 

whether any economies consistent with the policy decided by 

Parliament can be effected". 


2. For some time past, pressure has been put on the 


Government to provide time for a debate in the House of 


Commons on this subject. This is very undesirable, for it 


would be made the occasion of bringing forward alleged 


cases of waste without any opportunity of checking 


statements and would only provide fuel for a campaign in 


the newspapers. The Chief Whip has only been able to 


avoid such a debate by promising that a Question on the 


subject of appointing a Select Committee will be answered 


next week, and Tuesday is the day proposed. 


*̂ I have hitherto fought a delaying action over the 


proposal to appoint such a Committee, but I am convinced 


that we shall have to consent to this plan (which repeats 


-1





what was done in the last war) sooner or later, and I see no 


advantage in continuing an ineffective resistance with the 


result that when we agree to the Committee, this will he 


proclaimed as a triumph for the Opposition and a surrender 


Toy the Government. In previous Parliamentary answers and 


debates, the utmost has been made of the steps already 


taken to limit expenditure, which are very substantial. 


In the first place there is the customary Treasury control 


which is more effective now than it was in the last war if 


only for the reason that there is now much closer contact 


and a greater degree of co-operation between the Treasury 


and the Departments. In addition special steps have been 


taken, for example by the appointment of Sir Harold Howitt 


and Mr. Ashley Cooper as Financial Members of the Air 


Council and Supply Council respectively; the review of 


A.R.P. Services which has been set on foot by the Home 


Secretary; the institution of "flying squads" consisting 


of a business man and a Treasury representative to examine 


particular items of major expenditure, expecially in new 


and largely expanding Departments with a view to seeing if 


there are ways in which waste and extravagance can be 


avoided and the utmost economy secured to carry out 


current policy. 


Some action on these lines has already been taken, 


and I propose, in agreement with my colleagues, to 


institute similar ' flying squad" investigations where they 


appear necessary. 


4 ' But this does not alter the fact that when some 


large instance of wasteful expenditure, such as must 


sometimes arise in war, attracts public notice, the case 


will be made against the Governmei.it that we have continued 


to obstruct the appointment of a Select Committee and that, 


http://Governmei.it




judging by the work of such a Committee in 1917  have 
s


squandered public money hy resisting it. I do not at all 


believe that the House of Commons Committee will be 


particularly effective for the purposes proposed, hut it is 


not unnatural that the House of Commons should attach 


importance to it and in my judgment it cannot he 


effectively resisted, expecially with the newspapers in 


their present temper. 


The pressure for the appointment of some kind of 


economy committee, which will give private members 


themselves an outlet, is very insistent, and it comes from 


all parties. It is likely to continue and we must expect 


that there will be a public demand for econnmy. 


5. There is a further and very special reason why 


I think there would be an advantage in appointing such a 


Committee now. We are constantly receiving letters at 


the Treasury from correspondents who say that they will 


endure the stiff taxation proposed and will do their utmost 


to subscribe towards a loan - a matter of the greatest 


possible importance to us - provided that they are 


satisfied that the money is not wasted. The 


announcement of a Select Committee on National 


Expenditure at this time might help the coming loan. 


6. Accordingly, in reply to the Question that will 
be addressed to me to-morrow  I propose to make a statement s


on the following linos:





QUESTION. 


To ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer 


whether he can now make any statement as to the 


appointment of a Select Committee on National 


Expenditure.. 


REPLY. 


The hon. Member will remember that in the 


course of my Budget speech and on other occasions, 
s


I have emphasized the importance which the 


Government attached to economy in administration, 


and I have instanced a number of measures which 


the Government had taken with this object in 


view. These measures included, for instance, the 


appointment of highly qualified and experienced 


business men to particular Departments for the 


purpose of securing that all new proposals were 


framed and all operations conducted on the most 


economical basis. I mentioned also that 


investigations on the spot were being undertaken 


in certain Departments by business men, and 


representatives of the Treasury and the Department 


concerned, acting in association This procedure 


will be further developed, though naturally the 


timing of these investigations requires careful, 


consideration in the case of new or rapidly 


expanding Departments. While, however I believe 


that our procedure is already becoming effective 


and will rapidly grow in effectiveness, I 


appreciate the desire of the House to satisfy 


itself upon this subject and to make its own 


contribution to a common end0 






The Government consider that this object 
would he best attained by making use of the 
Estimates Committee of the House of Commons and. 
enlarging its function^ In normal times the 
Estimates Committee is concerned, with examining 
the expenditure covered, by items in the Estimates; 
but in war-time a large part of our expenditure 
i s met out of Votes of Credit which do not show, 
with anything approaching the precision of peace
time Estimates, the objects of the expenditureo 
If the Estimates Committee became a Select Committee 
upon National Expenditure for the period of the war, 
though, of course it would have to be reappointed 
each session, terms of reference might be devised 
which would broadly follovi/' the lines set out in 
the Motion which, stands in the name of the Right 
Hono Baronet., the Member for Caithness and Suther
land and others, and which correspond to the terms 
of reference under which the Select Committee was 
set up during the last war. It may be felt 
desirable that civil expenditure as well as war 
expenditure should be brought within its purview. 
The Government will, therefore, be prepared. at an 
early date to propose the appointment of a Select 
Committee of the kind I have described!,, . 

The exact terms of reference should no cioubt 


be considered in consultation with the various 


sections of the House, and if my proposal is 


generally approved., I shall be glad to put this 


matter in hand
n 


(intld) J. S. 


? Ambers , s.W. 1 . 
November, 1 9 3 9 ! ' 
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IV A R G A 3 I ill T . 

INDIA AND TKTI .WAR. 


Memorandum by t̂ho Secretary...of. Dtato. for India., 


In continuation of my Note for the Cabinet 


(W.P.C. (39) 71 of November 4th)I now circulate further 


telegrams from the Viceroy which I have received since my 


note was circulated.- It will be seen that progress on the 


lines which the Viceroy was authorised to pursue has proved 


to be impossible and the Viceroy has already made a 


statement in explanation of the efforts which he has made 


and of the outcome. 


5th November, 1959. 
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Telegram from Viceroy dated. 4th November,1939. 


2545. 


Private and personal. Congress have not yet 


published, fact that they have sent me the reply I 


telegraphed to you last night. I have now had following 


somewhat cryptic letter from Gandhi, whom (? I have) asked 


in consequence to come to see me today at eleven-thirty a.m. 


Indian time. I will telegraph outcome of the interview 


and procedure I contemplate. Letter dinted November 4th. 


Begins;. I have much regard for my son's wisdom. He 


told me last night that I was wrong in leaving the question 


of declaration unsolved. I felt the (?force) of his argument. 


I cannot swear that Dominion Status referred, to in your 


pronouncement is of the species included in Statute of 


Westminster. Nor is exact implication of your pronouncement 


clear. If it is possible for you to clear my doubts about 


this, you have but to send me an appointment for some 


time today. 


There is one other point demanding immediate clearing. 


Lord Zetland is reported to have cLescribed the Congress as 


an organisation representing Hindus as against the Moslem 


League representing Moslems. I hope this is a mis-report. 


If it is not and if you agree with me that description 


is a serious mistake, I would ask you please to have it 


amended. 


I am sorry for troubling you again. Many thanks 


for your kind answer to my note of 2nd instant. Ends.. 


I am checking (?reference) to your speech. 






Viceroy elated 4th November 
Telegram from VI 


IMMEDIATE 


2550-S. Private and personal. My private and personal 


telegram of this morning. I had two hours very friendly 


conversation with Gandhi. His chief object was I think to try 


to secure some further liberalisation of my declaration but in 


that he was unsuccessful. Two main points which he raised were: 


2. Dominion status. I referred, him to Hoare's statement 


in columns 1634-1635 of Hansard of October 26th and. read out to 


him extract from Balfour!s statement of 1926 in Bonn's speech 


referred to by Hoare and reproduced in column 1625. He explained 


that he and his friends had regarded HoareTs statement as 


referring to the 1926 variety of Dominion status which was prior 


to appearance of Statute of Westminster. I replied that as I 


understood it Dominion status was status which the Dominions had 


at any time, which, if correct, meant that the term Dominion 


status in 1939 covered the whole ground covered by Statute of 


Westminster. I promised however to clear the point in such way 


as might seem best. 


3. I can see very little real justification for any Congress 


doubts but as they apparently attach importance to the point 


suggest that it might be possible to make it clear beyond any 


Question by an arranged question and answer on Monday.'. 






4. Your reference to Congress representing Hindus and 

Moslem League as representing Moslems. Gandhi said, that he 


felt very deeply on this question, which he must take up and 


clear unless that was done spontaneously. The spot was a very 


tender one, and he was already receiving telegrams urging that 


in the face of such "insult" negotiations could not proceed. 


I told him I thought he "was taking much too seriously a casual 


reference of a quite general character in an extempore speech 


and that I know you much too well and. you knew India much too 


well to make it likely you would say anything that could 


possibly be eons trued as unfair. I would however inform you 


of his feeling, and. I would beg him to take no action of any 


sort until I had been able to hear further. 


5. Here again we have of course a point on which Congress 


with their extreme anxiety to be regarded as non-sectarian and 


as all-embracing are morbidly touchy. We do not at the same 


time want if we can avoid it to involve ourselves in controversy 


as to how much they do or do not represent. If however you 


have any opportunity of clearing the air publicly in immediate 


future it would I think be worth doing, and I suggest that some 


sort of message from you to Gandhi through me of a reassuring 


character might also be- appropriate. I should have thought it 


would probably suffice to say that he had placed far too narrow 


a construction (? on your) remark, and that it had never been 






your intention to suggest that you regarded Congress as re
presenting exclusively Hindus and that you were well aware that 


it was in no sense exclusively or entirely Hindu in character 


or composition. 


6. I will telegraph separately at greater leisure as 


regards general outcome of our conversation. There was no 


suggestion of any withdrawal- on Gandhi' s part of Congress 


demand for a declaration, hut we discussed with the utmost 


friendliness situation under Section 93 and d"' course of future 


(? constitutional) development. He pressed that during Section 


93 Governors should steer a moderate course as regards Congress 


activities and freedom of speech for Congress. I told him that 


this must he a matter for the discretion of the Governors hut 


that I had every confidence in their tact and judgment. But 


if there were serious transgressions there could he no question 


of suspending or withholding action. He said that he quite 


understood. He commended our decision to avoid minority 


ministries and fact that we appeared to be using European 


advisers almost, if not quite, exclusively, and said he felt 


certain that this was likely best to pave the way for an 


emergence from Section 93. The use of Section 93 had not heen 


m the least misunderstood. It Was indeed a statutory provision 


and was not a sanction and he felt confident that Governors 


would bear that in mind. 


7. I threw (corrupt group) ('? fly) over ('? development of) 


Federation and discussed variety of hypothec.e-y '3** in that 






ccnnection. which I will repeat separatelyo While repeating 


that he could commit no one he responded exceptionally 


well to the possibility of reversion later to Federation 


hut doubted if the time was yet ripe, though he left the 


impression of being much attracted b y the idea. 


8. I got the impression that Gandhi is prepared to 


aontemplate a longish period of Section 93, but very 


anxious to avoid civil disobedience (he seemed hopeful of 


this). He was emphatic in his assertion of his desire to 


work for peace at the earliest possible moment, but did not 


budge as regards his declaration. 


9. I am seeing Jinnah this afternoon, and will 


telegraph result. 






Telegram from Secretary of State to Viceroy 

dated 4th November,, 1939. 


flf/. Private and personal Your private and personal 
telegram I\To. 2543-S of to--day. My speech in House 
of Lords on October 2nd. I had been referring to 
communal differences and to importance of an endeavour 
being made to bring about a reconciliation between view 
point of Muslims and Hindus, and. I sec from Hansard that 
what I said was, Begins, "I do not want to underline the 
differences but they cannot be ignored. You have got 
to try somehow or other to reconcile them. ghat in these 
circumstances is the path of wisdom? Surely the path 
of wisdom is to invite the leaders in the first instance 
of the two main communities, the Hindus as represented 
by the Congress and the Muslims as represented by the 
All-India Muslim League to meet under the auspices of a 
neutral to discuss their differences frankly and to see 
whether they cannot find some solution of them". End.s 
I do not think that what I said was misleading to anyone 
here; but I am of course aware that the All India Muslim 
League does not represent all the Muslims of India any
more than does the Congress represent all the Hindus and 
I am equally aware that there are Muslims who are members 
of the Congress. If what I said is felt to be misleading 
in India you are at liberty to publish an explanation 
on the above lines. 





Telegram from Viceroy to Secretary of State for India, 


dated hth November,1939-


IMMEDIATE. 
2551-S. Private and personal. I told Gandhi that I 
proposed to publish oar correspondcuce and also to broadcast 
and that I would in what I said of course- avoid anything 
which might farther embitter or embarrass relations. - He 
was perfectly content. I propose in these circumstances 
to do a very short broadcast here, text of which I will 
probably telegraph to you for your information tomorrow, 
at 8 . 3 O p.m. on Sunday, 5 t h November. I propose also, 
in agreement with Congress, thafas very early publication 
is desirable, and there is much pressure for it here, we 
should publish simultaneously in the morning papers of 
Monday, 6th November, here and at home; (a) my letter of 
2nd November.to Gandhi, Raaendra rrasad and jinnah text of 
which was telegraphed to you in my telegram 2592-3 of 
2nd November. (h) Rajendra Prasad!3 reply of yesterday, 
text of which was telegraphed to you in my telegram 
Ho. 2 5 3 9 - 3 of Ath November. I am making necessary 
arrangements here. I much regret having to rush you in 
this way, bait feel sure you will understand my difficulties 
an pressure here for early information. 
2. These two letters would be proceeded (sic) by an 


historical statement by me, on which (? I am) at the moment 


engaged and text of which I will telegraph to you tomorrow. 


I think it rather important to bring out (corrupt group)s 


through which we have gone and the pains at which we have been 


to elicit the views of the various, sections in this country, 






Telegram from Viceroy to -Secretary of State for India 


dated 5th November,1939* 

MOST IMMdDI^TV.. 


253h-S. I have Just dad the following letter 
from Jiimah dated November hth, which I propose to publish 
with ether correspondence referred to in paragraph No.1 of 
my private and personal telegram No.2551-3 of November hth. 
Begins. With reference to joint interview which 
Mr.Gandhi, Dr.Rajendra Prasad, President of Congress, and 
jayself had with you on 1st November and in reply to your i 
(letter, dated November 2nd, I beg to inform you that I 
!understood that Congress leaders and myself were to 
' consider the proposals of Your Excellency namely 
ti quote from Your Excellency's letter1 - "The proposition 
which I invited you and other gentlemen present to consider, 
as leaders of Congress and Moslem League-, was that, given 
the great importance of ensuring harmonious working at the 
Centre, you should enter u &n discussions between yourselves 
in the provincial field consequent on which you could let me 
have proposals which would result in representatives of your 
two organisations immediately participating in Central 
Government as members of my Executive Council. I brought 
out too, that in my judgment it ought not to be necessary 
absolutely to resolve every detail of such differences as 
may exist in Provinces. What was required, as was remarked 
in coarse of discussion, was a degree of agreement in 
respect of Provinces such as to make it possible for 
my visitors- and organisers which they represented, to put 
forward a scheme which could be considered for the 

u
Centre,Awlthbi;utprejudice to resolution of Moslem League of 
22nd October stating that declaration of ,/our Excellency 

on/ 






2 . 

on behalf of His jesty' s Government was not satisfactory 


and required. (?further) clarification and assurances and also 


without prejudice to demand of Congress for a declaration 


as adumbrated in resolution of A11-India Congress Committee 


on 10th October,1939-


In consequence I met the leaders of Congress and 
I was informed by them finally that they had come to conclusion 
that they could not discuss any questions with regard to 
matter(s) referred to in your letter of 2nd instant, relating 
to Provincial field or "at Centre" until British Government 
had complied with their demand as embodied in resolution 
of All-India Congress Committee; hence these two questions were 
not further discussed. Ends. 
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VIEWS OP HIS MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT IN MEW ZEALAND 


ON WAR AIMS. 


Note by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. 


I circulate herewith, for the information of my 


colleagues, a copy of a telegram from the Prime Minister of 


New Zealand to'Mr. Eraser, the New Zealand Minister now 


visiting London, on the subject of war aims. 


2. It will be remembered that, when informing the 


Dominion Governments of the views of the French Government 


on this subject, we indicated that we should welcome any 


preliminary expression of views on the matter which the 


Dominion Governments might care to make. 


A. E. 


Richmond Terrace. 


S. w. 1. 






MOST SECRET. 


The Right Honourable the Prime Minister, Wellington. 


The Honourable P, Eraser, M,P,, London. 
TO: 

DATED: 5th November, 1939. 


MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL, 


(l) Cabinet has given consideration to the views expressed in 


Circulars D.52 and D.54 dated 24th and 27th October, 1939 from the 


Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs also to a relevant statement 


from Commonwealth Prime Minister dated 28th October. 


(2) It is, in our opinion, most essential not only that a full and 


frank statement of allied war aims should take place but that terms 


should be formulated and published upon which members of the British 


tmmonwealth and Prance would be willing to negotiate with Germany. 


3) While making it clear that New Zealand is fully determined to 


rosecute its effort against aggression, and for the maintenance of 


eraocracy, it should be emphasised that the Government of this country 


re equally anxious to ensure that restoration of peace on just 


eras should be primary aim of British Commonwealth. 


4) It might be stressed too that experience has abundantly shown 


hat good does not come out.of a peace imposed by a victor on 


squished. We should therefore not wait until exhaustion and 


itterness of the war have rendered impossible a peace on equal and . 

ational terms, but rather take earliest opportunity of making an 


ttempt to bring about sincere and constructive peace discussions. 


should also be made clear to French that Commonwealth cannot he 


ai
""ty to an ungenerous peace. 


since Germany's terms as announced by Hitler are unacceptable we 


Ust state our own, and Russia and the United States of America and 


e r
 n a - tions should not be excluded in any effort to induce Germany 


discuss them. 






MOST SECRET. 


jBOM: The Right Honourable the Prime Minister, Wellington. 


The Honourable P. Fraser, M,P,, London. 


DATED: 5th November, 1959. 


MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL, 


(l) Cabinet has given consideration to the views expressed in 


Circulars D.52 and D. 54 dated 24 th and 27 th October, 1939, from the 


Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs also to a relevant statement 


from Commonwealth Prime Minister dated 28th October. 


(2) It is, in our opinion, most essential not only that a full and 


frank statement of allied war aims should take place but that terms 


should be formulated and published upon which members of the British 


Commonwealth and Prance would be willing to negotiate with Germany. 


(3) While making it clear that New Zealand is fully determined to 


prosecute its effort against aggression, and for the maintenance of 


democracy, it should he emphasised that the Government of this country 


are equally anxious to ensure that restoration of peace on just 


terms should be primary aim of British Commonwealth. 


(4) It might be stressed too that experience has abundantly shown 


that good does not come out of a peace imposed by a victor on 


squished. We should therefore not wait until exhaustion and 


bitterness of the war have rendered impossible a peace on equal and 


ational terms, but rather take earliest opportunity of making an 


ttempt to bring about sincere and constructive peace discussions, 


tshould also be made clear to French that Commonwealth cannot be 


apty to an ungenerous peace. 


5) Since Germany's terms as announced by Hitler are unacceptable we 
Uat state our own, and Russia and the United States of America and 
Mv nations should not be excluded in any effort to induce Germany 
 discuss them. 
0
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(6) We would like you to reiterate those views on conduct of 


-jyternational relations which we in Nev/ Zealand have consistently 


e Xpressed (see my speech at Imperial Conference 1937, secret 


report of the third meeting, and note to Secretary-General, League 


f Nations dated 16th July, 1936). You should reaffirm, our belief 


in collective peace sŝ stem and ideals of League of Nations, in 


framework of which we still believe effective guarantees against 


aggression do exist. 


(7) In formulating war aims the following considerations should be 


borne in mind: of fundamental economic and political causes of war 


the political must not be underrated. The idea of domination 


and expansion seems firmly fixed in some minds and threat to our own 


and other nations' security is of vital importance. It is no doubt 


a truism that there can be no peace on basis of one nation being 


stronger than another but there seems to be no cure for that 


present unstable position unless each nation unconditionally is 


willing to give up some element of its sovereignty in favour of an 


international body under a system of collective security, or 


at least a federation of European States. 


(8) We are concerned at moment in fighting for a moral issue 


wherein we are urging substitution of discussion and peaceful 


settlement in place of use of force, and to institute the rule of 


law and acceptance of principle of third-party judgment. It is 


essential therefore that any peace should not confirm fruitfulness 


0 1
 aggression nor should we buy peace at price of liberty of 


someone else. We should insist as a first condition of peace 


that small nations and peoples shall be guaranteed their freedom. 


I9) Though our immediate object is plain enough - by any ending 


o f
 aggression, this is largely a negative aim and we must have 


something more positive. Our ultimate aims must therefore be 


formulated 






formulated in order to convince our own people that peace is worth 


striving for and that only for this is war worth while winning. At 


the same time we should seek to convince our opponents that they, 


with us, can advance only in this manner. We have, in short, to 


offer the German people some acceptahle alternative to their present 


position. And there remains finally the urgent necessity of 


convincing neutral opinion that our cause is both just and is 


essential to their own security and welfare. 


( 1 0 ) The ultimate aims of the Allies should include:
(a) outlaw aggression; 


(b) substitute discussion and negotiation for force; 


(c) guarantee each nation's security; 


(d) universal disarmament; 


(e) restoration of respect for sanctity of contracts. 


(This presupposes just treaties and effective means of 


modifying contracts by agreement,) \ 


That may revive the League of Nations or a substitute 


therefor or additional thereto; for example, a federation of 


European States. 


(f) solution of economic questions; e.g. , supplies of raw 


materials and essential goods; transport facilities," 


exchange and finance; ordered transit from war to peace 


economy; 


(g) increase in welfare of mass of the peoples. (No peace 


is worth while which does not result in raising living 


standards of peoples.) 


(ll) In stressing these views we know they are in full accord with 


your foundation principles and we desire you to present them 


supported by your own case on behalf of Government. 






t 

(12) In accordance with Menzies' suggestion we have accepted his 


invitation to exchange views on the question of war aims, and a 


copy of this message is being repeated to him. 


M. J . SAVAGE. 

PRIME MINISTER. 
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WAR CABINET. 


BOFORS GUNS. 


Memorandum by the Minister for 

Co-ordination of Defence. 


My colleagues will recollect that we have recently 


been negotiating with the Swedish Government regarding the 


non-delivery of Bofors guns outstanding on our pre-war 


contracts. 


By invitation of the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs, I have recently been dealing in this matter direct 


with M. Boheman of the Swedish War Trade Mission. At my 


instance, M. Boheman returned to Sweden to discuss the 


matter with the Swedish Government and I have now received 


from him the letter attached hereto as Annex I. 


2. My colleagues will see that the letter from 


M. Boheman touches on three main points:-


The handing over of Bofors guns to Turkey. 

The delivery of guns to us from Hungary. 

The offer of recoil springs from Sweden. 


Handing over of guns to Turkey;. 


3. From paragraph 8 of the letter, it will be seen 


that the Swedish Government is prepared, though somewhat 


unwillingly, to hand over to Turkey 24 guns already 


constructed and now in Sweden, under the following 


conditions (which were separately communicated to General 


Orbay of the Turkish Mission) s

(i) That written permission is given by the British 

Government. 






(ii)	 That an undertaking is given that the guns 

will not he re-exported hy Turkey to 

Great Britain,, 


(iii)	 That payment is made through the British 

Government0 


(iv)	 That the Turkish Government themselves 

write to the Swedish Government asking 

for the guns to he supplied. 


There is no mention of ammunition in the 


letter. The Turks have asked for a 1,000 rounds per 


gun, and I suggest that the Swedes should he asked to 


deliver 2h,000 rounds with the guns  Should they 
n


refuse, the War Office, according to my information, 


could start to supply ammunition to Turkey from February 


19UG onwards, the intervening period being used hy the 


Turks for training purposes
c 


My colleagues are aware that the Turks have 


hitherto refused to pay for this equipment from Sweden 


from their gold loan, and have continually pressed for 


the necessary foreign exchange to be made availahle 


against their armaments credit0 


The approximate sum involved will he as follows:
2h guns - £96^000 

2h 000 rounds - £Lp2,000 
y


Total - £138,000 


The amoiuit now involved is, therefore, much 
smaller than originally anticipated,, It is very 

desirahle to obtain the removal of the "suspensive" 
clause in the Turkish Treaty, and the Turkish Government 
might he asked whether this further financial sacrifice 
would facilitate its removalo 

Guns due from Hungary on our Bofors contracts. 


h  Details of the items still outstanding on our 
e


Bofors contracts are given in Annex II, and it will he seen 






that a considerable amount of equipment was to have been 


supplied from Hungarian sources. All this Hungarian 


equipment is overdue and no deliveries have been made since 


the outbreak of war. The Hungarian sub-contract was 


of course, arranged by the Bofors Company and not by the 


Swedish Government. 


Accordingly, 1.1. Boheman, in paragraph 5 of his letter 


adopts the attitude that the delivery of these outstanding 


Hungarian items is a matter to be arranged between the 


British and Hungarian Governments direct and that the 


Swedish Government can do nothing to assist. 


I suggest that the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs should approach the Hungarian Government with a 


view to obtaining delivery. 


Offer of recoil springs from Sweden. 


5. I also raised with M. Boheman the question of our 

obtaining 200 complete sets of spare parts for ourselves 


from Sweden. Accorcling to paragraph 9 of Li. Boheman's 


letter, the Swedes are unable to supply these spares. In 


paragraph 10, however, an offer is made of recoil springs 


in large quantities with rapid delivery, and I have taken 


steps to communicate this offer to the Ministry of Supply. 


Rec ommendati ons. 

6. My recommendations for future action in this somewhat 


complicated matter are as follows 


(a) That in view of the arguments put 

forward in M. Boheman's letter, we 

must perforce acquiesce in the 

Swedish Governments attitude towards 

Bofors deliveries to ourselves. 






(b) That I should he authorised to inform 

M o Boheman and the Turkish Mission that the 

War Cabinet has approved the transfer to 

Turkey of 24 Bofors guns due on our eontraots, 

and that the British Government will pay the 

approximate cost of £96,000 against the 

Turkish credit; adding the hope, that 

this concession will hring nearer the 

removal of the suspensive clause. 


(c) That I should he authorised to urge the 

Swedish Authorities to provide 24,000 rounds 

of Bofors ammunition for Turkey, the 

approximate cost of £42.,000 being found as 

in (b) above. 


Failing provision from Sweden, the necessary 

ammunition to be provided by the War Office 

from February, 1940 onwards. 


(d) That the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

should be invited to take up with the 

Hungarian Government, the non-delivery of 

the items of the Bofor: sub-contracts placed 

in Hungary. 


(intld,) Co 


ichmond Terrace, S. W. 1., 

"7th November, 1939. 






MINlSTEFuD 

DES Stockholm, November 1st, 1939c 


Strictly confidential and personal. 

AIRES ETRANGEF.ES. 


Secretaire General, 


Dear Lord Chatfield, 


With reference to our conversation the day before 


I left London I beg to give you the following information 


with regard to the question of the Bofors guns0 


l o The contract of 1 9 3 7 for delivery from Bofors t o 

the British Government provided for the delivery from the 
Bofors plant of 1 0 0 4 0 mm 0 anti aircraft guns and 500o000 

rounds of ammunition^ Later another 1 0 0 = 0 0 0 rounds o f 

ammunition was added0 At the outbreak of the war 6 4 guns 
and 4 2 5 o 0 0 0 rounds of ammunition had been delivered,, 

2  In accordance with the Swedish neutrality rules 0

the delivery of the remainder of the guns ( 3 6 ) was stopped 
at the outbreak of the war together with the remainder o f 

the ammuni t i o n c 

3 c The subcontracts for delivery to the United 
Kingdom from Poland and Hungary could not be effectuated 
after the outbreak of the war with regard to Poland for 
obvious reasons,- with regard to Hungary because of the 
attitude of the Hungarian Government,, I wish to point out 
that the Hungarian guns need not at all he shipped via 
Sweden as nothing is done to them there0 Further delivery 
o f Hungarian guns must therefore he a matter between the 
British and Hungarian Governments and the Swedish Government 
can do nothing in this regard. 1 0 Hungarian guns being 
however at the outbreak of the war at Gothenburg, they fell 
under the Swedish export restrictions. 

4 . The 3 6 Swedish guns intended for delivery to Great 
Britain and the 1 0 Hungarian guns at Gothenburg were 





requisitioned by the Swedish Government for urgent needs-. 


Of these 46 guns 22 were later sent to Finland when that 


country became menaced by the Soviets; the remaining 24 are 


still at Bofors. 


5. I have gone very carefully into the producing 


capacity of Bofors with regard to 40 mm. guns. Everything 


that they can produce under the whole of next year is 


commandeered by the Swedish Government to meet the urgent 


needs of the Swedish Defenceeforces with the exception of 


some deliveries of a minor character to another neutral 


country namely Holland. The whole of the Bofors plant is 


now working very hard to fulfil the demands of the Swedish. 


Government and in spite of that considerable delays occur in 


the delivery of Swedish commands. 


6. The spare parts which have been demanded by the 


War Office are nothing else than the 36 guns in their 


component parts, New spare parts cannot be delivered for 


a very long time, the whole plant as said above working for 


urgent Swedish requirements,, 


7. The Swedish Government have been approached by 


both the Finnish and Norwegian Governments with a view of 


acquiring the 24.guns at Bofors. They are urgently needed 


by both Governments in view of the political situation. 


The Finns may very soon have to fight. In the Russian-


Finnish negotiations Russian demands have also been put 


forward with regard to Petsame which the Russians wish to 


fortify. That may be a forerunner to Russian demands 


with regard to the north of Norway. Can this not be a 


menace to Great Britain too? 


8. The Swedish Government would earnestly wish to 


meet these demands from the other northern states which have 


no industrial resources whatsoever to rely on in this respect. 






Provided there is no outbreak of war in the North as a 


result of the Russo-Pinnish tension the Swedish Government 


however in view of the conversations I have had in. London 

is prepared to deliver the 24 guns to Turkey if the British 


Government should so wish and consider that it is really 


- more important that Turkey should have those guns than 


that they should remain in the North. This means a heavy 


sacrifice on the part of the Swedish Government0 Should 


this delivery take place 88 of the guns intended for 


Great Britain would have been delivered to Great Britain 


or a Government with which they have a close collaboration. 


The Swedish Government consider that the 12 remaining guns 


plus the 10 Hungarian guns have -found an employ v/hich may 


not be incompatible with British interests. No further 


delivery to Turkey can take place within a considerable 


time limit as there is no capacity whatsoever at Bofors. 


9/ As to spare parts there is no capacity at present 


at Boforso 


10o One subcontractor of Bofors, the Lesjofors AB, 
are however prepared to'deliver (recoil) springs to 40 mm. 
guns in large quantities and very rapidly to the British 
Government and licences will be granted for this export. 
I gather that these springs form an essential part of the 
fabrication of these guns and that the Swedish springs are 
of a superior quality., 

11. I have done everything I can to arrange that 


British wishes are met. More than what I have outlined 


above the Swedish Government cannot do now as there is no 


more material possibilities. 


Will you let me know at your earliest convenience 


your wishes on the basis of this letter. 


Yours very sincerely, 


iy. Hon. Lord Ohatfield, (Signed) BOHEMAN. 

",C-B,, K.O.M.G., C.V.O., 

London. "'" 






ANFEX II. 


List of Items still outstanding with BOPORS 


(And Licensees Poland, Hungary, Belgium). 


Sweden Poland Hungary Belgium Total 


Equipments 36 171 50 257 


310 

Equipments 

(Dominions, 21 32 53 ) 


Etc. ) (Australia) (Egypt) 


Spare Barrels 36 241 277 

309 


Spare Barrels 

(Dominions, 32 32 


etc. ) (Egypt) 


Ammunition 180,000 rds, 25,000 rds. 205,000 rds. 


Ammunition 

(Dominions, 40,000 rds. 160,000 rds. 200,000 rds. 


etc.) (Australia) (Egypt) 


Fuze-setters 100 100 

3.7-inch. 


Miscellaneous; -


Detonators 200,000 52 sets 

Primers 10,000 of spares 

Rounds for for Egypt 

trials 1,100 


Springs, etc for 

Nuffields and R.O.P. 


19 not yet received,, 


/""NOTE:- Of the above provision from Hungarian sources, 

the following had already been delivered to 

the Bofors Company in Sweden, before war 

broke out:

10 equipments, spare barrels, and 

sets of spares. 


25,000 rounds ammunition. -/ 
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Views of the prime Mlniste vso f̂  hhe- Common we al th of 

Australia and the Union of gouth Afrioa on War Aims 


Note by the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 


With reference to W.P.(G)(39)77 on War Aims, 


which is being circulated by the Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs, I circulate herewith, for 


convenience of reference, copies of a circular telegram 


sent on the 27th October to His Majesty's Governments 


in Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand 


and the Union of South Africa (Appendix I) on the 


subject of war aims, and of replies received from the 


Prime Ministers of the Commonwealth of Australia and 


of the Union of South Africa (Appendices II and III). 


2. A telegram from the Prime Minister of New Zealand 


to Mr. Fraser setting out the views of His Majesty's 


Government in New Zealand has already been circulated 


as W.P. (G) (39)74. No reply has yet been received 


from His Majesty's Government in Canada. 


A.E. 


Richmond Terrace, 

S..W.1. 


8th November, 1939. 






Telegrara to the Governments of Canada, the Commonwealth of 


Australia, New Zealand and the Union of South Africa. 


(Sent 5.30 p.m., 27th Octoher, 1939) 


Circular D. No. 54-. Most Secret and personal. 


My telegram Circular D. No. 52. Following 


from Prime Minister for prime Minister begins. 


r
V.e are at present considering question, of 

reply to he returned to French Government in response 


to their approach on the subject of war aims. As 


soon as a draft has heen prepared we will communicate 


it to you so as to afford opportunity to you to make 


any observations you may think desirable. 


In the meantime I should welcome any 


preliminary expression of views on the matter which 


you may care to make. We and French Government are 


agreed in thinking that if correspondence should 


result in some public declaration, such declaration 


-Should be in quite general terms. Ends, 






i l l 


Telegram from the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth 


of Australia to the Prime Minister. 


Dated 29th October,1939. Received f p.m. on 29th October. 


Addressed to the Right Honourable Neville Chamberlain. 


Prime Minister." 


Unnumbered. October 28th. MOST SECRET. 


My thanks for your message of today through the 


Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. 


In my opinion the immediate object is to win the war' 


and to win it in no uncertain way since a patched up and 


premature peace would inevitably expose us to a future series 


of events similar to those of the past few years. But what 


comes after the victory? I greatly fear that there will be 


many people who will want to secure peace by suppressing and 


even by dismembering Germany or imposing a burden upon her 


which will be almost insupportable. 


Personally I feel that no doubt such a policy would 


render a future war inevitable since the Germans are much too 


great and powerful a people to be kept in subjection and the 


desire for revenge would inevitably produce the attempt to 


take it. 


The alternative is to follow victory by a great 


and genuine gesture of generosity and of justice with 


territorial adjustments founded not upon the idea of spoils 

0 


to the victors but upon real racial and social considerations 


with unprejudiced approach to the problems of Colonies and raw 


materials 






materials with a new and more practical attempt at some 


system of collective security. In any suggested settlement 


the whole idea would he that Germany would he expected to 


play her part as a great nation on a footing of freedom 


and equality. In brief I think that the only sound condition 


for law abiding international civilization is that kind of 


equality and self-respect and mutual tolerance which 


characterises our domestic civilizations. A post-war period 


which involved the maintenance of huge repressive armaments 


is intolerable to a world which desires social and industrial 


progress, and I see no hope for disarmament if the doctrine 


of suppression is to prevail. I think that any public 


statement at this stage should be made with great care, for 


in the present state of affairs in Europe nothing would be 


more fatal than to create the impression that we had adefeatist 


attitude or that we were not resolutely determined to win. 


It can do nothing but good if we accompany a vigorous 


prosecution of the war by a fair-minded statement regarding 


the kind of world in which we hope to live when the war has 


ended in victory. 


Moreover, those who advocate not merely the defeat but 


the destruction of Germany pay far too little attention to the 


problems which are and will be presented by Russia, Italy and 


Japan. 


I have not been able yet to have a discussion with my 


Cabinet but I am sending you these views as those which I 


personally hold and which I believe commend themselves to my 


colleagues. I have also conveyed them to the other Dominion 


Prime Ministers because I feel that the fullest possible 


consultation at this time is of supreme importance. Ends. 






Telegram from the Government of the Union of South Africa. 


Dated 51st Octoher. Received 12.18 p.m.f 31st Octoher. 


No.8 Secret. 


Reference to your telegram circular D. No.52. 


This matter is one of greatest importance both 


for War and Peace thereafter and I welcome fact that the 


Dominions are being consulted. I trust there will he no 


hurry in replying to French Government and that Dominions 


will have time to givo most careful consideration to the 


matter. 


I hope to send our views later. 






Printed for the War Cabinet. November 1939. 

SECRET. Copy No. 


W.P. (G.) (39) 77. 


TO BE KEPT UNDER LOCK A N D KEY. 


It is requested that special care may be taken to 
ensure the secrecy of this document. 
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Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

I CIRCULATE to my colleagues a draft of a reply to the French memo
randum on war aims, which is reprinted for convenience in this paper. 


This reply has been prepared as a first draft, and, apart from any views my 

colleagues may express, it will no doubt require modification in the light of the 

comments which will in due course be received from the Dominions. I wish, 

however, to let my colleagues see the draft in its preliminary stage. 


H. 


Foreign Office, November 8, 1939. 

BEFORE receiving the memorandum of the French Government His 

Majestŷ  Government had already given some preliminary consideration to the 

question of war aims. They had been prompted to consider this matter not only 

in order that some guidance might be given at a suitable opportunity to certain 

sections of British public opinion, but in order that the cause, in whose defence 

His Majesty^ Government stood united with the French Government, might gam 

a wider and more intelligent support. 


2. The cause for which the Allied Governments of France and Great 

Britain have taken up arms is to stop acts of aggression on the part of the German 

Government in the present and to ensure against their repetition m the future. 

Two wars imposed on Britain and France in a single generation by the action of 

German Governments, differing in outward complexion but inspired by the same 

aggressive and dominating spirit, are a solemn warning that this spirit, it it be 

jot extinguished and laid to rest by the Germans themselves, must be rendered 

harmless by those whom it threatens. 
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3. His Majesty's Government are therefore in agreement with the French 
Government in desiring to find the surest and most enduring guarantees avainsr 
any further repetition of German aggression. They are convinced that sue! 
guarantees can only be based on close and continued co-operation between the 
French Government and His Majesty's Government during the period which will 
follow after the defeat of Germany. That co-operation, which during the war 
will have covered economic as well as military and political problems, should be 
extended after the war has ended, and should, as His Majesty's Government 
would hope, be inspired by a common purpose and outlook on the machinery 
required to enable the nations of Europe to regain or maintain their liberties, and 
to strengthen their political, social, and economic structures. 

4. To achieve this common purpose His Majesty's Government and the 
French Government must, unless a German Government can be found which is 
willing and able voluntarily to accept their terms, secure the defeat of Germany 
and this, in the opinion of His Majesty's Government, constitutes the primary 
war aim of the two Governments. I t is only in the light of the circumstances 
prevailing at the time when their object is achieved that the lines of any 
territorial settlement can be profitably considered. I t would therefore be 
premature to enter into detailed discussion of territorial questions. For this 
reason His Majesty's Government have been careful not to define in precise 
terms what they imply by the restoration of independence to Poland and Czecho-
Slovakia, and to limit themselves to referring in general terms to the recovery 
by the Polish, Czech and Slovak peoples of their liberties. His Majesty's Govern
ment trust that the French Government will adopt a similar attitude. It should, 
however, be pointed out that while it is hoped to secure independence for all 
European peoples, one of the weaknesses of the post-war settlement was the 
establishment of a number of small national States which were " viable " neither 
in the military nor economic sense. The settlement was therefore highly unstable, 
and proved an ineffective barrier to the expansionist ambitions of Great Powers 
either in the West or in the East. Accordingly, it may be necessary to con
template some form of closer association, at the least a system of financial and 
economic-co-operation in Central and South-Eastern Europe. 

5. For this purpose His Majesty's Government suggest that it would be 
wise to encourage at once closer co-operation between the Balkan States and 
closer co-operation between the various refugee groups of Poles, Czechs, Slovaks 
and Austrians. 

6. As regards the future of the German Reich, His Majesty's Government 
agree that the removal of Herr Hitler and his entourage may not be a sufficient 
remedy against the re-emergence of German militarist and expansionist ideas, 
but it is not at present possible to tell in what conditions the defeat or surrender 
of Germany will take place, and any suggestion that it was the intention of 
His Majesty's Government and the French Government to seek the political 
dismemberment of Germany or to disrupt German unity would have the immediate 
effect of rallying the German people behind their present leaders. His Majesty s 
Government therefore consider it wiser to watch the course of events and to 
arrange for further consultation as soon as it is possible more closely to forecast 
the course of internal political developments in Germany. 

7. As regards material guarantees, the first must evidently be that Germany 
shall never again be allowed to build up a preponderance of armed force in 
relation to the United Kingdom and France. The methods of establishing this 
guarantee may perhaps be left for further consideration and in view of what 
has been said above it would seem premature to make any public statement of war 
aims in precise terms. His Majesty's Government would prefer that the two 
Governments in agreement should limit their public declarations to the general 
principles on which their common policy is, and will continue to be, based, ana 
that, while protecting the world, so far as is humanly possible, from a recurrence 
of war, they should emphasise their common desire to secure a post-war settlement' 
which would be satisfactory not only to themselves but to all other peoples whose 
collaboration will be essential in the work of reconstruction. 

8. These are the preliminary comments of His Majesty's Government on 
the approach made by the French Government. His Majesty's Government wi 
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welcome a further exchange of views with the French Government, and will be 
o-lad to consider any proposals which the French Government have to make both 
in regard to the terms on which peace should be concluded with Germany, and the 
wider European settlement which might follow the termination of hostilities. 

I I  . 

Viscount Halifax to Mr. R. I. Campbell (Paris). 
(No. 2613.) 
Sir, Foreign Office, October 23, 1939. 

' THE French Ambassador called on me this afternoon and said that he had 
instructions to revert to the matter that he had raised a few days ago with 
Sir A. Cadogan concerning the desirability of a joint attempt by the French and 
British Governments to define with greater precision their war aims. The 
Ambassador left with me an aide-memoire which I append to this note. He said 
that the fundamental conviction of the French Government was that the object 
of the war must be, so far as it could humanly be assured, to make impossible a 
repetition of the circumstances and the chain of events that had led to the present 
conflict. This would certainly mean that our thoughts should range over a wide 
field, leading us to reconsider the plans that had found expression in the Treaty 
of Versailles and the reasons for that treaty's failure. M. Daladier's idea was 
that we should begin by having some exchange of general ideas on paper, after 
which it might be possible to give greater precision to those ideas by personal 
discussion. This would no doubt take time, but the French Government thought 
it desirable to begin trying to clarify our ideas. I told the Ambassador that I 
thought such an exchange of view would be valuable, and that I would inform 
the Cabinet of the communication that he had made. 

I am, &c. 
H A L I F A X . 

Enclosure. 

Memorandum. 
(Translation.) 

THE French Government have followed closely the reactions of various 
sections of British public opinion to the question of war aims. They realise that 
the necessity may arise for His Majesty's Cabinet to enlighten the British public 
on this essential problem and to guide them in the search for solutions which will 
be such as to protect Europe effectively against the return of events like those 
which have brought about the present conflict. They therefore consider it 
particularly desirable to proceed without delay to study this question m common, 
in a spirit of political foresight and wise realism. 

In the opinion of the Government of the Republic, the essential war aim of 
the allied nations should be, together with reparation for violated rights and for 
aggressions committed, to render it impossible for Germany to imperil again the 
peace of Europe by the threat or the use of force. In this respect, it is evident 
that a change of Government at Berlin would not be a sufficient aim in itself. 
For it is not merely a question of obtaining from an eventual successor of 
Herr Hitler, together with reparations for the past, a moral repudiation of 
Hitlerian methods; the security of France, and with it that of Great Britain 
and of all Europe, can no longer depend upon the goodwill of Germany. The 
setting-up of effective material guarantees, designed to prevent any offensive 
return of German imperialism and any violation by the Reich of the engagements 
which are imposed upon it, should be our principal aim in the war which we are 
conducting, and all secondary aims should be defined in relation to this essential 
objective. 

It has seemed useful, for tactical reasons, to designate Herr Hitler as the 
Principal obstacle to the re-establishment of peace, in order to hasten the 
disaffection of the German people. On the other hand, it is necessary to avoid a 



tion of our objectives such as might result in reuniting all Germans behind 
their Fiihrer either by the threat to the unity or integrity of-the Reich which 
m%ht result from those objectives, or because they would call m question the 

^ B S T K ^ d f f i a  " which enjoin upon us, for the moment, a certain 
caution in the presentation of our war aims, should not prevent the Governments 
of France andfereat Britain from examining without delay, and m secret, every 
aspect of the question, and, in the first place, the system of guarantees of security 
Xch it wfll ultimately be necessary to impose upon Germany. The French 
Government are convinced that frank exchanges of views between London and 
Paris should enable the necessary solution of this problem to be found by.mutual 
agreement. 
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OII CONTROLo 

Memorandum by the Prime Minister0 


I have had under review, in consultation with the 


Ministers concerned, the present arrangements for dealing 


with Oil problems.. After having considered various alternative 


proposals, I have new approved the following revised 


organisations 
(l) The present Oil Board, which is an advisory 


body, will be replaced by a Board with 

executive functions, which will be known 

as the Oil Control Board, 


(2) The Terms of Reference for the Oil Control 

Board will be;-


To take the necessary action to 

conserve and maintain adequate 

supplies of petroleum products,, 

including the provision of tanker 

tonnage; and to decide, subject 

to the right of final appeal by 

any Department to the War Cabinet, 

priority claims for oil products and 

tanke r tonnage, 


(3) The membership of the Board will be as follows:-


The S ecretary for M1ne s (Oha irman). 

An expert Adviser, 


Representatives of the Service Departments, 

who should be of Board rank., 


A Representative of the Petroleum Department 

(for civil requirements)P 


A Representative of the Tanker Tonnage 

Committee
e 


A member to deal with Allied Oil questions. 


Lord Cadmar bas accepted an invitation to be 

the Expert Adv3ser0 






\4) The Oil Control Board will have power to 
co-opt other persons to attend Meetings 
of the Board as and when required. For 
example, it may often be desirable that 
the Chairman of the Petroleum pool 
Board should attend Meetings. 

(5) The Petroleum Department will act as 

the Department primarily responsible 

for giving effect to the orders of the 

Board. Steps will be taken to strengthen 

the staff of the Department for this 

purpose. 


(6) Under the arrangements now authorised, 

the Petroleum Department will remain a 

part of the Mines Department. The 

changes now effected would, however, 

facilitate the establishment of the 

Petroleum Department as a separate 

Department if, as the result of further 

experience^ this step should be found 

necessary. 


(Initialled.)^. .N. C, 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.1,, 


9th November, 1939. 
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WAR CABINET. 


EIRE: TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP OF 

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH. 


MEMORANDUM BY THE LORD CHANCELLOR 

AND THE LAW OFFICERS OF THE CROWN. 


I. 


1. We have "been asked to prepare a memorandum settin, 


out the legal and constitutional issues involved in the 


termination of Eire's membership of the British 


Commonwealth. It is convenient first to consider on 


what grounds, if any, Eire could be excluded from the 


Commonwealth, and by what means. 


2. There have been at least three occasions in recent 


years when other members of the British Commonwealth of 


Nations could have raised questions with regard to the 


relation of the Government of Eire to the Commonwealth, 


as the result of legislation which appeared to be 


inconsistent with the status and position of a Dominion 


as laid down in the Declaration at the Imperial Conference 


of 1926. Such occasions arose on the passing of the 


Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act in 1935, the 


Executive Authority External Relations Act of 1936, and 


the enactment of the new Constitution which came into 


operation on the 29th December, 1937. It is unnecessary 


to detail the attitude adopted on ^ach of these occasions. 


Undoubtedly each of them could have been treated, 


according to the point of view, either as a unilateral 






and unwarranted alteration in Eire!s status as a Dominion 


or as a reasonable development of her constitutional 


position. On each occasion long and anxious consideration 


was given to the consequences of the legislation in question. 


On the last of the three occasions, namely on the coming 


into force of the new Constitution, a statement was made by 


His Majesty's United Kingdom Government in the following 


terms: 


"His Ma jestyhse Government in the United Kingdom 
have considered the position created by the new 
Constitution which was approved by the Parliament of 
the Irish Free State in June, 1937, and came into 
force on December 29th, They are prepared to treat 
the new Constitution as not effecting a fundamental 
alteration in the position of the Irish Free State, 
in future to be described Tinder the new Constitution 
as S-Eire,f or "Ireland'1', as a member of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations0 

His Majesty5s Government in the United Kingdom 
have ascertained that His Majesty7s Governments in 
Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, New Zealand 
and the Union of South Africa are also^prepared so 
to treat the new Coiiectitution" a
 

3. Mr. de Valera;s attitude has been consistently 


equivocal. He seems to be aware of the grave consequences 


for Eire if Eire secedes from the Commonwealth. He is 


moreover probably RELAICTANT to cut Sire., off from the United 


Kingdom and the rest of the Commonwealth, with whose general 


outlook and ideals he is in sympathy0 On the other hand, 


he has repeatedly expressed the view that, so far as he is 


concerned,full and loyal co-operation is out of the question 


as long as partition continues. Meanwhile he has yielded 


either.to his own inclinations or to his extremists in passing 


legislation which has removed almost, but not quite, the 


whole of the marks of membership of the British Commonwealth.' 


4. The declaration of neutrality in the present war, 


coupled with the maintenance ?£ diplomatic relations with 


Germany, again raises in its most serious form the question 






whether the attitude of the Government of Sire is 


consistent with the position of a Dominion,, and with 


membership of the British Commonwealth of Nations. 


Undoubtedly there are legal and constitutional grounds on 


which it could be maintained that it is inconsistent with 


the position as formulated in 1926. Allegiance to the 


Crown has been whittled down almost until it can scarcely 


be said to exist. Every effort has been made to get rid 


of British citizenship. In the present emergency Eire's 


professed neutrality and maintenance of diplomatic relations 


with Germany are difficult to reconcile with the ideas of 


co-operation and common allegiance to the Crown, both of 


which are distinguishing features of membership of the 


Commonwealth. Yet all the time there has been in fact more 


co-operation than is generally known outside Government 


circles, of which the censorship arrangements may be cited 


as a recent example. 


5. It seems almost certain that Eire's policy is based 


on a desire to stay inside the Commonwealth, while 


repudiating the Dominion status and doing everything possible 


to mark the dissatisfaction of Eire with partition. In 


these circumstances, it would be necessary either formally 


to expel her or not to regard her neutrality as ground for 


her expulsion. The grounds upon which expulsion could now 


take place could only be the neutrality of Eire and her 


general attitude in the present war, as illustrated by the 


refusal of the use of the Ports, either taken alone or 


taken together with the legislation mentioned above. 


6. There are, however, two matters of importance to be 


considered in this connection. The first arises out of 


the action taken by other Dominions and the attitude of this 






country towards it. The declaration of war hy this 


country was not regarded as creating automatically a state 


of "belligerency between the Dominions and Germany. Their 


respective Parliaments and Governments came to their own 


decisions, which were welcomed and acclaimed in this 


country -as-their own decisions. Having regard to the 


terms of the Declaration of 1926, it would have been 


impossible politicalXy to adopt any other attitude.. It 


would not, we think, be right to regard it as conclusive 


from the legal aspect on the further question, whether a 


Dominion which decided on neutrality could maintain that 


neutrality, at any rate on ordinary recognised principles, 


and still remain a member of the Commonwealth. It has 


however a very important bearing on the question which we 


are considering, which cannot be determined solely by 


constitutional and legal principles laid down in the past, 


but has to take account of the political developments which 


have taken place in the relationship between, this country 


and the Dominions. 


7. The second matter arises*from the principle, now 


clearly established, that matters of common concern should 


be the subject of consultation and agreement with other 


members of the Commonwealth. A question as to whether 


certain action is, or is not, consistent with continued 


membership of the Commonwealth is clearly one of concern 


to all its members. It might be said that this principle 


equally applies to Eire's declaration of neutrality, 


and it must be recognised that Eire has frequently 


disregarded the principle enunciated at the beginning of 


this paragraph. However, the Government of this 






country would "be flouting a guiding principle of the 


Commonwealth relation which it has always sought to uphold 


if it raised this issue in any form with Eire without 


prior consultation with the other Dominions, and as a 


result of agreement with thern, as to the joint course to 


adopted,, If it was decided to undertake such consultation, 


we could elaborate the legal and constitutional arguments 


which would fall to be considered,, Although no great 


reliance could be placed on the matters referred to in 


the first paragraph of this Opinion, having regard to the 


attitude adopted, they would have some relevance in 


considering the present circumstanceso The uncertain 


outcome of any such consultation must make the p^ospeet 


of a prolonged discussion very unattractive, but we 


have no hesitation in forming the opinion that without 


such consultation, followed by the assent of the other 


Dominions, Eire could not be expelledo The United Kingdom 


could, of course, purport to expel Eire without 


consultation; but if the other Dominions disagreed, such 


action might imperil the existence of the whole 


C ommo nwe al th
0 


H o 

8. It is next necessary to. examine the position under 


International Law, if Eire ceased to be a member of the 


Commonwealths, The question that arises here may be put 


in this way  Would Germany, if she so chose, be in any 
e


better position under International Law to enforce a 


stricter neutrality on Eire if Eire was no longer a member 


of the British Commonwealth under the Crown? This is a 


difficult and perhaps an academic question. The autonomy 


of the Dominions as separate States is recognised by their 






separate membership of the League of Nations, and in other 


ways. On the other hand, they all act in foreign 


relations for manor purposes through the Crown  Arguments1 


c


could undoubtedly be found by a belligerent for refusing 


to recognise the assumed neutrality of a Dominion,, The 


question is academic in this sense; that if Germany made 


it clear that she would regard Eire as at war with her., 


unless she severed her connection with the United Kingdom 


within the Commonwealth, the question whether this was 


represented by Germany as automatically following from the 


action taken by this country and the other Dominions, or 


whether it followed from Germany's own act, would not 


seem to matterg As things are to-day, Germany probably prefers 


not to treat Eire as a belligerent on our side, notwithstanding 


the assistance which we may get from Eire in some directions. 


If, on the other hand, Eire ceased to be a member of the Common
wealth as a result of action taken by the United Kingdom 


Government to expel her, Germany would, in our opinion, have a 


greater show of right in insisting that Eire should not be 


guilty of what Germany may regard as unneutral conducto 


I I I o 

9. The effect of the exclusion of Eire from the Common
wealth must be considered apart from the war, 


10. On the assumption that Eire ceased to belong to the 


Commonwealth, whether as the result of her own overt act 


recognised by the rest of the Commonwealth, or as the result 


of a decision by this country and the Dominions to regard her 


as outside oh^ Commonwealth, a variety of difficult questions 


would fall to, be dealt witho The most important single 





question would relate to nationality. The view taken in 


this country has been that the inhabitants of Hire have 


remained British subjects, although the Irish Nationality 


Act of 1935 may have purported to alter this position. 


The ordinary common law rule is that where His Majesty has 


acknowledged that a part of His Dominions has become 


independent, the inhabitants of the new Sovereign State who 


continue to reside there ^yo released from their allegiance 


and become aliens without any express provision to that 


effecto This is an exception to the general principle that 


subjects of His Majesty cannot, without his permission, be 


released from their allegiance,, Those born in Ireland who 


were residing here would not automatically lose their 


nationality., They might do so if they promptly returned to 


Eire and settled there  Equally those in Eire at the time 
e


who promptly came and settled here would probably be held to 


have retained their British nationality,, This would,broadly 


speaking, be the position if it was not dealt with by 


Legislation, Legislation could of course make any provision 


which the Legislature thought fit0 It would, however, be 


contrary to generally recognised principles if it was sought 


to deprive of their British nationality those who desired to 


retain it and were residing he3?e0 There would also be strong 


grounds for allowing those who so wished to retain British 


nationality, even though, theor were, and desired to remain, 


resident in Eire0 In fact, legislation would undoubtedly 


be necessary, and as it would involve amendment of 


the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914, such 






amendment accordingly to existing constitutional practice could 


not be introduced into Parliament here until it had been 


referred to and agreed by the Dominion Governments. 


11. Another important matter would arise with regard to 


imperial preference, possibly with far-reaching consequences. 


If Eire became a Sovereign Independent State, it would be 


impossible for the United Kingdom to grant to the Free State 


the benefits of imperial preference, without entitling any 


foreign country which possessed most favoured nation rights 


in these matters to claim the same benefits. We think it 


unnecessary to elaborate this point, which has, we understand, 


been considered on previous occasions in memoranda prepared 


for the Irish Situation Committee. Unemployment insurance 


would in the main be unaffected, With regard to non
contributory Old Age Pensions, those who remained British 


subjects and continued to reside here would be unaffected, but 


aliens have no right to such pensions. The right to contri
butory pensions would be unaffected so long as the pensioners 


continued to reside here. The present rights of pensioners 


who are resident in a Dominion would of course no longer apply 


to those resident in Eire. The matter is complicated and if 


it were desired to explore it further, the appropriate Depart
ments would no doubt be able to deal more exactly with the 


consequences involved, 


IV 


18. The effect of the exclusion of Eire from the 


Commonwealth considered in relation to the war is necessarily 


of supreme importance at present. 


IS. Prom the point of view of making use of Irish ports, 


or obtaining assistance from her in other ways, our position 


would be worse if Eire was a Sovereign Independent State than 






it is at present. Eire would, in these circumstances, be 


committing the plainest possible breach of neutrality if she 


actively rendered assistance in breach of ordinary neutrality 


rules? or allowed us to use her ports in the manner contemplated 


Unsatisfactory as the present position is, it contains possi-


Dilities which might be valuables hut which would vanish if 


Eire was excluded. It can be said at present that the 


neutrality of a member of the Commonwealth is sui generis, and 


that the principles affecting neutrality in ordinary circum
stances do not apply. In other words, neutrality within the 


Commonwealth is not to he judged by the criteria applicable to 


nations outside the Commonwealth, but is limited by the con
ception of the Commonwealth itself. It has been recognised 
since the Treaty of Locarno, if not before, that it was 


entirely for a Dominion to decide whether it should or should 


not participate in a war. (See Article 9 of The Treaty of 


Locarno.) It could be said that Eire's neutrality was an 


example of such non-participation or, if this were difficult, 


as perhaps it is in view of her continued diplomatic relations 


with Germany,, it could be said that it was something between 


non-participation and neutrality as ordinarily understood. 


If Germany complained of any assistance that Eire might render 


UB or acquiesce in our takings the Eire Government could, if 


so minded, take this line. What is perhaps more important 


is that from our point of view, we could, if the question arose 


as to our using Irish ports, rely on the position of Eire 


within the Commonwealth. Whatever action may be decided upon 


with regard to Eire, we are of opinion that even if exclusion 


were a simple matter it could only result in putting -greater 






difficulties in our way than are there at present. Any 
attempt in those circumstances, for example, to use the ports 
by force3 or against the wishes of the Government o f Eire, 
would he represented as a plain act of aggression. The 
effect on world opinion might he unfortunate. we naturally 
express no opinion on whether the use of force in existing 
circumstances would he right or practicable., but if it were 
decided to take or to use the ports, although there might in 
that case be unwelcome reactions in the U o S o A . and elsewhere, 
the act would be an act taken within territory of which His 
Majesty is at present King  and the inhabitants of which the s


United Kingdom Government can confidently maintain owe 


allegiance to him. 


14. We are conscious that this memorandum extends beyond 


a discussion of purely legal or constitutional issues. For 


the reasons already mentioned in paragraph 6, we think i"& is 


impossible to exclude a reference to some of the political 


aspects in attempting to set out the legal position. 


(Signed) CALDECOTE, 


D . B . S O M E R V E L L . 

! 
r A Jo 0  C O N N O R o 

ond Terrace, S. w.l. 

7th November, 1939. 
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NOTE BY THE MINISTER OP SHIPPING. 

The present position is as follows 


SWEDEN. 


A Shipping Agreement has heen drafted and discussed 


with the Swedish Delegation and is in substance agreed with 


the Swedish representatives here. The Swedish Delegates 


returned a week ago to Sweden for final instructions. 


The Shipping Agreement is to form part of the War 


Trade Agreement in conformity with the wishes of the Swedish 


Government. Apart from the Swedish tonnage to he provided 


in the Sweden/United Kingdom and Sweden/Prance trades, the 


Shipping Agreement will secure the use of Swedish tonnage 


for bringing goods to this country and Prance. 


NORWAY. 


Discussions with the Norwegian Delegation have reached 
the final stage as to the terms upon which Norwegian owners 
will make available to us 1 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 dead weight tons of 
tankers on time charter. Discussions are also advanced 
regarding the time chartering of cargo vessels. 
GREECE. 

One Greek owner has now agreed to an arrangement 


giving us 14 of his cargo vessels on time charter for the 


duration of the war. The majority of these vessels will 


become available for our use within the next two months-


The details of the arrangement are being rapidly settled. 


This arrangement will be the forerunner of similar 


ones with other Greek owners:, In any case, my Department 


off Shipping will continue to press the matter with Greek 


owners. 






Apart from these time chartering arrangements, a. 


number .of Greek ' vessels have accepted in the last ten 


days voyage charters for the carriage of cargo to the 


United Kingdom (7 with cargo from the Plate and 2 from 


Norway). 


JUGO-SLAVIA. 


An agreement has been concluded with a friendly 


Jugo-Slav owner for 10 ships on bare boat time charter 


representing some 80,000 tons dead weight. 


This influential owner has also undertaken, on his 


return to Jugo-Slavia in a few days time, to press other 


Jugo-Slav owners to give us the use of some of their 


ships. We are also in contact with the representative 


in London of a number of Jugo-Slav owners and expect an 


offer from him. 


Jo Go 


Ministry of Shipping, 

8th November, 1939* 
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J o Go 

Ministry of Shipping,, 

8th November, 1939. 
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WAR CABINET. 

SUPPLIES J)F IMPORTED FEEDING STUFFS AND LIVESTOCK POLICY 
Joint M emorandum. by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 
" and the""s"e"cre"tary of State for Scotland, 

1, The existing and prospective substantial shortage in 


supplies of Imported animal feeding stuffs renders necessary, as 


a matter of urgency, a decision with regard to livestock policy 


which has such important economic and political implications that 


we feel it desirable to bring the matter before the War Cabinet. 


The shortage is at present acute and some shortage must we are 


informed be accepted as a continuing feature of war-time economv. 


In preparing plans for food production in time of war it was 


recognised by the C, I.D, that it would have to be assumed that 


as a result of enemy action a diminution of the order of at 


least 25 per cent, in supplies of imported feeding stuffs woulc 


have to be faced. Moreover, it is more economical, when shipping 


space is limited, to import the finished product e.g, bacon and 


eggs, rather than the feeding stuffs necessary to produce a 


corresponding quantity of the product in this country,* On the 


other hand it must be realised that the prospective shortage of 


feeding stuffs involves the forced slaughter of what may be a 


substantial proportion of some classes of livestock, and a 


depletion of our actual and potential home reserves of meat and 


fats, it was for this reason that proposals were repeatedly put 


forward from 1937 onwards for the creation of reserves of 


certain important feeding stuffs. We pointed out in July and 


August last that if war occurred in the near future (as it did) 


there would be an acute shortage of feeding stuffs during the 


forthcoming winter and that we might be faced with the need to 


effect a serious reduction in the livestock population within 


* e,g. At least 6 cwt, of barley and other cereals are 

required to produce 1 cwt. of bacon. 






the first three to six months of a war. For various reasons 


however reserves had only attained small dimensions on the outbreak 


f war. Since the war started our Departments have been in 


constant contact with the Ministry of Food and have pressed 


them to make every effort to increase supplies. At the same 


time farmers have been consistently warned by us personally 


and in official propaganda to exercise strict economy in the 


use of feeding stuffs of all kinds. Nothing has been said, 


however, to indicate that the present acute shortage would 


he more than temporary, 


0


2. Losses by enemy action have, in fact, been insignificant 


and yet arrivals since the war started have been under 50 per 


cent, of normal Quantities, with the result that farmers, 


particularly pig and poultry keepers, are having the utmost 


difficulty in obtaining essential supplies and some are already 


slaughtering young animals and breeding stock as the alternative 


to starvation. of their animals. We are being pressed to say 


whether the Government can provide the necessary feeding stuffs 


and what policy we wish farmers to adopt. 


3. The short term position is bad enough and will create 


serious problems in itself, but we now learn that the prospects 


of amelioration are very uncertain and that the Minister of 


Shipping has asked the Minister of Food to prepare for a 


reduction of 20 per cent, in his tonnage requirements for all 


purposes, i.e. from 20 million to 16 million tons for the first 


year of the war. We understand that the Ministry of Food desires 


t o
 avoid any reduction of imports of wheat (amounting to 6 million 


tons) and to make less than 20 per cent, cuts in sugar and 


0Useeds and cakes,' with the result that supplies of other 


feeding stuffs, of which maize is by far the most important, would 


^ave to be reduced by more than 25 per cent. 

4 


On the information now available it seems clear that we 


B^st face at least a 25 per cent, reduction as a whole in the quantities 






0f feeding stuffs normally imported. It is reasonable to assume 


that farmers will be able to effect some economies in the use of 


feeding stuffs,' but there is no escaping the fact that at best an 


appreciable reduction in the numbers of our livestock must be 


contemplated. 


5. In these circumstances it is in our view essential that 


the Government should at once take responsibility for determining 


the order of priority as between the different classes of livestock, 


having regard to the important national interests involved. We 


have always contemplated that the maintenance of the milk supply 


is a primary consi6.ers.tion and that every effort should be made 


to provide adequate supplies of feeding stuffs for dairy cows. 


Pat cattle and sheep are essential to the economy of the farm and 


without them there would be a falling: off of fertility which might 


reduce much of the value that we expect to secure from the food 


production campaign. Horses account for about 12 per cent, of 


feeding stuff requirements and under conditions of petrol 


rationing more horses are being used for heavy work, thus 


increasing the demand for oats and similar feeding stuffs. It 


seems, therefore, that it would be difficult to reduce supplies 


of feeding stuffs for horses. 


6. We have, therefore, to take the necessary measures to 


secure that sufficient feeding stuffs are available to maintain 


the above mentioned classes of livestock, and to ensure that 


the deficiency in supplies of food is met at the expense of 


Pigs and poultry, which are heavy users of imported cereals, 


and the numbers of which must be reduced. It is understood 


that the Minister of Pood attaches importance to keeping up pig 


Production as far as possible in order to safeguard the bacon 


ration. Provided,, however, the Ministry of Pood becomes the 


sole purchaser of fat pigs, it should be possible to make some 


reduction in the pig population at the expense of the pork 


http://consi6.ers.tion
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market and for a time secure a larger quantity of bacon from 


home sources. Poultry remain the one class of stock which it 


would be easiest to reduce in numbers without causing 


serious interference with essential food supplies, and 


everything points to the necessity of reducing feeding stuffs 


for poultry keepers hy 50 per cent. On the general 


farm such action would not lead to insuperable 


difficulties, but we must warn our colleagues that there are 


a very large number of specialist poultry keepers, many of 


them in a small way of business, who are mainly dependent 


upon their poultry as a source of livelihood, and there will 


inevitably be an outcry from this large and vocal section of 


the agricultural industry. We must, however, face the fact 


that at best there must be a substantial reduction in the 


numbers of pigs and poultry, 


7. It is, therefore, necessary, in our view, to 
institute a system of rationing of feeding stuffs as soon as 
possible and to take certain immediate preparatory steps to 
that end. This action will involve the adoption and 
announcement of a policy of discrimination between various 
classes of livestock, deliberately based on the assumption 
that there will he a continuing shortage of supplies of 
imported feeding stuffs. 

We recommend that we should be authorised to proceed 


with these plans, and in particular 
(i) to inform all farmers that there, will be a 


continuing shortage of imported feedings stuffs 


and to impress upon them the urgent need for the 


utmost economy in the use of feeding stuffs, for 


making the maximum use of home-grown supplies of all 


kinds, and for increasing their own production of 


feeding stuffs to the fullest possible extent next 


year. 


* We are of course encouraging back-yard poultry and the 

keeping of cottagers' pigs in order to utilise swill. We are 

also making plans to increase the production of feedingstuffs 

for livestock in the harvest of 1940. 


4. 






(ii) to inform pig producers that they must make their 


production plans on the assumption that the supplies 


of imported feeding stuffs available for their 


industry will be reduced by 20 per cent. It is 


necessary in our view that full control of the sale 


of pigs should be assumed by the Minister of Pood at 


the earliest possible date in order to prevent the 


sale for pork of pigs which are needed for bacon 


production. In order to meet the present short 


term difficulties a price incentive should be offered 


for the slaughter of pigs as soon as they reach bacon 


weight. We should propose to consult with the 


Minister of Pood on this matter; 


(iii) to inform the poultry industry that the quantity of' 


the principal feeding stuffs required by poultry, 


namely, wheat, maize, milling offals and oats, must 


In the immediate future be reduced by 50 per cent, 


and that poultry keepers should, therefore, plan 


their hatching programme accordingly. 


(Intld.) R.H.D*S. 


J .0. 


November, 1939. 
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REPLY TO KING LEOPOLD AND QUEEN WILHELMINA. 


jfemorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. ' 


I circulate to my colleagues herewith a draft 


reply to be sent to the Queen of the Netherlands and 


the King of the Belgians in answer' to their recent 


arrpea.1., 


(Intdo) H. 


IfflJ OFFICE. 


9th November, 1939 






A N N E X . 

1, I have carefully examined, with my Ministers, the 


appeal which Your Majesty and Her Majesty, the Queen of 

His Majesty the King of 


the Netherlands addressed to me on November 7th. 

the B elgians 


2, I recall the appeal made hy Youy Majesty 

Ilia Majesty "the King 


on August 23rd on behalf of the 

of the Belgians 


representatives of the Oslo Group of States, in which 


yon pleaded for the submission of disputes and 

His Majesty 


claims to open negotiation carried out in the spirit of 


brotherly co-operation,- My Gcvernment as well as the 


French Government sent favourable replies to this appeal 


but the German Government made no reply. 


3. I recall also the joint offer of mediation made by 


Your Majesty and Her Majesty the Queen, of the Netherlands 


His Majesty the King of the Belgians 


to my Government and to the French, German, Italian and 


Polish Governments on August 28ttu This offer was welcomed 


by my Government and by the French, Italian and Polish 


Governments, but the German Government1s only response was 


to launch an unprovoked attack on Poland, which has been 


over-run with every circumstance of brutality. 


4, My Government deeply appreciate the spirit of 


Your Majesty's offer and they would always be willing to 


examine a reasonable and assured basis for an equitable 


peace. It is our desire that the war should not livst one 


day longer than is absolutely necessary, and I therefore 


hasten to reply to that part of Your Majesty's appeal in 


which you state your willingness to facilitate the 


ascertaining j! tho ilaments of an agreement to be reached, 






honourable peace must be secured have already been 


announced in broad outline by my Government. The 


documents which were published at the beginning of the 


war clearly explain its origin and establish the 


responsibility for its outbreak. We took up arms only 


after every effort had been made to save Peace. 


6. The immediate occasion of the entry of my 


country into war was the open German aggression against 


Poland which brought into operation our obligations to 


that country. But this aggression was only a fresh 


instance of the German policy towards her neighbours and 


the larger purpose for which my people are now fighting 


is to secure that Europe may be redeemed "from the 


perpetually recurring fear of German aggression so as to 


enable the peoples of Europe to preserve their 


independence and their liberties". These words of the 


Prime Minister have been amplified and enlarged on a 


number of occasions, in particular by him on 12th October 


in the House of Commons and by the Secretary of State for 


Foreign Affairs in the House of Lords on 2nd November. 


7. The elements which in my Governments opinion must 


form part of any settlement, emerge clearly and distinctly 


from these declarations of policy. Should Your Majesty 


be able to communicate to me any proposals from Germany 


of such a character as to afford reasonable hope of 


achieving the purpose I have described above, I can say at 


once that my Government would give them their most earnest 


consideration. 






Note by the Lord Privy Seal. 


At their Meeting this morning the Home Policy 


Committee had "before them memoranda "by the Minister 


of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Minister of Pood 


(Papers Nos. H.P..C. (39) 93 and 94 respectively) on the 


subject of Livestock Control. 


I circulate herewith for the consideration of 


the War Cabinet at their Meeting tomorrow, Saturday 


morning, the Conclusions reached by the Committee on 


this subject and draw attention to the Committee's 


recommendations which will be found on page ̂  of the 


Conclusionso 


S. H. 


ond Terrace, S W 1. ,
0 0
 

10th November, 1939. 






The Committee had he fore them- two" memoranda on the 


uestion of livestock control, hy the Minister of Agriculture 


and Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland 


(Paper H.P C0 (59)93), and hy the Minister of Food (Paper 


e


e
 

H.?aC (59)94) respectively, 


The memoranda recommended (l) that authority should 


be given to the Ministry of Food (a) to institute at the 


earliest possible date a scheme of livestock control includ
ing the concentration of slaughtering in certain selected 


slaughter houses, (h) to purchase livestock as from the date 


on which the scheme is operated from farmers at prices which 


have been agreed with the Agricultural Departments and the 


Treasury, and (2) that an immediate announcement should be 


made to this effect0 


THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE explained that the 


present system of partial control of livestock marketing 


under Maximum Price Orders made by the Minister of Pood was 


that all sales of fat cattle, calves, and sheep for slaughter 


are required to he made through livestock markets,, and. 

direct sales of such animals off the farm are prohibited(. 


Stock for which the scheduled maximum prices are offered 


is allocated to buyers on the basis of their normal 


purchases in the market,, This system was never intended to 


be more than an interim arrangement pending the introduction 


of full control, and it was rapidly breaking down  The 
c


urgency of the position was due to two main causes0 First, 


farmers believing that buying at a guaranteed price was linked 


with rationing, knew that the Government had gone back on its 


proposal to institute meat rationing, and therefore believed 


that the Government were going back on the question of 


guaranteed prices0 Secondly, there was a shortage of animal 


feeding stuffs  As a result the markets were flooded, the 
c


position was becoming fantastic, and it was impossible to 


hold the position for more than three or four days  If 
e






confidence could "be "brought hack hy the Government 


becoming the buyer and also by a reassuring statement 


(which could be made) with regard to feeding stuffs for 


cattle, he thought it would be possible to control the 


situation. At the present time "black" markets were 


being created and there was widespread evasion of the 


existing orders to the detriment of the honest farmer and 


butcher. As an instance of the chaotic conditions, he 
cited the case of one district in which -where normally five 
or six cows were killed in a week, one hundred and tv/enty 
had been slaughtered, 50 to 60% of which were in calf. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR SCOTLAND said that he 


was in complete agreement with the Minister of Agriculture. 


The evasion of the existing orders was very serious in 


Scotland and it should be stopped. One of the effects 


of evasion was that farmers who evaded the orders got 


higher prices for inferior beasts, whereas the honest 


fanner was penalized. 


THE MINISTER OP POOD said that he was in entire 


agreement with the Minister of Agriculture and the 


Secretary of State for Scotland as to the action required, 


and that an announcement should be made forthwith. He 


was not, however, in agreement on two points, (l) that the 


Minister of Pood should be placed in the position of having 


to buy the cattle without the necessary Control Scheme to 


effect their disposal, (2) that the announcement should 


include a schedule b£ prices. 


After discussion, it became clear that the Committee 


generally agreed with the re commendations put forward in 


Paper H.P.C.(59)93 and Paper H.P.C. (39)94 subject to two 


cgialifications, first, as to the inclusion in the 


announcement of a schedule of prices, and secondly as to the 


necessity for the immediate concentration of slaughtering 


into the selected Slaughter houses. The Committee's 


review may be summarised as follows 





In paragraph 9 of Paper No. H*P.C. (39) 93 the 


Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Secretary 


of State for Scotland urged that the announcement of the 


proposals should include a statement of the prices to 


be paid for fat cattle. The sheep prices had already 


been announced and the proposed cattle prices had been 


discussed with the producers' representatives, and subject 


to some reservations on the part of Scottish producers, 


were generally acceptable to them. The Minister of Food 


in paragraph 7 of his Memorandum (Paper No 0 H.P.C. (39) 94) 


while agreeing that the proposals should be announced 


forthwith dissented from the suggestion that the published 


statement should include a schedule of prices as he was 


advised that the effect of this would be to induce farmers 


to hold up sending fat stock to markets until the time 


when the scheme of control became operative and the higher 


prices payable thereunder became available. 


In the course of discussion the Committee were 


informed by the MINISTER OP FOOD that it was estimated 


that it would take about four weeks to get the control 


scheme into full operation. He was most anxious to 


avoid any hold-up of home supplies during that period 


while at the same time stopping the present rot which was 


flooding the market and depressing prices. He was 


prepared to go as far as possible but he feared that the 


effect of an immediate announcement of a schedule of 


prices to operate in say a month's time, which prices were 


much more favourable to the farmer than the prices he was 


now receiving, would be to cause farmers to withhold their 


stock from the market. 






On the other hand fears were expressed at the 


prospective delay of 4 weeks in bringing the control into 


full effect. This would bring us close up to the 


Christmas tradec Publication of a schedule of prices 


would stop the present flood of selling but would not 


cause farmers to hold off the market as they would be 


anxious for various reasons to market their 'ripe' stock. 


A statement explanatory of the scheme of control without 


reference to the schedule of prices would fail to inspire 


the farmers with confidence that the Government would 


implement the agreed price arrangements and would have 


little or no effect in stemming the present flood of 


selling. 


The Minister of Pood suggested that this aspect 


of the problem needed further examination and proposed 


that the form of the statement to be published and the 


question whether the statement should or should not 


include the schedule of prices should be further considered 


by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, the 


Secretary of State for Scotland, the Financial Secretary 


to the Treasury and himself. Only in the event of 


failure to reach agreement should the question be referred 


back to the Committee. 


The Committee adopted this proposal. 


hter- The proposal was that in place of the 15,000, or 


16,000 slaughter houses at present used by a corresponding 


number of butchers , there should be operated some 600 


of the best, or most conveniently situated slaughter 


houses. The area to be supplied from the selected 


slaughter houses would cover the whole of the United 


Kingdom with the exopetion of certain sparsely 


populated areas. This system of selected slaughter 


I 





2*5 9 

houses had not heen introduced during the last War and 


the lack of control over a vast number of slaughter houses, 


the great majority of which were small and only 


occasionally used, led to innumerable abuses; illicit 


slaughter for the benefit of the owners of the slaughter 


houses, and the loss of meat and offals for rationing 


purposes. 


In favour of the proposal, it was urged that it 


would be administratively most difficult, if not 


impossible to exercise effective control over some 16",000 


slaughter houses; that with this number of slaughter 


houses there was bound to be a "black" market, highly 

detrimental to honest farmers and butchers, and that there


v/ould be so great an outcry that the Government would be 


forced at a later stage to shut down the redundant 


slaughter houses, and would then be criticised for not 


having foreseen the situation and guarded against it. 


It was important to note that the number of selected 


slaughter houses (600) had been agreed with the National 


Federation of Butcher^ Associations, which was satisfied 


as to the adequacy of this number. It could not be 


accurately said that we were "putting people out of 


business" as they would still be able to sell meat. 


Speaking generally, the cattle would be slaughtered by the 


same persons who slaughtered them at present, but the 


slaughtering v/ould be done in the 600 selected slaughter 


houses. 


The scheme itself had heen very carefully prepared 
by Sir Francis Boys, who had heen Meat Controller in the 
Great War, and was the greatest expert on the subject in 
this country. He was absolutely satisfied that the control 
scheme could not work satisfactorily unless the number of 
slaughter houses was reduced as now proposed. 

 L 





On the other hand, while it was fully
recognised that this proposal would result in much 


greater efficeincy in administration, and would have 


other substantial practical advantages, it was feared 


that the political reactions to its adoption might he 


serious. There were' already many complaints from 


Members of Parliament and others, and while in 


practice, no doubt the proposal would not put people 


out of business, it would undoubtedly/ be represented 


that it would have this effect,, 


In these eir cumstances it was suggested that 


it might be preferable to start by using the whole, 

or a large proportion of the 16,000 slaughter houses, and 


then gradually to reduce the number by stages. 


Alternatively, it might be possible to add to the list of 


the 600 selected slaughter houses other slaughter 


houses including those only occasionally used, where 


it could be conclusively demonstrated that these were 


recruired to meet the needs of the area in which they 


were situated. 


While there was considerable support for the 
view that it would have been preferable, on political 
grounds that the scheme should have been started on 
one or other of these alternative methods, it was 
realised that in this matter the views of the Ministers 
most concerned in the administration of the scheme 
should prevail, and it was accordingly agreed to 
accept the proposals in regard to slaughter houses set 
out in paragraph 5 of Paper No, H.P.0.(39) 9k, on the 
understanding that the Ministers concerned would 
arrange that the proposal should he presented in the 
Press and elsewhere in the most favourable light. 





(l) to request the Minister of Food
s 


the Minister of Agriculture and 

Fisheries,, The Secretary of State 

for Scotland and the Financial 

Secretary to the Treasury to 

confer generally in regard to the 

statement to he made as to the 

proposals as a whole, and in 

particular as to the question 

whether the schedule of prices 

should he included in the 

statement or note Only in the 

event of disagreement, should 

the matter again be brought 

before the Committee. 


(2) subject to (1) above9 to recommend 

the War Cabinet to approve the 

following proposals respecting 

live stock controls

(i) That the Ministry of Food 

should be authorised to 

institute at the earliest 

possible date the scheme 

of livestock controls 

which includes the 

concentration of slaughter
ing in certain selected 

slaughter houses0 


(ii) That the Minister	 of Food 

should take into account 

the views expressed during 

the discussion as to the 

possibility of starting the 

scheme on less drastic lines. 


(iii) That9 as from the date on 

which the scheme is 

operated,, the Ministry of 

Food should be authorised 

to purchase livestock from 

farmers in the manner des
cribed in Paper H.P.0.(39)94 

at prices agreed with the 

Agricultural Departments 

and the Treasury. 


(3) That in view of the great urgency 

of the matter9 War Cabinet 

should be invited to consider the 

Committee's recommendations if 

possible at their meeting on Satur
day  11th Novembers 19399 and that 
s


for this purposes the Minutes of 

the present meeting of the Committee 

should be circulated to the War 

Cabinet as soon as practicable. 
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^PI-TT^QQJBBDING- STUFFS AND THB WHEAT STOCKS POSITION. 

Memgrandurn by the Minister of Food. 

vt I desire to support the proposals submitted 


by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and the 


Secretary of State for Scotland in their Memorandum 


(W.P. ( G o ) ( 3 9 ) 8 1 ) of 10th November, 1 9 3 9 dealing with 


the supply of animal feeding stuffs. I wish to add., 


however, certain comments and to refer to the present 


serious position of the country's wheat stocks * 


2, The Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 
Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland 
alludes to the fact that for various reasons reserves 
of feeding stuffs had only attained small dimensions 
on the outbreak of war, and that since the war started 
their Departments have been in constant contact with 
the Ministry of Food and have pressed the Ministry 
to make every effort to increase supplies- I would 
only comment on these statements that (i) the Ministry 
of Pood have made the most strenuous efforts within 
over-ruling considerations of exchange and shipping 
to secure supplies; and (ii) previous to the outbreak 
of hostilities it was not possible for the Food, 
(defence Plans) Department to build up a substantial 
reserve of feeding-stuffs for live-stock, as the sum 
Callable under Cabinet decisions for capital 
exPenditure for food storage was sufficient only 

J-imited store of food for human consumption^ 






3, During the first three or four weeks of war 


purchases of cereals overseas were restricted hy the 


limitatiens placed upon the "buying of supplies in 


dollar countries and hy difficulties with the Argentine 


exchangee The setting up of the convoy system has 


seriously delayed the arrival of the shipments which have 


been made, and the failure to charter a sufficient 


number of neutral vessels has limited the amount of 


tonnage available. On the 18th October, I submitted a 


memorandum (W.P.(G)(39)42) showing that if a full supply 


jf cereals and cereal products from overseas was to be 


provided and our stocks of cereals restored by the end 


of the year to the position which existed at the 


outbreak of war, some 850,000 tons of additional space 


would need to he chartered to arrive hy the 31st December. 


The War Cabinet decided on 20th October that in view of 


the urgent necessity of importing by the end of Decemeer 


at least 850,000 tons of cereals (over and above cereals 


for which freightage has been arranged), it was essential 


that the present negotiations for the chartering of 


neutral tonnage should be strongly pressed. Although 


the Ministry of Shipping have directed many ships to 


load in Canada, the delays in convoy have been so great 


that the net gain has only been 40^000 tons, as compared 


with 850,000 tons referred to above. 


4. A s a result of the combination of circumstances set 
out in the previous paragraph, the supply of imported 
feeding grains since the outbreak of war has not amounted 
to more than about one half of our normal requirements, 
and as stocks of maize and barley at the outbreak of war 
were not more than a fortnight's supply, a serious shortage 
of feeding stuffs has arisen, which is already resulting 
in the slaughter of pigs upon ? considerable scale. 





HQ 

5, More serious, however, than the shortage of feeding 
stuffs is the fall in the stocks of wheat at the ports and in 
the flour mills which has resulted from the small arrivals 
of wheat since war broke out. ^nless steps are taken at 
once stocks will fall still further within the next few weeks. 

5, The appendix to this memorandum shows the stocks of 
wheat as they were when war broke out, and as they are now. 
In estimating our ability to maintain the.bread supply, it 
is essential to look first at the stock of wheat in the public 
granaries and in the flour mills. Including the G-overnment 
Security Stock, created before war broke out, the Quantity in 
the public granaries and in the flour mills has fallen from 
twelve :weeks' supply on the 3rd of September, to seven weeks' 
supply at the present time, and is still falling (fable II) 
Even if all the vessels arrive which, allowing for the time 
taken in convoy, are expected to arrive by the 31st December, 
the stock of wheat may well fall by a further two or three 
weeks' supply before that date. It is true that in the flour 
mills and the bakers' shops there is perhaps from two to 
three weeks' supply of flour and. that at present we still 
have about eight weeks' supply of wheat on the farms. The 
flour stocks, however, are merely working stocks and not in 
any sense a reserve. The stocks on the farms can only be. 
threshed, at a rate which is limited by the machinery 
available and by the weather, and at this time of the year 

they are normally threshed, rather slowly because the farmer 
is occupied with other work. 

7. If millers are to produce flour it is essential that 
they shall have a proper mixture of wheats in their grist. 
If therefore stocks in the public granaries and in the flour 
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Memorandum by the Minlsxer of Food. 


, 1 desire to support the proposals submitted 


by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and the 


Secretary of Stats for Scotland in their "Memorandum 


(W.P. (Go)(39)81) of 10th November, 1939 dealing with 


the supply of animal feeding stuffs. I wish to add, 


however, certain comments and to refer to the present 


serious position of the country's wheat stocks-, 


2, The Memorandum by the Minister of Agriculture and 


Fisheries and the Secretary of State for Scotland 


alludes to the fact that for various reasons reserves 


of feeding stuffs had only attained small dimensions 


on the outbreak of war, and that since the war started. 


their Departments have been in constant contact with 


the Ministry of Food and have pressed the Ministry 


to make every effort to increase supplies. I would 


only comment on these statements that (i) the Ministry 


of Pood have male the most strenuous efforts within 


over-ruling considerations of exchange and shipping 


to secure supplies; and (ii) previous to the outbreak 


of hostilities it was not possible for the Food 


(defence Plans) Department to build up a substantial 


reserve of feeding-stuffs for live-stock, as the sum 


available under Cabinet decisions for capital 


exPenditurs for food storage was sufficient only 


f o r
 a limited store of food for human eonsumptiono 






3 , During the first three or four weeks of war 


purchases of cereals overseas were restricted hy the 


limitations placed upon the buying of supplies in 


dollar countries and by difficulties with the Argentine 


exchangee The setting up of the convoy system has 


seriously delayed the arrival of the shipments which have 


been made, and the failure to charter a sufficient 


number of neutral vessels has limited the amount of 


tonnage available. On the 18th October, I submitted a 


memorandum (W.P. (G)(39)42) showing that if a full supply 


at cereals and cereal products from overseas was to be 


provided and our stocks of cereals restored by the end 


of the year to the position which existed at the 


outbreak of war, some 850,000 tons of additional space 


would need to be chartered to arrive by the 31st December. 


The War Cabinet decided on 20th October that in view of 


the urgent necessity of importing by the end of Decemeer 


at least 850,000 tons of cereals (over and above cereals 


for which freightage has been arranged), it was essential 


that the present negotiations for the chartering of 


neutral tonnage should be strongly pressed. Although 


the Ministry of Shipping have directed many ships to 


load in Canada, the delays in convoy have been so great 


that the net gain has only been 40,000 tons, as compared 


with 850,000 tons referred to above. 


4. A S a result of the combination of circumstances set 


out in the previous paragraph, the supply of imported 


feeding grains since the outbreak of war has not amounted 


to more than about one half of our normal requirements, 


and as stocks of maize.and barley at the outbreak of war 


were not more than a fortnight's supply, a serious shortage 


of feeding stuffs has arisen, which is already resulting 


in. the slaughter of pigs upon ? considerable scale. 






FJ 4 More serious, however, than the shortage of feeding
stuffs is the fall in the stocks of wheat at the ports and in 


the flour mills which has resulted from the small arrivals 


of wheat since war broke out. ^nless steps are taken at 


once stocks will fall still further within the next few weeks. 


6. The appendix to this memorandum shows the stocks of 


wheat as they were when war broke out, and as they are now. 


In estimating our ability to maintain the.bread supply, it 


is essential to look first at the stock of wheat in the public 


granaries and in the flour mills. Including the Government 


Security Stock, created before war broke out, the quantity in 

i 


the public granaries and in the flour mills has fallen from 
twelve weeks' supply on the 3rd of September, to seven weeks' 
supply at the present time, and is still falling (Table II) 
Even if all the vessels arrive which, allowing for the time 
taken in convoy, are expected to arrive by the 31st December, 
the stock of wheat may well fall by a further two or three 
weeks' supply before that date. It is true that in the flour 
mills and the bakers' shops there is perhaps from two to 
three weeks' suppljr of flour and that at present we still 
have about eight weeks' supply of wheat on the farms. The 
flour stocks, however, are merely working stocks and not in 
any sense a reserve. The stocks on the farms can only be 
threshed, at a rate which is limited by the machinery 
available and by the weather, and at this time of the year 

they are normally threshed, rather slowly because the farmer 
is occupied with other work. 
7. If millers are to produce flour it is essential that 


they shall have a proper mixture of wheats in their grist. 


If therefore stocks in the public granaries and in the flour 






mills are allowed to go below a certain level serious 
difficulties arise, and flour mills may close. warnings 
of closings at a near date are already being received from 
a.ome parts of the country. 

8. The meas\\res which can be taken to prevent the stocks 


of wheat from falling further are as follows 


(a) As far as possible to load with wheat all 

ships chartered for grain. 


(b)	 To bring the horse-grown wheat supply under 
the control of the Ministry of Food and 
require the authorised merchant who bmys 
it from the farmer to send a larger 
proportion to the flour mills. 

(c) To raise the extraction of flour to, say, 80 

per cent, from its present and normal level 

of 70-73 per cent. 


The first of these measures has already been taken, and I 


recommend, that the second should be taken at once. If this 


is done it may not be necessary at present to lengthen the 


extraction of flour, a step which would immediately make the 


bread distinctly darker in colour. It will be realised, 


however, that any of the above measures will increase the 


shortage of feeding stuffs, and so make rationing all the 


more necessary. 


9. If these two measures are taken, there is a reasonable 


chance that the stocks of wheat in the public granaries and 


in the flour mills will not be lower at the end of December 


than they are at present. This, of course, is not a 


satisfactory position. All the figures which have been 


quoted above regarding the future stock position assume that 


there will be no serious interference with the arrival of 


convoys at the appointed time, or with the unloading of the 


ships in the ports. As we cannot be sure that such 






interferences will not arise, our stocks at present are too 
low for safety. It is, therefore, essential that we should 
provide during the first three months of 192j.O for the 
increase of these stocks. This can only he done, however, 
either by providing a supply of tonnage in excess of our 
normal requirements or by loading ships with wheat to the 
exclusion of maize and other feeding grains. As the survey 
of the position which is being unclertaken by the Ministry 
of Shipping may point to a reduction in tonnage for importing 
food and feeding stuffs during the first year of the war by 
from twenty to twenty-five per cent, there does not seem to 
be any hope of our obtaining tonnage in excess of normal 
requirements. If that is so, it is clear that during the 
first three months of 19h-0 it will be essential for the 
safety of our bread supply that the amount of cereals for 
feeding stuffs will- have to be substantially below the 
normal quantities, 

10, I therefore ask authority for the Ministry of Food, 


in consultation with the Agricultural Departments, to issue 


an Order which will bring under the Ministry's control the 


whole supply of home grown wheat. The Order would, require 


farmers to sell their wheat only to authorised merchants, 


and merchants to re-sell a definite proportion of the wheat 


to flour mills, thus restricting their sales of home
grown wheat for feeding to livestock. 


(Intld. ) V/-.S.M. 


Ministry 0 f Food 


11th November, 1939. 






STATISTICAL A^PlJEDIX 


Arrivals and Requirements of Imported Cereals 

3rd September to Uth November.1939i 


Tons, 

Cereal 


"/heat. Flour Feeding Stuffs. 


Arrivals 477,000 34,000 378,000 


Normal 

Requirements 936,000 72,000 882,000 


Deficiency 459,000 38,000 504,000 

Table 2. 


Stocks of "heat in the Public Granaries ̂ and the 

Flour Hills, including Security" Stock. " 

1939. Tons. Weeks' Supply. 
September 3rd. 1,364,000 12 

November 4th. 767,000 7 

Table III. 


Stock of Wheat on the Farms excluding Seed Wheat. 
1939. Tons. Weeks' Supply. 
September 3rd. 1,400,000 12 

November 4 th, 950,000 8 
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W A R . C A B I N E T . 


SUPPLIES OP FBEDING-*STUFFS AND LIVESTOCK POLICY. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Health. 


1. Livestock policy has an important bearing on the food and 
consequently on the health of the nation and it is from this angle 
that I have examined the paper W.P.(G)(39)81. I should fully agree 
with the suggestion in paragraph 5 that in present circumstances 
"the Government should at once take responsihility for determining 
the order of priority as between the different classes of livestocks 
having regard to the important national interests involved". 
I should also support whole-heartedly the proposition that "the 
maintenance of the milk supply is a primary consideration and that 
every effort should be made to provide adequate supplies of feeding
stuffs for dairy cows". The conclusion in paragraph 7(iii)9 

however, "that the quantity of the principal feeding-stuffs required 
hy poultry .... must in the immediate future he reduced by 5 0 pei) 
cent."3 as against a reduction of the imported feeding-stuffs 
available for pig production by 2 0 per cent.^ requires very close 
consideration. 

2. The food value of pig meat differs in certain important 


respects from that of eggs. The egg contains high quality protein 


(flesh-forming food) and fat. in a very easily assimilated form. 


^ also contains vitamins A  "the disease-resisting vitamin" and D 9
s


'the rickets-preventing vitamin", both of which are absent from 


^acon altogether. The egg also contains more iron and seven times 


8 touch lime3 weight for weight9 as does bacon. 






3, Furthermore,, a given amount of feeding-stuffs fed to the 


 will produce twice as much protein (flesh-forming food) as the 


same amount fed to the pig, although the total energy produced 


(calories) is admittedly considerably lower. The food fed to the 


pig is to a very great extent formed into fat, and this ought to be 


considered in conjunction with our unlimited margarine ration. 


h e n


4. I suggest therefore that the allocation of feeding-stuffs 


to various classes of livestock should be reviewed in the first 


instance by a small committee which should include the two 


Agricultural Departments, the Ministry of Food and the Ministry 


of Health, I should hope that it would be possible that the 


Ministry of Shipping could also be represented on such a Committee, 


since it is desirable that the allocation of shipping space to human 


as well as to animal food-stuffs^ should also be considered.- from 


the point of view of national health. 


w. E. E. 

istry of Health, 

"tehall, S.W.1. 


th November, 1939. 






COPY NO. 


WAR CABINET. 


ECONOMY OP TONNAGE. 


PRESENT CAUSES OP DELAYS TO SHIPPING. 


Memorandum "by the Minister of Shipping. 


At the meeting of the Home Policy Committee on the 


8th November I undertook to circulate a memorandum on the delays 


to shipping. 


Shortage of shipping arises from delays as well as from 


hostile action. Time spent in port or at anchor or moving 


otherwise than by the shortest sea route to destination is, from 


the point of view of the carrying power of the ship, time lost. 


(2) Appendix I shows delays now falling on coastal 


shipping and on shipping in the Short Sea trades engaged in the 


export of coal, from convoy arrangements and routeing. 


(3) Appendix II shows the delays arising in the case of 


foreign-going shipping from convoy arrangements, routeing and 


zigzagging. 


(4) It will be seen from these figures that we are losing 


the effective carrying pov/er of our Mercantile Marine to a verr 


serious extent. The great advantages of the rapid and 


successful introduction of the convoy system are thus partly 


offset. 


( 5 ) While delays to colliers loading in the Bristol Channel 
are considerable, those incurred on the East Coast must be 
crippling if continued. In the last three weeks of October the 
time spent on such voyages to London was double the normal. In 
other words, the carrying capacity of the colliers was halved. 
The loss of time in voyages to the French ports was practically 





n the same scale and is drastically curtailing.French, imports 

of coal. This is serious, as we have to make good by shipments, 


from this country the coal (about eleven million tons in 1937) 


which France has been getting from Germany. 


The same delays affect French and neutral tonnage in this 


trade. 


0
 

(6) On the long-distance voyages, the excess has ranged 
from about 15 per cent, to 30 per cent* over normal times, 
particularly serious are the delays from the Mediterranean. 
I have urged that a substantial proportion of our iron ore 
should be drawn from North Spain, whence at the moment nothing 
is being drawn, as an alternative to North Africa, but an 
immediate increase in the frequency of convoys from Gibraltar 
is in any case of vital importance unless we are to face the 
full consequences of a great reduction in our capacity to 
import many essential commodities from the Mediterranean, 
India and the East. There is at present only one convoy a week 
to, and one from, Gibraltar. 

(7) Unless something can be done (and I know that this may 


be difficult) to expedite the return of the grain and timber 


vessels now loading in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Minister of 


Food and the Minister of Supply will find that the arrivals 


which they are expecting by the end of the year or thereabouts 


will he thrown forward until late in January. The present 


convoy arrangements from Halifax also involve detention of many 


ships and could perhaps be reviewed. 


(3) A further reduction of carrying capacity results from 


the fact that vessels which are delayed, deviate from the 


direct course and zig-zag, require to carry more coal and this 


excludes car,.o. 


(9) I urge, therefore, that it is essential to increase 


the frequency of convoys as well as to improve their efficiency 


and to take the various measures which the First Lord has already 


- 2 





outlined. I concur with him that there must be the fullest 


co-operation between naval officers and the Ministry of 


Shipping, including my representatives and commercial agents 


at the various ports of loading and assembly abroad. 


(10) Other causes of delays to shipping, such as arming 


with defensive armament, repairs and the like, should be 


vigilantly checked by the appropriate officers of the 


departments concerned and reduced by every possible means. 


(ll) I need hardly emphasise the effect of the delays upon 


freight rates, which have been increased and must be further 


substantially increased. Owners' expenses accrue daily and 


they cannot be expected to run their ships for many extra days 


without increased remuneration. 


(12) Obscuration of Lights. This cause of delay affects 


all shipping working to and from this country or in home waters. 


Its consequences are felt especially in winter, which is now 


upon us and when in any case bad weather affects work in ports 


in lessening the rapidity of loading and discharge and despatch 


of shipping. It impedes the full use of railways and of road 


traffic at night, thus aggravating the difficulties of internal 


distribution. This in turn will react upon the rate of 


movement of cargoes from and to ports and may lead to congestion 


ana delays at the ports of discharge and to a slowing down of 


the rate at which cargo can be got to the ports for shipment and 


loading.. The obscuration of lights reduces navigation at a 


number of important United Kingdom ports to once in 24 hours, 


and in some ports in winter months there will be many days when 


morning and evening tides fall in hours of darkness, virtually 


closing the port. 


(13) The obscuration of lights in shipbuilding yards is 


also delaying the shipbuilding programme. 


(14) East to West Coast Diversion. The dislocation of 


internal distribution caused by diversion entails delays to 


shipping as well as to other forms of transport. To discharge 






at west coast ports commodities like ore and timber for 


destinations ordinarily supplied from east coast ports is a 


very serious handicap. This partly accounts for the very 


serious delays to the Narvik ore boats. It is also important 


that the shipment of export coal from east coast ports and 


the unloading of ore cargoes should not be delayed for lack of 


railway wagons. 

(15) Contraband Examination. In this respect, neutral 


shipping is the chief sufferer, but the immobilization of 


neutral shipping reduces the volume of tonnage available for 


transport by sea and has already affected the ability, or at any 


rate the willingness, of certain neutrals to put at our disposal 


as much tramp tonnage as we hoped for. 


Delays due to contraband have been the subject of 


memoranda to the War Cabinet (Minute 11(c), W.M.(39) 54 and 


W.P.(G)(39) 68) and all that needs to be said on this subject 


is that the remedial measures which have been proposed should 


be brought into operation as rapidly as possible. 


(16) To summarise, the points which seem to me to require 


urgent examination are these 


(a) The lessening of delays due to convoys and the 


institution of more frequent convoys. I know 


that the First Lord is giving close attention to all 


possible measures which can be taken to lessen the 


loss of time at present suffered, in so far as that 


can be done consistently with a proper degree of 


safety. 


(b) The policy of obscuration of lights should again be 
reconsidered from the point of view of lessening 
present handicaps on work in ports and on transport 
facilities, especially in west coast and channel 
portso The French, I believe, do not consider such 
extreme restrictions necessary. 





(c) The policy of diversion from east to west should, 


I think, be reconsidered on the following lines:
(i) The Admiralty and the Air Ministry should be 


asked to reconsider, in the light of such 


experience as we now have of war conditions, to 


what extent the dangers to be encountered at 


east coast ports justify ohe policy of diversion 


to the west coast, 


(ii) Generally, except in face of grave	 danger, ships 


should be allowed to dischurge on che east coast 


when their cargoes are such as are definitely ' 

required for east coast destinations. The same 


ship should not discharge or load at more than 


one port unless this is inevitable and supply 


departments should recognise this, 


(iii) Export trade from the east coast which cannot, 


without radical disturbance, be routed via the 


west coast, should be allowed to be shipped on 


the east coast. Ail vessels which are destined 


to load outwards from the east coast should be 


allowed to discharge their inward cargoes on 


that coast, provided that the cargoes are 


suitable for such destinations and arrangements 


should be made to ensure, so far as is possible, 


that vessels which are going to discharge on the 


East Ooast should bring to this country cargoes 


required on that coast. 


J.G. 


f-RY OP SHIPPING-, 


!3th November, 1939, 






ANNEX I  . 


MEBJ&E TIME OCCUPIED BY COLLIERS IN COASTAL AND SHORT SEA VOYAGES 


COVERING 5 WEEKS ENDING 23TH OCTOBER, 1939. 


PORT OP DISCHARGE, 


TING. 


LONDON 


SHOREHAM 
IpOOLE 

[PORTSMOUTH 

ŜOUTHAMPTON 

FOLKESTONE 


KEWHAVEN 


GREAT YARMOUTH 

LOWESTOPT 


ORT SEA (COAL EXPORTS) 


3RLEAUX 


ROUEN 


AVERAGE NO. OP DAYS 

OCCUPIED ON ROUND VOYAGE. 
 VOYAGES, 


Mainly from Seahara, 

Tyne, Wear, Hartlepool, 


Mainly from Wear. 


Mainly Tyne. 


Tyne, Wear and Seaham. 


Goole, Tyne and Wear. 


1 Wear 


1 Tyne. 


Goole and Wear. 


Wear, Goole. 


Prom Pirth of Forth. 


From Bristol Channel. 


From Tyne. 


From Bristol Channel. 


From Hurnber. 


NORMAL. 


6/7 


7 


9 


3 


8 


8/9 


8 


4/5 


5 


10/11 


9/10 


7 


8 


10 


ACTUAL. 


12/14 


12 


16& 


14 


14 


14 


15 


7 


9 


13/20 


12/14 


15 


11 


20 






AMliEX II. 


Delays which, on the average, result from routeing, 


zigzagging and the convoy system as at present organised. 


gound Voyage. 
Australia 14 days, which is 12/o longer than normal. 
River Plate .... 13 " " " 1Q% " " " 

Montreal 15
northern Range.. 11
The Gulf 12

 "
 "
 "

 "
 "
 "

 " 31/,
 " 24^
 " 20£

 "
 "
 "

 "
 "
 "

 " 
" 
" 

Vancouver
Port Said or 

 15 " " " 15/b " " " 

Alexandria... 14
Port Said and 

Danube 13
Coal to Gibraltar 
and ore from 
Algiers 12

 "

 "

 11

 11

 "

 "

 " 22/b

 u 13%

 " 25;";

 "

 "

 "

 "

 "

 11

 " 

" 

" 





COPY NO. /3 


WAR CABINET. 


COMklTTAE ON ISSUE OP WARNINGS AGAINST 

DISCUSSION OP CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS 


IN PUBLIC PLACES. 


Note by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 


The War Cabinet Committee charged with 


examining the above matter met on Friday, the 13th 


October, and remitted the detailed examination to 


an Official Sub-Committee. This Sub-Committee has 


now reported and after consultation with the Members 


of my Committee I am circulating this report for 


the information of my colleagues of the War Cabineto 


W.S.C. 


Terrace, S.W.I., 


November, 1939. 






TJMSNT IS THE PROPERTY OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT). 
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COPY NO. 


WAR CABINET. 


COMMITTEE ON ISSUE OF WARNINGS AGAINST 

DISCUSSION OF CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS IN 


PUBLIC PLACES. 


Report. 


In accordance with instructions from the War 


Cabinet56 a meeting of Ministers was held on Friday, 


15th October, to consider 


"(i) the form of the orders to be issued to 

the three Fighting Services and to the 

Civil Service, enjoining on all ranks 

in those Services the need for taking 

the utmost care to avoid mentioning in 

public any matters of a confidential 

character; 


(ii)	 the advisability of the issue to the 
general public by the Ministry of 
Information, a£ warnings of a similar 
character and of the display on 
hoardings and elsewhere of similar 
notices.11 

2. At this meeting it was agreed:
tt(a) That warnings against discussion of 


confidential matters which might be of 

value to the enemy should, generally 

speaking, be issued 
(i)	 To Service personnel and 


establishments. 


(ii)-	 To Civil Servants and Departments, 


(iii) To Masters of merchant vessels 

visiting foreign ports. 


and that they should be displayed 

in:

(iv)	 Clubs, Hotels and Public Houses. 


(v)	 Public Transport Vehicles. 


(vi)	 Factories engaged in armament work, 


s W.M. (59) 44th Conclusions, Minute 12.. 






(b)	 That a Sub-Committee, consisting of 

officials of the Departments concerned, 

should, be convened to consider and report 

as soon ES possible on the scope end 

nature of the warning notices to be 

promulgated to the above recipients and 

to any others that they ::ight deem desirable:: 

and to recommend the Departments or 

authorities who should be responsible 

for their issue in each case. 


(c)	 That thereafter the Sub-Co:&tittee should 

remain in being in order to keep this question 

under periodical review and ensure that the 

notices retained their effectiveness 

(i) by repetition and (ii) by variety," 


3. In accordance with (b) above, we were set up as a 
Committee as follows 


Mr. W.Se Douglas, 

Treasury . ^Chairman.) 


Air Com: io&or e K. C. Buss, 

Air Oinistry.. 


Mr. OcG. Cleverly, 

Ilinistry of Supply. 


Colonel A .L I . Craig, R.I2.., 

Admiralty.. 


ilr. S.Wo Harris, 

Hone Office. 


Lieut.-Colonel E.K. Page, 

War Office, 


hr. H. Parker, 

Treasury, 


iir. A .P. vVaterfield, 

Ministry of Information. 


* 

Secretariat - Y/in;-Commander PA Elliot.)War cabinet 

Captain A.N. Barnard. )Off ices. 


and submit the following Report:-


ACTION SO FAR TAKEN. 


4. The following is a broad outline 0 1 the steps which have 


been and are being taken to bring )r,o.c,e to all members of the 
community the need for refraining from the discussion of 


confidential matters in public places,. 






(&y jufprnhers of His ha.iegtv's Forces. 
 Steps taken by the Defence Departments in resoect o f e
.5* 
members o f His Majesty's Forces have been most thorough and com
prehensive. Examples include a notice parted in the pay books 
of all Army personnel; special letters to Commands and Districts 
a general signal which was issued to the whole Fleet; special 
notices enjoining particular secrecy in such matters as mobilisa
tion end the embarkation of the Expeditionary Force, and the 
display o f notices and posters in hotels and public places in all 
garrison towns. 
6, The Admiralty, War Office ana hinistry of Supply have, in 
particular, paid special attention to the need for caution in the 
use of the telephone, and have affixed special notices to 
their instruments, both at home and in the Field. Similar steps 
are being taken by the Air Ministry. 

(k) Civil Service. 


7. Under the pro vis i ons ̂  of the Government-War Book all 
"Departments were requiree. to warn their staffs, both during the 


Precautionary Stage and again after the outbreak of war, of the 


need for maintaining secrecy. The steps which they took differed 


according to their peculiar circumstances, and varied from tho 


general issue of Office Notices to the placing oi a personal 


notice in the hands of each individual member cf the staff, who 


fl£d to sign a receipt for it. 


8* It is the normal practice of Departments to bring the 


relevant passages of the Official Secrets Act to the notice of 


all new members who join their staff.. 


^) Merchant Service. 


]

Shipowners have been ashed to transmit to the harters of 


;ttieir vessels a warning against making mention, either in con
 e r sat ion, by post, or by telephone, of any matters r els ting to 


[the 


u e
 arrival or sailing date; convoy arrangements; convoy 


!assembly ports; routeing instructions; and escorts or 


dements of H.I.I. Ships. 






10i As this warning will take time to reach all those 
for whom it is intended., a general signal lias meanwhile 
"been sent by wireless to British merchant vessels 
in all areas warning them that it is of the utmost 
importance to avoid indiscreet conversations ashore, 
particularly in foreign ports, and that they should take 
every possible step to ensure that their officers and 
crews are repeatedly warned of the grave danger to 
British shipping which might result from failure to 
comply with this warning. 
11* A. suitable coloured poster is to be 
distributed to every Mercantile marine Office at all. 
ports in the United Kingdom; to the hasten of every 
British ship, when signing on crews, for display in 
suitable parts of the ship; to all British Consular 
OfficersI and to all shipping Masters in British 
ports overseas. 


(d) Police and lire Brigades. 


12. The liome Office have addressed a circular to 


all Chief Constables asking them to impress on all 


members of the Police Force the vital importance of 


maintaining sec^rexiy^^^md emphasising, in particular, the 


need for caution in using the telephone. 


13. Consideration is being given to the issue of a 


similar circular to Chief Officers of Fire Brigades. 


14. The Police have also been asked to afford all 


practicable assistance in the posting of public 


notices enjoining secrecy. 






(e) Civil. ̂ Gferice Pgj^sjpnneIo.
ru


15. The - x i r Ilaid Precautions Department have 
issued, a cautionary notice to ^.P..P. personnel against 
spreading news of the receipt of a "yellow" air jraid 
warningo Consider ation. h.QJ.:ag gt^reh to thefcsftOOof a 
^ehoroiL instruction calling attention to tho need for 

seore-cy 6i^-^j2^uar--itta,ttors and as to whether, it would hes


practicable for this instruction to go to each 


individual volunteer

16. The Ministry of health are prepared to follow 
the same line with regard to the Casualty Services, 
(ismbulahce Service and First aid Posts) as is 
taken by the A.S.P. Departments 
Xf) Pac tori es 
17. Special steps to prevent the leakage of 
infoi*aaation by employees of firms engaged on munitions 
and other secret war work have been taken by the 
Security Service, who have made a particular study of 
this subject and who already had special contacts with 
90)j of these firms before the outbreak of war, 
81,000 posters have been distributed to these and 
other factories by the Ministry of Information.. 
(g) .. Hotels,JPublic-Eouj^s, and other Public Places. 


IS. Posters have been distributed by the Ministry 


of Information.as follows:
541,000 to Hotels and Publie-Houses. 

21,000 to Post Offices. 

50,000 to Local Authorities. 

5,000 to Labour Lxchaages. 

4,250 to Railways and Docks., 






ARRANGEMENTS IN HAND. 


PROPAGANDA. 


19. The ministry of Information have the following 
arrangements in hand to bring the need for secrecy home 
to the general public:

(i) A propaganda film. 


(ii) Propaganda through the medium of B.B.C.programmes. 


(iii) Special articles in the Press. 


(iv)	 Notices to be thrown on to the screens of 

cinemas. 


(v) An intensification of poster distribution. 


TELEPHONES. 


20. The General Post Office will be placing the following 


notice in all telephone kiosks in all town .rea.v throughout 
t


the country:
,:
 WARNING.' 


Thousands of lives were lost in the last 


war because valuable information'was given 


away to the enemy through careless talk. 


BE ON 


YOUR GUARD. " 


CLUBS. 


21. We have given special consideration to the ,uestion 
of drawing the attention of the members of Clubs to the 
need for caution in talking about conii; enticl matters. Clubs, 
by their very nature, are meeting-places v-here their members 
feel that they are at liberty to speck with less restraint 
than they would elsewhere. Furthermore, the character of 
some, such as the Service Clubs, makes for the discussion of 
those very matters about which reticence is particularly 
desirable. 





22. Something, therefore, in the nature oi e special 


appeal is obviously desirable. We were informed that the 


Ministerial Committee which considered these questions had 


such an appeal in mind, end. contemplated that this should 


be, in the case of certain London Clubs, addressed to the 


Secretaries by the Secretary of the Vi/ar Cabinet. After 


weighing the "pros and cons" of this suggestion 


we are of the opinion that, whilst agreeing that Clubs 


should be made the subject of particular treatment, it 


would be preferable that this should be done uniformly by 


the issue of special notices by the Ministry of Information, 


as the authority responsible for dec ling with the 


general public, 


PUBLIC TRANSPORT VEHICLES. 


23' . ̂ The-JjiLni^trt1-of -Information are responsible for the 


display of notices In public—vehicles, including trains, 


tubes, buses and trams, and. are ,taking the necessary steps 


with the Ministry of Transport for all these cases. 


24. It occurred to us that the dimly-lit railway 


carriage on night journeys is a very fertile breeding
ground for indiscreet talk with or in the presence of 


strangers. The suggestion was accordingly made that 


phosphorescent warnings might be placed in railway carriages, 


but this proposal was rejected, both on account of the 


cost, and the fact that people would be tempted, to scratch 


them off. Vie feel that the best remedy would be to devise 
some means of allowing sufficient light to enable people 
to read rather than to talk. In this connexion, we note 
that the Ministry of Transport have decided to increase 
the lighting of'railway carriages on long-ciist&nce night 
journeys, and we therefore hope that the Ministry of Home 


Security may see their way to extending this concession to 


cover all night train journeys. 






PUBLICATION OF CONVICTIONS. 


gg4 We attach great importance to the deterrent 


effect of giving wide publicity to the publication of 


convictions for breaches of secrecyD The Home Office 


have accordingly issued instructions to all Chief 


Constables to forward reports of proceedings taken 


under Regulation 3 of the Defence Regulations and the 


Official Secrets Act in connexion with the safeguardi, 


of information useful to the enemy  These will be 
e


passed to the Ministry of Information who will arrange 


for suit-able cases to ho glvon prominence hy the Press. 


EDUCATION OF GENERAL PUBLIC. 


25, It has been impressed upon us that publicity 


of warnings in itself Is not sufficient9 and that the 


public needjguidanc-e in what is meant by secret 


information. The Security Service are the expert 


advisers in this matter. We have accordingly arranged 


that the Security Service shall collaborate with the 


Ministry of Information in the preparation of warnings 
o f all kinds-. incduding.-articles  posters, films and s


B.B.C. talks - to ensure that these shall be of such 


a character as will educate the public abo t the kind 


o f matters which should be kept secret. As a start5 the 
Security Service have prepared a special note for the 
Ministry of Information outlining for.the benefit of 
the public, the type of subject on which their 
conversation and correspondence should be very discreet. 

QQN^US^ONS AND .R1MOMENDATIONS. 


The general conclusion "which we have reached 


from our enquiry is that the Departments and Defence 






Services are very much alive to the need for preve tins 


the leakage of secret information and the discussion of 


confidential matters in public places9 and that the 


counter-measures which they have taken to deal with this 


problem are comprehensive and adequate. 


jgg* The review which we heve conducted has 9 we 

consider9 been most useful; firstly in shewing up ..:id 


in enabling us to close the few gaps which existed, end 


secondly in allowing the Services and Departments an 


opportunity of exchanging notes and suggestions. But 


we are now satisfied that no further action  apart from 
s


that which we have already set in train5 is required. 


$9* We agree, however, that it will he necessary to 


keep this question under periodical review to ensure that 


notices and warnings retain their effectiveness by 


repetition and variety, but we are of the opinion that 


future action would be more appropriately left to Departments 


than to a Committee to decide. 


Recommendations. 


89* Our recommendations are therefore as follows:
(i) The Defence Services, 


Each of these has its peculiar problems, 

which differ from those of the other 

Services. Each,, moreover, is fully alive 

to its responsibilities, is in close 

contact with the Security Service, and is 

the best judge of its peculiar requirements. 

We therefore recommend that it should be 

left to each to make its own arrangements, , 


(i i) Ciyi1 departments, 
Here again the situation of each Department 

is different, and varies according to the 

sear-Gay of the work on which it is engaged. 

It is. therefore impossible to lay down any 

uniform procedure which could be applied 

to all. We are satisfied that the 

importance of the need for reticence about 






war matters is present in all their minds 
with a zeal, even, which has prompted the 

suggestion in one quarter "that no person 

should, without permission, speak to or 

in any way communicate with any other 

person on the premises"0 


We therefore recommend that future action 

hy the Civil Departments should he carried 

out under general instructions which would 

he issued hy the Treasury from time to 

time, hut which would be so framed to leave 

each of them free t-r carry cut the details 

in such manner as might suit its peculiar 

circumstances and requirements0 


/JNOTE, The Ministry of Information, with 

the advice of the Security Service, 

will undertake the design and production 

of posters for the Service and Civil 

Departments, who will carry nit their 

own distribution^./' 


(iii) General Pub2ic a 


We recommend 


(a) That the Ministry of Information should 

be recognised as the Department primarily 

responsible for warning the general 

public against the discussion of 

confidential matters in public places: 


(b.) That in exercising this responsibility 

the Ministry of Information should 

act in close collaboration with the 

Security Service, at all times, and 

in consultation with other 

Departments, when necessary: 


(c) That it should he responsible, with 

the advice of the Security Service, 

for the deslgrn, production,, and 

issue of all security publicity: 


(d) That it should periodically hold 

Inter-departmental conferences to 

review the results of its policy, 

and submit ?eeports, as necessary, 

to the War Cabinet-, 


(Signed) W,S. DOUGLAS 


Chairman, 


On behalf of che Committee. 

f Terrace, s.W.l0, 


- November, 1939, 






TO BE K E P T U N D E R L O C K A N D K E Y . 

It is requested that special oare may be taken to "  " 
ensure the secrecy of this document. 

COPY NO 

88. 


WAP c a b i n e t . 

ATR RAID PROTECTION FOR EVACUATED GOvTjRNkENT STAFFS. 


Report of Civil Defence Committee. 


1. The Civil Defence Committee has had under 
considerarion the memorandum (Paper No. C.D.C.(39) 21) 

circulated on the 6th November by the First Commissioner 
of Works, and also the Report (Paper No. C O . 6. (39) U&) 

of the Chiefs of Staff Committee dated 2hth September 
on the question of air raid protection for evacuated 
Government staffs. The Committee submit to the V/ar 
Cabinet the following conclusions and recommendations. 

2. The areas in which alternative Government 
accommodation has been found are among those used for the 
reception of evacuated children, and the standard of air 
raid precautions measures which has been adopted is lower 
than in more vulnerable areas. Thus steel shelters are 
not being distributed to the general population in these 
areas, 

3. The Chiefs of Staff reported that there should be 
special measures of protection for the alternative 
accommodation earmarked for the War Cabinet, the various) 
War Rooms and the like. Action has been taken to implement 
this recommendation. In regard to the accommodation 

5£ Annex I. 


j6 Annex II. 






available for Government Departments generally, the Chiefs 


of Staff proposed that passive defence schemes should he 


prepared on the same lines as those for military 


headquarters in the field in static warfare. It was 


suggested that in preparing such schemes refuges either in 


slit trenches close to buildings or in cellars should be 


provided for all staffs. 


Ij., If precautions were taken on the scale proposed by 


the Chiefs of Staff for all Government staffs in the area 


reserved for alternative accommodation, they would be far 


above the standard of protection obtaining for the general 


public in these or in other relatively safe areas, and it is 


apprehended that an acute air raid consciousness would be 


created among the local communities leading to a demand for 


protective measures with the accompanying expense and waste 


of materials. An increase in the general standard of 


protection in these areas would involve larger civil defence 


services, the distribution of steel shelters and of material 


for reinforcing basements, and a higher standard of 


protection in all factories and business premises. 


5. It may also be observed that the standard favoured by 
the Chiefs of Staff would necessarily involve the use of 
considerable quantities of timber and steel, and we are 
advised by the Ministry of Supply that there is a very acute 
shortage, present and prospective, in the supply of these 
materials. 

6. In these circumstances we consider that it would be 
undesirable to implement the recommendations of the Chiefs of 
Staff regarding air raid precautions for evacuated 
Government staffs, and pending a decision by the War Cabinet, 
we have advised the First Commissioner to suspend action in 
this matter. 





7. In Paper No. C.D.C.(39) 21, the First Commissioner of 
Works sets out certain alternative proposals, which, subject 
to amendment in detail, we recommend the iVar Cabinet to adopt. 
The First Commissioner in his paper refers to an inspection 
recently carried out at Bath and Harrogate which showed that 
with few exceptions shelter accommodation with "standard" 
lateral protection against bomb splinters and overhead cover 
against incendiary bombs and anti-aircraft shell splinters 
could be achieved without much difficulty, either by talcing 
advantage of existing accommodation below ground level within 
the building or in adjoining vaults, or by using suitable 
portions of the ground floor such as corridors or rooms having 
windows which can be protected^ The work to be undertaken 


would consist in the main of bricking up or sandbagging 


windows and the provision of additional entrances and exits. 


8. We are advised that these proposals will not involve 


the use of appreciable quantities of timber and steel, and 


that, so far as practicable, brick and concrete (the supplies 


of which are easier) will be utilized. 


9. In view of the considerations set out in paragraph 1+ it 

has been suggested that the towns which have been chosen for 


the reception of Government staffs should be grouped, from the 


point of view of protection, in tv/o categories: 


(a) Places like Bath and Harrogate, where staffs are 

in occupation and where the towns may be Said 

to be, either from the nature of the staffs 

themselves or from the geographical position, 

comparatively speaking, targets: and towns, 

whether staffs are yet in occupation or not, 

scheduled for the Black Move. 


(b) Places like Colwyn Bay and Llandudno, which 

might be regarded as not calling for any 

protection other than that which is afforded 

by the buildings in which the staff is 

housed. 






Government staffs should have regard to the local standard 


in each case. We are satisfied that any substantial 


departure from the local standard will expose the 


Government to criticism. In providing splinterproof 


protection and overhead cover for shelters, the Office of 


Works should bear this consideration in mindT 


11. We accordingly recommend to the v/ar Cabinet: 


(l) that the recommendations of the Chiefs of 
Staff (Paper Ho. 0 .0 .3 . (39 ) k&) relating 
to the air raid protection of evacuated 
Government staffs (other than v/ar Rooms etc. 
which have already been dealt with) should 
not be proceeded with. 

(2) that approval should be given to the proposals 
outlined in Paper Ho, C D . 0 , (39) 21, subject 
as follows:'
(a) that, in implementing the policy, the 


Office of works should proceed 

unobtrusively and should pay due regard 

to local air raid precautions standards. 


(b) that, in order to secure reasonable 

conformity with local practice, the 

Office of Works should work in close 

consultation with the Air Raid 

Precautions Department of the Ministry 

of Home Security. 


Signed on behalf of the Committee 


JOHN ANDERSON. 


Chairman. 


chmond Terrace , S.W .1. 

,2 t̂h November, 1939. 






p.C.(39) 2U? 
ANNEX I, 

V;AR CABINET. 


CIVIL DEFENCE COMMITTEE. 


AIR RAID PROTECTION FOR EVACUATED 

GOVERNMENT STAFFS. 


Memorandum by the First Commissioner of Works. 


As soon as buildings in the Provinces were 


requisitioned for the use of evacuated Government Departments 


the question arose as to the extent of the A.R.P. measures 


which should be provided in them. There was a certain 


divergence of view in the matter, and the question was 


remitted to the Chiefs of Staff for their opinion on 


18th September. They reported on 24th September (Paper 


No. C C S . (39) 48), and the gist of the report is that, 


while there should be special measures of protection in 


regard to the War Cabinet Headquarters, War Rooms, and the 


like, "passive defence schemes for all Government Departments 


should be prepared on the same lines as those of military 


headquarters in the field in static warfare." It was added 


that, in preparing such schemes "refuges either in slit 


trenches close to buildings or in cellars should be provided 


for all staffs ..." The War Rooms etc. were thereupon 


.dealt with and are near completion. 


2 . The areas in which the alternative Government 

accommodation has been chosen are amongst those denominated 


"safe" from the point of view of the reception of evacuated 


children and from the point of view of the standard of 






A.R.P. measures for the local communities. Thus steel 


shelters are not being distributed in these areas. If 


precautions were applied on the scale prescribed, by the 


Chiefs of Staff for all Government staffs in these areas, 


they would be far above the standard of protection 


obtaining for the general public either in these or any 


other "safe" areas: and it is apprehended that an acute 


air-raid consciousness would be created among the local 


communities, with the accompanying expense and waste of 


materials,, In order to avoid this it has been suggested 


that the standard of protection for Government staffs 


should not be markedly above the level which prevails in 


each locality for the local community0 


3. An inspection has recently been carried out at Bath 


and at Harrogate, to which places numerous staffs have 


already been moved, to see what could be done on these 


lines. It was found that, with few exceptions shelter 


accommodation with "standard" lateral protection against 


bomb splinters and overhead cover against incendiary bombs 


and anti-aircraft shell splinters can be achieved without 


much difficulty, either by taking advantage of existing 


accommodation below ground level within the building or 


in adjoining vaults, or by sheltering in suitable portions 


of the ground floor such as corridors or rooms having 


windows which can be protected. The work to be undertaken 


would consist in the main of bricking up or sandbagging 


windows and the provision of additional entrances and exits. 


In the light of that inspection it was considered that, 


having regard to the geographical position of the towns, 


the wide distribution of the staffs throiighout the towns 


and their suburbs, and also the dispersal in the buildings 


themselves, protection on the lines of the above would in 


general prove satisfactory. 






4. It has further been proposed that the towns which 


have been chosen for the reception of Government staffs 


should be grouped in three categories: 


(a) Places like Bath and Harrogate, where staffs 


are in occupation and where the towns may be 


said to be, either from the nature of the staffs 


themselves or from the geographical position, 


comparatively speaking, targets. To such 


towns protection on the scale outlined in 


Paragraph 3 would apply. 


(b) The towns scheduled for the Black hove, where 


staffs are nor in occupation, Here a certain 


amount of bricking up might be done in the 


buildings, but measures such as sandbagging 


would not be taken until the staffs are likely 


to occupy the buildings, 


(c) Places like Colwyn Bay and Llandudno, which 


might be regarded as not calling for any 


protection other than that which is afforded 


by the buildings in.which the staff is housed. 


5. The scale of protection now proposed, which in the 
case of (a) and (b) would be better than that obtaining 
in the respective local communities, differs from that 
suggested by the Chiefs of Staff mainly in that it makes 
no provision against the possibility of the collapse of 
any part of the buildings in question as the result of 
blast due to a nearby explosion,, In places where 
protection is afforded it is not on the scale suggested: 
and in some places there would be no special provision of 
protection at all. Apart from the wider considerations 
as to the reaction on the local communities, on the civil 





evacuation scheme, on the opening of schools in reception 


areas, and so forth, which the extent of protection 


afforded hy Government to its own staffs in these places 


will provoke, the difference in cost between providing 


protection for all staffs on the scale prescribed by the 


Chiefs of Staff and of providing protection to the extent 


outlined in Paragraph 4 would be, at the least, more than 


double. 


(Intld.) H.R. 


H.M. Office of Works, S.W.I., 


6th November, 1939. 






A N N E X I I . 


W A R C A B I N E T . 


C H I E F S O F S T A F F C O M M I T T E E . 


AIR DEFENCE OF GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AFTER EVACUATION 

FROM LONDON. 


REPORT. 


1. We haye been asked for our views on the Air 


Defence of Government Departments after evacuation from 


London. 


2. An outstanding feature of the campaign in Poland 


was the way in which the Polish Military Headquarters 


and also their seat of Government were identified and 


effectively bombed. This is in accordance with the 


doctrine laid down in the German War Manuals which place 


Government and Military Headquarters high on the list of 


vital objectives. 


3. It is quite possible that at some time Germany may 


decide to adopt a similar policy in respect of this, 


country, particularly if 'an(i when he were able to \ 
s
 

establish temporarily a considerable measure of air 


superiority over Great Britain, 






Active Defence Measures. 


llf After evacuation our Government Departments will 


be widely dispersed in the West and North West of 


England and will mainly lie behind the general defence 


system of this country. These factors alone will ensure 


a considerable measure of protection from air attack. 


5. In spite of secrecy precautions however the general 
evacuation area for Government Departments is already 
widely lenovm in England, and in due course, when 
evacuation has taken place, more exact information will 
no doubt reach the enemy through neutral sources. 

6. We consider therefore, particularly in view 
of the contingency referred to in paragraph 3* that some 
further precautions are desirable, especially in regard 
to the War Cabinet Headquarters, and the operational 
staffs of the defence Services and the Ministry of Home 
Security. We think that these should be classified as 
vital points and the possibility of their defence against 
low flying attack should be examined by the Military and 
Air Staffs responsible for Home Defence, though we 
realise that dispersion makes the special provision -bf 

active defences more difficult. 

Passive Defence Measures. 


7. We recommend that passive defence schemes for 


all Government Departments should be prepared on the same 


lines as those of Military Headquarters in the field in 


static warfare. 






In preparing these schemes, the following 


principles should "be observed:
(i) Dispersal.	 This is already provided for by the 

sites selected. 
(ii) Splinterproof protection of personnel and offices. 

Refuges either in slit trenches close to 
buildings or in cellars, should be provided f o r 

all staffs. Splinterproof protection by outside 
traverse and sandbagging should be given to 
ground-floors of buildings, in which should be 
accommodated personnel required to continue w o r k 

during raids, i.e. essential operational and 
War Room staffs and communication personnel, 

(iii) Camouflage.	 Temporary huts built to supplement 


existing buildings should be concealed as far as 


possible under trees and irregularly disposed. 


Any other camouflage possible should be carried 


out by the Office of Works in collaboration with 


the. experts of the Ministry of Home Security. 


(iv) Traffic Control.	 To avoid large concentrations 


of vehicles near country houses which would 


betray the presence of an important headquarters, 


car parks should be kept at a distance from the 


building and should be dispersed under trees. 


Adequate police must be provided for this purpose 


and strict traffic discipline enforced within 


the area. 


8. We recommend that splinterproofing, provision of 


refuges and camouflage should be put in hand as a matter 


of urgency for all Departments. If these measures 






cannot be provided for all G-overnraent Departments-^ 


the same time, we recommend that priority should be 


given to the essential staffs of those Departments 


concerned with the immediate conduct of operations, i.e. 


the War Cabinet, Service Ministries and the Ministry 


of Home Security. Telephone Exchanges and War Room 


and operational staffs ought to be located on the 


ground floor or in a basement if available'. If 


required by the Office of Works, Military labour can 


be provided for essential requirements. 


9. We also recommend that suitably experienced 


officers should be selected to supervise the lay-o\it of 


any additional accommodation which may have to be 


provided (e.g. huts) with a view to ensuring that due 


consideration is given to the requirements of camouflage. 


Under their direction also control should be exercised 


over the preparation of tracks to and from each . 

headquarters. 


1 0  * We must emphasise that a full measure of 


protection can be obtained from passive defence measures 


only if the schemes are rehearsed in every detail by 


all the staff. 


(Signed) R.E.C.PEIRSE. 

D.C.A.S. (for C.A.S,; 


T.S.V. PHILLIPS. 

D.C.N.S. (for C.N..S.) 


R.P, ADAM. 

D.C.I.G.S. (for CXaS . ) 

War Room. 


September, 1939. 
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89. 

WAR CABINET. 


ANALYSIS OF IMPORTING CAPACITY. 


Note by the Minister of Shipping. 


At their meeting on the 10th of November, 1939, 


the War Cabinet invited me to submit to them as early 


as possible an analysis showing the amount of shipping 


estimated to be available, and the requirements of 


Departments, over the periods ending 

(i) 31st December, 1939, 


(ii) 31st March, 1940, and 


(iii)30th June, 1940o 


I now circulate an estimate, prepared by Sir William 


Elderton, of the imports which -could, on a number of 


assumptions, be brought into the United Kingdom in the 


first year of war. 


The estimate assumes that, excluding oil, the 


import programme can be reduced from a normal import 


of about 59 million tons weight to 47 million tons 


weight, a decrease of about 12 million tons. 


This total may be subdivided as follows 


1.000 tons. 
Commodities controlled by 
Ministry of Food 19,800 
Commodities specifically covered 
by Ministry of Supply 
programme, including molasses 23,900 

Miscellaneous and unallocated 
items 3,300 

47,000,000 

This subdivision is not an attempt actually to 


determine priorities between the Ministry of Food and the 


Ministry of Supply but has been adopted as offering, 


-1





prima facie., a basis of calculation. 


After allowance has been made for probable sources 
of origin, for the length of voyage required under war 
conditions and for loss of carrying capacity due, for 
example, to the fact that it is not always possible to 
load a vessel to her marks, the conclusion is reached that 
this volume of imports could be "brought in if there were 
available for import work throughout the year 9% million 
gross tons of ocean-going shipping, 

For this purpose we rely upon the larger ocean
going ships of 1,600 gross tons and over, and of these 


there is available after allowing for requirements of 


the naval, military and Air Force services, about 


11,770,000 gross tons. 


Of this, 1,300,000 gross tons are on Dominion 


and Colonial Registers and some 670,000 gross tons are on 


regular lines between (a) foreign and foreign, (b) foreign 


and empire, and (c) empire and empire ports. The balance 


is 9,800,000 tons. 


Adjustments have to be made for losses and for 


gains, e.g. through new building, and against the net 


loss has been set the importing capacity of the smaller 


vessels not included in the opening figure of tonnage. 


An allowance, at present speculative, must be 


made for French requirements and these are estimated as 


involving a net demand of 350,000 gross tons of British 


shipping. 


There appears at first sight almost enough 


British tonnage to bring in the required imports during 


the year, but this inference would be fallacious. As 


Sir William Elderton points out, it would necessarily be 


many months before all the tonnage in cross trades could 


be brought into the direct importing programme of the 






United Kingdom and It might not he practicable to make 


a complete transfer. In September and October our imports 


were about 5 million tons after allowing for contraband 


cargoes which had been seized. On the suggested 


programme of 47 million tons a year, November opens with a 


deficiency of nearly 3 million tons and it will be necessary 


to import a balance of 42 million tons during the remaining 


10 months of the first year of the war. 


Of this it is hoped that some 31 million tons will 


be imported In British vessels, leaving 11 million tons 


to be brought in foreign ships, or 57i$ of the quantity 


which foreign vessels would import during a normal period 


of 10 months, as compared with an import in foreign vessels 


of some 40$ of the normal In the months of September and 


October. These figures emphasise the importance of 


increasing imports in foreign vessels during the next 10 


months. 


The estimated programme of total imports in the 


immediate future is as follows 


September to October - 5 million tons (2 months) 


November to January - 10-g- " " 


 11
February to April - 12£  " 


At the end of January, the imports will be short by 


about 4 million tons of the proportion of a year's imports 


at the rate of 47 million tons a year, and although in the 


next succeeding 3 months there will be a slight excess over 


the quota for 3 months, the arrears which accrued in the 


first 2 months of the war will not have been overtaken. 


These estimates have made some allowance for resort to near 


sources of supply but not for a drastic concentration of 


tonnage upon the shortest routes. 


The estimates contained in Sir William Eldertonfs 


deport are necessarily of a provisional character, subject 






to many adjustments as "better information "becomes 


available,, but they emphasise the fact that in the next 


few months it will be difficult to fulfil even the 


reduced rate of Import assumed for the purposes of his 


calculations and that it will not be possible to accumulate 


stocks of those materials in respect of which we began 


the war on narrow or no margins 
a 


As a result of agreements concluded and 


chartering arrangements-made or being made in recent 


weeks, we may hope to increase substantially the 


volume of neutral tonnage in allied service,' but I must 


point out that no American vessels, which last year 


brought 350,000 tons and in 1937 500,000 tons of timber 


alone to this country, will be in our trade and that 


Italian ships, so far as they come here at all, are 


coming in ballast0 The reluctance of some foreign 


owners and the greater reluctance of their seamen to 


come, to belligerent ports is a handicap upon the 


chartering of neutral tonnage, the severity of which will 


vary with the fortunes of the war at sea, Optimistic 


assumptions as to the voluntary entry into our trade of 


neutral tonnage may not be justified and it may become 


necessary to resort to pressure of various forms, in 


spite of any political objections there may be to such 


action, if we are to secure the necessary volume of 


neutral shippingo 


Drastic direction is "being applied to British 


ships as to where and what they should loado Even 


greater intensity of control will be applied, but nothing 


can suddenly or quickly repair the great gap caused in our 


importing programmes by the inevitable initial 


dislocation of shipping and the current delays from which 


we are suffering., It will be necessary to withdraw 
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tonnage from many routes, the maintenance of which earns 
for us foreign currencies and is a material aid to the 
economic life of the Dominions as well as to our own 
oommerce. It may he necessary to proceed to ruthless 
lengths and to abandon to the Japanese, the Americans and 
other neutrals, trades which it will take our merchant 
shipping long to recover, if they are recoverable at all. 
Something more can be done to concentrate shipping on the 
shorter routes, including the North Atlantic subject to 
considerations of foreign exchange and the reactions upon 
Dominion exports, and as is pointed out in paragraph IS of 
the report drastic rearrangement of shipping, which could 
only be gradually effected, might eventually increase the 
rate of import by about 15 per cent. Before this is done, 

I feel that not only should every cause of delay to 
shipping be reduced as far as practicable, but that every 
department should consider applying at once every possible 
method of economy In our internal consumption. 

J 2 Go 

MINISTRY OF SHIPPING. 


15TH NOVEMBER, 193SU 






APPENDIX. 


1. In an estimate of imports for the first year of the war, 


given in my memorandum of 3rd October, 1939, a figure of 


47,000,000 tons was given representing a decrease of about 


12,000,000 tons from a normal year. The figures excluded oil. 


I have reconsidered this estimate and am satisfied that 


it is reasonable. 


2. The following statement gives in broad outline a 


sub-division of this figure. Provisional figures have been 


received from the Ministry of Pood for a year's programme and, 


though no programme for a year has yet been received from the 


Ministry of Supply, we have had figures for three months to 


which due regard has been paid. 


Thousand tons.. 


Commodities controlled by Ministry of Pood 19,800 


Commodities specifically covered by 

Ministry of Supply programme 

(including molasses; 23,900 


Miscellaneous items not included in 

statements of either Ministry 


(Tobacco, glass, vehicles, etc.) 2,100 


Unallocated 1,200 

47,000 


3. The imports were subdivided into countries of origin, 


and the amount of shipping required was found by assuming a . 


suitable number of round voyages per annum in respect of each 


country, adjusted to allow for loss of carrying capacity owing, 


e.g. to. the fact that it is not always possible to load a 


vessel down to her marks. The lengths of voyages have been 


adopted after consultation with Sir Vernon Thomson who has also 


discussed with us generally the adjustment of carrying capacity. 






Dur-ing the earl/ months of the war, there will be 


additional delays owing to the institution- of the convoy system 


etc. and allowance has been made for this in the estimates of 


tonnage required. 


4. The conclusion reached is that we could import the 


47,000,000 tons if we had available for import work throughout 


the twelve months 9,500,000 gross tons of ocean-going shipping. 


5. The tonnage of vessels of 1600 gross tons and over, 
suitable for the transit of cargo, on the British Empire 
registers, after allowing for the latest information as to the 
requirements of the Naval, Military and Royal Air Force Services 
during the next year, is about 11,770 thousand gross tons. 
Of this, 1,300 thousand gross tons are on Dominion and Colonial 
registers, and some 670 thousand gross tons are trading abroad 
on regular lines between (a) foreign and foreign, (b) foreign 
and Empire, and (c) Empire and Empire ports. The balance of 
tonnage, after deducting these two groups is thus 9,800 thousand 
gross tons, but, subject to the points mentioned below 
(paragraph 6 ) , the figure may increase by the middle of 1941 to 
about 10-^ million gross tons, and it may thereafter increase a 
little more as a result of further diversion to the U.K. of 
vessels on Dominion or Colonial registers or at present trading 
permanently abroad.* 

Of the 9,800 thousand gross tons mentioned above, 


2*200 thousand gross tons consist of Mixed Passenger and Cargo 


and 7,600 thousand gross tons are Cargo Liners and Tramps. . 

6. It is necessary, however, to make allowance for losses 


a n d damage on the one hand, and new building on the other. 


As losses are spread over the year, the tonnage lost in the 


'''The tonnage may be increased by the transfer of vessels to our 

flag, but this would not represent a real gain in importing 

capacity if such vessels had normally been importing goods to 

this country or France. 






first year will have contributed to imports-durwtg-tb-ajt^ye-arr 


and losses are cumulative. A similar adjustment requires to be 


made- in respect of gains. Against the net loss, we have the 


help of the smeller vessels which are not included in the 


statement in paragraph 5, and these may be regarded as just 


about sufficient to make up for the net losses in the first 


year and to allow for the lack of importing capacity in those 


large vessels engaged wholly or partly on coastwise traffic. 


I conclude, therefore, that it is reasonable to use the figure 


as set out. 


7. Allowance must also he made for the French requirements. 


France has been obtaining a large amount of coal from Germany 


and Poland tnd this will now have to be obtained elsewhere and 


presumably from England: we must also continue to provide 


her with the coal and other things she normally obtains from us. 


Bearing in mind that some of the tonnage used for exporting 


coal etc. to France can be used, in part, to import goods from 


Prance, Portugal, Spain or North Africa, the loss from an 


importing point of view may be put as equivalent to about 


350,000 gross tons of shipping in the year to which the estimates 


relate. 


8. It would appear, therefore, at first sight, that there 


is very nearly enough tonnage to bring the imports, but much 


of our tonnage is at present largely engaged abroad and it 


would necessarily be many months (if ever) before all this could 


be brought into importing service. It will be remembered that, 


l n
 the last war, even when things were somewhat desperate, we 


could not immediately transfer all tonnage, which, on paper, 


aPPeared to he available; the dominions and foreign countries 


cannot be starved of tonnage, though gradually neutral tonnage 


might replace our own in certain parts of the world. 






9, In looking forward over the year, it must he remembered 


that, during September and October, our imports have been only 


about half the normal amount, and, though, as indicated in the 


memorandum of 3rd October, a substantial decrease was to be 


expected for the first three months, the amount of imports must 


be increased during the rest of the year to make up the 


deficiency. This means that, to produce 47,000,000 tons of goods 


during the year, we shall have to import at a yearly rate of 


52,000,000 tons for the last nine months of the first year of 


war. 


10. The total of imports during September and October, 


apart from oil, allowing for contraband cargoes which have been 


seized, is about 5 million tons, leaving a balance of 42 of the 


;47 million tons to be imported during the remaining ten months 
of the first year of the war. Of this balance, it is reasonable 


to expect that some 31 million tons may be imported in British 


vessels, leaving II million tons to he brought in foreign ships. 
[This represents 57-g- per cent of the quantity which foreign 
Ivessels would import during a normal period of ten months. 
jDuring September and October, the available evidence suggests 
that the commodities imported in foreign vessels were only some 
fO per cent of the normal. It follows therefore, that if the 
iotal of 47 million tons for the first year op the war is to be 
Obtained, the imports brought hy foreign vessels must be increased 
iuhstantially during the next ten months: so far as they fall 
pnort in the early months they must attain a higher percentage 
B f the normal subsequently ( c f . paragraph 9 ) . After the first 
year of the war (unless losses increase) as British vessels 
Ipome more and more available, the proportion of foreign vessels 
ifiuired will diminish, or, alternatively, we may obtain more 
Imports. 






It is noticeable that during October only half the 
entrances of foreign vessels were with cargo, although in 
normal times about 70 per cent come with cargo. If foreign 
vessels could Tu-ing cargo in the normal proportion of cases, 
the position would at once become easier. 

11 Estimates -have also been made of the imports that will 
a


be brought in shorter periods of three and six months from now, 
allowing for the initial delays etc. still being experienced. 
I estimate that we shall bring 10-g- million tons of imports in 
the next three months, and we must bring an additional 
12? million tons in the following three months. 

12. I have not assumed a drastic rearrangement of all 


shipping to the nearest possible source for every supply. If 


this were done, as was contemplated early in 1917 and to a 


large extent put in force in that year and 1918, the amount of 


imports could he increased by about 15 per cent with the same 


amount of shipping after the arrangements had been fully in 


operation for- a complete year, 


The estimates in this memorandum are necessarily 


provisional, as we have not yet received full details of 


programmes e t c from the -Supply departments, It has been 


assumed that the character of the war will not change in such 


a way as to affect the shipping position materially,-' either 

"by heavier losses, destruction of ports or otherwise. 


15th November, 1939 
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90. COPY NO r I 3 

WAR CABINET. 


SEIZURE OP EXPORTS PROM GERMANY. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Economic Warfare, 


In pursuance of the Conclusion of Item 7 of the 


76th Meeting of the War Cabinet held on 9th November, 


I circulate herewith a memorandum regarding the seizure 


of German exports prepared in the Ministry of Economic 


Warfare (Annex A ) , together with the report of a Committee 


convened to consider the legal aspects of this question 


(Annex B ) . 


(Intld.) R.H.C. 


of Economic Warfare, 


November, 1939. 






A N N E X A c 

SEIZURE OF EXPORTS -FROM GERMANY, 


The policy of the Ministry of Economic Warfare 


being to prevent the import into Germany of goods and 


materials necessary for the prosecution of the war, it 


follows that the means by which Germany can procure such 


goods and materials is a matter of prime interest to the 


Ministry. In this war, unlike the last war, Germany has 


few foreign assets and restricted possibility of raising 


credit abroad. Her assets in gold are roughly estimated 


at about £40,000,000 and her stock of foreign exchange at 


about £15,000,000. Her ability to purchase goods of 


vital necessity, viz,, oil, copper and other minerals or 


ores, feeding stuffs, etc,, depend upon these slender 


assets and upon her power to export goods in payment for 

her imports. Her gold and foreign exchange cannot last 


her for long and her power to export must therefore be 


regarded as part of her life line. 


The question of German exports is therefore paramount 


among considerations of economic warfare. With exports to 


neighbouring neutrals we cannot directly interfere; we can, 


however, try to limit them by the operation of our war 


trade agreements. But it is within our power to stop 


almost entirely German exports carried in neutral vessels 


to overseas countries, hy means of which Germany can 


replenish her foreign exchange resources. 


There would doubtless be reprisals on the German 


side, and these reprisals would injure our own exports to 


such countries, e.g. those on the Baltic which lie withiru 






the German sphere of control. Our imports from those 


countries when carried in neutral ships are already subject 


to German measures of contraband control, which have put 


serious difficulties in the way of our getting important 


supplies of timber, flax and foodstuffs. However, neutral 


ships carrying such goods to the United Kingdom could still 


use Norwegian and Swedish territorial waters, even when 


Germany redoubles her activity in consequence of our inter
ference with her exports; and we should be able to maintain 


contact with those territorial waters by means of convoys 


across the North Sea. Our exports to Denmark consist of 


coal, manufactures and to some extent of re-exported raw 


materials and feeding stuffs. At present Denmark exports 


foodstuffs both to the United Kingdom and to Germany; so 


if feedingstuffs from overseas were cut off, Germany would 


herself be the sufferer. This is a consideration which at 


present dominates the situation; and by a kind of tacit 


agreement Germany does not interfere with Danish food 


exports to the United Kingdom, while we do not stop the 


export of feeding stuffs to Denmark. If, as a result of 


action against German exports, Germany were to abandon this 


tacit agreement, it would be to our disadvantage, but it 


would also be to the disadvantage of Germany. 


To sum up, if the action here recommended were taken, 


our trade would probably lose, but German trade would lose 


much more. 


There would also, no doubt, be an intensification of 


German exports to those neighbouring countries (e.g. 


Scandinavia and the Balkans) where their transit would be 


immune from interference. The fact, however, that Germany 






would be even less able than she is now to pay for a 


substantial proportion of her imports from these countries 


in free exchange (seeing that we should have cut off her 


supply of dollars etc.) would strengthen our own chief 


weapon for competing in those particular markets which it 


is in our power to supply with raw material from overseas. 


It is, of course, impossible to estimate what the 


German exports to overseas countries amount to in war 


conditions. In 1938 they amounted to RM, 1,208 millions 


(about £100,000,000). The amount now exported must be 


very considerably less; but even so, information received 


indicates that Germany attaches great importance to them. 


For example, the sale of German machinery in Brazil allows 


her to buy coffee, which she sells to the United States. 


With the dollars thus acquired she is enabled to buy from 


neutral countries the petroleum which she would be unable 


to get if she could only offer to pay in blocked marks. 


There is some reason to believe that the Germans are trying 


to buy the wool clip in Uruguay for the same kind of purpose. 


It is known that the Reichsbank is prepared to indemnify 


exporters to the Dutch East Indies on a F.O.B. basis for all 


goods shipped to that destination and subsequently lost. 


The legal position has been examined by a Committee, 


presided ever by the Attorney-General, whose report shows 


that action is not free from difficulties. 


The Ministry of Economic Warfare recognise the legal 


difficulties which have prevented us so far from interfering 


with German exports, but hopes that it will be possible to 


overcome these difficulties so that effective action may be 


taken as soon as possible to stop all exports of goods of 


German origin going to overseas countries which pass through 


our Contraband Control. 






The difficulties with regard to neutral countries 


which such action may cause are also appreciated. But it 


is believed that the aim in view, which is the shortening 


of the war, should prevail over these objections. Although 


individual interests in neutral countries and possibly certain 


sections of legal opinion may protest aginst such action, 


the general trend of neutral opinion should not react as 


strongly against such interference as was the case in the 


last ware There is reason to think that such action was in 


fact expected from the outset of hostilitieso 


As a powerful maritime country whose blockade measures 
will always be one of our most potent weapons, it would seem 
to be in our permanent interest to try to broaden the 
basis on which, under international law, action can be taken 
against the enemy's commerce, and provided we are satisfied 
that our action is not such as will morally estrange the 
opinion of the world. But this point will not directly 
arise if it is decided that action can be taken by way of 
reprisalSr 

It is recommended therefore that, if the legtl cuea 


is considered adequate, a decision should be taken as soon 


as possible to interfere with exports of German origin 


under conditions that will prevent the payment for such 


goods becoming available for Germany, The precise arrange
ments, in order to give effect to this, would require to be 


carefully considered. 


There is also reason to believe that such a decision 


would be welcome to the French Government who have made 


representations to the Ministry of Economic Warfare urging 
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such action. The French Government do not appear to he 


so much impressed, as we have been, by the legal objections 


to this course; they admit that more serious difficulties 


may be caused by protests from neutral countries and they 


suggest that, as a preliminary step, the position should 


be explained to the Unite-d-State^^Government and their 


reaction^ ascertained^. 






ANNEX B. 


REPORT. 


This Committee was convened at the request of the 


Ministry of Economic Warfare to consider the legal aspects 


of the right to take reprisals "by way of interference with 


German exports, in the light of illegal action already taken 


by the German Government. The Committee was constituted 


as follows:-


The Attorney General. 

The Legal Adviser to the Foreign Office. 

Representatives of the Procurator-General's 


Department. 

Representatives of the Ministry of Economic 


Warfare, with their Legal Adviser. 

Representatives of the Admiralty. 

A representative of the Board of Trade. 


1. It is a recognised principle of international 
law that breaches of lav/ by one belligerent entitle the 
other to appropriate reprisals. The basis of this right 
and its extent was considered during the last war^ notably 
in the Sjtigstad, 2 B.- and C P . C 179, the Leonora. 
3 B. and C.P.C. 131 and 385s and the Zamora, SB, and C.P.C. 1. 
An Order-in-Council declaring the Government's intention 
to take action by way of reprisals would be regarded by 
the Prize Court as conclusive of the facts recited, but 
the Court would be free to consider whether on general 

principles the action taken was justified. Those cases 
make it clear that the validity of the action taken by way 
of reprisals is to be judged in relation to the nature and 
extent of the enemy1s disregard of international law and 
the injury thereby occasioned. Broadly speaking, it may 





be said that on the basis of those cases the action taken 


hy way of reprisals must not he out of proportion to the 


injuries inflicted and should operate in the same general 


area. We cannot do better than quote two passages from 


the judgment of the Privy Council in the Stigstad.- 5 Bc 


and C.P.C. 551-2;
"Still less would it be proper for such a Court to 


enquire into the reasons of policy, military or others
which have been the cause and are to be the" justifica
tion for resorting to retaliation for that misconduct. 

Its function is9 in protection of the rights of neutrals3
to weigh on a proper occasion the measures of retalia
tion which have been adopted in facts and to enquire 

whether they are. in their nature or extent, other than 

commensurate with the prior wrong done5 and whether 

they inflict on neutrals, when they are looked at as a 

whole inconvenience greater than is reasonable under 

all the circumstances.....0.... In considering whether 

more inconvenience is inflicted upon neutrals than the 

circumstances involve9 the frequency and the enormity of 

the original wrongs are alike material, for the more 

gross and universal those wrongs are the more are all 

nations concerned in their repressions and bound for 

their part to submit to such sacrifices as that repres
sion involves. It is right to recall that as neutral 

commerce suffered and was doomed to suffer gross preju
dice from the illegal policy proclaimed and acted on by 

the German Governments so it profited by and obtained 

relief from retaliatory measures, if effective to 

restrain., to punish and to bring to an end such injurious 

conduct. Neutralss whose principles or policy lead them 

to refrain from punitory or repressive action of their 

owns may well be called on to bear a passive part in the 

necessary suppression of courses which are fatal to the 

freedom of ail who use the seas." 


2. The facts which were suggested as justifying repri
sals by way of interference with exports from Germany were 


(a) illegal sinkings, and 


(b) the possible invasion of Holland, or Belgium. 


We will consider first the illegal sinkings. 






were that 32 British ships and 3 allied ships had 73een sunk 
illegally, in some cases in circumstances of great 
inhumanity, between the oiitbreak of war and the hth November. 
In the same period at least 16 neutral vessels had been sunk 
in circumstances which led to the conclusion that the 
sinking or circumstances connected with it had been illegal .* 
It was pointed out that although the total numbers of ships 


sunk had on the whole decreased, the proportion of those 


sunk illegally to the total had increased. Although there 


has been no such public declaration by the German 


Government of an illegal policr/ as existed, in the last war, 


these sinkings which, though a small percentage, are 


considerable in number, evidence an intention to sink 


merchant tonnage coming to or going from this country in 


circumstances which violate the rules of maritime warfare. 


Apart from other illegalities, the German policy appears to 


have no regard to the nature, ownership or destination of the 


cargo. No great difficulty is felt about the absence of a 


declaration by Germany. The difficulty arises from the 


importance that is attached in the passages cited from the 


,Stif-;stad to the frequency, as well as the enormity, of the 


original wrongs in considering the reasonableness of the 


injuries to be inflicted on neutrals by way of reprisals. 


In this connexion reference would be made to the actual facts 


and figures and to the statements made on behalf of the 


Government as to the effectiveness of the steps taken to 


deal with the U-boat menace and the extent to which our 


normal sea-borne trade was proceeding. If neutrals were 


x
 There have been attacks on as many 

as 33 neutral ships. 






minded to protest, they could base their protests on the 


principles to which we have referred. Such protests might 


-be difficult to answer and would inevitably have some effect 


on the Prize Court, which has among other matters to weigh 


the degree of inconvenience and injury to neutrals. 


k. The Possible Invasion of Holland or Belp;ium. 
Normally no doubt if one belligerent in the course of a 
war declares war on a hitherto neutral country as a result 
of some action by or disputewith that country, no question 
of this being a ground for reprisals could be raised. 
Germany v/ould no doubt put forward some pretext for her 
attack on Holland or Belgium. If, however, it were 
reasonably clear that the invasion was for the purpose of 
enabling Germany more effectively to prosecute the war 
against the allies by the occupation of neutral territory, 
different considerations would arise. It could be said 
that the act of invasion was a violation in the most 
extreme form of an elementary principle oi the law of 
nations enshrined in Article 1 of Hague Convention No. V 
which declares the territory of neutral Powers inviolable. 
So viewed, the action could be made the basis of 
reprisals and the question would be whether the reprisals 
contemplated, which involve interference with the rights of 
neutrals, were appropriate to the German action. It must 
be admitted that if a belligerent makes unlawful use of 
neutral territory, the appropriate reprisal is normally to 
entitle the other belligerent to use that neutral territory 
in a similar way and also to go on the neiitral territory 





to stop the illegal use. The reprisals contemplated here 


would he of a different character, and if Holland resisted 


and became a belligerent, we do not know of any case in the 


past in which reprisals have followed on an invasion so 


resisted. It might of course be possible to show that one 


purpose of the invasion was to assist the illegal attacks on 


our shipping. The hypothetical invasion cannot he 


considered in isolation apart from the existing illegalities 


referred to in paragraph 3. While giving full weight to 


the unprecedented character of this suggested basis, we 


feel that it could legitimately he relied on, at any rate 


in conjunction with the illegal sinkings. 


5. We have dealt with the illegal sinkings and the 


possible invasion of Holland or Belgium as bases for the 


reprisals contemplated. In both cases we have indicated 


that such action would go beyond precedents and undoubtedly 


arguments could be raised against it. he considered the 


possibility of giving the action proposed by way of 


reprisals a broader basis by relying on the use by the 


German Government of force or the threat of force to violate 


the fundamental rights of nations recognised by 


international law to independence and peaceful existence. 


This could be illustrated and reinforced according to 


circumstances by referring to conventions and undertakings 


which Germany has violated and it would be matter for 


consideration whether this list should not be headed by 


by the Kellogg Pact. Prom the strictly legal point of 


view this would be a novel basis for reprisals of 


the kind contemplated. On the other hand, if 






such a view were in harmony with neutral opinion at the 


time? it would seern neither inappropriate nor unreasonable 


to ash neutrals to submit to the interference contemplated 


if it can be shown that the cutting off of German exports 


is a measure of real importance in Germany's defeat. 


5. General Conclusions. We feel that, as things are at 


present, the illegal sinkings form a possible though doubtful 


basis for the reprisals contemplated. But the Committee all 


felt difficulty about action on this basis at present unless 


it were possible to convince opinion at home and abroad of the 


damage done and the dislocation being caused to our trade and 


shipping. The invasion of Holland and Belgium would be a 


strong reinforcement and would make more appropriate the 


putting of the whole in general setting suggested in paragraph 


5, We do not think that the general setting referred to 


would remove the difficulties which exist as to the illegal 


sinkings by themselves. On the other hand, what we have said 


about Holland and Belgium might apply of those countries were 


not invaded but there were some other gross violation of 


international law. It is unnecessary to add that if the 


illegal sinkings increased, the matter would have to be re
considered, as the difficulties under that head are related to 


the extent of the injury being inflicted. 


7. In the above paragraphs we have dealt with the matter 
as one of reprisals, which we feel must be the basis for it. 
it is, however, to be noted that there are some who feel that 
the immunity of exports under international law is somewhat 
of an unreality in the modern world and in modern wars. It 
has been suggested that either by an extension of the doctrine 
of blockade or by a special interpretation of the Declaration 
of Paris interference with enemy exports could be justified as 
an extension of existing principles. These suggestions were 





considered, on October last year by a Legal Sub-


Committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence 


(Paper Kb. (L), IS), which came to the conclusion 


that no such procedure could be found which was not open 


to objections on existing international law principles. 


It would, however, de desirable, if possible, so to frame 


any Order-in-Council instituting reprisals as to leave this 


line of argument open. 


(Signed)
 D.3. SOMERVELL. 

(Attorney General). 


A.W. BROWN. 

(for the Procurator General). 


WILLIAM MALKIN. 

(Foreign Office). 


HERBERT. HULL. 

(Procurator General). 


H.A. SMITH. 

(Procurator General). 


U.V.S. SINCLAIR. 

(Admiralty). 


R.W. SPRAGGETT. 

(Admiralty). 


C.W. JARDINE. 

(Board of Trade). 


G.G. FITZMAURICE. 

(Ministry of Economic Warfare), 
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Views of the Pric;e Ministers of the Commonwealth of 

Australia, gnd the Union of South Africa on Par /Alms 
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Union of South Africa (Appendix II). 


Richmond Terrace, 
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COPY of telegram from the Prime Minister 

of the Commonwealth of Australia, dated 14.11.39. 


No. 1&5. MOST SECRET. 


With reference to your telegram circular D.68. 


Australian Government does not desire to make 


merely verbal criticisms. We feel that there are two 


underlying matters of great importance: the first is 


that we should do nothing to impair our complete unity 


with France and that consequently in any statement the 


greatest emphasis must be placed upon the view that our 


first wsr aim is to win completely and not to become 


involved in a patched up compromise. Pro!:; this point 


of view we dislike reference in paragraph 4 to 


possibility of finding a German Government which is 


willing and able voluntarily to accept our terms. If 


this contemplates a revolutionary movement in Germany 


we think it over-optimistic If it contemplates some 


form of puppet Government we think it dangerous. 


Our second war aim is to establish after victory 


a more secure Europe and therefore a more secure world, 


and this will involve territorial, economic and political 


settlements of a kind designed to encourage disarmament, 


a stimulation of international trade - if possible by 


t h e
 revival of international investment, and territorial 






settlements which are cased not upon the status quo 


but upon the giving of real independence to peoples 


v/ho are by race and tradition outside the German 


state1. 


We are profoundly apprehensive of any 


suggestion that the peace of Europe or of the world 


is to "be secured by political dismemberment of Germany 


or any artificial attempt to disrupt German unity, 


for we feel that such a suggestion would not only 


have the present effect of rallying German people 


"behind Hitler but would have ultimate effect of laying 


the foundations for a future nationalistic movement of 


an aggressive hind which would inevitably produce 


another war. 

In brief we think that there is everything to 


oe gained by stating in conjunction with France, our 


irrevocable determination tc pursue this war to victory, 


while at the same time announcing for the benefit of the 


whole world that when the war has been won we are not 


looking for a peace which has to ho indefinitely 


Maintained by force, but that we are genuinely anxious to 


establish international conditions which will be conducive 


o freedom and prosperity, not only for ourselves and the 


smaller European states whose existence has been destroyed 


0- t&reatoned, but for Germany herself. Ends. MEP/ZIE3. 






APPENDIX II. 


COPY of telegram from the Prime Minister 

of the Union of South Africa, dated 11.11 


ISO. 11 Di-iUti-Lai.-. 

Your Circular telegrams Circular D. 


and 68. Union Government are generally in 


agreement with the tenor of your proposed 


interim reply to the French Government. We 


fear their reference to material guarantees 


which smack of Versailles peace. See your 


telegram Circular D.52. 
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Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

I CIRCULATE to my colleagues an appreciation of probable Japanese 
policy in the Far East for the use of the Representatives of the Dominions and 
India now in London. 

H. 

Foreign Office, November 15. 1939. 


APPRECIATION OF P R O B A B L E J A P A N E S E P O L I C Y  I N T H E 


F A R EAST. 


PRIOR to the signature of the Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact on the 
23rd August, Japanese extremists were advocating the conversion of the Anti-
Comiiitern Pact with Germany and Italy into a military alliance, there was 
strong opposition to their views, and it is by no means certain that, in any case, 
they would have achieved their object, but the Russo-German Pact, which came 
as a severe shock to Japanese opinion, frustrated their efforts, lne Japanese 
Government resigned as a direct result of the Pact, and, on the outbreak ot war 
m Europe, the new Prime Minister, General Abe, issued a statement to the eriect 
that Japan would not intervene in the European conflict, but would concentrate 
tipon a settlement of the China incident. 

2. Since then the Japanese Government have adopted a non-committal 
-nuaem  foreigforeig nn  relationsrelations:  is obviouattitude in . WhilWhil ee  thth ee  Anti-CominterAnti-Cominter nn  PacPac tt obvously 1a dead 
letter, Japan has not denounced it, and has professed
Nnany and Italy. On the other hand, there have been ttfawweB to ajtaewMa 
""Prove relations with Great Britain and the United States  A t a 1 1  ̂  
fowever, emphasis has been laid upon the determination of the Government to 
b n"g the China incident to a successful conclusion. 

1070S [20316] 



3. Germany has in the meantime used her endeavours to obtain aRu ' 
German-Japanese understanding, and there is some reason to suspect the ^ the
extremists in Japan, who formerly advocated an Anti-Comintern a l l i a n ^ 

now bei : i . " " , - , i n - . 1 , 1 , . " " m u t e , mavworking for a rapprochement with Russia, with the object of elimmat̂  
British and other foreign influence from China. The conclusion of a truce"1" 

i;011
the 16th September,-which put an end to the fighting on the Outer Mono0

border, and negotiations for the demarcation of the frontier in that reoj,11 

together with the release by both sides of fishing vessels which had been detain 
on charges of trespass and poaching, are not, however, sufficient in themselves ft 
justify the belief that a far-reaching agreement of some kind may result between 
Japan and the U.S.S.R. 

4.  I t must be remembered that Russian and Japanese aims in the Far East 
are fundamentally opposed to one another. Japan's fear of communism and her 
distrust of the Soviet Government are deep-rooted and would not easily be over
come. Nor could any political agreement which would allow Japan a free hand 
in China and the removal of Soviet support for that country alter the fact even 
if such an agreement were honoured, that Japan would extend, rather than 
reduce, the area in which her interests would be likely to come into conflict with 
those of the U.S.S.R. From the point of view of the latter, it is difficult to believe 
that it would be in her interest to contribute to the reduction of Japan's commit
ments or to the strengthening of a neighbour of whose predatory designs she 
has had abundant evidence. 

5. While, therefore, it may well be in the interests of both parties to reduce 
the tension which has prevailed for many years and to avoid incidents which 
achieve no object, the conflict of interest, which is fundamental, and the 
profound distrust which each has of the other are calculated to prevent the 
conclusion of any agreement of a durable nature. Japan will continue to have 
her Russian problem and the U.S.S.R. her Japanese problem, even though 
elements in both countries may not be averse from some limited course of concerted 
action (such as the supply of raw materials to Germany) which might serve to 
inconvenience or weaken Great Britain. In the meantime, China is satisfied 
that Russian support in her struggle against Japan wall continue, though it is 
not clear what price she may have to pay for it. 

6. Japan's main preoccupation to-day is the settlement of the China 
incident. This is probably due in part to the effect which its prolongation is 
bound to have upon her economy (already in a state scarcely to be described 
as sound), and in part to her desire to present thePowers with a fait accompli 
against the day when they will be free, on the termination of hostilities in 
Europe, to turn their attention once more to the Par East. 

7. For the present, Japan pins her hopes upon the establishment at mi 
early date of a Central Government under Wang Ching-wei, with which she 
will hope to make peace and to which she will accord early recognition. The 
success of this venture will depend upon the measure of support accorded to 
the new Government by influential Chinese in the various parts of occupied 
China. This, in its turn, will presumably depend upon the extent to which 
Japan is prepared to allow the exercise of real sovereignty by the new regime. 
Unfortunately for Japan, there is nothing in her history of expansion to show 
that she is capable of allowing any real measure of independence or self-govern
ment to the peoples of the territories she has subjugated. 

8. Until the new regime has been established and in being for some little 
time, it will be difficult to determine the extent to which Japan is likely to succeec 
in her plan. Until then, she will be unable to rid herself of any of her com
mitments, and she must for some time remain in doubt as to the reactions o 
other Powers, and, in particular, of the three democracies, to her new. venture. 
The Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs indicated recently that his rulMo 
idea was the attainment of Japan's aims in China in as friendly an internatioiij
atmosphere as possible. This does not necessarily mean that Japan will be eas )
diverted from her aims, but it may well be taken to indicate a disinclination 
further extended foreign adventures. 

9. Occupied with the difficult problems which lie ahead of her in thes0Ult^" 
of the China incident, it seems highly unlikely that Japan could venture upon. . 



heme of southward expansion, in particular. In the words of His Majesty's 
*\ nbassador at Tokyo : " Japan has her hands far too full in China and is too 

orehensive of the United States in its present mood to think seriously of any 
move involving danger to Australia and New Zealand, or to territories in which 
those Dominions are interested." The hardening of American opinion has been 
evidenced in recent months by the denunciation of the trade treaty and the recent 
outspoken speech of the American Ambassador to Japan. The treaty expires on 
the 26th January, 1940, and Japan is left in uncertainty whether the United 
States will negotiate a new agreement or whether, if her complaints are not met, 
she will institute some kind of embargo. Although it is impossible to forecast 
the attitude of the United States Government in any given circumstance, Japan 
cannot assume that their reaction to any act of aggression in the Pacific would 
not be hostile. As long as Japan remains uncertain of the attitude of the United 
States this uncertainty affords a certain measure of security to interests which 
she might otherwise be tempted to assail. This view is strongly supported by His 
Majesty's Ambassador at Washington in the attached telegram No. 747 of the 
10th November. 

10. There are also other reasons why the Japanese, who are essentially 
cautious by nature, will hesitate to extend their attack on foreign interests. Our 
Naval dispositions are different from those in the last war, when, owing to the 
threat of a strong German Fleet, we were forced to hold the great bulk of our 
capital ship strength in home waters. Moreover, there is no war in the 
Mediterranean. The increased mobility of the Fleet is a factor which must have 
an important influence on the minds of any who contemplate threatening British 
interests in any quarter of the globe. 

11. In the event of a German occupation of Holland, there is always the 
possibility that Japan might be tempted, either at the instigation of Germany 
or of her own extremists, to make a descent upon the Netherlands East Indies. 
This possibility, however, is conditioned by the same factors outlined above, which 
govern Japan's attitude towards an attack on British possessions in the Far East. 

12. British policy towards Japan has been to endeavour to restore friendly 
relations and to compose the differences arising out of Japanese action in China, 
provided that this can be done without injury to China's vital interests in her 
struggle with Japan. By looking for ways of settling the Tientsin quarrel, and 
by endeavouring to allay Japan's anxiety over her supplies of essential raw 
materials, which has been aroused by our war effort, progressive improvement in 
our relations may reasonably be expected. Such readjustments as we may be 
able to effect must, however, be seen in perspective against the main Japanese 
preoccupation in China. 

13. The conclusion is that Japan will continue to concentrate all her efforts 
on the solution of the China incident. She will sit on the fence as far as the war 
in Europe is concerned, keeping her hands free to pick up whatever trade 
advantages it may offer. 

Foreign Office, November 13, 1939. 

A N N E X . 

The Marquess of Lothian to Viscount Halifax.—[Received November 11.) 

(No. 747.) 
(Telegraphic.) Washington, November 10, 1939. 

iJJUR telegram No. 716. 
n o t  1 t h i n k  a nfor A f .6  r S ' ' y particularly strong, feeling in the United States 

The flUf * ua n c *  ^ e w Zealand, though they are popular as young democracies, 
a t
govern A^ i  w ? u l  d  b e taken by the United States in the Pacific would be 

 U 1 t n e m aJamii ^ n bv its attitude to Japan and the consequences to America of 
x p n n s i 0 n  i n t h eagcuns?e  Pacific. The United States has long made up its mind t 

ol interference on the mainland in Asia, but there is widespread popular 



resentment against Japan's war on China and the brutal manner m which it has 
been conducted, often at the expense of American missions Ihree or four years 
ago public opinion in the United States supported the evacuation of the 
Philippines as diminishing their strategic commitments in the Far East and 
therefore lessening the risk of war. The upsurge of pacifist public opinion 
during the recent neutrality debates has been fundamentally a determination not 
to be drawn into another war in Europe, to which last time they sent 2 million 
men. But feeling against Japan is quite likely to demand intensification of 
economic pressure against Japan, when the question of-a reversal of recent 
denunciation of the trade treaty comes before Congress next January, especially 
as the United States can bring very strong economic pressure against Japan 
owing to the effect of the war on Japan's trade with British Commonwealth and 
Europe; if Japan began to expand outside China sea zone, in which her 
supremacy was recognised by the Washington treaties, I think there would be a 
powerful movement to stop her. I do not believe that public opinion would now 
stand aside if the independence of the Philippines were challenged. 

I f Japanese action left the Philippines alone and concentrated on British 
possessions, and Dutch Islands, other than Australia and New Zealand, the 
reaction of' American public opinion would be far slower. But partly because 
the Central Pacific is now regarded as a kind of American reserve, partly because 
the expansion of Japan overseas would eventually threaten the Monroe Doctrine 
and partly because a war with Japan would probably not involve sending abroad 
vast armies of conscripts, I think that long before Japanese action threatened 
Australia or New Zealand, America would be at war. This probability is 
probably enhanced by the fact that the army and navy and a great many 
publicists, though not yet public opinion, recognise clearly that the present form 
of American security and the Monroe Doctrine is, in the long, run, just as 
dependent upon the British as on the American Navy. I f the United States 
is to rely upon Great Britain to prevent totalitarian Europe from entering the 
Atlantic through the Straits of Gibraltar and the exits from the North Sea. 
the United States must themselves underwrite the security of the British Empire 
in the Pacific because they cannot afford the weakening of Great Britain itself 
which would follow the collapse of her dominions in the Pacific. 
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WAR CABINET COMMITTEES. 


Note "by the Secretary. 


A revised list of War Cabinet Committees is 

s 


issued herewith in accordance with the arrangements 


outlined in my previous Note on the subject of War Cabinet 


Committees, dated 21st September, 1939 (W.P. (G-)( 39)17). 

With reference to paragraph 4 of the prefatory 


Note, it is requested that amendments to the list of 


Committees may be sent promptly to Colonel S.R. Shirley, 


M.C., War Cabinet Offices, 6, Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 


(Telephone: WHItehall 5422) in order that the list may 


he kept up to date. Amendments for inclusion in the 


first list of amendments should be notified by the 


9th December. 

(Signed) B.E. BRIDGES, 


Secretary. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 


25th November, 1939. 


Copy not attached. 
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Treatment of Soviet ships "by 


the Contraband Control authorities. 


Memorandum by the Minister 


of Economic Warfare. 






Treatment of" Soviet- - ships - b-y *the...Cont rahand 

Control authorities. 


A report was received from H.M. Consul General at 


3atavia on the 6th November that the Soviet vessel "IvIAJOKOVSKY" 


had sailed on the 5th November for Odessa via Suez, with a 


cargo containing contraband. Hitherto no Soviet vessel has 


entered any of our Contraband Control Bases, but this report 


indicated that the question of our attitude to Soviet Russia 


in respect of the Contraband Control system was shortly to 


bscome a practical issue. Subsequently, however, it was 


learnt that the vessel's destination was expected to be 


Vladivostock, in which event she would, of course, evade our 


patrols. 


2. Nevertheless, the issue is only postponed, for at any 


time Soviet vessels or other neutral vessels destined for 


the Soviet Union may come forward by the Northern route, the 


Mediterranean route, or the Pacific route, and be intercepted 


by our patrols. They may well contain contraband or suspected 


contraband, and the Committee considers it necessary to 


receive guidance as to the policy to be adopted towards them. 


3- In the normal course of events, any neutral ship bound 


tor a European destination and entering a Contraband Control 


Base would be subjected to examination. Should examination 


show that there was on board cargo suspected of having enemy 


destination, the neutral consignees (or in some cases the 


neutral Government) would be asked to furnish guarantees that 


he cargo in question would not in fact be re-exported to the 


nenw or used to release other goods of the same nature for 


exPort to the enemy. In the case of a ship destined for a 


-n
 Port, the consignee would almost certainly be the 


"oviet Government, or an organ of that Government, and it may 


oubted whether that Government, in view of its present 


ndly attitude in general, and its expressed attitude 

/towards 






^gj^j^r^^^^^^^^Q^sn^^ ""In .pa-r ticular, would, "be 
prepared to furnish the necessary guarantees. Indeed, 
it may be expected that a request for guarantees would he 
rejected out of hand and that the refusal would he accompanied 
by a strong protest which might well affect adversely 
political relations between H.M.G. and the Soviet Government. 
Moreover, if the request for guarantees were refused, the 
Contraband Committee v/ould have to consider whether actually 
to seize the cargo, and there is no doubt that the political 
repercussions of such a seizure would be considerable. 
[j.. On the other hand if the Committee did not exact 


guarantees in the case of vessels destined for the Soviet 

Union, it would be differentiating in favour of that country 


and there is no doubt that such a differentiation would give 


rise to very considerable difficulties with other countries 


(including perhaps even Italy) which have more or: less 

[reluctantly accepted our practice of seeking guarantees in all 

doubtful cases. I admit too that in the case of Italy, a 

certain measure of differentiation in her favour is already 


oemg operated for reasons of policy which are generally 

mderstood and accepted. 

5- iiy own view is that, in view of the importance of 


treating all neutrals (with the possible exception of Italy) 


1!1
 the same way and of maintaining the full efficacy of our 

Contraband Control, the risk that the detention of a Soviet 


r o t h e  r neutral vessel bound for Soviet Russia and the 

e
I1quest for guarantees would provoke a violent reaction on 


Ine p a r t o f
 the Soviet Government, is a risk which must be 

PAKEN. 


6 T 


the likely event of the request for guarantees being 


"--ted; it would be for the Contraband Committee to institute 


" enquiries as might be possible in the circumstances of each 

-iclivijĥ-i ftat som̂  


-or case. all of the cargo of the ship were destined for 
 Should the enquiries support the presumption 

d for 

/Germany, 






Gerinany, I myself feel that the Gontrahand Committee 


should adhere to its principles and order the seizure 


of the cargo. 


(Initialled) R. H. 0. 


November l6th, 1939
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W A R CABINET . 

NOTE BY THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY. 

I CIRCULATE to my colleagues remarks prepared in the Admiralty Trade 
Division on W . P . ( G ) (39) 86 by the Ministry of Shipping. 

w. s. c. 


REMARKS ON PAPER W . P . ( G ) (39 ) 86. MEMORANDUM BY MINISTRY OF SHIPPING. 

Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4. 
The implication of the figures contained in Appendices I and II is 


appreciated by the Admiralty and every endeavour is being made, in consultation 

with the Ministry of Shipping, to reduce delays, whatever the cause, and generally 

to speed up the flow of shipping. 


2. The convoy system entails a world-wide organisation and it was 

inevitable that on starting up such a vast machine difficulties would be encountered 

and some mistakes made. The Admiralty endeavours to anticipate such things 

or to deal with them as they arise. 


3. Further, a certain limitation is imposed in the convoy system by the 

number of escorting vessels available; this position has improved and should 

continue to do so. 


4. It has already been pointed out that the convoy system is not alone 

responsible for the delays. Such other things as :— 


id) The temporary closing of the Mediterranean, 
(b) The requisitioning of 2-f million tons of shipping, 

(c) The bunkering arrangements, 
(d) The dislocation of shipping generally owing to war conditions, 


all contributed, Some of these are not recurring, and the position should 

improve. 


Paragraph 5. 


- A paper is now circulating to the Board containing proposals for 

LA!?MSa daily convoy on the East Coast between the Tyne and-London, instead 

0 1
 n^ present arrangement of a convoy every other day. 


" is proposed also to raise the ban on smaller vessels, which proceed 

cependently, sailing by day. This was imposed as a protection against the 


U11'eat of air attack. 


Wgraph 6. 
fi 7 

Oil i .  h0Ped shortly to start two convoys every 8 days from and to  l  s ilability 
altar, instead of one. This is entirely governed by the availability of escorting 
120319] 


0



vessels. I t is considered that it would be quite unacceptable to allow shin " 
to be unescorted on this route in view of the disaster which befell the Yorfcrfr^ 
City of Mandalay, and Clan Chisholm. '' lre' 

Paragraph 7. 
7. Hali fax convoy arrangements are under review in consultation with tl 


Ministry of Shipping. The desirability of running two slow convoys every 8 da ^ 

instead of a fast and a slow convoy as at present, is being considered. * 


Paragraph 8. 
8. Steps have been taken to reduce the time during which vessels on passage 


are required to zig zag, and to reduce the deviation and delay on all routes 

to a minimum consistent with safety. 


Paragraph 9. 
9. An additional convoy from Sierra Leone starts on the 18th November 


In addition, Scandinavian convoys have recently been started and are now running 

regularly. 


Paragraph 10. 
10. As far as the Admiralty is concerned the defensive equipping of 

merchant ships is expedited as much as possible. I t is considered to be vital 
that all ships should be armed. The question of repairs, &c , is a matter between 
the Owners and the Ministry of Shipping. 

Paragraph 12. 
11. The obscuration of lights is mainly a matter for the Home Office and 

Ministry of Transport. So far as Navigational Lights are concerned, the 
Director of Navigation is satisfied that the present system of lighting is quite 
sufficient for safe navigation. Any requests for increase of lighting are 
sympathetically dealt with. 

Wi th regard to restrictions on the entry into ports, Naval Authorities have 
been instructed to reduce them to the minimum consistent with safety. 

Paragraph 14. 
12. No diversion from East to AVest Coast ports has in fact been done, 

except at the request of the Ministry of Food or Supply, since the 23rd October. 
A paper is at present circulating to the Board, recommending some revision 

of the policy for diversion to meet the peculiar conditions of the present war. 
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C H A R T E R I N G O F G E R M A N S H I P P I N G . 


NOTE BY THE F IRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY. 

I A M well aware of the arguments which may be urged against this 

policy, but I feel that it should be considered by the Cabinet in the near 

future, so that even i f no decision or action is reached, the pros and cons 

may be constantly balanced as the character of the W a r defines itself. 

W. S. C. 

November 16, 1939. 

r 
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W. P. (G . ) (39) 96. 

W A R C A B I N E T . 

NOTE ON T H E C H A R T E R I N G OF G E R M A N S H I P P I N G . 

THERE are about 1,500,000 tons of German shipping now lying in neutral 
ports. To charter this quantity at present rates would probably cost about 
£14 to £18 million a year. It is suggested that a reasonable price for this 
shipping would be £36 million. 

Would it be wise for the British Government to agree to the transfer of 
these German ships to a neutral flag provided : — 

1. The transfer be effected within weeks. 

2.	 That as soon as the transfer is effected Britain be given an option to 
charter the ships at pre-war (or at present British) rates for the 
duration of the war or any shorter period. 

3. That the purchase price be not transferred to Germany until after the 
war. 

If these terms were accepted the effect would be that we should be able to 
charter 1,500,000 tons of neutral shipping for about £9 million a year, ine 
Hermans would acquire a credit amounting to the purchase price What tins 
would be is difficult to forecast, but it would probably be considerably less than 
£36 million, if this is a fair price to purchasers free to charter their ships at the 
present swollen rate. ^ . ,,r- - . , , 

The clanger emphasised by the Economic Pressure Section of the Ministry 
of Economic Warfare that Germany might borrow money on the strength of these 
credits, does not seem to be a very real one. People who believe Germany is going 
to win will be ready to lend her money; those who are convinced she will lose are 
unlikely to trust that in the debacle she will ear-mark these credits to repay their 
special loans The obiection to this proposal is, of course, that the Germans may 
refuse to sell on these terms. On the other hand, there will be every incentive for 
the neutrals to put pressure on the Germans to sell at a low rate, and it may well 
he that in many cases they will be able to make their wishes effective. 

If it is held that no ships will be transferred on these terms, the right to 
demand higher freights than the pre-war ones could be considered. 

The course to be recommended must depend upon the estimate formed about 
the duration of the war. I f the war lasts a long time it wil l pay us to get the 
shipping at cheap rates, even if Germany gets some credits, whatever they may 
he worth. On the other hand, in a short war the value of these credits to Germany 
will l i  e greater and the advantage of the extra shipping to us will be less. 

[20320] 



GERMAN SHIPS IN NEUTRAL WA T E R S . 

(Not complete.) 

Large. Medium. Small. 


Japan 15 1 
2Netherlands East Indies. 17 

Portugal— 
Lisbon 1 
Lobito 3 
East Afr ica ... 4 
Goa 3 

11 

Iran 5 

Italy-
Trieste 11 11 

11 West Coast 5 

Massawa 13 


29 22 
Spain—' 

East Coast 2 8 
West Coast 22 20 
Islands 16 

40 31 

117 57 

Panama A rea. 


Large. Medium. Small. 

4
TJ.SA. ...

 8Mexico 1

Central America - - - 19 

Brazil 2 17 

Argentina ... 6 1 

Chile ...  J * *! 
3 62 1 
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WAR CABINET. 


ANNOUNCEMENT ON SUPPLY OF FEEDING STUFFS 

AND LIVE-STOCK POLICY. 


Report by a meeting of Ministers 

(Minister of Food, Secretary of 

State for Scotland and the 

Ministers of Health, Agriculture 

and Fisheries and Shipping), 


We were requested by the War Cabinet to submit 


proposals in regard to imported feeding stuffs and 


livestock policy (W.M.(39)33 Minute 1, Conclusion 2). 

1. There is already on acute shortage of imported 
feeding-stuffs and normal weekly requirements during the 
winter season are more than 100,000 tons. For the 
remaining weeks to the end of December 1939 nothing we do 
now can increase imports and the deficiency in the supply 
of the main feeding-stuffs for this period is likely to be 
as follows - rather more than 50% of maize and barley, abort 
20% of oil-cake and meal, about 30 to 40% of wheat, both 
home and imported. This is roughly equivalent to an all*
round deficiency of nearly 50%. 

2. For the first three months of 1940, it is not 
possible to be so precise, but if 880,000 tons of shipping 
per month is allocated for the import of cereals of all 
kinds and if two-thirds rf the home crop of wheat goes to 
the flour mills, the deficiencies in livestock feeding
stuffs will probably be roughly as follows - 40% maize and 

barley, 56% oil-cake and meal, 70% wheat, home and imported. 
The greater deficiency in wheat roughly cancels out the 
smaller deficiency expected in other feeding stuffs. Moreover 





(i) the request for 380,000 tons of shipping per 

month for cereals represents an increase of 

10^ over the figure previously given to the 

Minister of Shipping, which he cannot undertalee 

to meet; 


(ii) these months are the period during which it will 

he most important to try to make up the 

deficiency in the stocks of wheat for human 

consumption, above -the dangerously low level 

at which they will stand at the end of December. 

For this reason it will be necessary to take 

two-thirds of the home grown wheat to the flour 

mills and to use for wheat for human consumpticn 

any additional shipping that may be available 

or anything that may be acquired from France. 

In fact, it is necessary to bring in wheat for 

human consumption, at the expense of livestock 

f eeding-st^rCf a, 


Thus  allowing ' for the latest estimates of the 
s


shipping position^ the supply of imported feeding-stuffs 


during the rest of the present winter season will still be 


only about half of normal requirements, 


3. It is even more difficult to suggest any precise 


figures for later periods. The general shipping position 


may indeed improve, but demands for shipping supplies of 


essential imports are likely to increase also and in the 


scale of priorities imported feeding-stuffs for livestock 


cannot rank as high as foodstuffs for human -consumption,, .and 

munitions, because they can to some extent be replaced by 


home produced substitutes and because it may always be'more 


economical of shipping space to import the finished food 


product. At best it seems probable that the quantity of 


imports will be substantially below normal while the war 


lasts. If the position does improve later, stocks of 


pigs and poultry can be relatively quickly built up again 


and that is one .of the considerations that we have had in 


mind in considering: th^ question, dealt with more fully 


later in this report, to what forms of livestock the 


restriction of feeding-stuff;? should in the main be 


applied. 






4. In the ploughing up campaign that is now proceeding 


it has been emphasised, both to the County War 


Agricultural Executive Committees, who are responsible 


for local administration, and in propaganda to farmers 


generally, that every effort should be made by farmers 


to grow more food for their own stock. Leaflets have 


already been published, which have a wide circulation, and 


others are in preparation, calling attention to 


alternative methods of feeding which are calculated to 


reduce the demand for imported feeding stuffs. Notes on 


the subject and on the use of swill have already been 


included in the Ministry's press service. 


Swill from army camps, aerodromes, hotels and other 


large institutions is already used for the most part 


either by sale to contractors or direct to farmers or in 


the case of the- institutions, for feeding to pigs on farms 


attached to such institutions. The possibility of the 


collection of waste food stuffs from households presents 


more difficulty but is about to be discussed with the 


newly established Salvage Department of the Ministry of 


Supply. As regards the rural areas, consideration is 


being given to the encouragement of village pig clubs on 


the lines of the scheme in operation in the last war. 


About a month ago, steps were taken to encourage the 


collection.of acorns and beech-nuts by school-children 


and others and publicity was given to the use of such 


material for pig feeding. The response, however, has 


been disappointing. 






USED 5. We considered whether it would he possible to augment 
AMD 

the available animal feeding-stuffs by a restriction of grain 
used for brewing beer or distilling whisky.-. At present the 
Cerdals. Control Board have ceased to allocate any imported 
maize, or barley for brewing but brewers are buying home
grown barley rapidly at high pricesc, On the -assumption that 
the bulk of beer brewed must be maintained it is not possible 
to effect economies in the quantity of barley and maise 
used by brewers without reducing the gravity which, if the 
revenue is not to suffer, in turn involves raising the duty,, 
This involves technical and financial questions as well as 
questions of policy. A reduction of 20% in cereals used 
in breweries would give a net saving of about 100,000 tons 
in the full year. 
6  In so far as whisky is concerned, no imported barley e


or maize is being delivered to the distillers. If this 


policy is carried on, we understand that some of the 


distilleries engaged in the production of grain whisky will 


have to close down at an early date, though those producing 


malt whisky will bo able to continue for the present on their 

existing stocks of barley, and the home crop0 The President of 


the Board of Trade views this possibility with concern in view of 


its repercussions on the export tra-lt̂  In particular to the United 


States, which might have important bearings on the dollar 


exchange position in three or four years time. It was our 


general feeling, however;, that it would be extremely difficult 


to justify a diversion of feeding-stuffs  urgently required 
s


at this crisis?for building up stocks of hisky, of which 
w


there was already several years supply in hand, and that 


therefore In spite of the possibility that unemployment might 






i

LOCATION


I 

SELECTIONS feeding stuffs should be allocated between the various forms 


be caused by the closure of distilleries the policy of 318 

not allocating grain for this purpose should be oantinuod. 
7. If distilling were stopped forthwith and the 
purchases of this seasons barley and maize already effected 

 were requisitioned, the net saving after talcing other factors 
such as the reduced feeding value of the distillers1 grains 
into account would be about 200,000 tons, i.e. two weeks 
normal imports of these cereals. This, with the savin;; to 
be expected from a 30^ reduction in consumption of cereals 


by breweries-,would amount to about 3 weeks normal imports. In 


View of the technical and financial questions involved, we 


have arranged for a committee of officials of the departments 


concerned to consider forthwith the results of a £)olic3r of 


cutting off supplies for distilleries and breweries, and to 


deal in particular with the distillery problem as one of 


immediate urgency. But theoe economies, even if found to 


be practicable would not materially affect the general 


position and the general statement of policy to which we wish 


to draw attention by an immediate announcement. 


 8, We also considered how any restriction of imported 


of live stock production. We agree, subject to a 
reservation by the Minister of Health, that it is desirable 
that no reduction should be contemplated in the allocation 
osf feeding stuffs for dairy cows and fat stock, though under 
war conditions the extra finish required to produce the 
Jaighest quality meat is not desirable. This can 
be secured by adjusting the price in such a way as to make 
highest quality meat unprofitable to produce. The restriction 
in feeding stuffs should, in our view, mainly be 
applied to fo-2.din.er s t n f f s for pigs and poultry. Not only 

http://fo-2.din.er




are their numbers considerably in excess of those during the 


last war but they are more easily and rapidly replaced. We 


accept the advice of the Minister of Agriculture and the 


Secretary of State for Scotland that the proportionate reduction 


in feeding stuffs for pigs and poultry should be at least 30 and 


50 per cent, respectively  though it may be necessary to revise 
g


these figures If, as appears possible at the moment, some 


further reduction may be necessary. 


9. The dinisto^ of Healtl r-onresc.nt:j that a given amount 


of feeding stuffs fed to the hen will produce twice as much flesh 


forming food as the same amount fed to the pig, and that the food 


fed to the latter is to a very great extent formed into fat which 


is not so essential in view of the very large stocks of margarine 


oil now in this country. Furthermore, his view is that it is 


easier to import extra bacon than extra eggsf" He would, 


therefore, prefer to see more emphasis laid on the need for 


economy in the use of feeding stuffs for fat. stock and as between 


pigs and poultry he would prefer that poultry should be more 


favourably treated. 


^ 10. "We attach the draft of an announcement to he made by 


BY the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Secretary 

ISTSH 

AGRIOUIfOf State for Scotland, which has been framed with a view to 

2 AMD 

RETARY presenting the situation in as encouraging a light as possible. 

STATE 


&	 We wish to call attention to two points. First 


the issue of any announcement that there is going to be a 


considerable shortage of feeding stuffs, the burden of which 


is to fall in the main on pig and poultry farmers, will 


inevitably give rise to the question of the action that the 


(L x Bacon occupies 65 cubic feet per ton, eggs 108 ::ubic feet 

per ton. 






Government proposes to take to secure allocation of the 


available supplies among different classes of livestock. 


The Agricultural Ministers had proposed that a reference to 


the necessity for the rationing of feeding stuffs should he 


included in the draft announcement , but other members of the 


Committee felt that this question required further examination 
which we understand is already proceeding before the 


Government could he committed to such a policy. We are 


convinced, however, that the question of rationing feeding 


stuffs will have to he considered as one of great urgency, 


Farther, in the view of the Agricultural Ministers, it would be 


impossible to secure restriction of feeding stuffs to 


particular classes of stock without a system of rationing. 


11, Secondly, as indicated above, the Minister of Health 


is in disagreement with the third paragraph of the statement 


dealing with the proportionate reductions of feeding stuffs 


for pigs and poultry, and has pointed out that dietary surveys 


show that eggs form part of the normal weekly consumption of 


even the poorest families. The general view of the Committee 


is, however, that in view of the position occupied by bacon in 


the ordinary diet of -the country the heavier out might he 


well imposed on the poultry farming industry. Moreover,, it. 


J.a intended to ration bacon shortly. 


12, We ask authority (l) for the annexed statement to be 


issued forthwith hy the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 


and the Secretary of State for Scotland, subject to a decision 


on the two points mentioned in, paragraph 10; 


(2) for the enquiry into the possibility of a system of 


rationing livestock feeding-stuffs to he carried forward as 


Illicitly as possible with a view to the submission of proposals 


o n
 this point; (3) for the enquiry by an interdepartmental 


Committee at the official level which we have instituted into 


the effects of restriction on the supply of grains used for 


halting beer or distilling whiskey; (4) for the continuance in 


the meantime of the policy under which no imported grain is 


being released for breweries or distilleries.
 N m n t
love-. . (Xntb.) WoS-Ivu 






ANNEX,, 


DRAFT ANNOUNCEMENT. 


FEEDING STUFFS AND LIVESTOCK POLICY. 


The Government have had under consideration the 


existing and prospective position with regard to supplies of 


imported feeding stuffs for animals, The readjustment of 


shipping programmes to suit war-time conditions, and the 


heavy demands for cargo space for munitions and other essential 


war materials have necessarily involved some considerable 


reduction in the large quantities of feeding stuffs - particularly 


barley and maize - which are normally brought into this country 


from overseaso It must be anticipated that these factors will 


continue to operate in some degreeD It is necessary therefore 


to ensure that the supplies of imported feeding stuffs likely 


to be available are utilised to the best national advantage. 


The maintenance of the milk supply is a matter of 


primary importance and, in consequence, every effort will be 


made to provide adequate supplies of feeding stuffs for dairy 


cows. Fat cattle and sheep are most valuable to the economy 


of the farm and any reduction in their numbers would result 


in a diminution of the fertility of the soil which would 


have serious repercussions on the food production campaign 


as a whole0 Furthermore, these classes of stock constitute a 


reserve of meat which once depleted cannot be speedily 


restored. It is, therefore, highly desirable to ensure that 


such animals are properly fed, taking account of any economies 


that can be effected through the better utilisation of 


pastures, green fodder, roots and other home grown crops. 


The supply situation with regard to oil cakes and meals, 


which constitute the chief form of concentrate for winter 


fattening, is more favourable thar in the case of cereal 






products., and while under war conditions the extra finish 


required to produce the highest quality meat is not desired, 


there should he sufficient supplies available to bring the 


animals into good beef condition and to render it unnecessary 


for farmers to market their stock prematurely through fear 


that the necessary feeding stuffs may not be forthcoming. 


In these circumstances the necessary economies 


must be secured in the main by a reduction in the supplies 


of feeding stuffs available for the pigs and poultry 


industries, which a re particularly heavy users of imported 


grain and cereal products. Pig and poultry producers are 


accordingly advised to plan their production programmes for 


the next twelve months on the basis that the supplies of 


imported feeding stuffs available for their use will be 


reduced by at least SO aiDd 50 per cent, respectively below 


normal pre-war quantities. 


It does not by any means follow that the pig and 


poultry populations need be reduced in these proportions. 


In war-time we have to recast our ideas about many things. 


Scientifically excellent methods of feeding pigs on a 


perfectly balanced ration of the finest quality barley meal 


and other components imported from abroad may pay in 


peace-time but they have to go in war-time. The pig is an 


omnivorous animal and there is really no, need to Import 


large quantities of barley and maize meal when pigs will 


thrive on foods usually wasted, such as chat potatoes, house 


soraps and garden refuse for the fattening pig, and acorns 


and beechmast for the breeding pig, which can range the 


woods as the wild pig did in the past. 


The pig made a remarkable contribution to victory 


in the last world war. Then with many fewer pigs than we 


have now in the United Kingdom (2,860,000 against 4,390,000) 






village pig clubs were formed all over the country and 


cottagers and others were encouraged to keep pigs in tho 


most economical way possible. These pigs, kept in ones 


and twos at the bottom of the garden, made a great contribution 


to the nation's stgply of pig meat and also gave nig breeders 


a ready market for young store pigs. So again in this war 


the output of pork and bacon can be maintained with less 


recourse to imported feeding stuffs. 


Poultry farming has also grown on specialised 


lines and presents special problems in war-timej but this 


specialisation has not proved an unmixed blessing. Under 


modem practice the hen is often confined to a lasting 


battery and fed largely on imported grain and mash. Divorced 


from the land specialist poultry keeping expanded too rapidly 


and the industry was overcome by disease. With common-sense 


the hen can be fitted into the scheme of war-time food 


production, and the general farms, which carry the majority 


of the country's hens, will be able to improvise rations to 


supplement what the hens can find for themselves. 


Fortunately from the standpoint of egg supplies 


we- start this war with 69,000,000 hens compared with 


38,000,000 at the beginning of the last war. So with hens, 


as well as pigs, the United Kin-dom has a full stock to see 


her through the self-denying ordinance which will be the 


rule from now onwards. 


The denial to pigs and poultry of the luxury of 


a full ration of barley moal. and maize will release more 


shipping for the transport of aeroplanes and armaments across 


the Atlantic. No less important from the nation's stand
point in war-time it will enable the fullest possible use 


to be made of all available feeding materials by concentrating 


Pig and poultry production on the general farm, in the cottage 


garden and the suburban backyard. 






C. L, 
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"WAR CABINET. 


THE STOPPAGE OF GERMAN EXPORTS
a 


Memorandum.- by the Minister 

without Portfolio. 


I  HISTORICAL^ 
0


In the Napoleonic Wars this c untry, in retaliation! 


for Napoleon1s Berlin and Milan decrees, built up a system 


ef economic pressure which proved to be one of the decisive 


factors in the ultimate victory, Tn qu^te Mahan's 


"Influence of Sea Power on the French Revolution and Empire":
"At the same time? while not denying the right 


of neutrals to trade with ports not blockaded, 

every restriction that could be placed upon such
trade by stringent, or even forced, interpretation 

of international law was rigorously imposed by a 

Navy whose power was irresistible",, 


2, The next major war was in the Crimea,, The economic 


faster was of comparatively small importance in a war against 


Russia, a country which was almost wholly self-supp ,-rtin.g, 

and many concessions-were made to neutral opinions. At the 


Peaoe Conference in 1056 L-ord--Clarendon, the Foreign Secretary, 


wrote to Lord palmerston as follows 


"It is quite clear that we can never again 

re-establish our ancient doctrine respecting 

neutrals, and that we must in any future war 

adhere to the exception to our rule which we 

admitted at the beginning of the present war, 

under pain of having all mankind against us"0 


It was this letter which induced the Cabinet of that day to 
adopt the declaration of Paris, 1856, Article 2 of which declares 
that "the neutral flag covers enemy goods, with the exception 
of contraband of war". That means that enemy exports to 
overseas countries, so long as they are carried in neutral 





shiPs, cannot be interfered witru The Declaration of Paris 


was not subject to ratification and conseouently carne into 


force without being 2*ati!:?ie&o It was not signed by the 


representative of the United States of America on the ground 


that it did not go far enough in weakening belligerent 


rights at sea, 


3 , Fifty years elapsedo We proceeded to weaken still 


further our belligerent rights, firstly at The Hague Conferen
ces and secondly by the Declaration of London which, however, 


owing to the opposition of the House of Lords, was never 


ratifiedo When war broke out in 1914, we very soon found 


that our economic pressure on Germany was being weakened by 


the deliberate blunting of our principal offensive weapan 


in times of peacec . Fortunately the enemy came to our 


rescue by declaring, in February, 1915, that 
"All the waters surrounding Great Britain and Ireland, 


including the entire English Channel, an area of war, 

within which they would endeavour to destroy every 

merchant ship that was found 'even if it be not always 

possible to avert the peril which threatens persons 

and cargoesfo Neutral shipping was warned to avoid 

entering the area since they might become the victims 

of attack directed against enemy ships"0 


4. The Order be came effective on 18th February, 1915, 
and on 3rd March the First Lord of the Admiralty of that day, 


who is again the First Lord of to-day, circulated to the 


Cabinet a memorandum which, as shown by the following 


extract, applies almost as much to the position to-day as it 


did to that of March 19150 


"The international laws relating to blockade were framed 

without reference to the new conditions Introduced 

into warfare by the presence of the submarine0 However 

great the superiority of the stronger fleet, it is not 

practicable to draw blockading lines in close 

proximity to the enemy's coasts and harbours, as was 

always previously possible, because the submarines of 

the weaker fleet would sink the blockading vessels, 

although that fleet was unable or unwilling to put 

to sea. It therefore becomes necessary to draw the 


-S





lines of the "blockade at a greater distance from the 
enemy's coasts and ports than heretofore, and this 
involves in certain cases the inclusion within the 
scope of the "blockading lines not only of enemy hut 
of neutral ports0 This prevents the use of the term 
'blockade? according to its strict technical 
interpretstiontJ But it does not in the least prevent 
an effective blockade in the natural and practical, 
as opposed to the legal and technical, sense* The 
British naval blockade of German North Sea ports is at 
present maintained by the cruiser cordon at the mouth 
of the English Channel and the flotillas at the Straits 
of Dover, and by the cruiser cordon and cruiser 
squadrons from the North of Scotland to Iceland. 
These blockading lines are in every sense effective; 
no instance is known to the British Admiralty of any 
vessel, the stopping of which had been authorised by 
the Foreign Office, passing them unchallengedo It 
is not a case of a paper blockade, but of a blockade 
as real and as efficient as any that has ever been 
established^ having regard to the new and unforeseen 
conditions of naval war* The means of carrying on an 
effective blockade of the enemy5s ports ought not to 
be denied to the stronger naval Power  0 - , o . 0 a - All 
the time we are ourselves subjected, so far as lies In 
the strength of the enemy, to indiscriminate attacks 
by mines lying in the open sea, as well as to the 
deliberate sinking of merchantmen without challenge, 
by submarine agency0 It is for neutral nations to 
recognise that it is not practically possible, nor in 
neutral interests, to claim the maintenance of a 
situation which would deprive naval strength of all 
its rights while permitting naval weakness to indulge 
in every abuse"0 

("The World Crisis/1 19l5? pp0 294-5)0 


5. This had an immediate effecto Eight days later the 
Retaliatory Order-in-Council of the 11th March, 1915, was 
issued, which, among other things, enabled us to stop German 


exports. This measure was much more rapidly effective than 


had ever been anticipated;, 


*During the last six months of 1915 the monthly figures of 

American imports from Germany and Austria were only 

4%-8% of those received in 1913 By the end of the 
0


year they had almost disappeared", 


6* To quote the Of ficial History once more 
xGermany was thus unable to pay in goods, even for the 


very restricted supplies which she was now able to 

obtain from abroad"o 


t* It is interesting to recall that in August, 1917, Lord 
Robert Cecil (now Viscount Cecil) secured the appointment of 


an International Lav/ Committee 
"To consider what additions and amendments would be 

desirable in the interests of Great Britain to the 

established rules of international law on the subject 

of the conduct of hostilities, whether those rules 

rest on treaty or custom"0 


^Official History of Seaborne Trade, Payle, Vol^II, 

- 3 





8. In its Report dated December 18th, 1915, 


the Committee passed the following Resolution 
"The Committee are of the opinion that, 


in view of the experience of the present 

war, it is desirable that the Declaration 

of Paris should, if possible, be abrogated, 

and they recommend that the Foreign Office 

should be requested to consider-what steps 

should be taken for this purpose". 

9- The signatories of that important Committee 
included Lord Cave, Viscount Caldecote (then T.W.H. 
Inskip, Esq..), Sir Eyre Crowe, Sir Cecil Hurst, Professor 
Pearce Higgins, Sir Erie Richards, Rear-Admiral Hope, 
Rear Admiral Hall and other distinguished people. 
10. Unfortunately, the Foreign Office never felt 


able to act on the recommendation of the Committee, 


and to-day we find ourselves in the same predicament 


as we were in at the beginning of 1915* 


II. 


11. The extract given in paragraph h above from Mr. 


Churchill's memorandum of March 3rd, 1915, is, as 


already mentioned, applicable to our present circumstances. 


We are exercising complete command of the sea but, owing 


to the existence of an obsolete international convention, 


we are unable to reap the full fruits. It has been 


shown above that we never ought to have signed the 


convention at all, that it was concluded under the 


influence of a war in which sea power played but little 


part; that it was never ratified by the United States 


of America; that in the next major war in which we 


were engaged we seized the first opportunity to rid 


ourselves of the handicaps it imposed, and that a very 


distinguished expert committee recommended just before 


the Peace Conference that the Declaration should be 


denounced. It is only extreme deference to neutral 


opinion that could keep us from" denouncing it today. 






But in 1939 neutral opinion is much less important 
than it was in 1915* In that latter year the 
United. States of America were denouncing our high
handed methods in restraint of trade. In 1939 

that country has deliberately prohibited its ships 
from trading in some of the waters most concerned 
in the stoppage of exports. It is mainly through 
Italy that the risk of evasion in American ships is 
to bo apprehended. 
12. It is certainly not less important to-day than 
it was in 1915 to prevent the Germans from building 
up credits overseas. Their credit position is much 
less favourable than it was in the early part of the 
last war, and. they must find it very hard to pay even 
for essential imports, such as petroleum products or 
minerals, which they seek to smuggle past our 
contraband bases. 
13* From a Parliamentary point of view our neglect 
to stop German imports would seem difficult to defend. 
Hi. The German violations of international law 
would appear quite sufficient to justify this step. 
They over-ran Poland in circumstances of great violence 
and horror without even the formality of a declaration 
of war. On the 30th September, following the announce
ment of the arming of British merchant ships, a 
German wireless statement was made to the effect that 
in future every British vessel would be regarded as 
a warship. Since then they have sunk many merchant 
ships at sight, including passenger ships, with a 
result that civilian passengers, among them women 
and children, have been drowned or have had to take 
to open boats. They have sunk many neutral ships, and 





on the 20th October the German Ambassador in Brussels 


warned the Belgian Government that all neutral vessels 


which allowed themselves to be convoyed by British 


or French Forces would be torpedoed without warning. 


15. It may be that it would be wise to wait a 


short time in case Germany gives us a better pretext 


by some further act of aggressionf such as the 


invasion of Holland or Belgium, before we announce our 


intention to stop German exports, but I submit that if 


no such opportunity is offered within a week or two 


we should delay no longer. 


(Intd.) H. 


Treasury Chambers, S .W. 1, 

16th November, 1939. 
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WAR CABINET. 


THE KING'S SPEECHES ON Th5 FORTHCOMING 

PROROGATION AND OPENING OF PARLIAMENT. 


Note by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 


I circulate herewith, for the consideration of the War 


Cabinet, a draft of The King's Speech on the Prorogation of 


Parliament on Thursday, November 23rd., and also a draft j 


of The King's Speech on the Opening of Parliament on Tuesday 


November 28th. 


These drafts,which follow the general lines of the 


Prorogation and Opening Speeches in the Autumn of 1914, have 


been prepared by a Committee consisting of the Secretary of 


State for Foreign Affairs, the First Lord of the Admiralty, 


the Lord Privy Seal, and myself. 


J. S. 


Treasury Chambers, S. W. 1. 

17th. November, 1939. 






DRAFT OF TEE KING'S SPEECH 


ON THE PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT ON THURSDAY, 


23rd HOm-IBEE, 1959. 


MY LORDS AND MEMBERS OP THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, 


The shadow of war has once more fallen over 


Europe. 


Despite the efforts of My Government to preserve 


peace, Germany, in violation of her solemn undertakings, 


wantonly invaded Poland. This new instance of German 


aggression and had faith was a challenge which we could 


not have declined without dishonour to ourselves and 


without peril to the cause of freedom and the progress 


of mankind. 


We seek no material gain. Liberty and free 


institutions are our "birthright which we, like our 


forefathers, are resolved to preserve. 


MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OP C0M..10NS, 


I thank you for your ready acceptance of the 


heavy financial burdens rendered necessary as a 


contribution towards meeting the severe expense of war. 


So prompt and ungrudging a response has deeply impressed 


the world and demonstrates the unflinching determination 


of My people to make every sacrifice necessary for victory. 


MY LORDS AND MEMBERS OP THE HOUSE OF COMMONS, 


The issue is clear. With united will My peoples 


throughout the Commonwealth have dedicated themselves to 


the struggle. I am sure that with the aid of our 


faithful French and Polish allies our cause will prevail. 


I pray that the blessing of Almighty God may 


rest upon your labours. 






DRAFT OP THE KIKG'S SPEECH. 


OIQ?HE. OPENING OP PARLIAMENT PIT TUESDAY, 

28th NOVEMBER. 1959.-


MY LORDS AND MEMBERS OP THE HOUSE OP COM!IONS, 


The prosecution of the war commands the energies 


of all My subjects. 


Throughout the world My Navies, together with the 


Merchant Navy and Pishing Fleets, are keeping free and 


open the highways of the sea. At home, in Prance, in 


the Dominions, in India and in all stations overseas, 


My Armies and Air Porces are fulfilling their tasks. 


I am well assured that they will he equal to any efforts 


and sacrifices to which they may he called. 


MEMBERS OP THE HOUSE OP COMMONS, 


You will he asked to make further financial 


provision for the conduct of the war. 


MY LORDS AND MEMBERS OP THE HOUSE OF COM; IONS, 


Grave responsibilities rest upon you at this time. 


You will, I am convinced, express the resolution of the 


Nation. 


The measures which will be submitted to you are 


such as seem necessary to My Advisers for the welfare 


of My people and the attainment of the purpose upon 


which all our efforts are set. 


I pray that Almighty God will give His blessing 


to your counsels. 

-
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W A R C A B I N E T 


Action taken to hold up supplies of oil and other 


raw materials to Holland and Belgium. 


Memorandum by the Minister of Economic Warfare 


The War Cabinet agreed on the 1hth November 


( i )	 that action should be taken to release the tankers 
destined for Holland and Belgium whose papers were 
in order; 

( i i )	 to invite the Minister of Economic Warfare to report 
to the Cabinet at an early date how matters now stood 
in regard to the decision reached by the War Cabinet 
on the 9th November to slow down supplies of oil and 
other raw materials to Holland and Belgium for the 
next few days. 
As regards (i) the Contraband Committee released on 

the 15th November the three tankers s.s. "Barendrecht", s.s, 


"Brazilu and s. s, "Rotterdam", all bound for Holland, and 


s.s. "President Francqui", bound for Belgium. Three previously 


detained tankers, s.s."Elise", s.s,"Good Gulf" and s.s."Malmanger 


had already been released on November 13th, and one, s.s, 


"Solitaire" ?/as released on November Ihth. The s.s."Malmanger" 


was again detained under instructions from the Cabinet but was 


released on November 16th. One tanker, s.sc"Brarena", bound 


for Flushing, is still detained for investigation of her cargo. 


As regards (ii)/ 






As regards (ii) the following cargoes, which had 


teen detained owing to the political situation, were released 


on November 15th:

s. s. "Emma-piein" - 7685 tons of maize for Rotterdam, 


s.s."Rotterdam" - mixed cargo for Holland. 


s.s."Statendam" - mixed cargo for Holland. 


s.s."Aghia Eirini" - 7,000 tons iron pyrites for Holland. 


s.s."Loppersum" - cargo of cereals for Holland. 


The SoS."Tonis Chandris", with h,780 tons of iron 


ore for Belgium, was released on November 13th. 

The cases of s.s."Bartolo", with h,800 tons of 


iron ore for Ymuiden, and s, s. "Britsum", with 8,781 tons of 


maize for Rotterdam, have still to be reconsidered by the 


Contraband Committee. 


In addition to action taken with regard to ships 


brought in for contraband control, arrangements were made 


with the Export Licensing Department of the Board of Trade 


to refuse licences for the export of the key commodities given 


in the list attached as Annex A,until further notice, As the 


result of the Cabinet Decision of November Ihth referred to 


above, and after consultation with the Foreign Office, this 


embargo on export licences was raised on November i6th* 


Ministry of Economic Warfare, 


November 1 7th, 1 939. 






List of articles for the export of which from the 


United Kingdom to Belgium and Holland licences were 


temporarily refused. 


Rubber and motor- tyres 


Raw cotton and cotton waste 


Raw wool, tops, noils and waste 


Petroleum and petroleum products 


Benzine 


Hides, skins and tanning materials 


Oils and fats 


Jute and jute manufactures 


Ores and metals 


Oil-bearing seeds and nuts 


Cocoa beans 


Mica 


Asbestos 
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W A R C A B I N E T . 


I N D I A A N D B U R M A ( M I S C E L L A N E O U S A M E N D M E N T S ) B I L L . 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Lndia0 


The provisions of this Bill as introduced this session 
were all approved by the Cabinet as the result of three separate 
references to them in my memoranda dated 21st October, 1938 
(CP. 233(38; ) , and 19th January (0. P.9(39)) and 24th March, 
1939 ( H . A . 1 6 ( 3 9 )  ) , The Bill was passed by the House of 
Lords and two cla.y,ses of it were enacted as a seperate 
emergency measure on the outbreak of war. I had, however, 
to postpone proceeding with it in the House of Commons, since ' 
it would have been necessary when the Bill came up,to 
insert a new clause by amendment which would have been very 
provocative to the Congress Party in India, and just at the 
time when the opportunity for proceeding with the Bill arose 
the Viceroy was engaged in the recent negotiations which 
have proved in the end infructuous. 

I have thought it right to obtain the approval of the. 


War Cabinet to re-introducing the Bill early next session, 


more especially since I propose now to include in it, along 


with three other new amendments of an entirely 


uncontroversial character, the clause referred to in the 


preceding paragraph, which may give rise to some controversy. 


The object of this clause is so to amend the provisions 


relating to the imposition of taxes on income as to place it 






"beyond question that a Bill passed a few months ago by the 


United Provinces Legislature at the instance of the Congress 


Government of that Province is ultra vires. That Bill has been 


reserved by the Governor for the consideration of the 


Governor-General who has so far recorded no decision upon it, 

but has consistently taken the line that it will be very 


difficult for him politically to withhold his assent from 


the Bill, as he certainly must, unless his action is justified 


by an amendment of the Act in the sense now contemplated. It 


was never intended when the Government of India Act was 


framed that it should be within the competence of a Provincial, 


as distinct from the Central, Legislature to impose a tax of 


the Character of that which would be imposed by the United 


Provinces Bill, which though described as an Employments 


Tax would be in effect a graduated income-tax, cdid. would 


incidentally fall with great severity on the members of t h e 

Public Services who happened to be employed in that Province. 


On the other hand, there is no doubt that, with the 


Government of India Act as it stands, it is open to argument 


that the Bill is not in fact ultra vires. 


It might be suggested that, since the Congress 
Government which was responsible for this Bill has now 
resigned and the Governor is in sole charge of the 
administration of the Province, the considerations which 
deterred the Governor-General from arbitrarily withholding 
his assent from the Bill are no longer relevant- To this I 
should reply that it seems to me of much importance that the 
administration of the Provinces by the Governors, for which 
we are now responsible, should not create the impression 
that their policy is directed towards reversing or 
modifying the projects of the late co ngress Governments, and 





accordingly that I should regard the present circumstances 


as making the amendment even more necessary than it was "before 

The amendments which will be effected by the Bill 


are such that they can be accurately described as designed to 


remove mistakes or ambiguities which must be removed in 


order to secure the proper working of the Act and that 


they in no way prejudice the decision as to the. f o : mi 

whichtthe future Central Government of India should t alee. 


(initialled) Z. 


Office, 


Whitehall, S.W.I. 


th November, 1939. 


aond Terrace, S. W. 1., 

18th November, 1939, 
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WAR CABINET. 


EIRE: TERMINATION OP MEMBERSHIP OP THE 

BRITISH COMMON.vEALTH. 


MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OP STATE 

FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS-. 


At the 58th meeting of the War Cabinet 
W.M.(39) 58th conclusions, minute 8 , - 1 was requested 


to prepare, in consultation with the departments concerned, 


a memorandum on the financial, economic and political 


considerations involved in the termination of Eire's 


membership of the British Commonwealth. 


I now circulate a report which has been drawn 


up as the result of an inter-departmental meeting, consisting 


of representatives of the departments principally concerned, 


which was called to examine this question. 


A .E . 


chmond Terrace. 

SOth November, 1939. 






Report of an Interdepartmental! meeting called to 


examine the financial, economic and political considerations 


involved in the termination of Enre's membership of the 


British Commonwealth of ratio, a, 

The following Departments were represented:-

Dominions Office, Ministry of Food, 


Ministry of Supply, V/ar Office, Ministry of 


Transport, Foreign Office, Scottish Office,, 


Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Ministry 


of Labour and National Service., Ministry of 


Economic Warfare5 Ministry of Shipping, Board of 


Trade, Board of Customs and Excise. Treasury, 


homo Office, Air Minis-cry and Admiralty, 






1. present Eire is represented diplomatically in 


a number of countries whore her interests are most considerable.
or where there are a large number of persons of Irish origin. 


In all other countries the Government of Eire have the 


advantage of using the British Diplomatic Missions as a 


channel of communication with the foreign Government concerned 


and for the protection of their nationals. Whilst the 


present procedure is, no doubt, of great value to individual 


Sire Nationals, who can now appeal to British Diplomatic 


Missions for assistance in foreign countries, it is doubtful 


whether the withdrawal of British Diplomatic assistance in 


foreign countries, where, in any case, Eire has few important 


interests, would embarrass that Government seriously. 


Moreover, it would be open to them, in accordance with 


well-known diplomatic procedure, to arrange with a foreign 


Government to take charge of Sire's interests abroad. The 


withdrawal, therefore, by t he United Kingdom Government of 


these facilities from the Eire Government would not have 


any appreciable effect. Similarly, the discontinuance of 


the supply to the Government of Eire of information on foreign 


affairs, which has hitherto been supplied to them, as to other 


Members of the British Commonwealth, is not likely to embarrass 


them seriously. 


2. On the assumption that at some future date Eire might 


grant us active co-operation in defence matters, it has been 


the practice to supply the Government of Eire with confidential 


information on defence matters, and so far as possible, to 


encourage them to adopt similar armaments and methods of 


training to those used in the United Kingdom. There is o
n
 

reason 






reason to believe that this confidence, in the supply of military 
information, has been in any way abused in the past. The 
continued supply of such information has in fact been appreciated 
by the Government of Eire both for its own value and as a mark 
of confidence. There is, however, no reason to suppose that to 
withdraw these facilities now would operate ircraously to the 
detriment of the Government of Eire, who would probably find 
little difficulty in obtaining such technical advice or 
information as they required from "foreign sources. On the 
other hand, if the Government of Eire were to have recourse to 
foreign countries for this purpose, no doubt they would also be 
led to purchase their armaments from foreign sources, with some 
consequential detriment to United Kingdom trade. 

0
3* ?.2f.̂ Ail...Pll Individuals . 

3* The legal problems relating to nationality which might 

ariSQ, should Eire leave the Commonwealth, are being considered 
separately: this memorandum has been drawn up on the assumption 
that if Eire became a foreign country a considerable proportion 
at any rate of those persons, who are now citizens of Eire, would 
in consequence lose their status as British subjects. The 
practical aspects requiring consideration, may be set out as 
follows: 

4. Eire at present is a source of recruitment to all the 


Services to a varying degree, especially for the supply 


0 i
 officers,, At present the Government of Eire have not 


aiscouraged the recruitment of Eire citizens, so long as 


it did not take place within the borders of Eire, and moreover, 


bnsy have raised no objections to men in the United Kingdom 


i 0 1 ' c e  s
 going to Eire on leave, so long as they do so in 


Plain clothes,. The Government of Eire would be unlikely to 


- ' maintain 






maintain this benevolent attitude' should relations between 


the tv/o Governments deteriorate. from e legal point of view, 


it would still be possible to recruit Eire citizens and grant 


them commissions, even if they were regarded under United 


Kingdom law as aliens, and from the point of view of 


International Law, such recruitment would not be inconsistent 


with Eire1s position as an independent neutral, provided 


organised recruiting did not take place within hire herself. 


It must,however, be remembered that the inclusion of Eire 


citizens in United Kingdom forces when the relations between 


the two Governments are strained, might have prejudicial 


effects upon discipline, besides adversely affecting the 


position of persons with Irish connections who are already 


in the Forces. 


5, It is difficult to estimate the precise effect upon 


labour conditions of any change in the status of Eire without 


a knowledge of what categories of individuals would still 


be regarded as British subjects. Generally speaking, it may 


be said that the control of aliens desiring to enter 


employment can be applied only at the time of their entry 


into this country^ Aliens who have been here before the 


imposition of control of their entry into the labour market 


are not liable to any restrictions. Setting aside, 


therefore, the position of Eire Nationals already in this 


country, there is considerable movement of seasonal 


agricultural workers from Eire to Lancashire, Cheshire and 


surrounding counties, to the west of bootland, and also to 


some extent to East Anglia. In view of the general shortage 


of agricultural labour, any interference in the supply of 


this labour, whilst not regarded as vital, would be deprecated 


e spe c i al ly 






pecially in time of war. A certain number of Eire 


Nationals are at present employed in the Mercantile Marine, 


and any measures which might discourage Eire Nationals from 


this service would be deprecated, as in time, under war 


conditions, there is likely to be a shortage of sailors.. 


Others are employed as navvies in civil engineering work or 


as dock labourers. Some of these tend to drift later into 


other employment on lower wages than our own workers, ana 


this movement has raised protests from organised Labour, 


notwithstanding the contacts between the Trade Unions in 


Great Britain and in Eire. (See Appendix I relating to 


Immigration from Eire,) Whether in any of these cases,however, 


a change in the national status of citizens of Sire would 


have any effect on the numbers seeking or obtaining employment 


is doubtful. Eire nationals who come to this country, or who 


enter the Mercantile Marine, do so in order to better their 


condition and not because they sympathise with the views of 


the United Kingdom Government, In time of war, improved 


conditions in this country and a possible deterioration in 


the employment position In Eire are likely to continue to 


draw them to the United Kingdom, unless, which appears 


unlikely, the Eire Government impose an effective prohibition 


on emigration. 


6, Many workers of Irish origin have, nowever, been in 


this country for some time, ana it is, therefore difficult to 


gauge the effect on employment of any change in their national 


status but there is no evidence to suggest that any 


substantial difference would be made to the employment 


figures. In places where there is a largo proportion 


of' I^ish, as for instance, in Liverpool and Glasgow, any 


deterioration 


eS






deterioration in relations between the two countries, or 


attempts to subject Eire Nationals to control, might 


result in breaches of the peace and in any event would cause 


much trouble to the police, particularly in view of the 


traditional antipathy between the Irish Catholics and 


the Scottish or Irish Protestants in these areas? In addition, 


the local authorities would probably argue that, on Eire 


he coming a foreign country, they should be relieved of at 


least some part of the burden which now falls on them in 


providing poor law and social services for the many 


poorer Irish people resident in their area. Failing 


Exchequer assistance, there might be demand for the 


deportation of those who had "become a public charge, which 


would probably lead, to friction -with the remaining Irish. 


7* An important consequence of any policy which entailed 


serious pressure by the United Kingdom upon Eire would be 


the necessity for increasing the garrison of the North 


Ireland District, The present garrison is calculated 


tote sufficient to deal with such minor disorders as are 


always liable to arise in Ireland., Before a policy liable 


to alienate Eire was adopted the garrison would have to be 


increased. If, as a result of such a policy Eire, or any 


considerable portion of her population, became actively 


hostile, a large increase in our garrison v/ould become 


necessary. We might need to employ as much as two divisions 


in North Ireland District. On military grounds a policy which 


entailed the risk of a serious detachment of force, such as 


this, while we were at war would be deplorable. 


8. Any change in the constitutional position of Eire 


would have an unfortunate effect upon the position of the 


Loyalists 






Loyalists there. These people would, he faced, with the 


unpleasant alternatives of renouncing their sympathies and 


associations with the United Kingdom, or of running serious 


risk of discriminatory treatment from the Eire authorities, 


or of leaving the country. 


C, T rade Ke1 ations. 

9 0 The weakening of the economic link between the two 

countries, whether as the result of direct retaliatory action 
by the Eire Government or indirectly as the result of any 
dispute, must have serious effects on the economy of both 
and in time of war we are in a bad position to stand the 
consequences. ,.e have no bargaining power to safeguard our 
important and preferential export trade to Eire, and. our 
need cf food.stu.ffs from Eire is likely to stand in the way 
of our taking action against them; it is, however, equally 
true to say that, so long as the present channels of trade are 
maintained, Eire is very dependent upon us for certain of 
the foodstuffs, e.g'. sugar, and certain of the raw materials 
of food production e.g. fertilisers feeding-stuffs and 
seeds, that she has to import. The damage to our export 
trade would be serious in war-time % it would also involve 
the breaking off of trade connections which will, be mo-re than 
ever needed after the war as an outlet for United Kingdom trade 

10. A particularly difficult problem would arise in 
connection with the Trade Agreement of Aprils 1938, under 
which we guaranteed to Eire goods freedom of duty or preferential 
rates of duty. This Agreement runs for 3 years from May 19th. 
1938, and there seems no reason to hold that Eire's leaving the 
Commonwealth would entitle us "i:o regard it as terminated. 
If? however, we continued to grant Eire preferential rates of 
duty, those rates would become claimable by foreign countries 

generally 


http://food.stu.ffs




generally under the most-favoured nation clauses of their 


commercial treaties with us. (it is true, no doubt, that a 

similar problem v/ould arise for Eire). Even, however, if 


it were found possible to withdraw from Eire the benefit of 


the preferential rates of duty, this change would leave 


unaffected something like half of Sire * s exports to this 


country in respect of items which are free of import duty 


even if of foreign origin. These include live cattle, sheep, 


horses and pirs, hides and raw souJ.. On the other hand, 


certain fairly important items wouJd become liable to duty or 


to increased rates of duty, these would include beer, butter, 


eggs, bacon, poultry and potatoes, and might possibly load to 


the loss of certain indo.strj.eo from Eire, e.go Guinness. 


11. Prom the point of view of the loss that would result 


to Eire, consideration needs alcro to be given to our war-time 


controls (i) of imports, and (ii) of exports. These are 


capable of being effected with greater or less severity in 


particular cases by purely administrative action. 


12,, As regards (1) (import control) the existing Import 


Prohibition Order applies to a long list of goods, but they 


are mostly manufactured articles of little interest to Eire as 


an exporter, Poultry is however included. 


13. The object of the prohibition, which is of course 


subject to the grant of import licences, is primarily to 


safeguard our exchange position,., So long as Eire currency 


remains linked with sterling there would be no object on this 


account in restricting imports from Eire, In fact, all goods 


are at present freely admitted.from Eire under an Open General 


licence. This could be, and for treaty reasons 


would probably need to be, withdrawn if Eire left the 


C ommonwealt) i, 
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Commonwealth, hut it would, he possible even so to relax 


the severity of the prohibition to any desired, extent in 


favour of Eire products by the grant of licences. In respect 


f commodities which we need. from. Eire, as e.g. articles 


of food, it would probably be necessary to grant licences with 


considerable freedom for any such articles included in the 


Imp or t prohibited List. 


14* As to (ii) - the export control - the prohibitions 


under the existing Export of Goods (Prohibition) Order apply 


mainly to foodstuffs, animal feeding stuffs and raw 


materials, but a certain number of manufactured articles 


are included, amongst them, agricultural machinery, petroleum, 


petrol, lubricating oil and motor vehicles. 


15OJ An Open General Export Licence was issued immediately 
after the Prohibition Order exempting all exports to Eire 
except wheat-meal and flour, sugar, raw silk, certain 
preserved foods and a few other items. This Open General 
Licence would no doubt need to be withdrawn if Eire left the 
Commonwealth and. under the definitions contained in the 
Prohibition Order her departure would seem automatically to 
involve her inclusion amongst the "dangerous destinations" 
(contiguous neutral countries) under Prohibited List "C"* On 
the other hand we could here again relax the prohibition to 
any desired extent by granting specific export licences and in 
respect of items of substantial interest to mire such as 
animal feedingstuffs. vie should no doubt have to do so, to the 
extent justified by the supply situation and our own requirements., 
m order to enable her to continue to produce the foodstuffs 
which we require. 

16. Supplies of foodstuffs from Eire are of special 


importance to us in view of the short sea transit and consequent 


economy 






economy of shipping space. Moreover, supplies which we could 
no longer obtain from Sire might need to he replaced to an 
appreciable extent by supplies from "dollar" countries which 
would be difficult and wasteful from the e xchange as well as from 
the shipping point of view. In addition to foodstuffs, Eire 
supplies small quantities of certain raw materials, e.g. hides, 
sheep and lamb shins, wool, flax, iron and steel scrap and waste, 
non-ferrous scrap and waste and timber. In spite of their small 
quantities, in mast-., cases it. is inporfcant ihattliê Blxuld. be maintained as 
supplies will be very short. It can, however, be argued 
that even should Eire desire to sell her products to neutral 
countries, she has no alternative market, and our contraband 
control could prevent her selling to the enemy. Experience, 
moreover, shows that so long as finance and shipping is available, 
all neutral producers of foodstuffs are only too anxious to 
sell their produce. 

17.* The damage which United kingdom export trade to Eire 
would be likely to suffer is difficult to estimate because it 
would depend so largely on the action that Eire saw fit to take 
in the circumstances. It may, however, be noted that if the 
Trade Agreement of April 1938 could be terminated by Eire, or if 
she were to disregard it, we should lose the benefit of numerous 
trade concessions negotiated with some difficulty which are embodied 
in it, notably the virtual exclusion from Eire of coal, coke and 
manufactured fuel of non-United Kingdom origin. United Kingdom 
exports of these goods ,are worth some £2^ million a year. The 
other concessions include duty-free entry for fish, certain 
feedingstuffs, hops, and a long list of semi - and fully 
manufactured articles specially chosen for their importance 
t o
 United Kingdom export trade. The Agreement also secures 


that when licences for duty-free importation are granted in 


Eire 






 for particular classes of goods of United Kingdom or Empire 
s i r e


igin, duties of net less than 10% shall be charged on 
corresponding foreign goods- Further the agreement abolishes or 
reduces a number of charges leviable on United Kingdom goods 
(Customs Emergency duties, minimum charge of Customs Duty, Stamp 
Duty and Package Tax), and it provides for a review of protective 
duties by the Sire Prices Commission on the principle that the 
duties and other import restrictions on United Kingdom goods shall 
be replaced by duties only, which shall not exceed such a level 
as -will give United. Kingdom producers full opportunity of reasonable 
competition^ These reviews have already led to a number of 
concessions of value to the United Kingdom export trade, notably 
the disappearance of quotas which have always been a sore point 
with bur exporters: while certain industries in Eire and the 


United Kingdom, notably the cotton industry, rather than go before 


the Commission, have come to amicable agreements between themselves 


for adjusting the Eire duties and quotas on their productions in 


accordance with the above principle. 


-IS.. It is net of course possible to give any exact estimate 


of the benefit derived by United Kingdom export trade from these 


concessions? but it may be noted that the value of United Kingdom 


exports showed a noticeable increase after the entry into force 


of the Agreement as under 


r


(value ues in '000£'s, 

1st half
1938

 : . 2nd half.
 :

 :
 1939 

1stJnBlt^ 

9,852 : 10,411 : 10,916 

19o The balance of United Kingdom trade with Eire is 


substantially favourable to the United Kingdom, the balance being 


attributable mainly to re-exports as shown in the attached 


table. (Appendix II). 

D. 






gO. The Eire currency is at present on a sterling standard 


and is maintained at parity with sterling; and the Banking system 


is for all practical purposes interlocked with that of the United 


Kingdom. The Eire Banks have considerable sterling assets, of 


-the order of £70,000,000 net, and in addition Eire residents hold 


a substantial volume of sterling investments. 


' 21* So long as Eire is content to keep her resources in 


sterling (which on economic grounds is the natural course for her 


to follow) these balances and investments present no particular 


difficulty to the United Kingdom. Should she however leave the 


Commonwealth there would be every reason to expect her to seek a 


greater degree of independence in her financial system and the 


dislocation thereby caused might be a matter of some concern to 


the United Kingdom. In the first instance she would certainly wish 


to remove balances from London to New York with which to import 


goods which cannot be obtained from sterling sources, or whose 


import is at present rationed. There is also the wider question 


that she might attempt to establish her currency on a dollar 


basis instead of on sterling, a course which though economically 


unwarrantable might be embarked upon on political grounds. 


22. It could accordingly be expected that she would attempt 
to convert part of the sterling holdings into dollars, by selling 
sterling in the New York market. This if carried out on a large 
scale over a short period might involve her in considerable loss, 
kut a substantial sum could probably be transferred over the course 
o  f a year. 






8.3c Such transfers would of course he highly unwelcome to 


the United Kingdom Control, hut the only effective remedy would 


be to block Sire balances and investments entirely. This would 


imply the most drastic discrimination against Sire as compared 


with other neutrals and would be difficult to justify., in view 


moreover of the extent of dealings between the two countries the 


practical problems of successfully operating exchange control 


vis-a-vis Eire cannot be ignored; in particular an effective 


censorship of communication between the two countries and. control 

of the land frontier with Northern Ireland- would be the first 


requisites. 


24. There is little doubt that for Sire to separate her 


financial system from that of the United. Kingdom would involve her 


no less than ourselves in difficulties, and might in the long run 


prove disastrous for her. In the short view, however, the 


over-riding consideration is that Eire being a creditor of this 


country for a substantial sum has the power to cause us 


considerable embarrassment by calling on us to repay at a most 


inconvenient moment. 


E.CONCLUSIONS. 
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25. The conclusion which it is suggested should be 


drawn from the above is that while there are several measures 


hy which pressure could be exerted on the Government of Eire, 


these measures are likely to affect detrimentally the 


interests of this country either directly or indirectly, 


More generally it seems necessary to take into account 


the probable losses which would result from any serious 


deterioration in cur present relations with Eire. From an 


economic point of view the history of the former disagreements 


with the Eire Government shows that any attempt to "bring 


economic pressure to bear on that country has the effect of 


encouraging the policy of increasing the self-sufficiency of 


"dire. It is probably true to say that no action by the 


Government of Eire could make that country completely self
sufficient, but it would be possible, by the encouragement 


of secondary industries, to do serious and irrevocable 


damage to British trade interests in Eire. 


26. Any attempt on the part of the United Kingdom to 


bring serious pressure to bear upon Eire with a view to 


compelling her to abandon her attitude of neutrality might 


provoke serious reactions in some at any rate of the Dominions, 


especially Canada and the Union of South Africa, on purely 


constitutional grounds. It is important too to bear in mind 


the dangerous possibilities which an overt breach with Eire 


might present in its effects on the sympathies of the large 


Irish population abroad, especially in the United States of 


America, and the political consequences of any such alienation 


of Irish feeling, whilst it would add seriously to our 


military commitments in the Northern Ireland District. 


Moreover, 






Moreover, the effect on the ceiasiderahle Irish communities 


in the Dominions of a position in which Eire became a 


foreign country and residents in Sire "became aliens might 


be serious. 

27* It is understood that the object of bringing pressure 


to bear upon Sire to an extent which might result in Sire 


leaving the British Commonwealth would he to obtain for 


ourselves the full facilities we require in defence matters, 


including a base for the operation of our anti-submarine forces, 


both chips and aircraft., The question whether the need for 


tiidse facilities and the advantages to hp derived from them are 


so great as to outweigh all the disadvantages which might result 


from a breach with Sire is a general matter of policy with which 


it is not within the scope of the present report to deal. It 


should, however:, be added that it seems very doubtful whether 


any pressure which we could bring to bear upon Sire in the 


various directions to which reference has he en made above would, 


m Tact, induce the Government, of Dire to accord us the 


-acilities desired, while a "breach with Hire would result in 


hi loss of such co-operation, whatever it may be worth, as 


&e Government of Si.re are at presort disposed to accord,. 






APPENDIX I. 


(See paragraph 5) 


IMMIGRATION JgGH 2XEjg 


The latest available infonnaticn as to the number" of 


Irish born persons resident in Great Britain relates to 


1931 (Census of Population) . These figures show that the 


total number of Irish boP-*n persons in Great Britain in 1931 


was approximately 505,000, of whom 359,000 (71 par cent) 


were from Mire, and the remainder from Northern Ireland. 


The cities in which the largest numbers of Mire born persons 


were resident in 1931 were London (86,741 or 24*2 per cent 


of the total of Mire born persons in the country), Glasgow 


(23,260 or 6.5 per cent), Liverpool (21,094 or 5.3 per cent) 


and Manchester (13,184 or 3.7 per cent), Substantial numbers 


are, however, to be found in many other cities and towns, 


including Birmingham, Edinburgh, Salford, Plymouth, Leeds, 


Birkenhead, Portsmouth, Beetle, Cardiff, Bristol and 


Sheffield. 


Complete information is not available as to the 


movement from Mire into this country since 1931, but some 


indication of the general trend is provided by the figures 


relating to applications for Unemployment Books. Complete 


information regarding the numbers entering insured employment 


in Great Britain has only been available since April. 1937, 

the figures collected, prior to that date being in respect 


of migrants who were previously insured, in Eire; it is 


estimated that this class represents rather less than 


one Quarter of the total number of migrants 


entering insured employment In this country,, These 


(incomplete) 






1932 2,205 
1933 1,614 
1934 1,744 
1935 2,384 
1936 6,063 

Arrangements were made early in 1937 to collect full 


and detailed statistics as to the number of migrants from Eire 


entering insured employment in Great Britain, and these figures 


are as follows:
1937 (April to December) 20,977 


1938 (January to December)18,953 


1939 (January to July) 10,826 


Of the 19,000 who entered in 1938, 8,000 or 42 per cent 


obtained employment in London, 3,400 03^ 18 per cent in the North 


Western Division, 2,550 or 12.4 per cent in the Midlands, and 


1,750 or 9,2 per cent in Scotland, The main industries in which 


these men found employment were the hotel, public house, 


restaurant and club services (4,300 or nearly 23 per cent), building 


(3,200 or 17 per cent), public works contracting (4,200 or 22 per 


-cert), agriculture and gardening (2,300 or 12 per cent), and the 


distributive trades (1,200 or 6 per cent). Of the 2,300 who 


found employment in agriculture, nearly 1,700 were non-domiciled 


temporary seasonal workers; it may reasonably be assumed that the 


great majority of the latter returned to Eire on the completion of 


their seasonal employment. 


While a considerable proportion of the migrants from Eire 


obtained employment in the civil engineering industry, the numbers 


ghtering the coal mining industry and shipping service were very 


small; 






smalU during the period of eighteen months from January 1938 


to July 1939 only 23 migrants obtained e m p l o y m e n t 


in coal mining- and 20 in the shipping service. The former 


doubtless obtained work in non-scheduled surface occupations 


since entry to the industry has been effectively controlled since 


1927 through the operation of restrictions under Section 18 of 


the Mining Industry Act, 1926, 


It is known that a proportion of the migrants entering Great 


Britain return to Sire after a period of employment in Great 


Britain. Full information regarding the extent of this return 


movement is not available but estimates have been made on the 


basis of the figures of passenger movement. The following extract 


from an article in the Board of Trade Journal dated 9th March 


1939 provides an indication of the siae of the return movement:
"Prior to 1938, there was an inflow from Sire to Great 


Britain in the earlier months of the year followed by an exodus 


in the last quarter. In 1938 there was an inward movement of 


about 22,000 in the first half followed by a return movement in 


the third and fourth quarters of about 6,000." 






APPENDIX II. 

(See paragraph 19) 


UNITED KING-DOM TRADE WITH EIPE 


(Prom United Kingdom Accounts) 


'0O0 £'s 


1936 1937 1938 1939 
(1st 6 months) 

Eports 20,365 21,082 22,921 10,659 

xports 21,072 SI,596 20,263 10,916 

e-exports h,902 5,716 5,712 2,838 

Total of 
exports and 
re-exports. 25,97h 27,312 25,975 13,75h 

Balance in 
favour of 5,609 
United Kingdom. 

6,230 3 , 0 5 U . 3 ,095 
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COPY NO. ' & 


WAR CABINET, 


PRISONERS OP WARc 


Report by the Standing Ministerial 

Committee on Military Co-ordination. 


It will be recalled that at the Meeting held on t h e 

11th November4" the War. Cabinet was informed that t h e Deputy 
Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee had examined the question 
Of interviews with, and photographs of, German Prisoners of 
War, and had recommended that representatives of t h e Press 
;should not be allowed access to enemy Prison Camps. 


The War Cabinet agreed that the whole question should! 


be examined by the Military ;Co-ordination Committee. 


2. The recommendations put forward by the Deputy Chiefs 


of Staff were, in summary, as follows:
"(a)	 That no access to German prisoners of war 


should be permitted to representatives of 

the Press. 


4- W.M. (39) 79th Conclusions, Minute 6. 





(to) That no photographs of German prisoners of 

war should be released for publication 

until after the names of the prisoners 

concerned have been released for trans
mission to Germany. 


(c) That when any photographs of German prisoners 

of war were required for propaganda pur
poses, arrangements for obtaining them 

would be made by the Service Department 

concerned. 


(d) That when any interviews with German prisoners 

of war were required for propaganda pur
poses, they would be conducted by officers 

of the Service Department concerned. 


(e) To record the view that photographs of pri
soners should be of the type calculated to 

rebut the stories of brutality to pri
soners deliberately spread by the Germans. 

In this connection, recent photographs 

which had appeared in the Press showing 

prisoners at work behind barbed wire, etc. 

were not considered to be the type 

required." 


3- We regard it as most undesirable that the unfortunate 


position of the prisoner of war should he exploited in any 


wayj and we therefore endorse the above recommendations. 


4. We were told that the United States Press have 


recently referred - doubtless as a result of German 


propaganda organisations in the country - to the good 


treatment meted out to British prisoners of war in 


Germany; and we were informed that representatives of 


the United States Press in England, of pro-British 


tendencies, had asked for facilities to visit German 


prisoners of war in this country, in order to enable 


them to counter this propaganda by emphasising the 

i 


excellent treatment which German prisoners of war were 


receiving at our hands. 

5* It would not, in our view, be possible to grant 


facilities to the neutral Press which we refused to our 


own. We therefore consider that the regulations 


recommended in paragraph 2 should apply to British and 


neutral Press alike. 






some advantage in allowing the accredited representatives 


of a neutral power to visit enemy prisoners of war in 


this country, provided that representatives of the same 


Power were given similar facilities by the German 


Government to visit British prisoners of war in Germany. 


We recommend that the Secretary of State for Foreign 


Affairs should be invited to put forward this proposition 


in whatever way he considers best. 


7- To sum up, we recommend:

(a) That no access to German prisoners of war 

in Great Britain should be permitted to 

representatives of the Press, either 

British or foreign. 


(b) That when a.ny photographs of German prisoners 

of war are required for propaganda 

purposes, arrangements for obtaining them 

should be made by the Service Departments 

concerned. Similarly, interviews with 

German prisoners should be conducted by 

officers of the Service Departments. 


(c) That the Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs should be invited to make it 

known that His Majesty's Government 

would be willing to give facilities 

for the accredited representatives of 

a Neutral Power to visit enemy prisoners 

of war in this country, while expressing 

the hope, at the same time, that the 

Neutral Power concerned would request 

the German Government for similar 

facilities to visit British prisoners 

of war in Germany. 


Initialled on behalf of 

the Committee. 


C . 

Richmond Terrace, S.W.I., 


18th November, 1939
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WAR. CABINET. 


DOMINION PERSONNEL: PUBLICITY 

REGARDING EXPLOITS. 


Memorandum by the Standing Ministerial 

Committee on Military Co-ordination. 


It v;ill be recalled that at the Meeting held on 

. - t , . . . . . . 

the 9"th November the War Cabinet discussed the question 


of publishing the names of Dominion Service Personnel 


concerned in any particularly gallant or noteworthy War 


exploits. 


This question was examined by the Military Co- ; 

ordination Committee at a Meeting held on the 16th 


November. 


2 . The Committee was informed /that throughout the 
last war the accepted principle in all three Services., 
had been that the names of personnel, who had. taken a 
prominent part in any particular, action either at sea, 
on land "or in the air should not be published? except 
in cases where the official announcement took the form 
of an award of a decoration or of a mention in despatches. 

+ W.M. (59) 76th Conclusions, Minute 3. 

/ M.C. (39) 2nd Conclusions, Minute 3. 






3- The Committee are strongly of opinion that this 
practice should continue to he rigidly observed throughout 
the present war, as regards not only United Kingdom but 

m 


also Dominion Service personnel. It is recognised that 


this is a matter in which each Dominion Government is 


entitled to take its own line, but it is recommended 


that they should be told of the practice which we are 


proposing to follow as regards United Kingdom personnel 


and invited to conform. 


Initialled on behalf of the Committee. 


C. 


Kichmond Terrace, S. W. 1 . , 

18th November, 1939





COPY NO. 


WAR CABINET. 


AIR TRAINING SCHEME0 


Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Air, 


1, At their meeting on 30th October (WcMo65(39) Minute 2), 

the War Cabinet gave authority for Lord Riverdale's Mission 


to negotiate a settlement of the cost of the Dominion Air 


Training Scheme in Canada on the basis of the following alloca
tion of expenditure:-

Millions 
UoKh 
Canada 

0 221
S' 343-£ 

 £50 million) 
AusTraljia *) 
New Zealand ) 

TOTAL 
0 3434-
Sf 908, 

2, Since neither Australia nor New Zealand is in a position 


to provide dollars, the War Cabinet agreed that we should be 


prepared, if necessary, to advance the dollar payment to be 


borne by these two Dominions, the sum so advanced to be repaid 


at some later date in sterlingo The provision of Canadian 


dollars for this transaction was accepted as having priority ! 


over other demands, it being understood that the provision of 


dollars on this scale would involve an equivalent reduction ii 
the expenditure in dollars which would be available for other 


war purposeso 


3. The first reactions of the Canadian Government to the 


proposals in paragraph 1 above were unfavourable,, They repre
sented inter alia, that a commitment of the size involved was 


quite beyond their capacity, having regard to their other war 


commitments and to their national income0 Later discussions, 


which had in the meantime been joined by the Missions 


from Australia and New Zealand, have however run a 


smoother coursea These later discussions have led to some 






modification in the Air Training Scheme as originally 
planned. The scope of the scheme as a whole remains, I am 
glad to say, unchanged hut there is to he a reduction in the 
amount of training to he carried out in Canada with a 
corresponding increase in the amount of training to he 
carried out in Australia and New Zealand^ The net effect 
has been to reduce the estimated total cost of the scheme 
in Canada from 0 M.90'8 to 0 M.650. 
4. Tentative agreement has been reached in Canada 
for the sharing of this expenditure on the following basis s-

Millions0 


U.K.	 0 318 (of which all except 23 
w i l l represent sterling 
payments)u 

Canada,	 0 313 

Australia. Q' n o 

New "Zealand. 


0 6 5 0 

It is also proposed that the United Kingdom shall contribute 


equipment to the value of about £44- million to the cost of 


training in Australia and New Zealand0 


5. It will be seens
(a)	 that Canada is now prepared to bear a very 


substantial share of the cost of the scheme, 


and 


(b)	 that our liability to produce dollar exchange 
has been reduced from 0 M,343^ to 0 M.142. 

6. The proposed settlement may, I think, be regarded 


as a reasonable solution of a very difficult problem. The 


agreement of the Canadian Government is, however, made 


subject to two conditions s
(i)	 That the financial discussions now taking 


place in London on the question of our 


economic war-time relations with Canada lead 


to a mutually satisfactory agreement0 






(ii)	 That the Canadian Government receives an 


assurance "Inch they arc to he at liberty to 


announce, if they so wish, that in the opinion 


of His Majesty1s Government in the United Kingdom^ 


the Air Training Scheme has preference over any 


other commitment in Canada's efforts other than 


those already entered into.-. 


7, As regards the first of these conditions, the 

Canadian Government desire that the discussions shall take 
place with -r % Crerar and Mr,, Towers, the Governor of the 
Bank of Canada. The latter arrives in London on Wednesday 
night next, and I understand from the Treasury that they propose 
to open discussions on Thursday0 I also understand that the 
position is by no means satisfactory from the Treasury point 
of view,, 
8. It appears that the Canadian Government were, at one 
time, prepared to give us financial assistance, by way of 
loans, to the extent, in the first year of war, of 0 237 

millions,, But the latest messages indicate that they intend 
to deduct from their loans to us the whole of their own 
expenditure under the Air Training Scheme... amounting under the 
revised proposals to $ 513 millions in 3 yearsa Unless they 
can he induced to drop this proposal, it is obvious that the 
execution of the Scheme, even with its reduced dollar commitments, 
will mean a much heavier reduction in our other purchases in 
Worth Imevlca than has yet been contemplatedo 

3* As regards the second condition, it will be recalled 
that the Canadian Prime' Minister tried to get a similar state
went introduced into the announcement I made in the House of 


Commons on the Air Training Scheme, He -wanted us to say that, 


ih our opinion, the Scheme would "constitute the most essential 


and decisive effort that Canada could put forth in the field of 


Military co-operation'1  The War Cabinet took exception to this 
0


proposal (W.1.1.43(59) : :i.ir.:te 2) mainly on the ground that it 

m ight result in Caxiadu hot sending an Expeditionary Force overseas. 






10, It is troublesome of Mr, Mackenzie King to 


repeat his earlier request, even in its modified form, 


but I feel that to meet it now will not be open to quite 


the same objection as on the previous occasion, in 


that Canada has already agreed to send an Expeditionary 


Force overseas. Moreover, as indicated in paragraph 


2 above, we ourselves have since, in effect, agreed 


that the Air Training Scheme should have priority 


over other demands. In any event, it seems to me 


difficult to reject Mr. Mackenzie King's request and, 


on the whole, I suggest that we might accept it. 


(Intdo) K.W. 


ir Ministry, 
18th November, 1939. 
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INTERVIEW WITH M. DALADIER. 


MEMORANDUM BY THE MINISTER OF SUPPLY. 


Memorandum of an interview with 

M.Daladier on Monday, 13th November 

in a private room at the Hotel Ritz 

in Paris, on the occasion of a lunch 

given by the French Minister of 

Munitions. 


There were present:-


M.	 Daladier, 


M .	 Campinchi, 
M. Guy La Chambre, 


H.E. The British Ambassador, 


M .	 Dautry, 


and myself. 


M . Daladier was rather scornful of people who insist 
upon war aims. He much approved the statement of Lord 
Halifax, that once you are in a war, the first thing to do is to 
win it. He said he was convinced, that Britain and France 
were withstanding the greatest attack that had ever been made. 
He deplored pacifism in the Universities,, and described it as 
a fundamental failure to read history or understand German 
methods. 

He spoke scornfully of Belgium and Holland in their 


attitude. He said both were becoming very difficult in reg-ard 


to staff talks just in the measure in which the immediate danger 


of actual invasion temporarily receded. He felt both countries 






might he gingered, up if they realised the threat to the C o n g o o n 

the one hand, and the Dutch East Indies on the other. Ke was 
entirely against offering them military support and was inclined 
to suggest that Great Britain and France would work out their own 
-plans, merely regretting that Belgium had not seen her way to 
allow physical intervention sufficiently early. 

ivl. Daladier was sceptical of any "quiet" on the part 


of the Germans, whether at the Front or in diplomacy. Ke 


recalled Verdun, which was a notoriously quiet sector, and yet 


the scene of the great mass attack in February 1916. 


M. Daladier had visited the French Front the previous 


day; and tola, a number of anecdotes of aviators., ta.nl: drivers, 

officers, non-commissioned officers and men. He was immensely 


struck with the morale of the whole of the troops whom he had 


visited. He spoke with emotion of the effectiveness of the 


collaboration "between Great Britain and France, and of the 


necessity for both countries to exhibit what he called "team 


spirit51. 


He suggested, we should he prepared for anything, although 
weather conditions were likely to damp down either air attack o r 

large-scale military operations much before the end of March next. 
He thought it was time to sit down to the programme of 194'.:., as 
he felt it was rather late to alter any programme for 1940. 

He has no illusions about a short or a quick war. He 


spoke very hopefully of France's food situation. He hoped that 


in the realm of supply of munitions and chemicals the two 


countries would supply each other's deficiencies, and in answer 


to a direct question from myself, he said that of two alternatives, 


be would rather have more immediate help at the risk of less 


eventual help, than more help in 1941 at the expense of "1940. 


He was extremely cordial, seemed in very good form;. it 


is evident that he and M. Dautry are on excellent terms. 


(Initialled) E.L.B. 


is1*y of Supply, 


15th November, 1939. 

- o 
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A I  R R A I  D P R E C A U T I O N S  . 

Note by theFirst Lord of the Admiralty. 

I H A V  E received the following minutes from the Naval Staff
think it my duty to bring before my colleagues. 

W  .
November 20, 1939. 

 which

 S. C. 

I 
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W A R C A B I N E T . 

A I R R A I D P R E C A U T I O N S . 

MINUTES. 

I S U G G E S T that the question of air raid precautions abroad might be 
raised in the War Cabinet with a view to some guidance being given to those on 
the spot. A s far as I can see, the most unnecessary restrictions are being imposed 
in many areas, e.g., 

1. I t is reported that lighting restrictions observed at Gibraltar since the 
commencement of the war have resulted in the postponement of the date of 
completion of the widening of No. 1 dock from December 1939 to June 1940. 

The Admiralty have taken this up with the Colonial Office and the Flag 
Officer Commanding North Atlantic. 

2. I understand that at Malta a black-out is in force. 

3. I hear from private correspondence that at Colombo a black-out is 
in force. 

4. I see in this morning's Times a black-out of the East coast of Afr ica 
under British control has been imposed as a consequence of the appearance of a 
raider in the Mozambique Channel. 

I would suggest that all these restrictions are completely unnecessary. In 
this country, wher-e we are within range of a large German bomber force, it is 
arguable that we must continue the black-out, though even here many, including 
myself, consider that it would be much better to let it up unless and until we 
get hit. Abroad, however, out of the range of the German A i r Force, I can see 
no excuse whatever for putting the community to the inconvenience and delays 
to shipping, trade and other activities which must inevitably result from a 
black-out. 

Apart from these reasons, I consider that the effect on morale of all this 
blacking out must be very bad indeed, and I should not be surprised if we are 
the laughing stock of the world over it. How anybody with any sense of 
proportion can black out East Afr ica because raiders appeared in the 
Mozambique Channel I find it difficult to conceive. I suppose the chances of an 
aircraft from this raider trying to bomb anywhere in East Afr ica are certainly 
not more than one in a million. 

Again, at Malta, Colombo, &c , why should we black out ? We did not do 
so in the late War, and what possible excuse is there for doing so now ? I suppose 
that, here again, they must be thinking of a possible raid from aircraft carried 
in ships. 

[20339] 



N o doubt it is very valuable that in all parts of the Empire the black-out 
dri l l should be exercised and people should know what would be required if a 

black-out had to be imposed, but, beyond a drill or two, I cannot see the object 
of going on with it. 

I would suggest accordingly that the matter be taken up with those 
concerned, the true facts in each case should be ascertained, and an attempt 
made to instil a sense of proportion into the local authorities. 

T. S. V . P. 
(Deputy Chief of Naval Staff). 


November 18, 1939. 


I entirely agree. 
D. P. 

(First Sea Lord). 


November 18, 1939. 
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WAR CABINET.. 


SEIZURE OF EXPORTS FOR GERMANY. 


Note "by the Secretary. 


By direction of the Prime Minister I circulate 

herewith for consideration by the War Cabinet the 


attached draft statement to be made by the Prime 


Minister on the 21st November, 1939 which has been 


prepared in accordance with the Conclusions of the War 


Cabinet at their meeting on 20th Noverabers 1939. 


(W.M. (39) 89th Conclusions, Minute 8). 


(Signed) E.E, BRIDGES. 


Secretary. 


Richmond Terrace, S.W.I. 


20th November, 1939. 






Draft Statement to be made bjr the Prime Minister 

(21st November, 1959)7" . 


The house will be aware that during the last 


H days upwards of a ships, as of which were neutrals * 

were sunk, unhappily with very serious loss of life., by 


German mines. The Hague Convention to which Germany is 


a party and which she announced her intention of 


observing as recently as 17th September last provides 


that when anchored, mines are used every possible 


precaution must be taken for the security of peaceful 


navigation. In particular the danger zone must be 


notified, as soon as military exigencies permit once the 


mines cease to be under observation by those who laid 


them. If unanchored mines are used they must become 


harmless one hour at most after those who laid them have 


lost control over them. 


None of these provisions has been observed by the 


German Government in causing to be laid the mines which 


occasioned the losses I have mentioned, and this fresh 


outrage is only the culmination of a series of violations 


of instruments to which Germany had set her hand. I need 


only recall the sinking of the "Athenia" with the loss 


of 112 lives and the subsequent destruction of British, 


Allied and neutral vessels by mine., torpedos or gunfire, 


often without warning, and,, to an increasing extent, with 


a complete disregard of the rules laid down in the 


Submarine Protocol or of the most elementary dictates 


of humanity. It is estimated that the number of civilian 


lives lost in these illegal operations already exceeds 500. 


" Latest figures to be inserted. 






His Majesty's Government are not prepared to 


allow these methods of conducting warfare to continue 


without retaliation. They are now in consultation with 


the Governments associated with them as to the nature 


of the steps to he taken and I shall inform the House 


of our decisions at the earliest possible moment. 
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BURMA: THE CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVE 


Memorandum "by the Secretary oT State for Burma. 


I D my fifth periodical Report on Burma, 
(No. V/.P. (R) (39)86), I mentioned that the premier, on 
behalf of the whole Council of Ministers, had pressed 
the Governor on the 14th November to elucidate the 
statement that :he made on 7th November with the authority 
of His Majesty's Government (see W.P.(G)(39) 66) with 
particular reference to the question of the attainment by 
Burma of "Dominion status"; and at the same time he made 
pointed allusion to the fact that, in my explanation in 
the House of Lords on the same day that "Dominion status" 
to-day, in the light of the Statute of Westminster, is in 
no way different from Dominion status as defined in 1926, 
I referred only to India and not to Burma. 

Specific application of the phrase "Dominion 


status" to Burma has hitherto been studiously avoided, 


hut paragraph XXIV of the Instrument of Instructions to 


the Governor of Burma instructs him so to "exercise the 


trust which We have reposed in him that the partnership 


between Burma and the United Kingdom within Our Empire 


may be furthered to the end that Burma may attain its due 


place among Our Dominions". The same words, with the 


substitution of "India" for "Burma", are used in 


paragraph XVI of the Instrument of Instructions to the 


Governor-General of India; and as "Dominion status" has 


been unequivocally stated to be the objective for India, 
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I think that, now that, we are faced with the direct 


question whether or not Dominion status is also the 


objective for Surma, there is no option but to say 


plainly that it is. The Governor of Burma is very 


emphatic in a telegram received from him on the 18th 


November as to the extreme and immediate danger of any 


other course. 


Whatever may have been the origin of the phrase 


"Dominion status", it can now, as I understand it, be 


regarded only as a convenient way of indicating what is 


set out in full in the Report of the Inter-Imperial 


Relations Committee of the Imperial Conference of 1925.as 


a definition of the "position and mutual relation" of 


Great Britain and the Dominions, and is interpretable 


only by reference to that statement, viz. "they are 


autonomous Communities within the British Empire, equal 


in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any 


aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though 


united by a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely 


associated as Members of the British Commonwealth of 


Nations". This was accepted in 1926 as a statement of 


constitutional tact (i.e. apart from questions of 


constitutional form) and is a statement of the fact 


existing to-day in relation to the countries (except 


Newfoundland) which then accepted the declaration. 


Though there are in this statement of fact certain 


implications, to which I will allude later, which may 


afford ground for misgiving whether this formula may ever 


be found to be true, in every respect, of Burma, it does 


not seem to me that it contains any implication which 


need render it inapplicable as a statement of the 


objective which is possible of attainment by Burma, if an 
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admission that "Dominion status" is the objective were 


followed by a question as to what that phrase means. 


Apart from the pledge implicit in the paragraph of 


the Burma Instrument of Instructions which I have quoted, 


the only pledge which has been given to Burma is that 


given in a statement by the Secretary of State for India 


on the 20th January 1931 and reaffirmed by the Governor in 


his statement of 7th November, the last words of which are 


"and that the constitutional objective after Separation 


will remain the progressive realisation of responsible 


government in Burma as an integral part of the Empire". 


These words are a repetition, in relation to Burma, of the 


declaration made in August 1917 in relation to India 
what is known as the "Montagu Declaration" - and 


subsequently incorporated as the Preamble to the Act of 


1919; that Declaration defines the goal of British policy 


as "the gradual development of self-governing institutions, 


with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible 


government in India as an integral part of the British 


Empire". 


In 1929 the Viceroy was "authorised on behalf of 


His Majesty's Government to state clearly that, in their 


judgment, it is implicit in the Declaration of 1917 that 


the natural issue of India's constitutional progress, as 


there contemplated, is the attainment of Dominion status". 


If that is the implication of the words of the 


1917 declaration in relation to India, can the same words 


bear any other implication in relation tr Burma? My 


conclusion is that they cannot; and that, as any fresh 


synonym for the phrase "Dominion status" would inevitably 


be viewed with the gravest suspicion, we must admit 






"Dominion status" to be the objective of Burma just as it 


has been declared to be that for India. 


Nevertheless, certain misgivings will inevitably 


be felt about this conclusion, and.I think that they 


derive from two considerations. 


The first is uncertainty as to what is to be read 


into the words in the Balfour Declaration of 1926 "equal 


in status" and the consideration that doubts as to the 


possibility (and consequently as to the unwisdom of 


holding out any hope) that Burma will ever be equal in 


status with Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South 


Africa are due to some degree of -confusion of ' status' 

with "importance'. No one, of course, would suggest that 


Burma can ever hope to be of equal intrinsic importance 


in the Empire with Great Britain or even with India, and 


it may be observed that it is the great size and power of 


India, in fact, her intrinsic importance, which makes it 


probable that, when India is fully autonomous and in no 


way subordinate to His hajesty's Government in the United 


Kingdom in any aspect of India's domestic or external 


affairs, she will be accepted as of an equal standing with 


any other community in the Empire. On the other hand, it 


is hardly to be suggested that these words in the 


Declaration of 1926 meant that Great Britain and each of 


the Dominions to which the Declaration was directed were 


then, or are now of equal intrinsic importance. It seems 


to me that since they do not mean "equal in importance" 


the words "equal in status" in the Declaration of 1926 


have two implications, of which the first is the legal 


and logical consequence of the other attributes stated in 


-"elation to the communities in question, namely that they 


are autonomous, and in no way subordinate  one to another 
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in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs; for 


if a country or a community is autonomous and in no way 


subordinate to another in any aspect of its domestic or 


external affairs, then any other country that wishes to 


have relations with it or treat v*ith it in any connection 


must treat with it as an equal, just as Great Britain 


treats with, for example. Thailand, Burma1s neighbour, as 


equal in status, though not admitting for a moment that 


Thailand is of the same intrinsic importance as Great 


Britain. There is nothing in this implication which would 


be inapplicable to Burma whan she attains full responsible 


self-government. 


The second ground for hesitating to admit that 


"Dominion status" as interpreted in the light of the 1926 


declaration is the goal for Burma is to be found, I think, 


in the second implication of the words "equal in status" 


which seem to me in their context to indicate recognition 


by the countries in the Empire which adopted this 


Declaration that each of them acknowledges the other to be 


a partner with it in the British Commonwealth of Nations" 


within which they have certain mutual obligations of 


consultation and co-operation in matters of common concern. 


Insofar as there is a partnership (the members of which are 


inevitably equal one with the other though some may be 


senior partners and others junior partners) it is impossible 


for Great Britain alone, however much Great Britain may 


desire it (c.f. the Viceroy's statement of 1st November 


1929) , to promise any other country that all the partners 


will accept that other country to partnership, and, insofar 


as the original partnership constitutes a close corporation 


described as the "British Commonwealth of Nations", it is 


not possible for His Lajesty's Government in the United 


Kingdom to promise Burma, or India for that matter, that it 






will be admitted by the other partners to equal membership 


of that close corporation. There is room for doubt there 
fore whether Burma or India having attained full self
government and thereby equality of status in the legal 


sense will thereupon be accepted by the other partners as 


of equal status in a wider sense. 


But whatever mental reservations may, for the 


reasons suggested in the last paragraph, have to be made 


as to the possible attitude of the other Dominions to 


Burma, or India, at some future date when these two 


countries attain complete self-government, it seems to me 


that there can be no doubt that when, by the gradual 


development of self-governing institutions, they have 


become autonomous and are no longer subordinate to any 


other country in the Empire in respect of any aspect of 


their domestic or external affairs, they will be equal in 


status in the legal and logical sense of those words and 


will, to put it shortly, have attained "Dominion status", 


I propose, therefore, if my colleagues concur, to 


authorise the Governor of Burma to say in as formal a 


manner as may be required that the constitutional objective 


for Burma, as for India, is the attainment of Dominion 


status and I append the draft of a statement to this 


effect; but I should propose also that, unless he sees any 


insuperable objection in the present temper of political 


opinion in Burma, he should take the opportunity to 


emphasise by informal observations to his Ministers that 


progress towards the development of full self-government 


depends on the success with which Burmans use the 


opportunities for proving their capacity which have been 


afforded to them by the Government of Burma Act, 1935, that 


there are no short cuts, and that it is therefore not 
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possible for His Majesty's Government to answer the 


question (which has been asked of the Governor) when the 


goal will be attained or to lay down a time-table for 


progress through each successive stage towards it. 


Z. 


BURMA OFFICE S..W. 1. 
5


20th November 1933. 






Draft of statement to bo made by the Governor of Burma. 


In the statement which, with the full authority of His 


Majesty's Government, I made on 7th November, I said that 


His Majesty's Government re-affirm the declaration made by 


the Secretary of State for India on 20th January, 1931. 


That declaration affirmed that the constitutional objective 


for Burma after separation from India "will remain the 


progressive realisation of responsible government in Burma 


as an integral part of the Empire". 


This definition of the constitutional objective for 


separated Burma is in the same words as were used in August . 

1917, in what is known as the Montagu Declaration, in 


relation to India - 11 the gradual development of self
governing institutions with a view to the progressive 


realisation of responsible government in India as an integral 


part of the British Empire". 


On 1st November 1929 the Governor General of India was 


authorised on behalf of His Majesty's Government to state 


clearly that in their judgment it is implicit.in the 


declaration of 1917 that the natural issue of India's 


constitutional progress, as there contemplated, is the 


attainment of Dominion status. 


I am now, in my turn, as Governor of Burma, authorised 


on behalf of His Majesty's Government to state that in their 


judgment the natural issue of Burma's constitutional 


progress, through the gradual development of self-governing 


institutions with a view to the progressive realisation of 


responsible government in Burma, is the attainment of 


Dominion status. 
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T H E BLACK-OUT. 


Note by the First Lord of the Admiralty. 


I V E N T U R E to suggest to my colleagues that when the present moon begins 

to wane the black-out system should be modified to a sensible degree. We know 

that it is not the present policy of the German Government to indulge in indis
criminate bombing in England or X FElUCC, and it is certainly not their interest 

to bomb any but a military objective. The bombing of military objectives can 

best be achieved, and probably only be achieved, by daylight or in moonlight. 

Should they change this policy, or should a raid be signalled, we could extinguish 

our lights again. It should have been possible by this time to have made arrange
ments to extinguish the street lighting on a Yellow Warning. However, so far 

as night bombing for the mere purpose of killing civilians is concerned, it is 

easy tofind London by directional bearing and the map, whether the city is 

lighted or not. There is no need to have the " rosy glow " as a guide, and it 

would not be a guide if it were extinguished before the raiders leave the sea. But 

there is not much in it anyway. 


2. There is, of course, no need to turn on the full peace-time street-lighting. 

There are many modified forms. The system in force in the streets of Paris 

is practical and effective. You can see six hundred yards. The streets are light 

enough to drive about with safety, and yet much dimmer than in time of peace. 


3. The penalty we pay for the present methods is very heavy : First, the 

loss of life : Secondly, as the Secretary of State for Air has protested, the impedi
ment to munitions output; and also work at the ports/even on the west coast: 

Thirdly, the irritating and depressing effect on the people which is a drag upon 

their war-making capacity, and, because thought unreasonable, an injury to the 

prestige of His Majesty's Government: Fourthly, the anxieties of women and 

young girls in the darkened streets at night or in blaeked-out trains: Fifthly, the 

effect on shopping and entertainments. 


I would therefore propose that as from the 1st December :— 

(a) Street-lighting of a dimmed and modified character shall be resumed in 


the cities, towns and villages. 

(b) Motor cars and railway trains shall be allowed substantially more light, 


even at some risk. 

(c) The existing restrictions on blacking-out houses, to which the public have 


adapted themselves, shall continue; but that vexatious prosecutions 

for minor infractions shall not be instituted. (I see in the newspapers 

that a man was prosecuted for smoking a cigarette too brightly at 

one place, and that a woman who turned on the light to tend her baby 

in afit wasfined in another.) 


(d) The grant of these concessions should be accompanied by an effective 

propaganda continuously delivered by the broadcast, and handed out 
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to motorists at all refuelling stations, that on an air-raid warning 

all motorists should immediately stop their cars and extinguish their 

lights, and that all other lights should be extinguished. Severe 


V
 examples should be made of persons who, after a warning has been 

sounded, show any light. 


4. Under these conditions we might face the chances of the next three winter 

months in which there is so much mist and fog. We can always revert to the 

existing practice if the war flares up, or if we do anything to provoke reprisals. 


w. s. c. 

November 20, 1939. 
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WAP CABINET, 


BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE0 


Note by the Lord President of the Council. 


The War Cabinet may be interested to see this 


paper on Bacteriological Warfare submitted to me hy 


the Secretary of the Medical Research Council0 


It will he seen that the memorandum expresses 


the view that generally this form of warfare is likely 
to he less effective than normal methods, hut that, if 


used at all, action by enemy agents would be more likely 


to cause disease than would the spraying or dropping 


of bacteria from aircraft0 The chief exception to 


this general view is the spread of Foot and Mouth 


Disease in Cattle (NodO) which, if widely disseminated 


by aircraft, might rapidly get beyond control, and have a 


serious effect mx our milk and food supplies. 


(Intldo) S o 

Privy Council Office, 

Whitehall, S.W.1. 


21st November, 1939e 
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SOME NOTES ON DEFENCE AGAINST BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE 


The Reports of the special sub-committee of the Committee 

of Imperial Defence (see C.I.D. Papers 1315B, 1424B and 1438B) 

dealt with the problem in general terms, and made certain recommen
dations that have since been implemented. More recently, and 

particularly within the last few weeks, many suggestions have been 

received from official and unofficial sources in regard to 

particular methods of attack that are said to he contemplated by 

the enemy. It may be of service to consider these in a series of 

brief notes, summarising the evidence on which some assessment can 

be made of the likelihood of these methods being used, and of their 

probable effect if they should in fact be tried. 


(A) GENERAL PRINCIPLES 


Certain general principles must be borne in mind in 

considering any suggested method of bacteriological warfare. 


(i) The one outstanding objective of bacteriological warfare, 

effectively and intelligently applied, would tie to start epidemics 

of infective disease which would then spread far beyond the 

particular locality attacked. 


(ii) If such spread were realised, baoteriological warfare 

would be a very effective weapon for use against our civilian 

population, but a very unsuitable weapon for use against our armies 

in the field, because any epidemic would probably spread back 

across the lines to the enemy's own troops. If bacteriological 

warfare were used in the field, an infecting agent would probably 

be selected that would not cause epidemic spread. A note is 

appended to this summary, dealing with the military aspect of the 

problem. The summary itself is concerned only with the use of 

this weapon against the civilian population. 


(iii) The mere presence of a particular bacterium or virus is 

not sufficient to start an epidemic, even though it may cause a 

certain number of primary cases of disease. A variety of 

conditions, often of the most complex kind, are required for 

epidemic spread, and these conditions vary from one infection to 

another. If the enemy supposed that, by the random spreading of 

bacteria or viruses, he would start epidemics of the diseases 

caused by them, he would be displaying an unexpected lack of 

knowledge and intelligence. 


(iv) Certain diseases, of which influenza is an example, occur 

periodically in this country in an epidemic form. They will occur 

whenever conditions become suitable, whether the enemy attempts to 

spread them or not, because the infecting organisms concerned are 

always with us. When conditions are unsuitable they will not 

spread, whatever the enemy does. Action on his part would there
fore be superfluous so far as these diseases are concerned. 


(v) Some epidemic diseases can be controlled more easily and 

effectively than others,- and war-time conditions, especially 

conditions resulting from heavy air-raiding, will render some 

diseases particularly difficult to control. An intelligent enemy 

would select his infecting agent accordingly. 






(B) PARTICULAR METHODS OP BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE THAT HAVE BEEN 

SUGGESTED 


. It is perhaps natural that the spreading of bacteria or 

viruses.by aeroplane should have occupied a prominent place in the 

suggestions that have been made, particularly from unofficial 

sources; but the aeroplane is, for most purposes, a very clumsy 

and inefficient bacteriological instrument, because it cannot 

usually fulfil the essential condition of depositing the selected 

infecting agent in the right place at the right time. Among the 

actual reports or suggestions that have been received are the 

following. 


(1) Bubonic Plague. It has been reported that the enemy 

intend to drop from aeroplanes cages containing rats infected with 

plague, the cages being so constructed that they release the rats 

on landing. 


Plague, in its ordinary bubonic form, is a disease of 

rats which is spread from rat to rat and from rat to man by fleas. 

It assumes epidemic form in man only when men, rats and fleas are 

in close and frequent contact. The social conditions in this 

country up to the middle of the seventeenth century ensured this 

contact, and major epidemics of plague occurred periodically, 

including the Black Death and terminating in the Great Plague of 

London. Improving social conditions then reduced the frequency 

of contact between men, rats and fleas, and plague disappeared. 

It happens that we have recent evidence that existing conditions 

are not such as to allow the epidemic spread of plague in man, 

even in the presence of plague-infected rats. Between 1906 and 

1918, plague was continuously present in rats in East Anglia, but 

during these twelve years there were only seven certain and eleven 

doubtful plague deaths in man, and almost all these occurred in a 

few crowded and flea-infested cottages. If a relatively wide 

infection of rats caused an average of 1.5 plague deaths in man 

per year, we need not be greatly disturbed by the prospect of the 

release of any possible number of plague-infected rats from 

aeroplanes. It is true that, if our social conditions deterio
rated to those of 1665 or earlier, plague would spread again; but 

if that happened we should suffer from a wide variety of epidemic 

diseases apart altogether from enemy action. 


(2) Rabies. It has been suggested from two independent 

sources that Germany has planned to release from aeroplanes rats 

infected with rabies (hydrophobia; lyssa). 


Hydrophobia is a natural disease of dogs, and is conveyed 

to man by the bites of rabid animals. The suggestion is that dogs 

would become infected from the rats, and would then convey the 

disease to man. We have controlled hydrophobia quite successfully 

in the past by a muzzling order, and could certainly do so again. 

This method seems to have little to recommend it from the point of 

view of an intelligent enemy. 


(3) Cholera and Typhoid (Enteric) Fever. It has been 

suggested that the enemy will drop, or spray, cultures of cholera 

or typhoid organisms from aeroplanes, in the hope of starting 

epidemics of these diseases. It is usually added that these 

bacteria will be dropped into water reservoirs. 






The organisms of cholera and typhoid would be sensible 

ones for the enemy to use, because it is quite likely that the 

sanitary services that at present protect us against these 

diseases, and against intestinal infections in general, will suffer 

some dislocation in time of war. If heavy air-raiding occurred 

this dislocation might be very serious. Moreover, we have 

evacuated large numbers of our population, particularly children, 

from urban areas which have good water supplies and good systems 

of sewage disposal to rural areas where these services are often 

primitive. As a result of the steady improvement in our sanitary 

services the typhoid deaths in this country fell from 385 per 

million living in 1876 to 5 per million living in 1931. We shall 

probably be faced with a rise in the inoidence of typhoid and of 

other intestinal infections towards the earlier figure, and perhaps 

beyond it, apart from any deliberate action by the enemy. If, 

however, the enemy could start a number of epidemics of typhoid, 

and perhaps of cholera, in different areas within a short space of 

time, the situation might become very serious, though much could 

probably be done by protective vaccination combined with emergency 

measures of sanitary control. 


Spread by aeroplane would, however, be a singularly 

ineffective method of attempting to start epidemics of this kind. 

Spreading typhoid or cholera bacilli at random on the ground would 

be most unlikely to produce any effective number of infections. 

There are large numbers of typhoid "carriers" in this country 
persons who have been infected with typhoid bacilli in the past and 

continue to harbour them and excrete them from, their intestines. 

Typhoid bacilli can be cultivated from the sewage effluents from 

areas where an epidemic has occurred for several years after the 

epidemic has ended. These effluents, which flow into our rivers 

and estuaries, are known to contain these bacilli in large numbers; 

yet, with ordinary sanitary control, no fresh cases of typhoid 

occur. It has been noted that the enemy airmen are credited with 

the intention of dropping the typhoid or cholera bacilli into water 

reservoirs. This would involve low flying and accurate aim, and 

the effort would probably be wasted. It is, of course, true that 

the successful contamination of a large piped water supply would be 

a most effective method of starting a major epidemic if no counter
measures could be taken, but the chlorination of water is a most 

effective counter-measure, and all that would be needed to defeat 

this particular method of attack would be the enforcement of the 

continuous chlorination of all public water supplies. 


The danger in relation to infections of this type - and 

it is a very real danger - comes from enemy agents, not from enemy 

aeroplanes, from bacteriological sabotage, not from bacteriological 

"warfare" in the usually accepted sense. A short note on 

bacteriological sabotage is appended to this summary. 


(4) Anthrax. It has been suggested that the enemy intends 

to drop, or spray, from aeroplanes large quantities of anthrax 

spores. 


The first thing to note about this suggestion is that it 

involves the sacrifice of the main advantage of the bacteriological 

weapon. We have strong reasons for believing that, even if a 

certain number of primary anthrax infections could be produced, 

the disease would not spread. Every year, in this country, we 

have a certain number of cases of anthrax in man. During the 






period 1913-1924 there were, on the average, 62 cases a year. 

Such cases have always been widely scattered and there has never 

been any evidence of spread from man to man. 


As the disease will not spread in epidemic form, the efficacy 

of this method must be judged by attempting to compare the number 

of deaths, or cases of serious illness, likely to be produced by 

an aeroplane spraying anthrax spores, with the number of deaths 

or woundings likely to be produced by an aeroplane dropping high 

explosive or incendiary bombs, or spraying gas. This comparison 

can be little more than a guess, but the guess would certainly be 

in favour of the methods of aerial warfare hitherto practised. 

Anthrax, as it occurs in man in this country, is an industrial 

disease contracted by workers who handle hides, hair or wool, 

coming from infected animals. This infected material comes from 

various areas in Eastern Europe and Asia where anthrax in animals 

is far more common than in this country. We have noted above that 

an average of 62 cases occurred annually in this country between 

1912 and 1924, and that these were widely scattered among factories 

dealing with hair, wool and hides. It is clear, therefore, that 

infected material was being handled in many different places, but 

the total number of infections produced was never large. It seems 

doubtful whether the concentration of anthrax spores at ground level, 

produced as the result of spraying these spores from a great height, 

would be as high, even over a small area, as the concentration in a 

factory dealing with infected hair or wool. Though no definite 

conclusion can be justified in the absence of actual experience, 

it seems improbable that the lethal effect of this method of 

warfare would be comparable to that produced by high explosives. 

Some infections might well be caused, but if they were few and far 

between their only important effect would be psychological. The 

enemy might, of course, regard this effect as worth producing for 

its own sake. 


It should be noted that the above refers to anthrax in man. 

An assessment of the possible danger to our livestock of an attempt 

to spread anthrax in cattle is a question for the Ministry of 

Agriculture, 


The question of anthrax in animals is not, however, unconnected 

with that of anthrax in man, since some cases in man are of the 

"agricultural" type, that is are due to infection from sick animals 

in the field instead of from hair, hides or wool in the factory. 

It would seem, however, that such cases are seldom numerous, except 

in Italy and certain Balkan countries. Since many statements 

in regard to this particular method of bacteriological warfare 

have suggested that an appalling mortality would result, both in 

cattle and in man, from the random spreading of anthrax spores from 

aeroplanes, it is worth noting that our own pasture lands are not 

free from this organism at the present time, though the majority of 

cases in cattle in this country occur during the winter months and 

are probably caused by infection from imported foodstuffs. There 

is at least circumstantial evidence for the view that pasture land 

in this country is not as favourable for the development and spread 

of anthrax infection as are the pastures of warmer lands. The 

soil of some areas in France, particularly the Beance, Champagne 

and Auvergne districts, are much more heavily infected. It would 

be possible for the enemy to infect areas at present free," and 

perhaps to cause an appreciable increase in infections in cattle; 

but suggestions that he could produce a heavy mortality in man, or 

create a hitherto unknown danger in this country or in France, are 

not in accord with the facts. 






(5) Psittacosis. It has been suggested that the enemy will 

drop, or spray, from aeroplanes the virus of psittacosis, 


Here again, the enemy would be throwing away the main advantage 

of the weapon he was employing. Psittacosis is a natural disease 

of birds, particularly of birds of the parrot family, and is 

conveyed to man from infected birds. In man it causes a disease 

of the pneumonic type. There are many records of human cases of 

psittacosis. None have been followed "by epidemic spread. There 

have in some instances been a few secondary cases, but these have 

always been confined to persons living in the same house, or in 

close and frequent contact with the patient. 


Nor is it likely that any widespread epidemic could be caused 

among birds in this country, from which man might be infected. The 

only one of our native birds that is known to suffer naturally from 

this disease is the fulmar petrel, and this bird is confined to our 

North, North-East, and North-West coasts, and does not come into 

close contact with man except in a few of its major breeding places, 


As a primary lethal agent, psittacosis virus might prove more 

effective than anthrax spores. The frequency with which research 

workers who have studied this disease have become infected with it 

suggests that relatively small doses of the virus would be adequate. 

In general, however, it seems probable that the comments on anthrax 

in (4) above are applicable, with minor modifications, to 

psittacosis. 


(6) Tularaemia. It has been suggested that the enemy intends 

to drop from aeroplanes the organism of tularaemia. 


Tularaemia is a disease which occurs in certain rodents, 

chiefly ground-squirrels and jack-rabbits in the western part of 

the United States and of Canada. It has also been reported from 

Japan, Norway and Russia, The disease is probably conveyed from 

one animal to another by biting insects, especially ticks, Man 

is infected from.animals under natural conditions, either by the 

bites of ticks, by biting flies, particularly horse-files, or by 

dressing the skins of wild rabbits. The incidence in man is, 

however, confined mainly to those who are brought into close 

contact with wild animals, or their bodies - trappers, poultrymen, 

or butchers. It does not seem to occur in epidemic form, nor are 

large numbers of the population affected. In the western states 

of America 420 cases in man were reported between 1914, when the 

disease was recognised, and 1930, It is probable that many cases 

occurred which were not diagnosed, particularly in the earlier years; 

but it is clear that widespread infection may occur among rodents 

without any large number of human infections. 


Like psittacosis, tularaemia would seem to be highly infective 

for man under conditions favourable for transfer, since many 

laboratory workers who have studied this disease have become 

infected. Man is probably infected through the skin, or through 

the conjunctiva, when not infected by the bite of an insect. 


It is impossible to foretell how many primary infections, if 

any, would be caused by spraying this organism from aeroplanes, 

though, for the reasons considered in relation to anthrax and 

psittacosis, it seems unlikely that they would be very numerous. 






Even if a certain number occurred there is little likelihood that 

the disease would spread, There is no evidence of direct cross 

infection from man to man; and the American evidence indicates 

that, even if widespread infection could be produced among rabbits 

or other rodents, the number of human infections resulting from 

this would not be large. 


(7) Pneumonic Plague. It has been suggested that plague 

bacilli might be sprayed from aeroplanes with the intention of 

starting an epidemic of pneumonic plague. 


This form of plague differs from the ordinary bubonic plague 

considered in (1) above, in being transferred from man to man by 

direct contact. It is also an extremely fatal form of the disease. 

So far as the production of primary infections is concerned, the 

problem is the same as that discussed in regard to anthrax. It 

seems unlikely that the concentration of plague bacilli at ground 

level following their dissemination from great heights will be 

sufficient to cause many cases of the disease. Subject to the 

same reservation that the answer can be little more than a guess 

in the absence of practical experience, the likelihood would appear 

to be that no large numbers of infections would be produced. 


In regard to epidemic spread, the chances would seem to be 

still more against the enemy. Within recent history, epidemics 

of pneumonic plague have been mainly confined to countries in which 

primitive conditions of life, associated with extreme cold, result 

in gross overcrowding in small huts or tents. Thus there have 

been epidemics in North China, Manchuria, Transbaikalia and the 

Kirghiz Steppes. In these countries bubonic plague tends to occur 

in the summer and pneumonic plague in the winter. There seems 

little likelihood that conditions favourable to the spread of 

pneumonic plague would occur in this country. 


(8) Typhus. It has been suggested that the enemy intends 

to drop from aeroplanes the organism that causes typhus fever. 


Typhus is a louse-borne disease, and one version of the enemy's 

action is that he will drop infected lice. The disease is conveyed 

from man to man by the body louse. For typhus to spread in 

epidemic form there must be a heavy infestation of a high proportion 

of the population with body lice (not head lice). It is 

characteristically a disease of armies in the field, in those areas 

where it is prevalent, or of civilian populations living under 

conditions of extreme'squalore Our civilian population is, at 

the present time, relatively free from body lice;, so that typhus 

would certainly not spread among us. It does not seem likely that 

our people will attain a degree of louse infestation adequate to 

allow any considerable spread of this disease if our social services 

can be maintained at any reasonable level. 


In regard to primary infections, resulting directly from the 

dropping of the organism from aeroplanes, the position is 

comparable to that of psittacosis or tularaemia, since here again 

there have been many, though not so many, accidental laboratory 

infections and it seems clear that infection takes place with some 

readiness through the skinc 


The dropping of infected lice seems no more likely to be 

effective than the dropping of the infecting organism. The louse 






does not survive for long apart from a man on whom it can feed, and 

very few of the lice dropped from an aeroplane would be likely to 

land in a situation convenient to themselves. The rest would 


; perish ineffectively. 


(9) Yellow fever. It has been suggested that the enemy 

intends to release firom aeroplanes mosquitoes infected with yellow 

fever. 


This suggestion, like so many others, ignores our knowledge 

of the complex biological factors concerned in the spread of 

infective disease. Yellow fever is a disease of certain tropical 

and sub-tropical countries, spread from man to man by m6gQBitoeey and 

particularly by a species known as Agdes aegypti. Although it 

seems probable that other species of mosquitoes may be concerned 

as vectors In some areas, there is no reason to believe that we 

have suitable insect vectors in this country. It is altogether 

unlikely that the occurrence of a few human cases would be followed 

by any epidemic spread. 


How many of the infected mosquitoes that might be released 

from an aeroplane would bite and infect a human being during their 

short period of life it is impossible to say; but the odds against 

any considerable number of infections occurring would seem to be 

extremely high. 


(10) Foot-and-Mouth Disease. As a contrast to the examples 
considered above, mention may be made of a suggested method of 
bacteriological attack by enemy aeroplanes where everything is in 
the enemyTs favour, and success would almost certainly be achieved. 
It concerns a disease of animals, not of man, but it serves as a 
further illustration of the general principles involved. 

Foot-and-mouth disease is a highly infectious virus disease 

of cattle, and of certain other livestock. Our cattle are highly 

susceptible to this disease; and we keep it under control only by 

slaughtering infected animals and healthy animals that are known 

to have been in contact with them. This slaughter policy could 

hardly be applied on the widest scale in war time on account of 

its effect on our milk supply. The disease spreads rapidly. 

The random spraying of pastures would almost certainly be 

effective in starting multiple foci of infection. If epidemics 

were started in many parts of the country within a short time the 

disease would rapidly get beyond control. The death rate would 

be low, but the effect on our milk and food supplies would be 

serious. 


SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE ON BACTERIOLOGICAL SABOTAGE BY ENEMY 

AGENTS 


This question was considered in some detail in the Reports 

of the Sub-Committee on Bacteriological Warfare. It will suffice 

to note that an enemy agent, armed with cultures of bacteria or 

viruses which would occupy a very small bulk, could start outbreaks 

of infection without great difficulty, sinoe he could deposit his 

material in the most effective place. He could, for instance, 

infect bread, cakes, fruit, milk, etc., with typhoid bacilli, or 






with ether organisms causing intestinal infections. Any food would' 

serve, so long as it was not subjected to further cooking before 

being eaten. The infection of shallow wells used for the supply of 

drinking water would be another possibility, since routine 

chlorination of such water would be extremely difficult. In the 

case of diseases caused by inhalation, the spraying of bacteria or 

viruses in a relatively small space, such as a hall or tube station, 

would result in a far higher concentration than would the spraying 

of the same material from a great height in the open air; but the 

act of spraying would be more difficult, and more open to detection 

than would the contamination of foodstuffs. 


It is clearly of the greatest importance that the Emergency 

public Health Laboratory Service, which was set up by the Medical 

Research Council on instructions from the Committee of Imperial 

Defence to ensure the early diagnosis of epidemics, whether due 

to enemy action or arising from other causes, should be maintained 

in a high state of efficiency: and that local health authorities 

should maintain a staff of Medical Officers and Inspectors sufficient 

to keep a close and continuous watch on the incidence of infective 

disease, in addition to fulfilling the many other duties that war 

conditions will impose on them. The essential factor in the 

effective eontrol of epidemics is immediate action as soon as the 

first cases occur, and this entails constant vigilance. 


SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE ON SOME MILITARY ASPECTS OF BACTERIOLOGICAL 

WARFARE 


It has been noted above that bacteriological warfare, with the 

object of starting epidemics of infective disease, is unlikely to 

be used as a weapon against our armies in the field, because such 

epidemics would probably spread to the enemy's own troops. As 

pointed out in previous reports, a possible exception might be 

found in a disease to which our troops were susceptible, but 

against which the enemy might protect his own by some form of 

immunization. Our troops will, however, be protected against 

typhoid and small-pox, two diseases that may readily spread among 

armies in the field and against which vaccination is known to be 

effective. It would be a rash experiment for the enemy to attempt 

a plan of this type, using some other infecting organism, and a 

vaccine that had not actually been tried out under field conditions. 

It is never possible to foretell, apart from such experience, how 

effective a particular type of vaccination will be. 


A more likely method, if this weapon were employed at all, 

would be the selection of an organism that would cause primary 

infections but would not tend to spread. Reasons have been given 

above for the conclusion that this method, by itself, would probably 

be far less lethal than shells, bullets, or g a s .  ' 


There remains, however, the possibility of combining the use 
Qf shells and bullets with the use of bacteria0 If these 
Projectiles could be effectively contaminated with bacteria of a 
suitable kind, the enemy might be able to increase considerably 
the death rate among the wounded, and particularly among the 
j-ightly wounded. This would involve the employment of bacterial 
spores sufficiently heat-resistant to withstand the heat generated 
coring the explosion of a shell, or the firing of a bullet, 
against some spore-bearing bacilli, such as the tetanus bacillus, 
-e are protected with an effective agent for treatment in the 






corresponding antitoxin. Whether other spore-hearing organisms, 

such as anthrax, would be effective if used in this way it is 

impossible to say. 


It must again be remembered that, just as epidemics of disease 

among the civilian population will occur apart from deliberate enemy 

action, so serious wound infections will occur apart from any 

intentional contamination of bullets or shells. The question is 

whether this method would greatly increase the number of such 

infections. It would be desirable to obtain, from the appropriate 

technical experts, further information on certain of the physical 

factors concerned, particularly on the temperature attained by 

exploding shells, or travelling bullets, and its duration. 


It will be clear that this supplementary note, at least so far 

as high explosives are concerned, is applicable to air raids on the 

civilian population. 


As with any other untried method of warfare, it is impossible 

to do more than guess at the potentialities of the bacteriologioal 

weapon until it has been experienced. The above notes are no more 

than an attempt to indicate which of the methods that have actually 

been suggested seem likely to be ineffective, and which seem to 

offer the enemy some chance of successful attack. 


Postscript: Botulinus toxin. 


A suggestion has recently been made that the enemy might spray 

from aeroplanes the toxin produced by an organism known as 

Clostridium botulinum. 


This toxin, when taken into the body through the mouth, causes 

the very fatal disease known as botulism. The first point to note 

in regard to this suggestion is that it is not, in the ordinary 

sense of the term, an example of bacteriological warfare, but of 

chemical warfare. The toxin is a non-living product of the 

bacterium. It does not cause an infection, but death from 

poisoning. This suggestion is strictly comparable to others 

that have been made in regard to spraying arsenic, or other 

chemical poisons. 


Botulinum toxin, used intelligently, would provide the enemy 

with a highly effective weapon, since it is fatal in minute doses; 

hut here again we find the aeroplane obsession. What proportion 

of toxin, sprayed from aeroplanes, would find its way into the 

mouths of human beings? It seems clear that by far the greater 

part of a reagent that would be more troublesome to prepare than' 

most other available poisons would be wasted. An enemy agent, 

on the other hand, armed with relatively small amounts of toxin, 

could use it effectively by introducing it into foodstuffs. 

There would, of course, be no spread of disease beyond those who 

consumed the poisoned food, but the mortality among those 

consuming it would be high. 
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Note "by the Minister for Co-ordination 

of Defence, 


The Notes by the Medical Research Council circulated by 


the Lord President suggest to my mind that the ,7ar Cabinet 


might be interested to know the preparations for defence against 


bacteriological warfare which Were made by the Committee of 


Imperial Defence on the recommendations of Lord (then Sir 


Maurice) Hanlcey's Sub-Committee. These are set out in the 


attached Summary and show the position as it was on the outbreak 


of the war. 


2. It will be noted that the measures described in the 
Summary deal solely with the defensive aspect of this subject, 
consideration of the offensive uses of bacteriological warfare 
having been strictly ignored. This was in conformity with 
the declared policy of His Majesty's Government, as a signatory 
of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 prohibiting the use of 
asphyxiating or poisonous or other gases, and of bacteriological 
methods of warfare as confirmed in the Joint Anglo-French 
Declaration of the 3rd September, 1939 as follows 

"Finally, the two Allied Governments reaffirm their 
intention to abide by the terms of the Geneva" 
Protocol of 1925 prohibiting the use in war of 
asphyxiating or poisonous or other gases and 
bacteriological methods of warfare. An enquiry 
will be addressed to the German Government as to 
whether they are prepared to give an assurance 
to the same effect." 





result of correspondence which passed, between Lord Hankey and 


myself during September last, it was decided, with the 


approval of the Prime Minister, that the Medical Research 


Council should carry out experimental work into the 


possibilities of transmitting infection to man by various forms 


of micro-organisms through the air, with a view to giving us 


greater knowledge as to how to protect ourselves against such 


methods. It was made clear that these researches should be 


conducted in this spirit and not with the object of resorting 


to such methods ourselves, and that on no account should field 


experiments on a large scale be undertaken without a further 


decision. 


L. In common with a number of other C.I.D. Committees 


which were transferred to Departments on the outbreak of war, 


the Sub-Committee on Emergency Public Health Laboratory Services 


(the body responsible for investigations in connexion with 


bacteriological warfare) was placed under the aegis of the 


Ministry of Health, "to be assembled as required" by that 


Ministry and the Department of Health for Scotland." I 


suggest that it is for consideration whether, in view of the 


questions of policy which are involved in this subject, the 


Committee should not be reconstituted as a Committee of the 


War Cabinet with such readjustment of its composition as may 


be thought necessary to meet the requirements of actual 


warfare. 


(Initialled) C. 


Richmond Terrace, 
21st November, 1939. 
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SUMMARY OP PREPARATIONS MADE FOR PROTECTION 

AGAINST BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE AND THE 

BACTERIOLOGICAL EFFECTS"OF AIR WARFARE PIT THIS 

COUNTRY UP TO THE OUTBREAK OF WAR. 


Origin of Enquiry. 


1. On the 2nd November'9 I93G a Sub-Committee of the 


Committee of Imperial Defence was set up under the 


Chairmanship of Lord (then Sir Maurice) Hankey to report 


on the practicability of the introduction of 


bacteriological warfare and to make recommendations as. 


to the counter-measures which could be taken to deal 


with that eventuality. The Subcommittee held numerous 


meetings during the period 1936-58 and submitted three 


Reports (C.I.D. Papers Eos. 1315-B, 1424-B and 1438-B). 


Basis of JSnonijrjr
e 


2. Great Britain being a party to the Geneva 


Protocol of 1925 prohibiting the use of asphyxiating 


or poisonous or other gases, and of bacteriological 


methods of .warfare5 the Sub-Committee confined its 


investigations strictly to considerations of defence,, 


Gene ra1 C onclusipns. 

3. The general"conclusions of the Sub-Committee may 


be summarised as followss
(a) It was regarded as improbable 


that the dropping of bacteria from 


aircraft either in any form of 


bomb  or by spraying in dry or 
s


liouid form would be as effective 






a method of attack on the civilian population 


as the use of high explosives * gas5 or 


incendiary bombs. It was, however, 


recognised that the enemy might attempt to 


introduce bacteria by aircraft in the hope 


of the psychological effect which this 


would produce. If sos it was to be 


expected that a certain number of serious, 


and in some cases, fatals infections might 


be caused in this ways but it was not 


considered that the number would be very 


great. 


ogical (b) It was considered that much more serious 


effects might be produced by the 


dissemination of bacteria by enemy agents9 


because it would be possible in this way 


to infect water3 milk and other foodstuffs, 


and thus to start epidemics of a kind which 


might spread widely beyond the original 


focus of infection. 


gical (c) Apart altogether from the deliberate 

es of 


and dissemination of bacteria either by 


aircraft or by saboteurs, the Sub-Co mini t tee 

were strongly of the opinion that a more 


urgent and serious problem was to be found 


in the spread of disease in this country 


resulting from conditions inherent in 


modern warfare. Large-scale evacuation 


into areas with relatively ill-developed 


sanitary services would alone increase the 






likelihood, of such epidemics, and any 


extensive air attacks, such as might cause 


a serious dislocation of the sanitary 


services in urban areas, would aggravate 


the danger. Skilful bacteriological sabotage 


added to these unfavourable conditions 


might lead to very considerable outbreaks, 


especially of intestinal infections, such 


as dysentery and typhoid. 


ection of (d) In regard to livestock, as distinct from 

als. 


the human beings, it was considered that 


the dissemination of bacteria or viruses 


by aircraft might be much more effective, 


particularly in the case of foot-and-mouth 


disease and also of anthrax. 


ction of (e) The introduction of plant pests and 

s. 


diseases by the enemy was not regarded as 


a very serious danger no pest being known 


which would cause great harm to any of the 


major crops within a reasonably short 


period from its introduction. Colorado 


beetle, which attacks potato crops, would 


be the most difficult pest to deal with., 


but it was considered that an epidemic 


could be kept under control without 


great difficulty. 






iOl 


Counter-Measures, 


to deal v/ith possible epidemics of disease in 
human-beings and animalss and pests in cropss resulting 
either 

(i) from deliberate attempts on the part of 

the enemy to introduce them by aircraft 

or soboteurSj or 


(ii) from the conditions inherent in air 

warfare3 including evacuation and a 

possible breakdown of sanitary services9 


are as follows:

replies of (a) An attempt was made to assess the 

ceings and 


i.	 probabilities in regard to those infective 


diseases that would be most likely to cause 


serious epidemicsP and supplies of certain 


preventive vaccines and curative seras 


varying in quantity according to the 


estimated degree of possible infection3 


were obtaineds distributed and stored. 


(These supplies were additional to the 


provision of antitoxins for the protection 


of wounded persons against the ordinary 


risks of infection with tetanus and gas
gangrene: in this regard2 it may be 


mentioned that 19400,000 doses of tetanus 


antitoxin were provided to meet the 


estimated initial requirements of the civil 


population and the mobilisation 


requirements of the Defence Services), 






(b) The possibility of widespread epidemics 


resulting from war conditions, 


irrespective of deliberate attempts at 


bacteriological warfare, drew attention 


to the lack of adequate provision of 


laboratory facilities for the rapid 


diagnosis of infectious diseases, 


particularly in those rural areas which 


would receive persons evacuated from the 


larger cities and towns. Arrangements 


were therefore made to provide an 


Emergency Public Health Laboratory Service, 


under the direction of the Medical Research 


Council, which would provide the requisite 


additional facilities throughout England 


and Wales (see CI,D. Paper No. 1438-B). 


The general function which this Service 


-will perform is the rapid diagnosis of 


outbreaks of infective desease and the 


distribution of vaccines and sera to prevent 


their spread. It comprises 35 emergency 


laboratories, all of which are fully 


equipped and staffed (see attached Ministry 


of Health Circular dated the 5th September, 


1939)*. This Service was successfully 


mobilised at the beginning of the war and is 


now in operation. A similar Service has 


been organised by the Department of Health 


for Scotland. 






^vHnTis against (c) The danger of hacteriological sahotage by 


enemy agents has "been brought to the notice 


of the Security Service on various occasions. 


The most effective defence against, this 


danger is to be found less in providing 


against the particular possibilities of what 


enemy agents might do, than by interning 


such aliens and other suspicious characters 


as might be capable of sabotage. Internment 


of such individuals was carried out during 


the Precautionary Stage prior to the outbreak 


of war. As ,a further precaution, the Security 


Service were supplied with a Memorandum 


prepared by the Medical Research Council, 


setting out the kind of behaviour and action 


by saboteurs for which they should be on the 


look-outo Arrangements have also been made 


whereby containers found in suspicious 


circumstances, or foodstuffs falling under 


suspicion shall be sent to a central laboratory 


for immediate examination by expert 


bacteriologists. 


cn 


ction of (d) The precautions taken by the Ministry of 

stock. 


Agriculture and Fisheries in regard to livestock 


fall under two main headings 


(i)	 Foot and Mouth Disease0 


After careful consideration of the 

steps which should be taken to cope with 

sudden and extensive outbreaks of foot 

and mouth disease in cattle under v/ar 

conditions, the Ministry of Agriculture 

and Fisheries, and the Scottish Office, 

came to the conclusion that the normal 

peacetime organisation for dealing with 

this disease would be adequate, and the 

procedure, viz0 , slaughter and the 

restriction of movement of animals, 

suitable. Furthermore, they examined, 






in collaboration with the Food 

(Defence Piano)Department, the 

modifications of policy and procedure 

which migiit he necessary should the 

disease become so widespread as to 

produce a marked decrease in meat 

and milk supplies, and were of the 

opinion that such modification as might 

be called for would depend on the 

extent of the outbreak and would have 

to be a matter for decision at the 

time0 


Recently discovered methods of 

vaccination are being tested at the 

Foot and Mouth Disease Research Station 

at Pirbright with the object of 

determining the most effective and 

suitable so that in the event of the 

disease becoming uncontrollable by 

methods of slaughter facilities at 

the station may be devoted exclusively 

to the production of vaccine. 


In addition, ^arrangements are 

under consideration for the 

preparation and use of serum (the 

source being the recovered animals 

in natural outbreaks) as an additional 

weapon in the event of the output of 

vaccine being inadequate to deal with 

the emergency,, 


(ii) Anthrax;, 


As mentioned in paragraph 3 (d) 

above, the infection of livestock with 

anthrax by means of the dissemination 

of bacteria from aircraft is considered 

a practicable xiiethod of attack, and 

such attacks, if carried out, might 

cause serious losses to stock0 As a 

precaution against this danger the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 

now have at their disposal 2 million 

doses of anti-anthrax vaccine, and can 

furnish unlimited additional quantities 

at a fortnights notice0 For curative 

purposes, a stock of 100,000 doses of 

serum has been obtained, and 75 

animals are now producing further 

supplies of serum at the rate of 

25,000 doses a month0 The majority 

of this serum and vaccine is 

distributed at various Divisional 

Centres throughout the country, the 

remainder being kept in the form of ' 

a'reserve store at "/eybridge

(e) Protection against the deliberate 


infection of crops is to be found mainly 


in the provision of raw materials for 


the manufacture of insecticides and 






fungicides, and to a lesser degree, of 
spraying equipment. Steps have "been, 

taken by the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries to ensure the necessary supply of 
raw materials for the first year of war over 
a range extending from 1 ton of mercury to 


10,500 tons of sulphur. The supply of the 


necessary spraying equipment is covered by 


contract. 






MINISTRY OF HEALTH, 

Whitehall, S. W. 1, 


5th September, 1939. 


Dear Sir, 


EMERGENCY PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY SERVICE. 


An Emergency Laboratory Service has been organised by the 


Medical Research Council, in consultation with the Ministry of 


Health, to augment the existing facilities for bacteriological 


diagnostic work required for public health purposes, . . It is 


antioipated that the demand for such work may be considerably 


increased in some parts of the country under war conditions, and 


also that many of the usual arrangements may cease to be efTec
tive. It is not intended, however, that the scheme should 


interfere in any way with the operation of normal services 


where these can be maintained. 


A list of the Emergency Laboratories is given belowe The 


assistance which thay can give will, for appropriate purposes, 


be freely at the disposal of the Medical Officers of Health 
and the medical services generally, both civil and military 
within convenient reach of the respective situations. The 


general function which this Service will perform is the rapid 


diagnosis of outbreaks of infective disease and the distribution 


of vaccines and sera to prevent their spread. It is not 


proposed that the Emergency Service should undertake pathological 


work of other kinds, such as that done in ordinary hospital 


laboratories. 


The pathological laboratories of the Ministry of Health 


have been amalgamated for the time being with the Emergency 


Service.. Its staff and functions have been transferred from 


London to the central laboratories of the Emergency Service at 


Oxford and Cambridge. 


The ten Emergency Public Health Laboratories in the Greater 


\ 





London area are attached to the several Hospital Sectors. 


Elsewhere in England and Wales they are directly administered 


by the Medical Research Council. A similar scheme is 


directed hy the Department of Health for Scotland.. 


Yours faithfully, 


(Signed) ARTHUR S. MACNALTYo 


Chief Medical Officer. 


The Medical Officer of Health. 






South ..of England (excluding Greater London)e 


Emergency laboratories have been established at the 


following places, the first two being central laboratories 


and the remainder subsidiary:-


Place. 


Oxford 

Cambridge 

Stamford 

Holt 

Colchester 


Canterbury 

Horsham 

Winchester 

Sherborne 

Gloucester 


Tavistock 


Institution. 


School of Pathology 

Department of Pathology 

Stamford School 

Gresham1s S cho ol 

Royal Eastern Comities' 

Institution Ltd. 


Kingts School 

Christfs Hospital 

Winchester College 

School for Girls 

County Mental Hospital 

No.  2 , Coney Hill. 

Kelly College 

Officer in charge* 


Dr. W.M. Scott. 

Dr. Po Griffith. 

Dr. So Knox. 

Dr. A.Qo Wells. 

Dr. P.H. Martin. 


Dr. A.M. McParlan. 

Dr. Jo Cruikshank. 

Dro J. T. Dune an. 

Dr0 E.r. Hicks. 

Dr. R.M0 Pry. 


Drc C.H. Andrewes 

(Dr. Edith Straker 

tempo rarily). 


Midlands and North of England. 


Emergency laboratories have been established at the 


following places:-


Place, 


Barnard Castle

Kirkby Lonsdale


Podding ton 

Wellington 

-Lincoln 


Institution. 


 Barnard Castle School 

 Queen Elizabeth Grammar 


School 

Pocklington School 

Wrekin College 

Technical College 


Officer in charge. 


Dr. S.H. Warren. 

Dr. J.W. Orr. 


Dr. Wo Goldie. 

Dr0 R.E. Jones. 

Dr. J.M. Croll. 


These subsidiary laboratories - and also one in North 


Wales - are being staffed and equipped by arrangement with the 


following departments, which will themselves continue to 


provide the same services as in normal times:-


Place. 


Newcastle 


Leeds 


Sheffield 


Institution. 


Bacteriology Department, 

Medical School, 

King's College. 


Bacteriology Department, 

Medical School. 


Bacteriology Department, 

The University. 


Officer in charge., 


Professor E.M. Dunlop. 


Prof. J.W. McLeod. 


Prof. Wilson Smith. 






Place0 


Manchester 


Liverpool 


Birniinghara 


Wales. 


Institution0 


Bacteriology Department, 

The Universityo 


City Laboratories 

1.1 o iixi'o P i.o a 3 an t -

Bacteriology Department, 

helical Schools, 


Officer in Charge;, 
Profo II.3. Maitland. 
Profo H.D. Wrightc 

Profo J.P.D* ShrewsbuQS 

Eraersency laboratories have been established at the 


follo\vir  places, the first bein£ central and the other two 
v


subsidiar;/;


Place. 


Cardiff 


Aberystwyth 


Conway0 


--


Ins ti tut i oiio 


Welsh National School of 

Medicine, The Parade? 


Dairy Research Institute, 

University College 

Fisheries Experiment 

Station.-


Grefit,er^Londpn
r e 


An ernergencjr laboratory for public heal 


established in each of the hospital Sectors9 


Brentwood 

Hertford 

Harpenden 


Watford 

Northwood 

Ealing 


Slough 

Guildford 


Epsom 

Downe, Kent 


Brentwood School 

Haileybury College 

Rothamsted Experimental 

Sect! oiio 


Peace Memorial Hospital 

Kei?clsaiit Taylors'' School 

King Edward Memorial 

Hospital (adjoining) 


Messrs Horlicks Ltd.-

County Secondary School 

for Girls, 


Epsom College 

Buckston Browne 

Laboratories, 


Officer in Charge. 


Dr  V.D. Allison 
c


(Dr0  L 0 Colebroolc 

t empo rarily). 


Dr, A.,C,-. Jones0 


Dr. D.T0 Robinson6 


th work has been 


as follows:-


Dr0 AoB. Roslier. 

Dr Downie. 

Dr. J Alston. 


Dr. A.R. Berrie. 

Dr  C.J.G. Britton. 

Dr

c

 A.3. Porteous. 
a


Dr. G.W. Goodhart. 

Dr  R.P.L. Hewlett, 
c


Dr  T 6 Stamp. 

Dr

c

 J.C. Colbeck. 
s



